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KSC PAO We will resume the countdown at 6:23, 23 minutes
after the hour, which will 2:23 this morning giving us a launch
at 2:32 a.m. Eastern Daylight Time. Countdown clock /ill start
at T minus 9 minutes and 30 seconds. We do have a message from
the White house that was sent by President Reagan to the flight
crew for this morning's launch. It reads "Recently NASA orbiting
infared observatory made a stunning discovery. And it's found
that the star Vega some 26 light years from Earth is circled by
an enormous ring or shell of particals that could be building
blocks of a solar system." T minus 9 minutv3 and counting.
Continuing with that statement, "we now have the first direct
evidence that solid objects of substantial size exists around the
star other than our sun. This breakthough provides mankind with
new insighcs into the mystery and immensity of the cosmos that we
are only beginning to understand. Twenty five years into the
space age, our quest to explore the unknown goes on, the 8th
mission of the Space Shuttle paves a new path to greater
knowledge of our Earth and of the universe that surrounds us.
Also with this effort we acknowledge finally the first ascent of
a black American into space. Challenger's mission will continue
to expand the Shuttle's capabilities to do things we have never
before done in orbit and it will mark the Shuttle's first night
launch and landing. I believe that we are truely on the
threshold of a new freedom, the potential to probe the solar
system with greater ease, less risk and thus the ability to use
space to enhance the well being of all people. On the eve of
this great adventure, Nancy and I send our best wishes for a safe
and productive mission to Commander Dick Truly and his crew, Dan
Brandenstein, Dale Gardner, Guy Bluford, and Bill Thornton. Good
luck and may God go with you", signed Ronald Reagan. T minus 7

minutes 50 seconds and counting. Everything continuing to go
well toward the launch of STS-8. T minus 7 minutes 30 seconds.
We will get a go from ground launch sequencers to start the
retraction of the Orbiter access arm, the walkway used by the
ast.:onauts to climb in the vechicle, the arm can be put back in
place within about 15 to 20 seconds if an emergency arises and
the crew must evacuate the pad. The white room now going back
away from the vehicle. T minus 7 minutes and counting. T minus
6 minutes 43 seconds and counting.

TD 5.

Go ahead 5.

734 is confirmed.

Alright copy,

(garble) OTC.

KSC PAO T minus 6 minus 30 seconds and counting. Ground
launch sequencer now in total control of the countdown. It will

I t
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remain in control and the T minus 31 seconds when control is
passed to the onboard flight control system. T minus 6 minutes
15 seconds and counting.

KSC PAO T minus 6 minutes and counting. Orbiter test
conductor giving pilot Brandenstein a go to perform the
auxilliary power unit prestart. Brandenstein will configure
switches in the cockpit with the APU's in the ready to start
configuration. Brandenstein reports the APU prestart is
complete. They will be activated at the T minus 5 minute mark.
T minus 5 minutes 30 seconds and counting. Mission Control has
transmitted the signal to start the flight recorders. These two
recorders will collect measurements of Shuttle systems
performance during fli>7ht and will be played back for evaluation
after the mission.

OTC flight confirm step 743.

Spacecraft Copy.

JSC PAO Houston flight confirms recorders are on. T minus
5 minutes 4 seconds and counting. T minus 5 minutes and
counting, we have a go for APU start. Brandenstein now flipping
the 3 remaining switches in the cockpit to start the 3 auxiliary
power units. APU activation is complete. Hydraulic pressure
reported to be normal. This now limits our unplanned hold
capability to 7 minutes if we should run into a problem between
now and T. minus 31 seconds when primary control of the countdown
is turned over to Challenger's onboard computers.

END OF TAPE
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PAO T-4 minutes, 30 seconds and counting. SRB and
external tanks safe and arm devices have been armed, and inhibit
will remain on the S&As until T~10 seconds when the range safety
destruct system is activated. Main fuel valve heaters on the 3
Shuttle main engines have been turned on in preparation for
engine start.

SPACECRAFT And the CDR heater reconfig is complete.

CAPCOM All right. . (Garble)

.

KSC PAO Commander Truley reports heater reconfiguration
complete. T-4 minutes and counting. The crew has been asked to
close the visors on their launch and entry helmets, final purge
sequence of the main engines now under way. T-3 minutes, 50
seconds and counting. Orbiter aerosurface test is under way,
Orbiter's flight control services now being moved to a preprogram
pa::t«rn to verify they are ready for launch. T-3 minutes, 35
seconds and counting.

SPACECRAFT (garble) N"TD we are shov.'ing...

KSCPAO T-3 minutes, 30 seconds, Orbiter, ground support
equipment power bus has been turned off. The vehicle is now on
internal power, running off it's onboard fuel cell^ fed by ground
reactanta through the T zero umbilicals. T-3 minutes, 10
seconds, engine gimbal checks are complece. Shuttle main engines
have been placed in the start position. T-3 minutes and
counting, T-2 minutes, 55 seconds, external tank liquid oxygen
pressur Ization has started, purging of the Shuttle main engine is
terminated. -2 minutes, 43 seconds and counting, retraction has
started on the gaseous oxygen vent hood, ground launch sequencer
will make the final check to make sure the vent arm is fully
retracted at T-37 seconds. T-2 minutes, 30 seconds and counting,
Orbiter Test Conductor has requested Pilot Brandenstein to clear
caution and warning memory system. T-2 minutes, 20 seconds fuel
cell ground supplies have been terminated, Challenger now running
off its onboard fuel cell reactants. T-2 minutes, 10 seconds and
counting. T-2 minutes and counting, coming up on liquid hydrogen
pressur izatlon. T-1 minute, 57 seconds, liquid hydrogen
replenish has been terminated, LH2 pressur izatlon of flight level
under way, vehicle now completely isolated from ground loading
equipment. T-1 minute, 43 seconds and counting, lesc then 2
minutes away now from a spectacular predawn Jlft-off of STS-8 and
its 5-man crew. At T-1 minute ground launch sequencer will
verify the Shuttle main engines are ready to start. T-1 minute
and 20 seconds and counting, T-1 minute, 15 seconds, liquid
hydrogen tank now at flight pressure. T-1 minute and counting,
sound suppression water system now on, prelift-off water will be
released at T-16 seconds. T-50 seconds and counting, hydrogen
burn igniters have been armed. T-45 seconds and counting, solid
rocket booster development flight instrumentation recorders
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going to the record mode, main propulsion system, liquid oxygen,
liquid hydrogen, outboard fill valves have been closed. T-35
seconds and counting, T-31, we have a go for auto sequence start.
Challenger's 4 redundant computers now assuming primary control
of critical vehicle functions from now through lift-off. T-20
seconds and counting, SRB engine nozzle gimbal profile, now
underway. T-11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, we have engine start, 2, 1.
We have ignition and we have lift-off. Lift-off, 32 minutes
after the hour a;id the Shuttle has cleared the tower.

CAPCOM Tower clear.

SPACECRAFT Roll program.

CAPCOM Roger, roll.

PAO Houston confirms good roll program. Standing by
for main engine throttle down to control's structural load's on
Challenger during max-Q, the period of maximum aerodynamic
pressure. 30 seconds elapsed, altitude, one.

EMn OF TAPE
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PAO - - confirms good roll program, standing by for a
main engine throttle down to control structural loads on
Challenger during max Q, the period of maximum aerodynamic
pressure. 30 seconds elapsed, altitude 1 mile and a half.
Throttle's coming down to 69%. 50 seconds, altitude 6 miles,
down range 3 miles. Main engine throttle Is going back to
100%. Challenger is go at throttle up.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, you're go at throttle up.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. We're looking at the moon directly
at it.

CAPCOM Roger that.

PAO 1 minute, 30 seconds, velocity 3700 feet per
second, altitude 12 1/2 miles, downrange, 9 miles. All 3 main
engines still at 100%.

(garble) speaking.

Standing by for a solid rocket booster separation.

SRB sep is complete, Houston.

Roger

.

Confirm SRB separation. Guidance has confirmed.

(garble) your first stage performance was nominal.

Boy, Bryan, you should have seen it from here, it
was blue light almost all the way up.

CAPCOM Wow, I bet it was.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, you have 2 engine TAL
capability.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, 2 engine TAL capability.

PAO Challenger now capable to transalantic abort to
Dakar Senegal on Africa's west coast if one of the main enoines
fails. ^

PAO 3 minutes elapsed velocity, 6500 feet per second,
altitude is 40 miles, down range, 68 miles. Flight Director, Jay
Greene taking a status before Challenaer reaches the negative
return point. Getting a go from all flight controllers. 3
minutes, 45 seconds, velocity 7700 feet per second, altitude 4<^
miles, down range, 112 miles. It's 4 minutes. Challenger's go.

SPACECRAFT

PAO

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

PAO

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, negative return.

SPACECRAFT Roger, negative return.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, press to MECO.

SPACECRAFT Press to MECO. We'll see you on Labor Day.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

PAO Challenger no longer capable of returning to th'j

launch site. Press to MECO call tells Spacecraft Commander, Dick
Truley that Challenger can now continue up hill if one man engine
failed. 4 minutes, 40 seconds, all 3 engines still solid at
100%. Velocity is 9700 per second, altitude 55 nautical miles,
down range, 185 miles. 5 minutes, 15 seconds. Challenger still
go, velocity 11,000 feet per second, altitude is 57 nautical
miles. Challenger is 236 miles down range.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, onboard (garble), everything is
looking good. We can see the stars real brightly and we are
seeing little flashes of light which I guess are reflections off
the bottom of the tank.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM
capabiltity

.

Roger

.

We are looking straight up at the (garble).

Roger that.

Challenger, Houston, you are single engine TAL

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, single engine TAI. capability.

PAO Challenger now capable of reaching Dakar airport if
2 main engines fail. 6 minutes, 10 seconds elapsed. Velocity
13,750 feet per second, altitude 58 miles, down range 336
miles. Predicting main engine cut up for 8 minutes, 42 seconds.

CAPCOM
to MECO.

Challenger, Houston, you are a single engine, press

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, single engine press to MECO.

PAO That call tells the crew to press on even if 2 main

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, single engine, press to MECO.

PAO That call tells the crew to press on even If two

men engine shut down early. 7 minutes 5 seconds elapsed.
Velocity 17,000 feet per second. Altitude's 58 nautical miles,
down range 459 nautical miles. All three engines still at 100

percent. Flight director Greene taking a status check, getting a

GO from all controllers. 7 minutes 45 seconds elapsed. Velocity
20,380 feet per second, altitude's 56, 58 nautical miles down
range 580 miles. All three main engines now into 3g throttling
maintaining 3g's on the vehicle.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're throttling Houston and still looking
good, we're still feeling the reflections off the tank.

CAPCOM Roger.

PAO 23,000 feet per second velocity, altitude is 58 and

a half miles, down range 681 miles. 8 minutes 30 seconds
elapsed. MECO is still predicted for 842.

SPACECRAtT MECO, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, MECO.

PAO MECO is right on the second. Flight dynamics
officer Willis Bolt says main engine cutoff was nominal.

CAPCOM Rog.r, tank.

SPACECRAFT (Garble). Okay, Houston, targets look nominal
onboard

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, APU's shutdown on time. OMS 1

will be nominal.

SPACECRAFT Thank you. And we're maneuvering to burn attitude.

CAPCOM Roger.

PAO External tank has separated, OMS 1 will be nominal,
238 feet per second, burn time of 2 minutes 25 seconds.
Targeting for an orbit of 160 by 52 nautical miles with the OMS 1

burn. Challenger's in the burn attitude now.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, 30 seconds to LOS. Configure
LOS, we'll see you at Dakar at 18.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, we (garble) the OMS 1 burn is

(garble) nominal start.

CAPCOM Roger

.
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PAO We confirm ignition on both engines and the burn
looks good. This is Shuttle Control, Bermuda has loss of signal,
the OMS 1 burn in progress at LOS about a minute to go in the
burn at that time. Was preceding nominally. Acquisition at
Dakar in 5 minutes. At a mission elapsed time of 12 minutes 40
seconds, this is Shuttle Control, Houston. This is Shuttle
Control, it's 17 minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger about
20 seconds away from acquisition at Dakar.

END OP TAPE
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PAO This is Shuttle Control, it is 17 minutes elapsed
time. Challenger about 20 seconds away from acquisition at Dakar.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you at Dakar for 6 1/2
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, OMS 1 went nominal, we're looking
at the first sunrise, it's absolutely beautiful and set up for
the gimbal check.

CAPCOM Roger, you are go for the gimbal check.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the secondary gimbal check is in progress.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay the prir,.,.y gimbal check is in progress,
secondaries look good and j.f you like our targets, I'm ready to
maneuver anytime.

CAPCOM Roger, stand by.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, targets look good, you're go
for the maneuver.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Primary gimbal check looked good onboard the
maneuver's in progress.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, PLT (garble) completed the
vacuum and (garble) actuation.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR. We are on page 3-7, we have
completed everything up to the OMS burn (garble) and that's what
we are getting ready to do that now.

CAPCOM Roger..

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, CDR, we've completed that, we are on
page 3-8. I'm safe in the seat, we are beginning to get out of
the seats, I'm going - Dan and I will remain on comm and not take
off the helmets until after LOS.

CAPCOM Roger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, 30 seconds to LOS, configure
LOS, we'll see you at Botswana at 0 plus 35.
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SPACECRAFT Roger, Bryan, we'll see you at Botswana. We are
looking straight down at the earth but it's very cloudy.

CAPCOM Roger

,

PAO This is Shuttle
elapsed time. Dakar has LOS,
minutes. At LOS, the crew wa
and Challenger was in attitud
occur about 44 minutes missio
minutes from now. The OMS-2
change in velcxiity of 194.7 f
minute, 57 seconds. Challeng
nautical miles, OMS-2 will ci
miles. At 26 minutes mission
Control, Houston.

Control at 25 minutes mission
next station is Botswana in 9 1/2

s starting to get out of the seats
e for the OMS-2 burn which will
n elapsed time. About 19 1/2
burn will be nominal. A delta V
eet per second, a burn time of 1
er's current orbit is 160 by 52
rcularlze the orbit at 160 nautical
elapsed time, this Is Shuttle

CAPCOM
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT
pictures

.

CAPCOM

INCO

INCO

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston with you at Botswana for 2

Roger, Houston, We read you (garble) taking some

Roger

.

INCO, Capcom.

Yeah, I think the bad noise we are getting is UHF.

Houston, Challenger, How do you read?

Hear you loud and clear, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Roger, everything is going nominally onboard. We
are all off the LEH's. Dan, Guy and I are still in the seats
preparing for OMS-1 and things are going very well

CAPCOM Roger, copy.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Roger, everything's going nominally onboard, we're
all off the LiSH's. Dan, Guy and I are still in the seats
preparing for OMS 1, and things are doing very well.

CAPCOM Roger, copy. Challenger, Houston, we're 30 seconds
to LOS, configure LOS, see you at Yarragadee at 52.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we'll see you there.

CAPCOM Roger, have a good burn.

PAG This is Shuttle Control, Botswana has loss of
signal with Challenger, next acquisition through Yarragadee in 14
minutes. OMS 2 burn about 7 1/2 minutes away, we'll get a burn
report at Yarragadee. At 37 minutes mission elapsed time, this
is Shuttle Control Houston.

PAO This is Shuttle Cqntrol at 51 minutes mission
elapsed time, Challenger approaching acquisition through
Yarragadee.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Yarragadee for
8 minutes. Challenger, Houston with you through Yarragadee for 7
1/2 •

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston loud and clear, sorry I was pushing
the ICOM's switch. The OMS 2 burn went nominally, residuals were
almost zero, we've completed the ascent checklist. We're on page
1-6 and 7 of the PDP.

CAPCOM Roger copy, thank you.

SPACECRAFT And for the MPS guys we have gotten a numbe.- of MPS
helium messages which are normal, look normal, we have down
arrows on the left and right engines both A and B, regs A and B,
and on the B leg in the center engine.

CAPCOM Roger copy, as expected.

SPACECRAFT Roger, concur. And Houston, CDR, you still there?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, 4 more minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, just keeping you updated, we're on step 4
getting ready to load memory configuration 3, everything qoinq
well.

CAPCOM Roger copy.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR, we're in GSC OPS-2 on the top of page
1-7, step A, going SM.
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CAPCOM Roger copy, thank you. Challenger, Houston, we're
30 seconds to LOS, we'll see you at Hawaii at 1 + 18.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, we'll see you at Hawaii and
everything's going well onboard. See you there.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, Yarragadee has loss of
signal. Spacecraft Commander Dick Truley reporting a nominal
OMS-2 burn and reporting transitioning to OPS-2 the on-orbit
computer program. Said everything onboard going well. Next
station to see Challenger will be Hawaii in just under 17
minutes. At 1 hour mission elapsed time this is Shuttle Control
Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ...just under 17 minutes. At 1 hour mission

rinfr^? ^^'^
\n

S'?""le Control Houston. This is Shuttlecontrol at 1 hour 17 minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger iscoming up on acquisition through Hawaii.
v, lax^enger is

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Hawaii for 7minutes, ^ awaxj. tui /

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear. I'm on page 1 dash9er we're in (garble), I'm on the right side of the pageloading the PDIT comm.

CAPCOM Roger, copy.

^'^^
^

This is Shuttle Control, Challenger is in the
^^°^f^

attitude for payload bay door opening. That activity

n^n^l?^™?? -"^ "^r^^^ P^^^- Challenger is on orbit 160

36 secoids!
^^""l^'^- The orbital period, 1 hour 30 minutes

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with a question on R15.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, go ahead.

CAPCOM Rog, we're having trouble getting the TV's poweredup. wanted to check if you'd had closed the CCTV circuitbreakers? There are R15 row delta.

SPACECRAFT Stand by.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, I'm down on R15 and row delta,all the circuit breakers are in.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger, we're ready to do thedoors on your go.

CAPCOM Roger you're go to open the doors.

SPACECRAFT Rog e r

.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, in 30 seconds we'll behanding over to TDRS and if that's not successful, we'll pick youup at Goldstone at 1 plus 29. ^ ^

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, and we're getting ready to do

CAPCOM Roger. Challenger, Houston, with you on tdrs.Challenger, Houston, with you on TDRS.
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KafSfCDR?
Challenger, loud and clear, how do you

CAPCOM Roger, loud and clear also.

SPACECRAFT And the starboard door is almost all the way open,

ofthe TV can,eral!''
"^^h a question

SPACECRAFT Stand by 1. Okay, Houston, the port doors arecoming open now it's still in the auto sequence.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT And go ahead with your question on the TV.

CAPCOM Roger, we don't show, the TV's getting powered udproperly, we were wondering if you could select one of thepayload bay cameras, see if you can get it on your monitor.

SPACECRAFT wilco. Any desire on which one?

CAPCOM The A camera would be good.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Okay, a word on the doors. The (garble) latches

hn?Lo2^°? f^r^''
^^^"^ normal, the starboard forward and aft

H^f
latches were on time. The starboard door looked open on

m<nM^ 1
^" indication on the CRT, it took a

Si? the?e"L^';/^ '^^^ it was just sit?ingout there but xt took like two more...

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT The starboard forward and aft bulkhead latches were

on time. The starboard door looked open on time, but it, before

we got open indication on the CRT it took a minute plus 55, it

looked all the way open, it was just sitting out there, but it

took like (garble) times to get the indication. Then the port

latches worked nominal and the port door worked nominal with a

total elapsed time of 4 minutes and 15 seconds for the whole

procedure

.

CAPCOM Roger we copy that, Dan.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR, I've got cam.era A operating on

the, and it looks like it's operating normally, on monitor 1,

would you like me to put it on the downlink?

CAPCOM Roger, Richard, we'd like that.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston, the, my configuration onboard, I'm

going to leave you with the TV system, I'm showing all cameras
on, camera A is on the downlink at the moment and downlink is

enabled. If you have any other problems just let us know and

we'll try to help you.

CAPCOM Wilco, thank you. Challenger, Houston. I've got a

switch reconfig on panel A14.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, on the RCS OMS heaters, in the first row,

I'd like the crossfeed lines, alpha to auto and bravo off.

SPACECRAFT Okay standby one, let me get back there. Okay.

Houston, CDR, say again the switch that you wanted.

CAPCOM Roger, the last two switches in the first row, the

OMS crossfeed lines, like A to auto. Bravo, off.

SPACECRAFT Okay you've got them. A, auto, bravo, off.

CAPCOM Roger thank you and we'd like a G&C spec 1 for

variable parameters please.

SPACE "OAFT Wilco, it'll be on CRT number 2.

CAPCOM Roger thank you.

PAO We have TV now from the payload bay camera.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, we're getting some good
pictures of the payload bay and the American flag on the front of

the PFTA.
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SPACECRAFT Outstanding, And it sounds like this COMM is,
sounds loud and clear, you're a little less volume than we were
over the previous sight but it's very clear.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
and clear.

Roger you're loud and clear also.

Houston, Challenger.

Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

I'm just doing a voice check for MS2, read you loud

CAPCOM You're loud and clear also Guy. And Challenger,
Houston, you've got a go to turn the high load EVAP ofC and a qo
for VERNS. ^

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, I just turned the high load EVAP off
based on the rad OPS temps, I appreciate it and we're goinq to
vernier jets.

CAPCOM Roger. Challenger, Houston, we didn't get our
variable parameters up a while ago. Could you give us another
G&C spec one please.

SPACECRAFT Wilco, CRT number 2.

CAPCOM Thank you. Challenger, Houston, we're through with
the G&C spec one, we'd like an SM spec 1, please.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
his wireless,

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

.'oger, it's on its way. Be on CRT 1.

Thank you, Dan.

Okay, it's on CRT 1 now.

Roger

.

Houston, CDR.

Go ahead. CDR, Houston, go ahead.

Roger, stand by a second Houston, he's firing up

Copy.

Houston, CDR, let me try again.

CAPCOM
Houston (garble)

Roger, you're loud and clear. And Challenger,
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SPACECRAFT Okay. He said
and (garble)

.

END OF TAPE
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that he transmit. Okay thank you
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SPACECRAFT He seems to be transmit - okay, ^hank you and the
CDR seems to be transmitting but not receiving, we'll work it
out.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Houston Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT During the post insertion sun shield closing and
the payload recorder config, when we check that payload panel
talkback it's reading barberpole not gray.

CAPCOM Roger, copy.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Guy.

SPACECRAFT Do you want us to continue with the closino of the
sunshield or do you want us to hold up here?

CAPCOM Roger, stand by for a second.

SPACECRAFT Roger, standing by. We'll hold up on the sunshield
closing.

CAPCOM And stand by 1 on the sunshield closing, we'regomy to send a command and try to fix the recorder.

SPACECRAFT Rog , we've also noticed that we've lost power onCCTV Would you check on that. And we've got gray on the payload
recorder panel, (garble) control talkback.

CAPCOM Roger, copy, stand by.

SPACECRAFT And also, did you command the CCTV's off?

CAPCOM Roger, that's affirmative, we did. And Challenger,
Houston, we'd like you to go ahead and turn the TV's back on andgo ahead with the sunshield closi...

SPACECRAFT We're going to go to panel on the TV's and we'regoing to turn them back on.

CAPCOM Roger, that's correct.

SPACECRAFT Houston, we're getting ready to close the
sunshields.

CAPCOM Roger, copy.
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PAO This is Shuttle Control, the payloads officer
reports the sunshield is closed.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM CDR, Houston, go.

SPACECRAFT Roger, I'm assuming, I was off comm just a few

minutes trying to solve a WCCU thing, I'm assuming you're through

with spec 1 on CRT 1?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, we're through with the CRT's.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm getting ready to do the bubble 11 on page
1-11, the startrackers.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Rog. Go ahead, Guy.

SPACECRAFT We're in the health check here and we're getting
ready to go external power. We'd like to know if you want us to

go now while we have AOS.

CAPCOM Roger, we're ready for external power.

SPACECRAFT Do you have enough time for that? Okay go
external power.

CAPCOM Roger. And Challenger, Houston, we'll be using the

GNC spec 1 you have on CRT 2 if you just leave that there for us.

SPACECRAFT Houston , Cha llenger

.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Got external power on and spacecraft looks good

.

CAPCOM Roger, we see that.

SPACECRAFT And Houston. CDR as you can - -

CAPCOM And CDR , Houston, you cut out.

SPACECRAFT Houston , CDR , how do you read?

CAPCOM You' re loud and clear now , Richard.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I did two self test s on the minus y to get it

to pass, it did pass on the second one fio that's complete.

CAPCOM Okay, copy.
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SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead Guy.

SPACECRAFT We've check the decom, we've got decom enabled andon the closing of the sunshield we've got two closed, we got twoversus three closes on the close indications on the
microswitches.

CAPCOM Roger, we show the same thing down here. AndChallenger, Houston we're through with the GNC spec 1 on CRT 2.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Roger. And Houston, PLT with the wireless comm
check.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear, Dan.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston, star tracker test went well, the
doors opened in 8 seconds, so we're way - -

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, be advised we've lost the
downlink through TDRS, if you can hear me we've st.ll J got the
uplink. Challenger, Houston, how do you read?

SPACECRAFT Challenger, Houston, we can read you.

CAPCOM Right, we've lost TDRS lock momentarily, I'm just
UHF only this time. Richard, copied your star tracker doors
opened okay and if there's any more it was cut out.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. Communications with
Challenger through UHF at Ascension at the present time. Both
telemetry and voice communications have been through the tracking
and data relay satellite since loss of signal at Hawaii. We have
momentarily lost the downlink on TDRS but within the Ascension
acquisition and we're going UHF there.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Rog, we're complete with the (health) check and
we're ready to go back to internal power. Are you ready for us?

CAPCOM Standby one.

SPACECRAFT You, okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're about to go UHF, LOS,
see you at Botswana in 3 minutes.

SPACECRAFT All right, going internal power.

CAPCOM You're go for internal power, Guy.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

PAO This is Shuttle Control at 2 hours, 5 minutes
mission elapsed time. We'll have UHF communications again in 2
minutes at Botswana.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Botswana for
8 minutes.
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SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, loud and clear.

Loud and clear also Dan and you're go for orbit
CAPCOM
OPS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, I'll start the fuel cell purge right now.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Houston the INSAT powered off and the PA poweredoff and everything went well with that.

CAPCOM Roger, copy and we're getting a little bit of asqueal from you, Dan.

onf^^h^f^"^,
^^^^ Houston, we just had a speaker on, wegot that cleared up now.

CAPCOM Roger, sounds better. Challenger, Houston,appoaching LOS, see you at Yarragadee at 2 + 28.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, and fuel cell purge started at 2 +

CAPCOM Roger Dan, copy.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. Challenger's out of range
mfn^K^!"^"^K ^f''*'

acquisition through Yarragadee in about 11 1/2minutes. Challenger has a go for orbit operations. INSAT has

accord^no'^^
Off, all activities aboard Challenger proceeding

?4 ^K-
'"^li^e. At 2 hours, 16 minutes mission

Con?r^? ^ o ^
is Shuttle Control Houston. This is Shuttlecontrol at 2 hours 27 minutes mission elapsed time, we'restanding by for acquisition through Yarragadee.

7^miSutes.
Challenger, Houston with you through Yarragadee for

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston loud and clear.

CAPCOM You're loud and...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Yarragadee for
7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear also.

SPACECRAFT And Dale is down stairs and he asked me to tell you
that the RMS activation went okay, I'm presently in this rad
deploy procedures, just open the latches and they opened in 22
seconds.

CAPCOM Copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, the rads are deployed and the times
were all double motor time, looking good.

CAPCOM Roger, copy. Challenger, Houston, we're 45 seconds
to LOS, we'll see you at Guam at 2 plus 42.

SPACECRAFT Roger, see you there.

PAD This is Shuttle Control at 2 hours 41 minutes
mission elapsed time. Guam will acquire Challenger in about 40
seconds.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Guam for 3
riinutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, read you loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, you're loud and clear also.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, got a question for you. Well we are,
okay I was getting ready to do the APU hydraulic thermal
conditioning enable and checked all the switches for the CIRC
pumps and the right power source, and went to CIRC pump number 2
and I didn't get any pressure increase (garble) 4 psi, then got ddown arrow with a hydraulic message. And we tried an alternate
which is I believe charlie, that's true, main charlie and still
no 3oy on so we decided to leave it right there and let you take
a look at it.

CAPCOM Roger thank you, Dan, we'll take a look at it.

SPACECRAFT The procedures are 1-2 in the orbit ops checklist.

CAPCOM Okay. Challenger, Houston, Dan, do you have a time
on that, that we could look at playback?

SPACECRAFT Okay, let me call the (garble) summary and get the
first message.
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CAPCOM Roger, we've got that here Dan.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it started about 236.

CAPCOM Copy, 2 plus 36.

SPACECRAFT In the meantime, I'm just leaving that hummer sit
and try to get the caution and warning reset.

CAPCOM You bet. Challenger, Houston, we're about 20
seconds to LOS, see you at Hawaii at 2 plus 53.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we'll see you there.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. Guam has loss of
signal. Hawaii is next in 7 and a half minutes. At 2 hours 45
minutes mission elapsed time, this is Shuttle Control Houston.
This is Shuttle Control, at 2 hours 52 minutes mission elapsed
time. Standing by for acquisition though Hawaii.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Hawaii for 8
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, that was 4 or 5 minutes getting
started in the maneuver to IMU align, align attitude but we're on
the way now.

CAPCOM Roger, and you're go for item 48 both SM and GNC
whenever you want.

END OP TAPE
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Stes.
Challenger, Houston with you through Hawaii for 8

staJtSf .h/°^"
Houston, that was 4, 5 niinutes getting

lit
nianeuver to IMU align attitude but we're on theWay ilUWa

whenever you wan?!'
'°

SPACECRAFT WUco. Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

rSflgarbl^r.'" ^^"'"^^ ''''' ^° we're

CAPCOM Roger understand, on time for CPES power udChallenger, Houston, Dan in troubleshooting the APU problem we'd

SPACECRAFT Roger, they are now, I inadvertently left number 2on.

CAPCOM
fK^^^K .

Challenger, Houston, I've got a note onthe change to the CAP on the PCS config.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, per your note that you'd written in there

14 1 caSin'REG^?nlet
^'^^'^ OPsl^S/Sxce^rthe14./ cabin REG inlet valves, leave theni closed. And then do themanual cabin atmosphere management setup, orbi^ OpS, page 5-l5

wr???^^!! "^^^^ understand, thanks alot and it's already
iJ^l «PP"ciate it. And Houston, if you'll notice
TtlitJT ^^'^^

^'f'^ 54, 57 and 60.^ ?'m in
'

attitude when we clear the table and get these two stars, 27 and

CAPCOM That's affirm. And we're about 15 seconds to ro«?we'll see you over the States in 2 minutes.
seconds to LOS,

SPACECRAFT Okay.

Stes.
Challenger, Houston with you at Buckhorn for 8

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, and I've got a question about theIMU align attitude and the COAS cal.
nation aoout tne
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CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT On page 4-2 of the CAP, I'm in the (garble) star-tracker align attitude I believe. It shows the, we"e qot?en a

?Sr-r'rdo'no? '^''f'
^^'^^ ^^^^ ^ presce^L'stm ^n

r,llt^J' ^
'^^^^ ^ ^^^"^ prescence on the -Y, and have notgotten star 27 in the table, and I'm showing that we're rloh^ inattitude and within the availability tiSe.

para'charlie I'^'oLV^'''
"^'^ ^^^^ "^^^

SPACECRAFT Okay stand by. Okay Houston, we'll type in themaneuver to dual startracker attitude for Charlie atJitJSe set 2.

CAPCOM Affirm Dick. And Challenger, Houston, if you don'thave an opportunity this pass for the COAS CAL, we've got anopportunity on the next night pass for it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, if „e don't get it here you want us to iustremain m the IMU align attitude Ind wait ti/the next night'

yolTo go back'tV^^LfpIe'as::'
'^""^ ''''' "^'^ '''^

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay, that worked real well, we've got thetwo stars on table, we're continuing. ^ ®

CAPCOM Roger copy.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, that worked real well, we got the 2 stars on
table, we're continuing.

C^PCOM Roger, copy. Challenger, Houston, we're 15 seconds
to LOS so it will be about a minute keyhole before we get vou at
Mila.

Roger

.

Challenger, Houston back with you through Mila for

Hello Houston, Challenger, MSI here.

Loud and clea. Dale.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT I know you haven't heard from me, but I've been
pretty busy, just got ray WCCU on and everything's going fine.
Guy is busy calling up some numbers on the CFES that we'll be
passing down to you in a second. Dr. Bill is busy doing his
stuff and Dan and Dick are upstairs where it's real dark and I
can't tell you what they're doing.

CAPCOM 10-4.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Dick.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we got a good alignment, I'll give you the
numbers when we get through messing with the COAS CAL, we're just
fiddeling with the lighting, trying to make sure we're lookinq at
the right Star.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we've got the numbers down here, Dick,

Okay stand by.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston the Emerald Team will be
handling over to the Crystal Team at this time, thanks for the
good work.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, and the only thing that I'm really
sorry with your team is that we haven't had time to describe the
way we saw the ascent, because It was absolutely incredible sight
and before it gets too dim in our minds I want to tell you about
It. Right and the ascent was a lot better than the Richmond
nominal.

Mission Control Houston, handover from Merritt
Island launch area ground station to TDRS tracking satellite atMila loss of signal. Flight Director Jay Greene will have his
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change of shift press conference in the JSC briefing room. At
5:30 Central Daylight Time, 5:30 a.m.. Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Stand by. Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS
Mila, we're try to pick you up here with the TDRS, if we don't
get you we'll see you at Ascension at ?. + 31.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And Houston, rogci: , this is really funny,
]ust as we started to take the COAS CAL, a shower of ice
particles that is coming out from the area, the engine bells in
the aft starting out and we did get it but the Star is a dimmer
then every piece of ice out there except that it's Inertial and
all of them are moving.

CAPCOM Roger that. Challenger, Houston with you at TDRS.
how do you read?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clea, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, and we're reading you loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay let's talk briefly about the COAS CAL. Did
you copy my last transmission about all the ice?

CAPCOM Roger, we did.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we got a mark, we updated, the original delta
bias was 0.7, I repeated the mark and have a delta bias of .14
and remembering the STS-7 events that Crip did, would you like me
to repeat it again? We're in daylight now but I believe I can do
It real quick, so my question is, do you want me to do it by the
book, and that is repeat step 3 and see if we can get the delta
bias less then .1...

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ... the events that Crip did. Would you like for
me to repeat it again? We are in daylight now but I believe I
can do it real quick so my question is do you want me to do it by
the book. That is repeat step 3 and see if wg can get the delta
bias less than .12.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard we would like you to do that.

SPACECRAFT Wilco.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CBR, now the sun is just too far up and
it's too bright for me to get another mark so I guess if you
like, we'll go back to ZLV and you can schedule the COAS CAL at
your convenience.

CAPCOM Roger, stand by one, Richard and I'll get back to
you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm going to be unable to complete it with
the lighting the way it is now.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard, you are go for going back to ZLV.

SPACECRAFT Wilco, and John, understand you do not need any
information about the IMU alignment, is that correct?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT We've just completed the system's status check on
the CFES and we had a lot of (garble) parameters and we're
presently in the voltage check. And we do have 4 parameters wewould like to read down to you please.

CAPCOM Okay, we're ready to copy, Guy, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, delta Pi is 022, delta P2 is 1.7, delta P3 is-0.9 and delta P4 is -0.3.

CAPCOM Roger, Guy if you could repeat delta P4, please.

SPACECRAFT Roger, delta P4 is -0.3.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy. Thank you very much, Guy.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Richard.
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SPACECRAFT Roger, I believe I've done the PCSl config with the
exception of the mission note that you read me. You might take alook at the configuration as we go on and see if you like it. Wehave got alot of guys around here bumping around and doing alot
of things and but I think l got it set up okay. And if you wouldcheck it, I would appreciate it and we're about to do the aft
controller checkout.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard, we'll watch it for you and ready
for the aft controller checkout.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, I just called out SPEC 68 to figure out my
delta volts and those fuel cell 2, the H2 flow is off scale low,doing decimal 1.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan, that's a follow on from last flight,
the system is okay.

SPACECRAFT Roger, copy, thanks.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, go ahead Richard.

SPACECRAFT Roger, (garble) the CAP is complete and I'm going
down for my doctor's appointment with doctor Bill.

CAPCOM Roger that Richard. And Challenger Houston, just
for your information, you will not have to repeat the COAS CAL,
GNC has looked at the data and you look good and further more
:ust for your information, the attitude published in the CAP for
the IMU align was not correct, but your iMU's look good and yourCOAS CAL is good. And Challenger, Houston, did you read our last
transmission?

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, CDR answered, you probably didn't
hear him. Understand we won't have to do a COAS CAL.

CAPCOM That's affirmative Dan and there was a wrong
attitude on your IMU align published in the CAP.

SPACECRAFT You bet, we found it.

CAPCOM Roger, good catch on you guys part and we're going
LOS Botswanna here in 20 seconds, we'll see you at Guam at 4 plus
15, Dan.

SPACECRAFT See you there.

This is Mission Control Houston, loss of signal atBotswanna and also shortly prior to that, loss of signal throughTDRS satellite. Having a little intermittent loss of data
through TDRS, comes back again. Likely because of divergence inattitude on the antenna alignment on the Orbiter. Next station
23 minutes from now is Guam. At 3 hours 51 minutes mission
elapsed time, mission control Houston. This is Mission Control
Houston, 30 seconds to acquisition of Challenger through Guam
tracking station. On orbit number 4 of STS-8, everything going
nominally as we say in the space speak. We have acquisition atthis time.

CAPCOM
minutes

,

Challenger, Houston's with you at Guam for 7

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear, John.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR, I'm just getting back to fixing
the DAPS up, I think we're in Al, Bl, you might check.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll look at it for you. Challenger,
Houston, we're happy with your DAP, it looks good.

SPACECRAFT Okie-dok. And Houston, CDR.
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CAPCOM Roger, go ahead Richard.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John, that COAS CAL was...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, John, that COAS CAL was so darn rushed that
sometime latter on in the mission If things get quiet and we've
got a chance to do another one, if it didn't use too much gas
after an IMU align or something, I'd kind of like to do it
because we were coming up on sunset there and I just didn't
really get to evaluate it very much although it went okay. And
just as I was getting ready to do the marks this huge beautiful
shower of ice came up and I could barely see the star.

CAPCOM Roger, we understand Richard and we'll put it in
the timeline for you. Challenger, Houston, we're going to be
going LOS here at Guam in 50 seconds and just a note for you. On
the CAP, on page 4-2, we're going to be delaying our call for the
APU, shutting it off, we want to let it go for a while. We'll
let you know in a couple of REVs when that will be.

SPACECRAFT Okay, copy.

CAPCOM And we'll see you in Hawaii, Dan, in 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT See you there.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Hawaii for 7
minutes. And when you have the opportunity we'd like a G&C SPEC
1, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston, reading you loud and clear, and
you'll have it, the GSC on CRT 2.

CAPCOM Roger that, thanks, Dan.

SPACECRAFT And for your info Houston, I think Guy's working
CFES and the rest of us are chowing down.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy, Dan. How's the chow?

SPACECRAFT Well bagging those sandwiches was a darn good idea
because you don't have to mess around with setting up any food
trays and stuff, and you get done in a hurry and stay ahead.

CAPCOM Roger that Dan, glad it's working out. And
Challenger, Houston, CRT is yours again, thank you very much.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Houston, Challengor, the (garble) light and
the lire detection system tests all went perfect with no
nominalies.

CAPCOM Roger we copy Dan.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead Richard.
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SPACECRAFT John, Dan and I just happened to have a, we both up
on the flight deck grabbing a sandwich here, thought it might be
a good time to, for each of us to tell you what we saw out the
windows doing ascent while it's fresh on our minds. But I do
have one question, since it was pitch black dark when we left,
sorry for laughing, we're learning something about liquid
dynamics in zero-g with Dan drinking a glass of water. The thing
that we didn't know was what the weather conditions were. Did we
lift-off through a high overcast or was it clear skies, or what?

CAPCOM Richard at the time of launch we think the weather
was pretty clear.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Richard at the time of launch, we think the weather
was pretty clear.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well if you got a couple of minutes then let
us tell you what we saw out the window while it's fresh in our
mind

,

CAPCOM Roger, we're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, first me, right at lift off, as a matter of
fact when the main engine started, I could see the reflections
from the main engine exhaust all over the tower and then it
became much, much, much brighter when the solid's lit. And as
soon as we were away from the tower and began to rise, the entire
front windows, it looked like you were driving through a fog bank
except that there was an internal orange light source within the
fog bank in other words you couldn't see anything because of the
light and that continued, it got brighter and brighter and
continued all the way through the SRB burn although toward the
right, toward the end of this SRB burn it did diminished somewhat
and then at SRB separation, the light from the second solid
rocket motors was about 500 times more than I remember on STS-
2. Then thoughout the second stage, I'm not sure how to describe
It, but I continued to see what looked like flashes of light that
I assumed was reflected from the main engine ignition off the
external tank and that continued all the way through second stage
right up to MECO and MECO for a few seconds everything went black
but then when tank separation occured, where as in the daylight
the only indication we ever had was that the lights went out.
When tank separation occurred again, we were just, it seemed like
surrounded by, by flame until the z translation was complete and
as a matter of fact somewhere in there I think I reached the
stick and called the tank separation had occured and I'm
wondering did I interrupt the z translation? Over. You can save
that last question for last, I just don't know whether I did or
not. But if you have any questions about that, go ahead and I'll
let Dan describe his opinions on it.

SPACECRAFT I think we could said it all pretty good, we talked
about it on the way up and I didn't see (garble) initial light
off cause I was pretty busy looking at things in the cockpit but
once we got up and away a little bit it was like looking as you
describe in the fog situation and the SRB sep, was the inside of
a bomb fire, that was a real experience and we saw the same thing
reflecting off the tank and the main engines all the way up to
MECO. Bill's unavailable right now but he was looking out the
back window, the overhead window and he was saying he could see
something too, so we'll let him describe that to you later.

CAPCOM Okay, well we really thank you for that
description, if you want to give us more, we're going to go LOS
here at Hawaii and we're going to try a TDRS handover.
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ftPACKCRAFT OKay, we'll see you there.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, we're back with you with

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, you're loud and clear.

CAPCOM And Richard, the ascent team did not pass anythingon to us about the ffct that maybe you Inter ruped the /
t canisJation, we feel that if you had, they would have mentioned
It to na, but WG will check into it for you.

S/'ACKCRAfT Okay, I tell you the reason that r, I was surpr ^ r.od
by the amount of flame that we were, s^.omed to bo surro; ded induring the noparation and it looked like we got off attitude a
r.jt, ho'rfoVGr, f have no reason to believe that I did knock itont, it's just that there was so rnuch fire around thr; windows
that 1 thought roaybo I had bumped it.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy.

SPACKCRAFT At any rata, at any rate, i guess my point Is that
o;, night lauches, where in the daytime you have to watch for therod Jfghts to go out to know that the tank is separated, not

• •

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT I said I thought maybe I had bumped it.

CAPCOM Okay we copy.

SPACECRAFT At any rate it, at any rate I guess my point isthat on night launches, whereas in the daytime you have to watch
foi the red lights to go out to know that the tank is separated,
not to worry at night, you're going to know about it because asDan says it looks like you're in the middle of a bonfire.

CAPCOM Roger, copy that.

SPACKCRAPT I guess the final thing that I would point out isthat the vibration seem to be on the first stage a little bit
losfi then I remember, although that very well might be explained3ust because I'd thought about it previously. i did feel somevibrations all the way through second stage that I don't reallyremember from the Columbia, although they were very, very low
Ir.vel .md no, no bother at all.

CAPCCM Okay we copy that, Richard.

SPACEOPf-fT And finally one last thing, because of the lightingconaitiona we never had an opportunity to see any debris at allduring (gai t.le) .

j

CAPCOM Understand.

SPAChX'RAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And thank you very much for all the good words onthat aacent. Sounds like you guys had quiet a firery ride.

SPACl^'KAFT (Garble). Houston, CDR.

.':apcom Roger, go ahead, Richard.

j;PACECRAF' John, where are we right now?

CAPCOM Roger, you're coming over the coast of Mexico.

SPACECRAFT Well I'll tell you what, it's getting wet downthere, cause you know on STS-2 we had a hard time findingthunderstorms anc I bet you that Dan and I are looking at 50
ritjriL now.

CAPCOM Roger, understand.

SPACEC.<AFT Just that area that we just passed over, oh in thelast 30 seconds, as a matter of fact directly below us now is alarge area of very active lightning and thunderstorm activity.
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CAPCOM Okay, thank you very much, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Must be just about day break in Houston isn't it

John, cause the sun just came up on us?

CAPCOM Roger, we don't have any windows, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Oh yes.

CAPCOM And Richard, likely it looks like you could be

looking at Barry down there.

in the field of view in this window.

CAPCOM Roger, thanks very much Richard. And Challenger,

SoustSn, if yoHav^ a minute I have a slight change on the CAP

for you.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay on page 4-3 Richard, up in the area of 6 hours

with 547 to 552.

SPACECRAFT Roger understand, 547 to 552.

CAPCOM Roger, good readback.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Rog , with reference to CFES, we have the process

a cSange out of lample one with MET time 4 hours and 51 minutes.

CAPCOM Roger we copy Guy, thanks very much.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Rog , we're in the process of stabilize sample flow
and sample 1 and we got a record filled message on the CFES and
the read out is Charlie 400. (Garble).

Roger, we copy that Guy, thank you, we'll look atCAPCOM
it.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

Rog, we called up pressure 2 on the CFES and it'sSPACECRAFT
fluctuating between 3.7 and 4.1.

CAPCOM Okay, we have that, Guy, thank you and we're
looking at your message and trying to figure out what the
situation could be there.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM And, Guy, just for your information, when you get
that message that you reported, all it means is that you've just
ur.ed up the allocated space in memory and there's no problem at
all with that and just go ahead and proceed.

SPACECRAFT Roger, understand, (garble).

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, we're going to be sending
you a new state vector and we're going to be sending up an update
of excelerometer biases.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, I have a couple of noteswhen you're ready.

SPACECRAFT Ready, John, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, Richard, just want to verify that in yourmaneuver to the tail glow experiment that you're on universal
pointing with your load.

SPACECRAFT I'm not sure I understand the question, I've got
the maneuvers set up 2-1 and 2-70 but I haven't initiated it yet.

CAPCOM Okay, we had just noticed on the ground that on
spec 20 you were loading the time, maneuver time on spec 20. but
as long as you have that correct, that's fine
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SPACECRAFT Remind me to show up, up here to start the
maneuver

.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, MSI.

CAPCOM Roger, and if you could just check your DAP Al
configuration before starting the maneuver please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll recheck them both right now, John.

SPACECRAFT John, MSI.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Dale.

SPACECRAFT Rog , just getting ready to get our calculator goinghere for AOS, have you sent that vector up already.

CAPCOM Roger, it is onboard. Dale.

SPACECRAFT Thank you, much.

CAPCOM And Richard.

SPACECRAFT Houston. Roger, Houston, COP, I think I've got Aland Bl loaded correctly in the DAP, if you see anything different
let me know and we can check it out.

CAPCOM Okay, we will Richard, stand by 1. And Richard wecan not confirm what is actually loaded if you have the right
thing loaded and you see that, then you're okay.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM And just a reminder...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And Richard, we cannot confirm what is actually
loaded, if you have the right thing loaded and you see that,
then you're okay.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOJ." And just a reminder, when you have a moment, to go
back to the STAR track mode.

SPACECRAFT Wilco.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. Just one more item; you
are now go for APU cooloff.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Rog , in setting up this experiment in the back OPS
through the aft windows, we're get a moisture buildup in the
center of both aft windows.

CAPCOM Okay. We copy that, Guy.

SPACECRAFT I'd say and W9 looks like a moisture circle of
about 2 in. diameter, and in WIO, it looks like a moisture circle
of about 3 to 4 in. diameter.

CAPCOM Okay. Thank you very much, Guy, and is that
located - - in what area of the window?

SPACECRAFT It's located in the center of both windows,

CAPCOM Okay. Thanks very much.

SPACECRAFT And John, a favor if you could, please. Could you
tell us what the GMT of liftoff was?

CAPCOM Roger, standby one. Okay Dale, it's 242 days, 06
hours, 32 min, and 00 sec. And Challenger, Houston. Did you
copy the GMT of launch?

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Botswana for 7
min and, Dale, did you copy the GMT launch time I passed up?

SPACECRAFT No John, you cut out right after you said Dale.

CAPCOM Okay, Here it goes - - 242 days, 06 hours, 32 min,
00 sec.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. So it looks like we were 17 min late right
on the nose, ah?

CAPCOM Roger that. Dale.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thanks a lot. And John, MSI, I've got a
couple of seconds here i£ you want to hear the description of the
ascent looking out the overhead window looking back?

CAPCOM Okay. We're ready to copy. Dale.

SPACECRAFT Okay. It was pretty surprising. I looked back for
ignition of the SSME's and for the SRB's and darn near blinded
myself. I looked back forward again and sometime around SRB SEP,
looked back and it looked like we were just totally enveloped in
a ball of flames. I guess it was the light reflecting off
aerosols in the air or whatever, but the flame appeared to be all
around us and like we were in the center. Later on, at 6 or 7
min, I again turned around and looked back and was really
surprised. I didn't expect to see much but saw quite a bit, as a
matter of fact. Just the main engines themselves were making a
much brighter orange flame then I ever expected and it was
pulsating almost as if an engine were running back there
unstable, and in fact, I asked Dan if all the engines looked
okay, and the flame was - - I would say, going out at least 45 -
50 degrees half coned all around the vehicle..

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - making a much brighter, orange flame than I
ever expected and it was pulsating almost as if an engine were
running back there unstable. In fact, I asked Dan if all the
engines looked okay, and the flame was, I would say, going down
at least 45 - 50 deg half coned all around the vehicle and
pulsating. The last thing I remember was ET SEP which was the
biggest surprise of all. It looked like we were inside of a ball
of flarne for about 15 sec there, in fact, that looked like it was
never going to stop. That really surprised us.

CAPCOM Understand that. Dale.

SPACECRAFT It was quite a ride. Chuck.

CAPCOM Sounds like it. We've really enjoyed listening to
your descriptions of that ascent, both Richard's and Dan's, as
well as yours. Do you have any other comments on it. Dale?

SPACECRAFT I guess the bottom line is, you've already figured
out from the three of us talking, is that the night situation is
really different from a visual standpoint based upon what Dick
has seen before and what we've all heard from the other folks.
It's a whole different ballgame.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT But it was fun.

CAPCOM Rog

.

PAO Challenger, Houston. We're 40 sec LOS here at
Botswana. We'll see you at Guam at 5 plus 51.

SPACECRAFT This is Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT We're in the insert collector portion of the CFES
operation sample 1 and flow 7 is reading 261 volts, and we're
proceeding on.

CAPCOM Roger that, and we're going LOS now. We'll see you
at Guam.

This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal
at Botswana. Next station in 24 min is Guam. During this TDRS
p-?.ss across the western hemisphere on 4th orbit. Mission
Specialist, Guy Bluford, reported several times on his activities
in doing sample number 1 of the Continuous Flow Electrophoresis
Experiment System, and that he'd completed changeout of sample
number 1 and had it stabilized. Mc-anwhile, his crewmates were
chowing down on box lunches of sar.dwiches that had been stowed so
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that early on day 1 they wouldn't have to fuss around with the
food warmer, unpack all of the food pouches from the lockers in
the middeck. Guam in 23 min. Mission Control, Houston at 5 hrs,
28 min Mission Elapsed Time.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Guam for 7 min.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston. Read you loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, Challenger, and we're reading you loud and
clear as well.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We're in the process of the Tail Glow
experiment at this time.

CAPCOM Roger. Copy that. The Tail Glow experiment.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Richard.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. CDR is apparently having a littletrouble with his WTCU again. He was just trying to check out hiscomm. Apparently you can hear him but he can't hear you.

CAPCOM Understand, Dan.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, we just completed trying to get
through some of that Glow experiment. That camera rig in thewindow doesn't work real good. You can't aim it high enough andwe spent a lot of time trying to get the tail end of the ...

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - and Houston, we just completed trying to get
through some of that Glow experiment. That camera rig in the
window doesn't work real good. You can't aim it high enough and
we spent a lot of our time trying to get the tail aimed in the
camera right, so I think between now and the next time we're
going to try this, which is on our extra day, we are going to try
and invent something better to hold that camera so we can aim it
up high enough to get the tail and be ready to go. We didn't get
completely through the sequence.

CAPCOM Okay. We copy that, Dan, and understand you'll try
to work up a better way of putting the camera so you can get a
better picture if we do the experiment again.

SPACECRAFT Right. We're going to sit down and write so we can
remember exactly what we did and debrief this good and in the
mean time, between now and when we do it next time, we're going
to try and come up with a better idea so we can be ready to go
and not waste our time just trying to get it aimed up and in
position.

CAPCOM Okay. Sounds real good, Dan.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We are going LOS here at Guam
in 30 sec. We'll see you at Hawaii in 7 min.

SPACECRAFT' Houston, CDR radio check.

CAPCOM
Richard.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Roger

,

How us?
We're reading you loud and clear.

Houston, Challenger (garble)

Roger. Go ahead. Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Rog . Dick just called. I guess you didn't hear
him. He's not hearing you, and he's still having problems with
the comm.

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay. We are reading him, and we're going LOS.

Challenger, Houston's with you at Hawaii for 7 min.

Roger, Houston. Read you loud and clear.

Houston, Challenger.

Roger. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) with the CFES. In the collection mode on
sample 1 and we got 11 min elapsed in that particular mode and we
have not gone the system status sample pump lights have not
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gone out. They are still on and they're still moving forward.
Still in light matrix F versus G.

CAPCOM Okay. We copy that, Guy, Standby one. And
Challenger, Houston, when you have a moment, we're just kind of
interested in the moisture on the aft windows and whether or not
they blocked any of the filming of the Tail Glow experiment.

SPACECRAFT Negative, Houston. It was pretty much dissipated
by the time we were ready to do the Glow, although on WIO where I
was setting up, I did take a kleenex and wipe it off to get ahead
of It because I wanted to get the window shade with the camera
peaking through it set up, but on the other window it was gone by
the time we were ready to do it, so it was up there for a while
and then disappeared.

CAPCOM Okay, Dan. Thank you very much for that.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Dan.

SPACECRAFT Roger. I never got any words back. We're supposed
to do that fi.Pl} Thermal - - whatever it is at 2 hr and 30 min and
the circ pump didn't come up to pressure and words were going to
come back and nobody's ever said anything. The APU Thermal
Conditioning Enable.

CAPCOM Roger. We know, Dan, and we have been working on aplan for that. ^

SPACECRAFT Okay. Just curious.

CAPCOM Yeah. When you're ready to copy, I'll tell you
what we've come up with.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Standby a second. I guess I'm sorrv I
asked. ^

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston. We're ready to copy. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, Dan. Just to start off with, overall we
currently think, we don't know for certain yet, that your
Hydraulic Circ Pump Number 2 inverter is bad, but we're still
looking at the data, but you are certainly cleared to go ahead on
orbit OPS page 1-2 if you want to open up that, and tell me when
you're ready.

SPACECRAFT I'm there.

CAPCOM Okay, on that page, Dan, we'd like you to go ahead
and do the Hydraulic Thermal Conditioning Enable procedure,
except underneath the note, we would like you to delete the next
three lines - - the Hydraulic Circ Pump 2, the Isol Valve 2, and
the Circ Pump 2 those three steps - - delete them.

SPACECRAFT Okay, just delete the enable for Circ Pump Number 2
and do it for 3 and 1.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Dan, and you're clear to go
ahead and do that.

SPACECRAFT Okay. It's in work.

CAPCOM And, Challenger, Houston. We're hearing voice on
air-to-ground 2. We would just like you to verify that you have
the orbit comm configuration set up and just make certain that
the teleprinter is on. We're going LOS here at Hawaii in 19 sec.

SPACECRAFT Roger. We'll give a check.

CAPCOM And Dan, we'll give you a call when we pick you up
on TDRS.

f J f

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We're with vou with TDRS
and, Guy, reference your question, we think it will' reverse - -
in a while. You can go ahead and just let it run.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Understand. We've got 4 minutes to go in
the collection cycle and it's still in forward mode. We'll just
continue on.

CAPCOM Roger that, Guy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston. I went through the Hydraulic
Thermal Conditioning with your deletions and Circ Pump Number 3
came up to 150. I got the landing gear Hydraulic Isol Valve open
and configured the other 2 switches. Be advised, i left Circ
Pump Number 2 in the OFF position - off.
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CAPCOM Roger. We copy, Dan.

CAPCOM And Dan, you are in the proper configurations.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thanks.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

Roger. Go ahead Challenger, Houston.CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT Hey John, we need to have the CFES guys work a
question for us, please. We just pulled off the collector from
Tray 1. We want to shake it. Unfortunately on top, on the
orange septum on top, there's a lot of moisture. We'd like to be
able to wipe it off first so we don't end up with a cockpit full
of a thousand drops. Can you get an answer to whether we can do
that with a clean wipe and not contaminate the sample?

CAPCOM Okay. Standby one. Dale, We'll get it for you.

SPACECRAFT Thank you.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale. You're clear to go ahead and try to
wipe it off with a clean wipe.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we've got a clean, dry wipe and we'll just
blot it off and get her in the cooler.

CAPCOM Roger. The pay load folks think that's okay.

SPACECRAFT Thank you.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. If we could when you
have a moment, if you could comment on whether or not the pump
light went to reverse. You hadn't commented on that.

SPACECRAFT Okay. What happened was when we got to the end of
collect and as soon as the message remove collector seal plate up
came on, then the sample pump went immediately from forward to
reverse. Looks like we got some kind of a logic problem in there
and the processor just didn't stop the pump going forward.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - the message remove collector seal plate up came
on, then the sample pump went immediately from forward to
reverse. Looks like we've got some kind of a logic problem in
there and the processor just didn't stop the pump going forward.

CAPCOM Okay. We copy that. Dale, and we'll look at it.
Thanks for the catch.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We'll have a little time here before the
next run. We have, lets see, 40 minutes and 40 it looks
probably an 1 hr and a half at least, so you'll be able to work
on it before we do the next collection.

CAPCOM Roger, that, and Dale, another question for you on
the CFES to help us troubleshoot

.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. Up until the time that it went into reverse,
could you see the sample injecting into the column?

SPACECRAFT Negative. We could see the sample for the first 25
to 30 min coming up the column and then for the last, I'd say 15
to 20 min, we could not see any sample at all.

CAPCOM Understand. We'll help troubleshoot it further
with that information. Thanks.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And also John, if you get out the payload
data systems mal book, we think we found an error there that
we've corrected on page 6-4. I'll wait for you to get there.

CAPCOM Okay. We're ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay, column hotel, we think that the first three
under there should be OFF/ON/OFF.

CAPCOM Okay. We see that. Standby one. We'll take a
look at it.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Do you want a mark, John, the reverse light
:ust went OFF now on the sample pump with 32 min remaining in the
flush.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy that. Dale. And, Dale, we have
looked at the payload data systems mal book and we agree with you
that your collection on column H is correct. It should be
OFF/ON/OFF, and for your information, the reverse light behavior
which you reported means that it is performing correctly.

SPACECRAFT Understand, John, and we've already made a copy of
in our systems mal book.
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SPACECRAFT John, let me clarify that. It means it's
pecforming correctly now during the flush where it goes reverse,
but it did not perform correctly during the correct sequence. Is
that right?

CAPCOM Roger, we know that it is performing correctly now,
and we re still looking at whether or not its per forinance was
correct in the forward sequence. Dale.

SPACKCRAPF Okay, John. Thank you.

CAPCOM And Dale, just a note for you, you guys are really
doing good today. You're on top of everything. We appreciate
i: hat

.

SPACKCRAFT (Garble) and we're getting cameras set up so you
Oiiyc can have some Guy Bluford CFES show a little later here.

CAPCOM Roger that. We're looking forward to it. And
Challenger, Houston, I have a little mal procedure we would like
you to run on the Commander's comm problem when you're ready tocopy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Dick is not hearing you. what would you like
us to do, John?

CAPCOM Okay, we have a little test procedure that we would
like to call up to him or Dan, so that ya'll can do it at your
convenience, when you're ready to copy the procedure, I'll give
It up to you. ^

SPACECRAFT Okay. Standby. Okay, John, give Richard a short
count to see if he can hear you on his speaker here. He wants tocopy it himself.

CAPCOM Okay. Testing 1, 2, 3, 3, 2, 1.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I can barely hearing you, John. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, Richard, and we're reading you loud and
clear. What we - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay, Richard, and we're reading you loud and
clear, what we would like you to do, again, you can do this when
you're out of comm with us, you can do it at anytime you want and
then report the results back to us, is position yourself so you
can see both a wall unit and a leg unit LED's.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) and I ran around and checked and I think
the comm configuration should be all set up for the teleprinter.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy that, Dan, and, Richard, just a
clarification to the first step I just gave you is that we would
like you to position yourself so you can see both your wall unit
and your leg unit LED's, and when your ready, I'll give you the
second step.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. He's all off comm. He's going to come
up and tie into a lag unit and on HIU I mean, and so he can
really talk to you, and then you can talk about it.

CAPCOM Roger. I understand, Dan.

SPACECRAFT Houston, COR. How do you read?

CAPCOM Roger. Loud and clear, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Look at that.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger Challenger, Houston

SPACECRAFT Rog. We tried another record sealed on the CFES
and it's record seal bravo zero zero zero.

CAPCOM Roger. Copy that, Guy. Record seal bravo zero
zero zero.

SPACECRAFT Affirmative, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR. Do you read?

CAPCOM Roger, CDR. Houston reading you loud and clear

SPACECRAFT Okay. I am reading you loud and clear also. I
think my problem may be in the very light-weight headset. I'll
swap that out and I've been trying to troubleshoot to see what
part of my equipment that the problem has been in, but at any
rate, right now I am reading you loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger. I understand, Richard. What we have is a
little procedure to try and help you out with troubleshooting
that, and I have a couple of steps here. First, if you could
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position yourself so that you can see both your wall unit and
your leg unit LED's.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I guess if you'd - - why don't you give me a
chance, let me write down the procedure, and then do it when I am
in a configuration that I can. Right now, I've been through two
wall units, two batteries, and I'm finally working on Dan's
headset, so if you'll let me just write it down, I'll try the
procedure later.

CAPCOM Roger, and that's fine. We concur with that.
Richard.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger. Go.

SPACECRAFT Roger. This is got another record seal again on
the CFES with 9, 4, 0, 0, and also let me give you some
readouts. On temp H, it's reading right now 0.5 decreasing and
temp 9, It looks like it is 0.9 steady.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy that, Guy.

SPACECRAFT And Houston CDR. Go ahead with your procedure.

CAPCOM Okay, Richard. On the first step, position
yourself so that you can see both your wall unit and your leq
unit LED's, ^

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Step 2. Have another crewmember give a test count.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

1 n.irina the test count, see whethec or not

StuTan see t.^So^i. JSe'Sllfu„5t or t.e le, unit, .na t.en

tell us what you saw.

taikiJ, aboSf a blinking light or BO.eth.ng.

sSr or not^;;s'ief^ir?rir.inf?sr?i,brr,^sJ^iaii"S^

and the leg unit during the test.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'll do that later on (garble, and thla one

SO that I can keep comm for a while.

.bat
d-ei^ir;n%srtior^Lnjen^;o„

do the test.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. Go ahead.

nv.^ Tf vou see both units flicker, the problem

?fS"tbe bead?^?^ ? ^» -^f^ "S^rtSr^^lPin^rh^Sker

ESfS jL'Lr»nft;\Sr^;ojL^?a irtL leg unit and vioe

versa for the other possibility.

SPACECRAFT Roger ^ohn Let .e
f,,^S,Ts'giJ ing°^e

of them blink simultaneously
«5 J^^JJ^ gteldy , it's the wall

rit!°";^'itU\?e%rifrnl; f^L^r^nr-l^ri^-s the leg unit

that's bad and vice versa.

r,-^u,^A Thai-'s a aood readback except I

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. That s a gooa

mistakenly told you the vice versa. The vice verb

correct

.

^, ^^^Q hp wall unit flickers only, it's
SPACECRAFT Okay. So it s the waii

the leg unit, period.

CAPCOM That's correct, and that's a good reaiback.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. That sounds like a good procedure.
Unfortunately, I'm afraid it's going to be a little while before
1 can get to it, but I will, cause Dale and I are starting the
RMS activation. I mean the RMS work.

CAPCOM Roger. We understand, and that sounds like a good
plan to us.

SPACECRAFT And John, I'm sure all of you are watching, but
what I did while Richard was talking to you is, I did page 1-2 of
the TDRS checklist, and now that he's back with us we're going to
start on the table on top of page 1-3.

CAPCOM Roger that. Thank you, Dale.

SPACECRAFT Is all of you all set to go.

CAPCOM Roger. We're all ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We're going to start the activities.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, Block 3 is done on 1-3. Everything was
2 motor timed.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy. Dale. Super.

SPACECRAFT And also John, we got TV set up for raiddeck
experiment on 1.

CAPCOM Roger. Sounds good.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, I have a small change to
your TV pass coming up at Hawaii when you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFl' Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We have a repeat of something that happened
in STS-2. It must be Truly'n fault. When we first came back to
the RMS panel back earlier on, I didn't mention it, but the Isol
4 PDI, or not PDI, just the light on the matrix there had popped
out. Must have done it during ascent. We pushed it back in and
tested It. It's okay.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy that. Dale, Thank you.

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAtn' ...(Garble) 4 PDI, or not PDI just the lights on
the matrix there had popped out. Must have done it during
ascent, we pushed it back in and tested it. It's okay.

CAPCOM Roger, wo copy that Dale. Thank you.

SPACKCRAFT Okay, and we're on page 2-2 just making sure all
the cameras work thote in step 2.

CAPCOM Roger, copy and when you're ready to copy we have aslight addition to your TV pass coming up at Hawaii.

SPAChXRAFT Okay, do we need to write it down, John, or is it
just something you can tell us.

CAPCOM It's something I can tell you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, we lost a little bit of the TV of the payload
bay earlier and therefore, for the last couple of minutes of the
Hawaii TV pass we would like you to switch to - or we will switch
to the payload bay camera and if you could configure the payload
bay floods for us prior to Hawaii we would appreciate it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll do that.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Botswana for six
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. I read you loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Still at the top of page 2-3.

CAPCOM Roger, copy that.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're through with sample 1 and we're gettingready to start sample 2. MET for sample 2 is 0 days, 6 hours andwhy don't you make it 59 minutes,

CAPCOM Roger, copy that Guy. Thanks a lot.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead Richard.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, the RMS testing is going well. We're on page
2-4. We've tested the ineffector both in prime and backup. Dale
is now doing the phasing checks using backup on all joints.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS Botswana in
30 seconds. See you at Indian Ocean in a minute.

SPACECRAFT Roger, see you there.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at ICS for 5
minutes. How do you read?

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at lOS for 3
minutes. How do you read?

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at lOS. How do you

CAPCOM Roger, we copy Richard. Thanks.

read?

CAPCOM
half minutes.

Challenger, Houston with you at lOS for 2 and a

CAPCOM
read?

Challenger, Houston with you at lOS. How do you

END OF TAPE
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Challenger, Houston, with you at lOS for 2 and a
CAPCOM
half minutes

CAPCOM
read?

Challenger, Houston, with you at lOS. How do you

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Loud and clear.

CAPCOM Okay, Richard. We're with you for another 2minutes. We've had some link up problems.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Dale and I have completed, or Dale hascompleted the RMS checkout and we're just at the top of page 3-2to start the RMS powerdown.

CAPCOM Roger, copy that.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR,

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Richard.

rffn*"?^ ''^^ °" °" ^^'^ although
if\Jl ^ configuration that you saw me earlier. Has one
fr.

g"ys reported the little Christmas tree of ice over the -
to the right side of the tail like on STS-2?

pfS^ ^f°9er, I'll try to get that answer for you,

aJ 7 p?us 29?
" ^° seconds LOS. I'll see you at Guam

SPACECRAFT I don't need the answer but at any rate, there wasa little Christmas tree of ice coming out of one of the v^>n^<?

ITs i^anTln'ju' '""^ base ofihe tall^onSTS-2 and on other flights too, I think, and it's out there now.

Roger, we understand then that's correct. We haveseen those on other flights.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you later.

lt°r A-
"^^^^ Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal

at bJ>Iu Ttt'^
^"^"^ ^" '"^""tes and following ?Satat Hawaii a television pass. A combination of cabin TV as well as

!}nH?n^'f ^^i' television. The crew of ChaUenger waswinding down their testing of the remote manipulator system at

S2hJ"f^" ^'^^^^ Station. The checkout of the remote a?m ?s onschedule and proceeding on time as are all other flight plan

ffir^JhrrPpf^ '^"T'" " '^'^^^^ °f time on simple number
2 for the CPES experiment. Returning in 16 minutes at GuamMission Control, Houston at 7 hours, 12 minutes e^Jpsed tiJ;.
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mtnnf-. =. ^
'^^^^ Mission Control, Houston. Less than aminute away from reacquisition at Guam. Brief gap across the

oT.m K?f ""^-^ ^^^^ ^° accui:ij;^n at

rainStes.
Challenger, Houston's with you at Guam for 4

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Loud and clear, John. How are you

yoTl^S powerSoin"^o:f '^-^ -th

w^^^^^^^r
That's affirm. We just completed the powerdownwe encountered no failures. We did see a couple of dynamicthings that I wanted to ask about when we get a second heJe Butv^e^have completed the powerdown and the arm is bac^ fn and ^oUed

^J^S?Mf-„^«. a"^^"'
""^^'^stand then. When you're ready, i havean attitude and some stars available for you which you can use

dffcSs'Soun?:''^'"' ^° so^^Sa^Sor^an

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, Richard down on . .

.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (Garble) dynamic things that I've wanted to ask
about when we get a second here, but we have completed the
powerdown, and the arm is back in and rolled in.

CAPCOM Roger. Understand, and when you're ready, I have
an attitude and some STARS available for you which you can use
later on this evening when you do your IMU align so that you can
do a COAS count.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, Richard, down on 4-3 of the count, to replace
the little block from maneuver to the IMU align attitude, you can
add to that slant COAS cal altitude. The attitude is roll 173.2.
pitch 33.7, yaw 50.9.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Roll 173.2, pitch 33.7, yaw 50.9.

CAPCOM Roger, and use the Al auto burn DAP and initiate
the maneuver at 8 hr 45 min.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Al auto burn and 8, 46 maneuver execute
time.

CAPCOM Roger, and the minus Y STAR ID will be number 29,
that's alcade, and that will be visible from 8 hr, 19 to 9 hr,
12. The minus Z will be number 22. That's altar, and that will
be visible from 8 hr 30 to 9 hr 18.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Altar was 8:30 to 9:18. Was that correct?

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and I understand you do want to get an IMU
align, and then while we remain in attitude repeat the COAS cal
based on my request. Is that right?

CAPCOM That's correct, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Okiedoke.

CAPCOM And I have one other item for you, Richard, when
you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, in the DAP book, Richard, on the D\P config
B-5, there's an error in it. We would like you to change Item 17
to 0 . 016 >

SPACECRAFT Okay. That's DAP bravo five discrete rate vernier.
Item 17, 0.016.
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CAPCOM That's affirmative, Richard, and this change is
good for the duration of your flight.

SPACECRAFT Okay. While I got it right here, let me change
both DAP books before I forget it.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT I understand you want to do a PAM S6.E ASC thermal
check over Hawaii. Affirmative?

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Rog . We'll set up for it.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS here at Guam
in 15 sec. We'll see you at Hawaii in 7 min for the TV pass, and
just a reminder for the lights on in the bay, please.

SPACECRAFT Roger. The pay load bay lights are on and we're all
set up, John, and sometime before the evening is over, remind
Dale or me to ask you about a elbow dynamics the RMS that we just
had a question about.

CAPCOM Roger that, wilco.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal at
Guam. Seven minutes across to Hawaii and TDRS satellite relay
again, and, a TV pass with a mix of cabin activities as well as
the payload bay cameras with a floodlighted payload bay.
Commander, Dick Truly, reported that they had the remote arm
stowed in its cradle, having completed the RMS powerdown
checklist, and a brief exercise with the arm to make sure all of
its joints and tendons work. Hawaii upcoming in a little over 5
min. At seven days, 35 minutes. Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ... move the arm to make sure all of its joints and
tendons work. Hawaii upcoming in a little over 5 minutes. At 7
days, 35 minutes. Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Hawaii with good
videoc

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Read you loud and clear and we're
getting ready to start the ASC thermal test.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy. And we have a good picture..

SPACECRAFT Okay, Guy just did the item 1 execute. You should
be getting PAM data and I guess you're seeing the picture of the
middeck. Is that true?

CAPCOM Roger, we're seeing Richard and Bill on the
middeck

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, let me tell you what we got down there. The
flight deck camera is also available. That's the one looking
over towards the CFES and we have the payload bay cameras all up
and ready for you to look at those if you want.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy. Thank you, Dale.

SPACECRAFT' And INCO's got it.

CAPCOM Roger, we have it. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. We're all going to wander down towards
the middeck so you can see our smiling faces.

CAPCOM Roger, that and it looks like Richard's trying to
give us a demonstration.

SPACECRAFT Richard's doing a doctor appointment. What he's
doing is measuring him. Okay, there comes Guy down the port
interdeck access. You can see that we've all grown some white
spots on our foreheads.

CAPCOM Roger. We can see that.

SPACECRAFT And for those of you who don't know what those are,
those are part of doctor Bills' experiments. There are three
electrodes. One in the middle of the forehead and one by the
right eye and the left eye which he wires us up when we do our
EOG eye movement so he can record that stuff on his recorders.
And that measuring device that you saw Richard working, I just
got off of that and I'm already growing an inch on this mission
so you get the Rockets ready with a contract for when I get back.
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CAPCOM Roger, we copy that, Dan.

SPACECRAFT Okay, in the background behind Guy, you can see the
CFES. He's right in the middle of sample 1, number 2
everything's been going really well on that. And also on the
left still Hawaii coast pass, zooming in but you can see we have
the hatch open and Dr. Bill has set up his doctor office and put
the shingle up on the airlock.

CAPCOM Roger, we can see that, Dale and we have a good
picture of Guy right now.

CAPCOM Dale, if you have a minute, if you're up on the
flight deck, are you there?

SPACECRAFT John, I'm up on the flight deck. Dale's on his way
down. Richard just came up, he's off comm. He also wants a
Rocket contract, he grew an inch, too.

CAPCOM_ Okay. Dan, if you could call up spec 216 for us
we d like to check something on our data and give us a readout of
the backup self test go whether there's an asterisk or not.

SPACECRAFT Okay, spec 216, just a second. Okay, what you're
seeing now is Richard going sailing through the middeck and Dale
is getting ready to do his measurements. Okay, I got 216 up
now. What did you want me to check?

CAPCOM A read up - a readout of the backup self test go up
in the upper left hand corner - whether or not there is an
asterisk, Dan.

SPACECRAFT Yes, self test go, primary has an asterisk and so
does backup.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you very much, Dan. That's all we
need

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks for the help. That's about all I know
about that system. Boy, John, you're really digging deep whenyou ask the PLT to look at a (garble) display.

CAPCOM Roger, it's a good picture of you Dale.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) . Houston (garble)

?

CAPCOM Roger, Dale. You're not coming through real
clearly. Say again.
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SPACECRAFl' Just asked you what Houston time was, John?

CAPCOM Oh, it's 9:15 in the morning.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Houston time?

CAPCOH Roger, Dale. You're not coining through real
clearly. Say again.

SPACECRAFT Just asking what Houston time was, John.

CAPCOM Oh, it's 9:15 in the morning.

SPACECRAFT And here's the closeup over the patch for those of
you that haven't seen it.

CAPCOM That STS-8 patch really looks good. Dale.

SPACECRAFT Now, Dr. Bill's going to smile for you.

CAPCOM Right, He looks great.

SPACECRAFT I'll tell you what, you ought to see this middeck
(garble) never seen before.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Watch Dr. Bill. He's heading into his
office now. If you get mad at him, we'll put him in there and
close the hatch.

CAPCOM Roger. That really is super.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) this is the last member of our crew that
you haven't seen so far. He's the one with the wild hair.

CAPCOM That looks good, Dan.

SPACECRAFT And he's showing you how he can eat a carrot,
flying upside down or something. There goes the carrot.

SPACECRAFT The carrot just hit panel ML86V.

CAPCOM Okay, Challenger, Houston, we've gone ahead and
switched the camera to the payload bay now.

SPACECRAFT Couldn't stand us anymore, huh?

SPACECRAFT Houston, we are going to get ready and powerdown
the SCA at the end of the ASC terminal test. We're doinq that
now.

CAPCOM Roger that. We copy.

SPACECRAFT Are you on the elbow camera there now.
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CAPCOM Roger. We are going LOS here at Hawaii, and we are
going to be handing over to the TDRS, and we don't have any TV at
all now, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through TDRS. How do
you copy?

SPACECRAFT We got you loud and clear.

CAPCOM Dale, Richard mentioned earlier that you had some
questions about the RMS elbow dynamics, if now would be a good
time for you, we're ready to listen to them.

SPACECRAFT Just a minute. Let me get Richard on comm here
because I think we both have some comments, and some relate to
what he saw in STS-2, so just give us about 20 seconds. Fish.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and I have powered off all the payload bay
cameras and am shutting the system down.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy.

SPACECRAFT I guess you saw that we are having a good time up
here today, Fish. ^

CAPCOM Look's like you guys are having a heck of a good
time. ^

SPACECRAFT Things are really going well so far. No blq
suprises.

CAPCOM Yeah, Dale. Everything looks real good down here
too. You're having a super mission,

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Richard, you're a little broken. Why don't you
give me another call here.

SPACECRAFT Okay, how about now? 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

CAPCOM Okay. We have you loud and clear now. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay. The thing that £ don't recall from STS-2
that I may have just forgotten is the hesitation in the elbow
joint. Basically, we, well first of all, we, I had forgotten
about the fact that the drop switch has to be made very firmly toeach - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay. We have you loud and clear now. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay. The thing that I don't recall from STS-2
that I may have just forgotten is a hesitation in the elbow
joint. Basically we, well first of all we - - I had forgotten
about the fact that the drop switch has to be made very firmly to
each, the plus and the minus position, and so for a while we
thought we weren't getting commands out, but actually it's the
mechanical switch that's not like the simulator. But the thing
that we saw that I didn't recall was the fact that when Dale was
driving the elbow joint in course rate, it would drive for maybe
2 or 3 sec and then it would actually stop for a sec or so, and
then it would pick up and move again for 2 or 3 sec and then slow
down and almost stop, and just like that, as he moved it. And I
think it might be good idea if you all looked at the data from
the RMS checkout and just make sure that the joint movements,
particularly the elbow, is to your liking.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. We copy that and as soon as we
know something we'll get back to you.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Let me hand it ..s .r ho Dale.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Fish. The only other thing I think I have is
that, and I think this is nominal, at least the simulator does
It. One of the times when I selected port on the RMS select
switch, we got, besides the reach limit and whatever else we get
there, the seniority, we got a check CRT. It was positioned on
coder check on the wrist roll joint. I just did the (garble) on
the spec 94 reset and we pressed on, so I think that's nominal.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Dale, that was expected.
What we would like to know is if this occurred in ninqle ioint
only. ^

.SPACECRAFT You got me now. Fish. We were driving single
joints during all that, so I'm probably 90 percent sure that's
the case.

CAPCOM Okay. We're really referring to the e]bow pauses
that were mentioned. Was that noticed in the single joint only?

SPACECRAFT Well, elbow was the one that was most noticeable
I think we might have seen a little bit of it in shoulder pitch,
but It certainly wasn't the dramatic start/stop tha*- Richard
described from the elbow pitch, and it was in single drive only.

CAPCOM Okay, Dale. We copy that and as soon as we know a
little more we'll get back to you, but much of that is an
expected result up there.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. You know, we didn't do any driving in
direct. We did do some in backup, but I don't think we really
drove the elbow pitch joint enough in plus or minus to see the
same effect that we saw in single.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT And we just got a, you probably saw, we just got apayload alert (garble) message which is nominal. That's 5minutes after powerdown on the SCA.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. When you're ready, we
have some questions for you on the Tail Glow Experiment that cameup earlier.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Standby, We need to get Dan on here.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) for your questions.

CAPCCM Okay, Dan, When you talked about the aimingproblem that you had with the camera, was this caused by the
window mount position or by window cover interference,

SPACECRAFT Bill, you're breaking up. Start your question fromscratch again, please.

CAPCOM Roger. In reference to the Glow Experiment, wasthe intensifier aiming problem caused by camera mount position orwindow cover interference?

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAfT (Garble)

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. How do you copy?

SPACECRAFT We got you loud and clear now.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan. Did you copy my first question on theGlow experiment?

SPACECRAFT No, Fish, you cut out and we haven't heard anythingfrom you for about a min or so, when you cut out iust as vou
started talking.

CAPCOM Roger, we've had some intermittent uplink and
downlink problems with TDRS. The question number 1 is, was yourintensifier aiming problem that you talked about caused by thecamera mount position or by interference with the window cover?

SPACECRAFT Well, I think it's a portion of both. To tilt it

i^K ^t^.u^^
picture you want, you stretch it against the top ofthe hood that goes into the window and, in fact, we had to rip itup from the bottom and put a couple of layers of tape down tokeep the light out. And that is partially caused by the factthat the camera mount, you can't drop it low enough, it doesn'tgo but about a half a degree or so below horizontal, and thosetwo things combined, and that took up trying to get the lightleaks patched and get a reasonable aim on the picture took up

P^f?; ^° anything like practice aiming itor anything until you turn the intensifier on, which you can't dountil you get into the dark. j v,a u

CAPCOM Roger, Dan. We understand, in view of that, on
^wl'^J'l

^"^^^ checklist, can you give me an idea ofwhich photos you were able to obtain?

SPACECRAFT Okay. Let me get that page out. r had it asecond, but it floated away.

CAPCOM Roger. We'll stand by.

SPACECRAFT Fish, while he's doing that, where are we now' Arewe coming up on South America?

^o^'i^e a ways off. Looks like your about 10 minoff from the coast, right.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Fish, on page Flight Supplement 3-2, wemarched through the sequence (garble) where we just changed theshutter speed, then we got down and we got the jet firings, but Ithink we got a little mixed up in there, but we made it all the
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way through the jet firing, and then by the time, we didn't have
time to go back through them because we were coming in to out
oe the window, so then we tried to go and get some ot the
shopping list, the STAR photos, which STAR required a moon
position, just darkness, and by the time we tried to get the
camera aimed even higher, which was almost impossible, we were
into daylight, so we couldn't do anything, so we shut it off.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan. We copy.

SPACECRAFT And I think our next time we're going to do this,
so that actual tail one is on the extension day, the day 6, so
we're going to, in our free time, sit down and try to invent a
better way of mounting that camera in the window, and maybe do alittle better.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan. We concur.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Fish, with reference to CPE5, we're in the
collection mode on sample 2. We've inserted the collector and
the SEP voltage is 256, and we've got 81 mir. to go in the collectmode, or block X.

CAPCOM Roger, Guy. We copy.

CAPCOM And, Challenger, Houston, for Guy, I have a message
fo;r you on the CFES. ^

SPACECRAFT Go ahead. Pish.

CAPCOM Yeah, in reference to the questions you had earlierabout the sample pump forward indication after your full sample
injection, it looks like that the beads within the syringe thatacu as sample stirrers may have interfered with plunger travel inyour syringe, and that would have happened at the end of sample
infussion, and we think what this may have done is prevented theoperation of the limit switch, so what happened,

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM (Garble) that active sample stirs may have
interfered with plunger travel in your syringe and that would
have happened at the end of sample infusion. And we think what
this may have done is prevented the operation of the limit
switch. So what happens here is the pump motor continues in a
forward mode, the mechanical cluth will stop the plunger motion
during this time, but the motor will continue until auto reverse
occurs, and the message you would get at that time would be
remove collector message. And we would expect that this
situation may occur on all subsequent samples, but it should not
effect nominal CFES ops,

SPACECRAFT Dick, I only caught the last part of that, so you
say we can essentially ignore that situation if it occurs in the
remaining samples?

CAPCOM Roger, Dale. You can ignore that and you might
expect It to occur on your subsequent CFES operations.

SPACECRAFT Okay, great. That's good news. We were worried
something might be wrong there. Thanks a lot.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) (garble)

SPACECRAFT No, no. We've got a few minutes of light and I
wish you would.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Challenger, Houston.
Challenger, Houston, with you through Botswana for 7 min. How
copy?

SPACECRAFT Houston, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. we have you loud and cltar. And
Challenger, Houston, just to let you know, we see you in free
drift down here and when you're ready, I have a couple of quick
messages to be done prior to sleep.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, standby, Houston. Roger, Bill. i don't know
any explanation unless somebody just bumped the DAP switch. We
we're in pulse mode, i guess that's what happened.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, go ahead with the messages.

CAPCOM Right. There are just two. Number 1, we would
like you to delete your supply water dump for this evening, and -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Roger, Bill. I don't know any explanation, unless
somebody just bumped the DAP switch. We were in pulse mode. I
guess that's what happened.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, go ahead with the messages.

CAPCOM Right. There are just two. Number 1, we would
like you to delete your supply of water dump for this evening,
and finally, we would like you to perform manual cabin atmosphere
management, and specifically that will be the set caution and
warning limits section of the orbit OPS checklist, page 5-10.

SPACECRAFT Understand. You want us to delete the water dump
and then do the manual cabin atmosphere management per 5-10.

CAPCOM Roger, Guy. Specifically, it's the block there
entitled Set Caution and Warning Limits.

SPACECRAFT Roger. We got it. Thank you.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We show you in free drift
again. Do you have an explanation for that?

SPACECRAFT Yeah. We did bump the - - okay, Houston. Yeah, I
guess what we discovered was the aft flight controller power was
on, which I didn't realize. I thought we had turned it off, and
I guess somebody had bumped the stick back here, but I appreciate
you telling us cause maybe that was it. I'm not sure.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. We copy.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 30 sec LOS. See you at
Indian Ocean in 1 min.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. See you there.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Indian Ocean
for 8 mm.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger. We have you loud and clear too.

SPACECRAB'T And Houston, see you at (garble)

CAPCOM Houston, go ahead, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Fish. I haven't had time today to make a
really careful assessment to see if there was any tile damage
during the ascent. We briefly looked and there's certainly
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nothing to be concerned about. There are 2 white tiles on the
righthand OMS pod that have a dimple in them. Dan and I are
looking at them. I would guess it's the surface dimple that's
maybe a quarter of an inch deep. The color is white throughout
and I guess the diameter is - - looks like ovals really, maybe an
inch high and an inch and a half wide. We've looked briefly
around the windows up in the cabin and there's 1 or 2 very
miniscule chips of tile that are - - have just chipped off. But
essentially, what we can see is in great shape and when we can
either have time tomorrow to let you look at these OMS pods on TV
or something, you can conclude the same thing for yourself the
same thing, I think, and we'll be sure to take some pictures for
the postflight.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. That sounds good to us.

SPACECRAFT But in summary, it is very close to zero damage atall. We did notice there is some smearing on the windows andwe 11 try to document that, and as usual we picked up some crud
at SRB-7 on all the front windows. But in general, no problems.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. That's real good news.

SPACECRAFT Also, we've been able to see the ice crystals on
the edge of the center engine. All day long, we've seen variouschunks not chunks, but pieces of ice come off at various
times and fly formation with us for awhile. The elevens have
bee 1, except for the left outboard, the elevens have been fairlyclose to fair all day. The left outboard seems to have driftedalmost full up, or 3 quarters up, I would say.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy that.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay. Also, Fish, we haven't, again, we haven't
had a whole of time except in just spurts to look out the window
and take pictures, but we have - - we saw the great Dike of
Zimbabwe in between OMSl and 0MS2, and we've seen a number of
ocean features, including eddies and internal waves and taken a
few pictures of those, and just generally, a great time is being
had by all.

CAPCOM Well, it sure looked like it on the TV pass. I
wish I could be there with you.

SPACECRAFT Vou bet. Well, it is a lot of fun and it's been a
good day so far, and I am getting ready to start this manual
cabin atmosphere management if you want to get EECOM to keep me
honest.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. We'll watch it down here.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 30 sec LOS. We'll see
you next at Guam at 9 plus 08.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal
at Indian Ocean Station. Guam 20 min away, as the crew winds
down in their first day in space, coming up on the sleep period
which begins some 2 hr from now. However, the presleep
activities, including the evening meal and all the other things
that go with getting ready for bed. Dick Truly reported that
some small indentions, what he calls dimples, roughly 1/4 in.
deep and an inch and a half oval shape are visible on the white
tiles on the righthand OMS pod, and he sees one small chip on the
tiles near the front cabin windows. During this just completed
orbit, we heard a new call sign for the first time. One of the
CAPCOM' s. The crew referred to him as Fish, and that, of course,
refers to Dr. Bill Fischer. This is his first time out as
CAPCOM. He's backup CAPCOM on the Orbit 1 team. We'll return at
Guam in 18 min at 8 hr , 49 min Elapsed Time, Mission Control,
Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Guam for 1
min, and we would like to GNC spec one for variable parameters.

SPACECRAFT It will be on 1.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan.

SPACECRAFT Rich is doing a COAS cal right now.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy.
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CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, we're about 15 sec from
probably losing you through a keyhole here. If we don't talk to
you just out of keyhole, we'll see you in Hawaii in 8 min.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We'll see you there.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, out of the keyhole for 40
more sec through Guam.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, IMU align went very well. We have the
numbers for you a little bit later when we get done with the COAS
cal.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy, Dan. Good IMU align. And
Challenger, Houston. CRT 1 is yours.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you over Hawaii for 7
min. How copy?

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Read you loud and clear.

CAPCOM And we've got you loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT And Fish, this is CDR. I got one good mark of the
delta bias I think was .15, but the authority with these cultures
is rated at so low that I am afraid that I sitting here
wasting gas - - just trying to maneuver the STAR.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Roger, lUchard. We concur,
and you can go ahead and stop the operations at this time.

SPACECRAFT Okay,

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT And Fish, this is CDR. I'm - I got one good mark
that delta (garble) I think was .15 but it's the - authority with
these pulse rates are so low that I'm afraid I'm just sitting
here wasting gas - just trying to maneuver this star.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Roger, Richard we concur and
you can go ahead and stop the operations at this time.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm satisfied (garble) it's obviously a
doable job but it's the - these (garble) and the authorities are
3ust so low that the star tends to not respond or the vehicle
responds so slowly that it just takes many, many impulse
inputs. And it's that star set is about to happen anyway so I
think I'll just knock it off.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. We copy that. Let us take a look
at It and get back with you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and would you like to have the IMU align
data?

CAPCOM
it down.

Richard, that's affirm. You can go ahead and read

SPACECRAFT I'm sorry, say again.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. We would like the IMU align data
and we're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, star is 29 and 22; angle air was 0.02; the
delta angles for IMU 1 was -.000; delta y, +.10; delta z, -.22
IMU 2: -.02, +.01, -.06 IMU 3: +.01, -.01, -.23 Execute time
was 0 days, 9 hours, 0 minutes and 57 seconds.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. We copy.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We'd like to get the GNC
spec 1 and the resume on spec 60 please.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, And GNC spec 1 is on CRT 2.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR. The - I stopped in the middle oftne cabin atmosphere management procedure because of the IMU
align. I'm on page 5-10. I've set the C&W limits right up there
at the top and I'm getting ready to do the 14 points (garble) -
14.7 cabin (garble) stuff.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy, Richard. And CRT 2 is yours.

SPACECRAFT Roger.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're about 45 seconds to
Hawaii LOS and we should be picking up TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you there.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through TDRS, how

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through TDRS, howcopy?

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through TDRS, how

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Read you loud and clear, how me?

CAPCOM We've got you loud and clear, Dan.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we heard you the first 2 times you called andanswered but apparently you weren't hearing us.

CAPCOM That's affirm. We didn't have any response fromyou

SPACECRAFT Okay, we do have a question for you Fish. You'vegotten a few fingerprints and bumped our heads on the windows andgot some greasy kid stuff smudges on them and we're wonderinq did

windows^is
"^^^ approved cleaning method for the interior

CAPCOM Standby, Dan.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Dan, you can go ahead and usealcohol wipes to clean them off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, fine.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, I have a couple of questionstor Dan,

END OF TAPE
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foroan.
Challenger, Houston. i have a couple of questions

CAPCOM
Dan.

Challenger, Houston. A couple of questions for

eor?he PLT.
'^''^^^^"9^"' Houston. I have a couple of questions

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM This is Houston. Go ahead, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Fish. I was off the headset for a minuteand Dan said you were calling and was kind of staticky, and I wasDust wondering if we could help you.
"-^^^y, ana i was

S^rf?nn ^^fh -^"^t":
^''^ ^""^ ^ ^°^P^^ Of questions for Dandealing with incubator status and heat pipe, and before I talk to

StSbiaJdf
''''' '^^^ weather upiinked goJ

SPACECRAFT Yes. The weather message did get onboard. I havenot looked at it yet, but Dale said it looked good.

CAPCOM Okay.

f'u'gefSi. h??l"'^"
^^^^ - - —d,

SPACECRAFT Okay, Fish. I'm here. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan. I wonder if you could give us a little

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Fish.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan. I wonder if you could give us a littleincubator status on, tell us how things went and 2ie?e you aJe In

SPACECRAFT Okay. I (garble). Okay, I initiated all 'hesamples starting at 7:27. I was a little bit latfon that I

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. Do you copy?

CAPCOM Negative, Dan. I lost you after 7 plus 32.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, it appears they've lost our

w^'ie^'gorfrbacJr- ' ^" ^
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Sow'^do you copyf
^^""^ "^^h you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Reading you loud and clear. How

n^n^^L^ • ^
^"""^ Richard. if we could have

^P''"' ""P.'.^e^ 7 32 on incubator activationtimes. If we could have him pick from there.
'-^ivacion

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm back again, and, no what I did, Iactivated at starting at 7 plus 27 with the first sample in there

?Sck"aSd f&^rf-'^? f'
'^"^"^^ around and goJback and fixed the first sample at 7 plus 32, and then I have mv

slTon/lll^Zr'
'^^"^ ™^ ''"'^ o'-loc. to do%S^

Sfstatus of thrhAi'": T ^^^l'^ on

launch. ^ ^^^"'^ ^^^^ survived

SPACECRAFT It survived fine. All the tape is on and it'slooking good. I didn't get a chance to see it, but aroie Ume
That the^bo^o^

the sunrise hit it, and Dale had coSmLteSthat the bottom tape had turned brown. Like I said, i didn't ac^tup and get a chance to see it, but other than that, gene aUy
^

everytime I've looked at it, all the tapes have be^n^bJack.
'

?'ve°aot a rnn^f^F "^"^
'

the CDR,i ve got a couple of quick questions.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. On the last COAS that - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, Dan. That's good news, and for the CDR,
I've got a couple oE quick questions.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. On the last COAS that you were
doing, could you tell us a little bit about what DAP's you were
in, and maybe give us a short summary of the activities you went
through.

CAPCOM Okay. We were in A1B5 per the orbit OPS checklist
and I tried, well, let's see, first we got the IMU alignment, and
that was done, and then Dan and I identified the STAR and it was
a good ways away from the center of the COAS, like 4 deg maybe,
almost. But, it was positively identified, and I was in the A-
OAP and I tried in vernier jets. I never tried the big jets
becuase I didn't want spend that gas. But I tried it both in
pulse mode and even in discrete rate. I had intended to do it
ail in pulse and the number of jet firings and the rates that
were generated were just so slow that I felt like I was
unnecessarily spending the gas. I never went to the B-DAP
because it had even lower rates, as I recall.

CAPCOM Okay, roger. We copy that, Richard, and one final
question for you, if you have had a chance to get to that headset
malfunction procedure that we sent up to you, we would like to
know the results.

SPACECRAFT Okay. No I have not, I have the equipment out and
I, we haven't troubleshot it, but we will do it this evening
before we go to bed and be able to report to you. I've been,
ever since I got back on hardline comm since it's been working so
well, I've stayed there, but I certainly am going to try
troubleshoot it because I'd like to be on (garble) starting
tomorrow morning.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy. Just to let you know that that
malfunction, that troubleshooting procedure is something you cando at your option though.

SPACECRAFT Roger. I understand, and Houston, CDR. At Guy's
request, I'm about to do the flash evap deactivation for CFES perthis que card and Guy needs to talk to you about the CPES. I
think.

SPACECRAFT Yeah Fish, we finished up sample 2 and everythin
worked out well, and we got the tray back in the SSN, and weclosed down the unit for this evening, and we won't be back in
operation again tonight.

CAPCOM Roger, Guy. That's good news.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. I have a CFES question for
Guy.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Go ahead. Fish.

CAPCOM Roger, Guy, at the bottom of your Flight Supplement
on page 3-2 in the que cards, on the CFES que cards, there are
two times for sample 2 activation. Could you give them to us,
please? '

SPACECRAFT Yeah. Hold on just a moment. What do you want
again, Fish?

CAPCOM Roger, Guy, we understood in the turn on and theturn off times for sample 2.

SPACECRAFT I started sample 2 at 6 hr and 58 min, and endedsample 2 at 9 hr and 43 min.

CAPCOM Roger, Guy, and also the original time you beganrunning the CFES. ^

SPACECRAFT Rog. I started - - hold on just a moment. Okay,
we started at 1 hr and 30 min. Right on time.

CAPCOM Right

SPACECRAFT Negative, sorry, sorry, (garble). Three hours anda minute. Fish. Sorry.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy, 3 hr, 1 min for your CFES
initiation.

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative.

CAPCOM Okay, Guy. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Houston. Go ahead, Dan.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, Fish, I got a question for you now on the

Jn?Mff?^" Ttt'^ ^'^V^
prefer, since I got the initial activationinitiation of those four samples started a little late, wouldthey like me to slide each individual one an equal amount so Iget the same delta time on them all?

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Standby, Dan.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Dan, folks down here fee

like you can leave them as they are. You don't need to slid

them.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'm getting ready to do number 2 then.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM This is Houston. Go ahead, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Roger. A question on the manual cabin atmosphere

procedure, the 14.7 cabin reg inlet number 2 valve is open.

That's where I am in the procedure on 5-10, and a PP02 is coming

up, but oh, so slowly. I'm assuming if we get to go to bed time,

we'll just go ahead and reclose that valve and stay in that

configuration for the evening. Is that correct, rather than take

the chance of getting an alarm.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Well, I'll leave it in this configuration

until our last pass of the evening and if it hasn't tripped the

limit, we'll just reclose it.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT And Fish, I just put the fixative in sample 2 and

it looked like quite a bit of it just oozed right back out

through the septum there.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan. We copy that. Standby. Challenger,

Houston. Dan, best suggestion we can make for you is to go ahead

and clean up the stuff that oozed out of the septum there, and we

will assume that enough fextive got in to do the job, so you

should go ahead and press.

SPACECRAFT Roger. I figured that's what you would say. I

already did that. There's not a heck of a lot you can do, so I

cleaned it up and I'm going to close it up now.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy, Dan.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, just a note for you

folks. Your state vector is onboard and it's good for the next

PLS on REV 17 and your TIG will be 1 plus 00 plus 53.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.
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SPACECRAFT Yes sir. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Right, Richard. Did you copy the state vector
information I just sent up?

SPACECRAFT Yeah, I understand it's onboard and good for
overnight. I just happened to be in a position where I did four
things and only two hands, and I couldn't get to the - - to
acknowledge. Sorry.

CAPCOM Roger, and you copied the TIG time then of 1:00:53?

SPACECRAFT No, I did not copy that, so you must have cut
out. Say again.

CAPCOM Roger. TIG will be 1 plus 00 plus 53.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Standby.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We are 10 sec LOS. See vou
at Indian Ocean at 10 plus 17.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Indian Ocean
for 4 mm.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Read you loud and clear.

CAPCOM We've got you loud and clear.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 50 sec LOS. Next AOS
will be at Guam, 10 plus 41.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Read you loud and clear.

^^2- Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal through
Indian Ocean Station. Final pass of the evening over that
station. Guam in 18 min at 10:41 elapsed time, and this likely
will be the final contact between Mission Control and the crew ofChallenger before the crew goes into

END OF TAPE
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?iSi^n o..=
Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal throuahIndian Ocean station. Final pass of the evening over thah

wni b2\hST '"'^ 1°'^^ elapsed Se?'and his likely
2ian^Li^ h f"^^ f?"''^''*^

between Mission Control and the criw of

loTrl 24 " "-^^ "i-?on°Con?Jo?f SoSsJon,

rjXisition i?^.- ?i?:rt-cjS's;a??r • wf^::^=
CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Guam for 5

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Read you loud and clear.

to pass.
Clear. The good doctor has a few wor.ds

CAPCOM Roger, Dan. We're looking forward to hearing from

SPACECRAFT He'll be with you in just a second.

CAPCOM And Dan, we're wondering if the doctor was in.

wo?s*SLa3/?;Lis;.j3,-;,-r- '

CAPCOM It looked like he was working pretty hard on the

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT (Garble), Fish.

CAPCOM Right. But, beware of the keyhole.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. Today we started out with the launch and
entry. ERG's were routine on 2 subjects. We have done ERG's and
I apologize that I don't have the exact time, but we've done the
ERG's, 2 each at approximately the end of the first pass. We did
another at 03:00. We did another at 08:24. Did another one at
08:41 start, 08:50 end. We've gotten an evoke potential. We
have heights. We've had continuous monitoring on EOG blood
pressure and EKG on one subject. Physicals on everyone and
threshold audiometry, with any luck, we'll get a couple of
others. We've also had complete urine sampling. And there have
been a lot of odds and ends.

CAPCOM Roger, Bill. Sounds like you're gaining a
tremendous amount of information and gathering all kinds of
data. It really sounds like things are going well, and hope
everything continues going that smoothly for you.

SPACECRAFT Things are going very well, and the most important
part, really, is being here and not just the data we're
getting

.

CAPCOM Roger that. Bill.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. Jus": like to know if you
folks have done the LiOH changeout.

SPACECRAFT Not yet, Houston. We're going to save that to iust
before bedtime.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We are 45 sec LOS. Dan, I
copied your last transmission on the LiOH cartridge, and just a
reminder for you to keep an eye on the cabin REG's, and for
Richard, every one of your COAS alignments has been within
acceptable ranges. Just wanted to let you know that. But we're
going LOS

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We are 45 sec LOS. Dan, I

copied your last transmission on the LiOH cartridge, and just a

reminder for you to keep an eye on the cabin REG's, and for

Richard, everyone of your COAS alignments has been in acceptable
ranges. Just wanted you to know that. We're going LOS and see
you at - -

SPACECRAFT Well, Fish, that makes me feel better and I'll
have some (garble)

.

CAPCOM Okay, Richard. If there's nothing else, you guys
have a good night's sleep, and we'll see you tomorrow.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Fish. I didn't realize that Jhis is our
very last pass. We found that the alpha wall unit was bad, over.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
procedure

.

Roger. We copy, the alpha wall unit was bad.

That's correct. That was a good troubleshooting

CAPCOM Okay, Rich, we will have Santiago if you need to
talk to us, but unless we have something, we don't plan to call
you back.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'll tell you what, why don't you give us an
AOS call there, but don't plan a whole bunch of mission (garble)
and we'll let you know where we are. We're going to go ahead and
changeout the LiOH cartridge now. We don't mind if you call
us. We're not going to be asleep.

CAPCOM Wilco, Richard.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal at
Guam. Likely the final pass with any extensive communications
for the evening. Mission Specialist 3, Dr. Bill Thornton,
covered many of the measurements he had made on his fellow
crewmates during the day. Audiometry, EKG, blood pressure,
height, measurements, and weightlessness, and it sounded like he
had a rather full day of patients. Santiago, Chile, the next
station in 30 mln. Also, Dick Truly discovered that the trouble
with his wireless microphone had been in the wall unit, and he's
changing that out. Perhaps that will correct the difficulty he
has had with the wireless microphone. At 10 hr, 50 min, this is
Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Ascension,
UHF only, for 8 min.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Fish. We got you.
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CAPCOM Okay, and we've got you loud and clear. Sorryabout not calling you at Santiago, but we had a little
configuration problem.

SPAOECRAFT Okay, I understand. And Fish, you're breaking uphere a little bit too. We understood what you said, but we hadto fill in the words.

little slower?^^^^'
^ Pretty bad echo. Can you speak a

SPACECRAFT
badly.

Fish, I was just saying that you were breaking up

CAPCOM Roger. You were too, although I heard you on thatlast transmission clearly. How me?

SPACECRAFT That last one from you was clear also. Okay, andFish, Dick just passed up that we've changed out the LiOHcannister, and he just got through putting the temperaturecontroller to full hot.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale. We copy that. And Challenger,Houston, on panel C3, we've got a switch for you - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, and Fish, Dick just passed up that we've
changed out the LiOH cannister, and he just got through putting
the temperature controller full hot.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale. We copy that.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. On panel C3, we've got a
switch for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Dick's right there. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger. We would like you to manually select lower
right aft.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Hey, Houston, we are on lower right aft, and when
we got there, we got an antenna message.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy that, Richard.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. Sorry to be talking to you this
late but we're having some questions about our antenna and we'd
like to configure you to {garble) and coverage prior to going LOS
here, and if you could perform on page 2-2 of the orbit pocket
checklist under the comm lost procedure, step number 3, beginning
(garble) and coverage.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you want us to do just step 3, or all the way
to the bottom.

CAPCOM Just step 3, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's in work. No problem.

CAPCOM Okay, and you guys have a good night.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I'm heading back and we'll do step 3 riqht
now .

^

CAPCOM Roger

.

And Houston, where do you want - - what position doSPACECRAFT
,

you want the antenna switch on 03 left in?

CAPCOM Richard, we'd like you to go back to GPC on the
antenna switch.
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SPACECRAFT (Garble) want to do. Roger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're about 30 seconds LOS.
Have a good night. You've got a big day tomorrow.

SPACECRAFT Yes. See you in the morning.

SPACECRAFT I don't see how it could 've been more fun than
today was, but boy, I don't know what that launch looked from the
ground but it was spectacular from the cockpit.

CAPCOM It caught the attention of a few folks on the
ground too, Richard.

SPACECRAFT It was (garble).

This is Mission Control, Houston. The handover of
the flight control teams here in Mission Control is essentially
complete and the offgoing Flight Director, Harold Draughon will
be expected to be available for his press conference in about a
half an hour in room 135 of building 2 here at the Johnson Space
Center. Crew is in their scheduled sleep period, but they werequite active until recently, or at least through our last
communication. There was some troubleshooting of a
communications problem. Unsure at this time as to what the
nature of that is, whether it's a configuration of antennas or
some difficulty in relaying a signal through the TDRS to the
spacecraft. Challenger's on orbit number 9, and the crew is
expected to be getting to sleep fairly soon. They have the
next big activity of the mission will be the deployment of the
INSAT satellite, and that's only about 13 hr away. That will be
at approximately 1 day, 1 hour, 17 minutes, and 2 seconds MissionElapsed Time, predicted to be 2 sec off of the published crew
activity plan time. Spacecraft is in a 161 by 160 nautical mileorbit, taking an hour and a half to circle the earth. Had a
fairly busy day today, and they have completed the
electrophoresis samples number 1 and 2. Some problems in
positioning the camera used for the Tail Glow experiment, but allin all, everything has gone very well today. No major problems
in work and very few really even of the minor nature. We're at
12 hr and 2 mm Mission Blasped Time. This is Mission Control,
Houston. '

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

CAPCOM
going to switch NSP's."

Challenger, Houston. No reply required. We're

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. No reply required. We're
going to switch NSP's. Troubleshooting a coram problem.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. 12 hr, 25 min Mission
Elapsed Time. During that last pass over the Guam station, the
CAPCOM Brian O'Connor notified the crew that the ground was
commanding a change in the conimunication system switching the
network signal processors, and that is part of the
troubleshooting activity going on relative to the communication
system, and it required no action on the part of the crew.

Testing, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Testing, playback 4, 1, 2,
3, 4, 5. Playback 4. Testing Playback 4.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston. Things are very
quiet here in Mission Control at the present time. Crew is ^'n
their scheduled sleep period, and have about 4-1/2 hr remaining
before they are due to get up and begin the activities before the
deployment of the Indian National Satellite. That deployment
will occur at about 1 day, 1 hr, 17 min into the flight.
Spacecraft is on the last remaining segment of orbit number 10,
about to cross up over the mid section of South America. Very
little going on. All systems onboard the spacecraft appear to be
in good shape at the present time. There have been no error
messages on the fault chart for quite some time, and the flight
controllers here in Mission Control simply preparing the
teleprinter messages which will be sent up in a couple of hr to
the crew so they will be ready for them to read at the start of
their day. At 14 hr, 33 min - -

END OF TAPE
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^
...Very litHe going on. All systems onboard thespacecraft appear to be in good shape at the present time. Therehave been no error messages on the fault chart for quite sometime. And the flight controllers here in Mission Control siraolvpreparing the teleprinter messages which will be sent up in a'couple of hours to the crew so that thoy will be ready for them

"^ff^
^^^^^ °^ ^^^^^ ^^y- At 14 hours, 33 minutes intothe flight of STS-8 this is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Mission Control Houston at 15 hours 37 minutes
mission elapsed time. Flight of Shuttle flight number 8.
Challenger is currently out over the south Pacific, crew is still
in their snheduled sleep period and things are relatively quiet
here in Mission Control. Principle activity has been to preuc-re
the teleprinter messages to uplink to the crew so they will have
them for their review early in the morning describing any changes
to the preflight pi'blished timeline. Crew faces a fairly busy
day when they get up in about 3 1/2 hours. After allowing them
some time to prepare and consume their breakfast, they will be
getting ready - first order of business to deploy the Indian
national satellite. That is a communications and weather
satellite for the government of India, with the Insat IB and it
will be placed in geosynchronous orbit about 22,500 miles above
the Indian continent. That activity begins right about 24 hours
into the mission. That's approximately 8 hours or so from this
time. That will begin with the check out of the Orbiter, all
systems onboard the Orbiter that support the deployment of that
satellite, and then about 15 minutes later they will check the
payload assist module and the Insat satellite. At about 30
minutes after that, or about 1 day 47 mins into the flight, the
pilot and commander Richard Truly will begin maneuvering the
spacecraft to it's deploy attitude at which the satellite will be
pointed in the right direction for its ejection from the cargo
bay. This particular satellite is spin stabilized, well, most of
those are. It is very important that we do get those out, for a
correction on that the times ve have flown in the past have been
spin stabilized. This satellite is a three-axis stabilized
satellite. It is still, of course, very important the direction
in which you point that so that it is oriented properly for the
firing of that payload assist module the solid rocket motor. The
time of launch has been related to the time at which we deploy
that satellite. It will go out of the payload bay so that at the
proper time, is over the Indian continent at the equator, and so
that It is oriented to have its guidance system lock in on both
the Sun and the Earth to properly orient itself. Crew also, when
their day begins, will at some point during the day activate the
get-a-way special canisters number 346, 348, and 475. The 346
canister is an investigation into how cosmic rays in space willstrike and interfere with computer circuits on the Shuttle.
These cosmic rays can impact the delicate electronic circuits andcause memory loss in some circuits. Experiment get-e-vay special
number 348 is a study of the erosion effects of atomic oxygen oncarbon and osmiem samples. And experiment number 475 is a repeat
of the artificial snow experiment which was initially flown on
Shuttle flight 6 by the Asahi Shimbun which is the large Japanese
newspaper in Tokyo. They have made some modifications to their
experiment which did not work on STS-6 and hope to create snow inspace and observe how the crystals form in a weightless
environment. Additional samples on the continous flow
electrophoresis system will be run. Those will be four sets of
samples that are scheduled to be run tomorrow. And, that will
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represent the major portion of activity for that experiment.
Flight controllers here in Mission Control have been, and are
currently reviewing some of the television that came down from
the spacecraft today. They saw a replay of the launch a littlebit ago and are now reviewing the television from the Orbiter
mid-deck crew activities during the day. We are consideringcanceling the change-of-shif t press conference for the off-goingovernight planning team of flight controllers here in Mission
Control. Really, no significant activities tonight. Spacecraftsystems have been operating quite well. The crew appears to beasleep and everything is going quite smoothly at the present
t^T'.r.

^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ the shift would have normally
had 10:00 p.m. central daylight time press conference. We areplanning on canceling that unless - -

END OF TAPE
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Spacecraft systems have been operating quite well,
the crew appears to be asleep and everything is going quite
smoothly at the present time. So when this team gets off shift,
would have normally had 10:00 p.m. central daylight time press
conference, we are planning on cancelling that unless other
conditions should cause us to bring that back if there should be
any major problem, wo would bring that back. We will make a
further anouncemenet later on this evening as to whether we will
hold that press conference. At 15 hours 43 minutes mission
elapsed time, this is Mission Control Houston.

P^O Mission Control Houston, at 17 hours 35 minutes
mission elapsed time. Mission Control is acquiring spacecraft
data through the tracking data relay satellite. And there was an
indication recently that not too long ago one of the crewmembers
turned on one of the CRT's, that is one of the three television
screen displays, in the cockpit and that we don't have an
indication of what the reason for that was at the present time.
About an hour and 45 minutes ago, there was a fault message which
simply says antenna. The communications officers are looking at
why that message might have been generated, it's similar to 3
earlier messages that we got from the spacecraft data systc.n
earlier in the evening relating to the communication system
problem. The problem that the ground controllers have been
looking at seems to be one of low strenght of signal or no signal
coming into the antennas that are suppose to be receiving data
through the tracking data relay satellite. They believe that
that involves a small electronics piece that decides which
antenna is the appropriate one on the Orbiter to be selected to
receive the best signal from the satellite, at least in one of
the redundant systems, one that had been being used, and they arecontinuing to think on that one and determine if that is indeed
the probably cause of those antenna messages getting on the fault
summary chart. Everything else appears to be going well onboard
the spacecraft. Still in an approximately 160 nautical mile
circular orbit. Challenger is on the last portion of orbit
number 12 out over the Pacific Ocean, just to the west of SouthAmerica and we'll be starting orbit number 13 in about 10 minutes
or so. Teleprinter messages have been prepared to be uplinked to
the crew and those will be going up shortly, describing anychanges in their flight activity plan for tommorrow. They haveabout an hour and 20 minutes remaining in their scheduled sleepperiod and after they get up and have breakfast, they will beginmaking preparations for the deployment of the Indian National
Satellite. And that will come at about 1 day 1 hour and 17
minutes, mission elapsed time, or about 8 hours from now, alittle bit less. At 17 hours 38 minutes mission elapsed time,
this is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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This is Mission Control, 18 minutes into the flight
of STS-8. Challenger on orbit 13, has just passed into the range
of the Dakar tracking station. The spacecraft has been within
the view of the tracking data relay satellite and we've had a
constant stream of data from the vehicle since it got within
range of that satellite, its acquisition of signal as it comes
around from the western pacific region, it picks up about 170
degrees west longitude. Data down from the spacecraft, looks
good, we see no new additional fault messages other than that one
at about 2 or so hours ago, 2 or more hours ago on the antenna
which is again part of communications system anomaly that flight
controllers here have been looking at all evening. Again, that
doesn't appear to be anything serious but periodically get some
indication that it looks like a piece of elect'onics gear that
selects which of the antennas onboard is the best one to receive
signal. It does not always properly select the right one. It
will then give us a fault message from time to time. The
spacecraft in a approximately 160, 161 by 159 nautical mile
orbit. The crew has about an hour left in their scheduled sleep
period and we're about an hour away from the beginning of hand-
over to the next flight control team. That will be the orbit one
team with flight director, Randy stone. They will be working on
the deployment of the Indian National Satellite. That deployment
to ta,<e place in about 7 hours. At 18 hours, 3 minutes mission
elapsed time, this is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, once again we wanted to
indicate our intention to cancel the previously scheduled 10:00
p.m. change-of-shift briefing with off-going flight director, JayGreene. The minimal activities here in mission control this
evening on the planning team, we feel bear no cause to have apress conference this evening, however, should any events developthat need attention we would always reserve the right to
reinstitute that but at the present time, things are very quiet
and we do intend to cancel that 10:00 p.m. change-of-shift press
conference. There will be further word on that a little laterthis evening. This is Mission Control.

END OF TAPE
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("Wake up" Music}

CAPCOM Good morning, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Good morning, how do you read?

CAPCOM Got you loud and clear, how about me?

SPACECRAFT Roger, loud and clear. That's the spirit.

CAPCOM Roger that and we've got you TDRS right now wp'r-f.standing by for about 45 minutes. ^ '
"^^

SPACECRAFT Okeidoke, we'll roust everybody up and we'rebeginning to move. j i f auu we re

CAPCOM Okay.

c ^
Mission Control. That was the Georgia Tech FiahtSong for the alma mader Commander, Richard Truly.^ The crew is upand beginning to stir around on the spacecraft. Truly reportsJust got_ communication through the western edg^ of the range ofthe tracKing data relay satellite. Data is good and they'?e

?h.^ ^K^'^*"
^^^"^ '^^^ °" They are very pleased with

eEh h Sht Tt^r?'' "'^A 'V^ '^""^^ 2'minu?es inJo the8th flight of the Space Shuttle. This is Mission Control.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

fSfaf ^fr?- ^'^^ '^"^^^ ^ ^^^y -auick onceoverlook at the morning mail in the teleprinter and I just qlanced atit, haven't reveiwed it really and I'm going to purit Iside and

?h?nri'n Sut'ofJ"."'?^ '^'^'r"
'"^ ^° ^oJth.'lo

detail rJ ^h^L°! ^ few minutes really going through it indetail. If there is anything that you need to get to me carlv
oS L T r^^'^ ^ otherwise we're ust

-^.^^ ^^^^^ ^"-^ business here and then organize theteleprinter message a little bit later.
"^yamze cne

RicWH ... A.^Z^^^' ^^^^ anything immediate for you,
A .

^^^^ ^ comment about 2 of the messages. Messages
ln?^d to"ar?%^PP'^ ^1 '^^^^y' t^^y ^PPly to flight d;y 5 bu?^Sewanted to get them up to you early to let you take a iLk at

SPACECRAFT The startracker stuff, roger , I understand.

CAPCOM That's affirm.
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SPACECRAFT And incidentally, I'm communicating with you
listening over the speaker and using the wireless as a walkie
talkie, TK's idea, and it seems to be working real well.

CAPCOM Well, that's great.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Mission Control Houston, the crew of the Challenger
is up and reviewing their teleprinter messages this morning. The
handover now preceding between the planning team. Flight Director
Jay Greene and the orbit 1 team of Randy Stone. And we will be
starting the day's activities here shortly. Moving into the
scheduled deployment of the Indian National Satellite at about 1
day 1 hour and 17 minutes into the flight. That will be occuring
in about five hours or so. Everything looks very clean onboard
the Challenger, the flight controllers here in Mission Control
who are participating in the handover reporting to the oncoming
shifts that in most cases there are very few things that require
any attention as they begin their new shift here. Just a
reminder that we have cancelled the previously scheduled 10:00
p.m. central daylight time change of shift press conference that
would have been with the off going flight director Jay Greene, we
will not hold that unless between now and then some great
circumstance should change our minds but we certainly attend to
canel that briefing and as everything appears to be going
smoothly at the present time we don't anticipate rescheduling
that. At 19 hours and 30 minutes into the flight of STS-8, this
is Mission Control.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston we're going off TORS in about a
minute, pick you up in 5 minutes at lOS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, see you there.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through lOS for about
8 minutes and orbit 1 team is on, wishes you a good day.

SPACECRAFT Well good morning, Houston, and we're looking
forward to a good day and we're doing our presleep activities and
getting squared away arounj here.

CAPCOM Okay, well when you have some time out from your
presleep activities, we've got a few notes for you, nothing in a
real hurry so let us know when you want to talk about them.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it'll probably be a few minutes, we'll give
you a call,

CAPCOM Okay, talk to you then.

PAO This is Shuttle Mission Control, at 19 hours 58
minutes mission elapsed time. That communication occurred
through Indian Ocean station between Challenger commander Dan
Brandensteln and the capsule communicator Jeff Hoffman. The
vehicle's on orbit 14 and the crew's reported its postsleep
activity in progress. The time bracketed for this activity and
the summary timelines is notably longer than that reflected in
the pass missions since that time that activity now encompses
such items as meal preparation wh.ch were previously shredded out
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from postsleep activity but now that term embraces a variety of
activities formally listed separately. The orbit 1 team under
flight director Randy Stone has assumed control of the mission
here in Mission Control Center. The debriefing has been
completed and was notably free of subjects and the handover was a
present experience of not having too many to work as these two
teams exchange console positions. Mission elapsed time, 19 hours
59 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, 30 seconds LOS, talk to you
through Yarragadee at 20 + 12.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, read you loud and clear.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Yarragadee
for 8 minutes. Als.. loud and clear. Okay.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR, waiting to copy.

CAPCOM Okay. I've got a bunch of (garble) stuff for you
first, and to start out with Dick, we'd like a water supply dump
at MET 21 hours, and we'd like for you to dump tank bravo to 0 %
which .should take approximately I hour.

SPACECRAFT Roger understand, supply water dumo at 21 hours,
dump tank bravo to 0%, it'll take an hour.

CAPCOM That's correct, we'd like you to reconfigure the
cryo for set 1 and 2 operations, and that'll be over on panel
Rl. The 02 and H2 cyro heaters for tank 3, alpha and bravo 4 of
them to off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, got them.

CAPCOM We don't need any cabin atmosphere management this
morning and down on panel MOlOW we'd like you to verify 214.7
cabin reg inlet valves closed. That's two valves closed.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm sure they are, but Guy's going to double
check right now.

CAPCOM Okay and we're going to want to top off the supply
water tanks, Charlie and delta, and that'll be panel R12, the
supply water tanks bravo Inlet valve closed. Dick, did you copy
the last on the supply tanks c and 0?

SPACECRAFT No we didn't.

CAPCOM Okay, Dan, we'd like for you to top off supply
water tanks Charlie and delta, on panel R12, supply water tank
bravo inlet valve to close and tht> MOCR will call you when to
reopen the valve when the tanks C & D quantity gets uo to about
95%. We estimate that'll be about 6 hours.

SPACECRAFT Okay we'll go get that.

CAPCOM Okay and finally, at 21 hours, you've got CFES
(garble) 3, excuse me, that's on the incubator, to (garble) to
sample 3 and since you had some minor seapage from the membrane
on sample 2 when the suringe was injected, payloads would
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reconwiend that you inject sample 3 at a slightly slower Injection
rate to prevent a possible recurrence of that.

SPACECRAFT Jeff, do we need the CPES memory in order to do
that?

CAPCOM Stand by a minute.

SPACECRAFT Hey Guy, excuse me, Jeff, on that, you jusc stated
you did mean CFES and not incubator, right?

CAPCOM Negative, it's the incubator. We're talking about
the incubator.

SPACECRAFT I thought it maybe sounded like, but thought you
said CFES, so we just wanted to double check. Okay I'll try
doing it slower, I even did it pretty slow last time, but we'll
try even slower.

CAPCOM Okay and we'll see how it works. Challenger we'regoing LOS in about 30 seconds, it'll be a short one, pick you up
in another minute through Orroral.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston, we got tank bravo inlet closed.

CAPCOM Copy. Challenger, Houston with you through Orroral
for 5 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, and we're trying to realiqn
attitude.

CAPCOM Copy

.

END OF TAPS
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CAPCOH Challenger, Houston, we're LOS 30 seconds, pick you
up through TDRS in about 10 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Jeff, see you there.

CAPCOM Challanger, Houston's with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, read you loud and clear and I just
fired up the fuel cell purge heaters.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Say, Houston, CDR, the IMU align 's complete and
I'll give you the numbers in just a minute.

CAPCOM Okay, we're ready.

SPACECRAFT Jeff are you hearing a bad squeal when I transmit?

CAPCOM Yes, we hear a pretty bad squeal, how are we coming
through?

SPACECRAFT You're loud and clear, let me change the batteries
on this WCCU and get back to you.

CAPCOM Okay.

This is Shuttle Mission Jontrol, at 20 hours 38
minutes mission elapsed time. We're communicating wit\, the
vehicle now through the TDRS system. Mission commander Dick
Truly still experiencing some trouble with his wireless
communications unit. That squealing is an indication of
something problamatically in his unit exclusively. There have
not been any feedback problems with any of the other four
crewmembers so Commander Truly is changing the batteries in his
wireless comm unit in the hope of alievating that problem.
Challenger on orbit 15.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, how do you read?

CAPCOM You sound a little bit better now, Dick.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jeff, I've still got a squeal so I guess that
wasn't It but I'm ready to read you the IMU data.

CAPCOM Okay, yes, I guess I spoke prematurely when I said
you sounded better because the second time you talked the squeal
was just as bad as the first time.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, this is a replacement for the CDR,
hopefully my comra's a little better. The IMU alignment minus Y
star ID is number 20, minus Z is 51, angle error was 0 decimal
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01, delta angles 01, delta X plus decimal 07, Y is minus decimal
03, z IS minus decimal 01, for number 2 it's minus decimal 11,
plus decimal 03, minus decimal 02. For number 3, plus decimal
08, minus decimal 0 niner, plus decimal 08 and the execution time
was 20 hours 33 minutes and 48 seconds.

CAPCOM Okay, Dan we copy all that, INCO had a question,
are there any speakers on down there, we're trying to figure out
whether its a feedback coming into Dick's comm there?

SPACECRAFT (garble) the upstairs one isn't on and I'm not
getting any feedback but we can go down and check.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR, the speaker was on, it's now off, andobviously I still have the squeal.

CAPCOM I'll confirm your squeal, that's for sure. Dick
the guys down here are going to think about that a little bit andsee If we can come up with something for you to try,

SPACECRAFT Roger. Houston, Challenger, you still there?

CAPCOM We're with you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, while INCO's perplexing over Richard's WCCU,
ill

-^^^^ ^^"^^ what, with mine everytime I go down in themiddeck I get a tremendous squeal into my ear and I'm still using
,

"^"^^^ ^'^^^^ °" flight deck but for some reason on themiddeck it's pretty much useless so l just take my headset offwhen I go down there but it'll give you something to think about.

CAPCOM Okay, INCO's scratching his head about that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's probably all that's required, I canoperate ^ust fine the way it is.

CAPCOM Okay.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, how do you read?

CAPCOM Very loud and very clear, sounds good.

SPACECRAFT Roger, the problem was is that the, you know these
antennas are color coded to match these leg devices and the color
code was incorrect and so I am now matched up with an antenna
that seems not to squeal with this leg unit.

CAPCOM Okay, well I think you probably saved INCO a lot of
trouble trying to sych that out.

SPACECRAFT Okay, to tell you the honest truth, I'm still not
satisfied with it because even though I do not have the squeal, I
do have in my own side tone a continual squelch that's .ind of
irritating so later on in the day I'm going try the - another
unit if I can but right now at least it's loud and clear for you
so I can operate this way just fine.

CAPCOM Okay, that sounds good.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we have switched from TDRS
over to Mila.

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, read you loud and clear through
Mila.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger, I'm starting the manual
fuel cell purge right now.

CAPCOM Okay, Dan.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECXtAFT Two things, I'm on fuel cell number 2 on the purge,
the 02 flow came up as expected and the H2 flow is the one that
we have that problem with so I have no visibility into that, I'm
assuming that one is working alright and the other is that the
PP02 sensor just tripped as a result as our manual management
procedure.

CAPCOM Okay, we saw the PP02 alarm. We think it is an
instrumentation problem and right now you should ignore it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we will.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're 30 seconds LOS pick you up at
Dakar at 21:12.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll see you there.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Dakar for
about 7 minutes. And Dan, got a couple of questions on the PCS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by a second.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, check if there's not a big
crush on that PCS, Richard is trying to get his comm squared away
and he would like to be up when we talk about it.

ChPCm Sure, Dan, we can wait on that. We've got about a
7- minute pass here.

SPACECRAFT Okay, fine, he should be with us in a second.

CAPCOM We'll stand by.

SPACl^CRAFT Okay, I'm sure he'll give you a call as soon as he
gets up if not I'll tag up before you go off.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we've got 3 minutes left in
the pass.

SPACECRAFT Okay, lot me check on the comm situation here.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, how do you read?

CAPCOM Read you loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Well, I read you loud and clear for the first time
in a long time alsO; go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, what we would like to find out is whether
anybody was doing anything to the PCS at the time of the alarm.
We had been assuming that there was going to be no manual
management of the PCS and therefore when we saw sensors changingaround at various times, we assumed an instrumentation problem.
But we would like your conformation on that.

SPACECRAFT That's firm, Jeff. The only - stand by.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Jeff, negative we have not done the manual
management procedure this morning because you called up and
deleted it. The only thing that we have done this morning was weclosed the 14.7 cabin reg inlet which apparently I should haveclosed presleep last night. Onboard, the indication is that thePP02 sensors alpha and Charlie both agree and read about 3.2 butbravo for some reason crept up to above 3.4 so other than closingthat one valve this morning, that's the only thing I've done with
It.

CAPCOM Okay, we understand.
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CAPCOM Okay we understand. We're about 30 seconds LOS, we
got lOS pass at 2131, you've got a TMBU onboard now for your
deploy ID and the time and I've got a preliminary deploy pad
which I'll read to you any time you want to got it, in the
subsequent passes.

SPACECRAFT Okay we'll be ready to copy as soon as you come up
again Jeff, thanks a lot.

CAPCOM Okay t.-.lk to you through lOS

PAO This is Shuttle Mission Control at 21 hours 19
minutes mission elapsed time. Activity onboard the vehicle and
communications now beginning to pick up as we come out of the
postsleep activity period and begin the day's events. The PCS
alarm was a tone we got in the primary cooling system may have
been a spurious alarm and the Flight Control Team was just
checking with crew activities to see if there were any actions
onboard Challenger which may have prompted that alarm. The TMBU
that CAPCOM communicator Jeff Hoffman referred to is a table
maintenance buffer update which is uplinked to the onboard
computers to prevent alarms from being triggered by temperatures
in the APU system in as much as there was earlier reported. A
core pump failure in the APU hydraulic system of that failure isgoing to cause temperature spikes and in as much as we're aware
of the problem with that system, there's no need to have alarms
constantly flag us as those temperatures fluxiate. Accordingly
the temperature alarm levels will be adjusted \ .: that table
maintenance buffer update. The new pad for deploy time will be a
deployment time for INSAT expected to be at 1 day 1 hour 16
minutes and 54 seconds and that pad will be uplinked to the crew
during the next acquisition of signal through the Indian Ocean
station in about 9 1/2 minutes from now. Primary activities for
the day's event are of course the deployment of INSAT at the time
I just cited to you and of course - -

SPACECRAFT we copy that and we're digging out the PAM deploy
checklist right now and as soon as we get them up and settled in
we'll ask you for them.

CAPCOM Okay I'll wait on you.

PA°^ This is Mission Control again, that air to groundexchange through the TDRS system and continuing the other major
event to the day is the scheduled CPES activities where the finalsamples will be processed to the continuous flow electrophoresis
machine. Today will represent the end of CFES activities forthis mission. And the number of medical DSOs or detailed
secondary objectives will be performed on the crew-members by Dr.Bill Thornton. At mission elapsed time 21 days, 21 hours, 23
minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.
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SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger I think we're finally ready
copy the deploy pad, so go ahead any time.

CAPCOM Okay, you're MET is 001/01:16:54, the GMT is
243/07:48:54 and item 17 on the table is +21 023 334, deploy
attitude roll 344.98, pitch 072.79, yaw 335.24, read back.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, 001, 01, 16, 54; 243, 07, 48, 54; 21, 023,
334; 034 niner 8, 0727 niner and 335 24.

CAPCOM Let me give you the roll attitude again. It's
344.98, repeat 344,98, rest of the readback was correct.

SPACECRAFT Roger, copy roll item 5, 344 niner 8.

CAPCOM That's correct.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and I'm assuming you don't have a, you're
going to wait later to pass up the SEP pad is that correct?

CAPCOM That's affirm, yes, we'll get that to you later.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jeff, thanks a lot. And Jeff, while I got
you here, let me update INCO on the WCCU situation just so he's
up to speed with us and we can work it from here.

CAPCOM Okay, we're listening.

SPACECRAFT Okay, first of all the alpha unit failed yesterday
and in order to replace it, I got out one of the echo units and
was attempting to use that, unbeknowence to me a configuration
had been set up downstairs that also had used an echo unit and I
think the interference that I've been having, the squeal, has
been an improper configuration onboard due to that, i am now
using the delta unit at the CDR station and it seems to be
working okay and when Bill has a chance downstairs he's going toplug both of the echo units into the splitter and I think we
should be back into good configuration with the exception of the
failure yesterday of the alpha unit.

CAPCOM Okay, understand what you said and we're about
20 seconds LOS. This time we really will get you at lOS at 21,
31, about 2 minutes. '

Okiedoke, we'll see you there.

And Houston, the water dump for tank bravo just

Okay, Dan.

Challenger, Houston back with you through lOS about

Roger, you are loud and clear, Houston.

Challenger, Houston, on the overhead panels.

Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
started.

CAPCOM

CAPCOM
9 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
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CAPCOM we need the RGD drivers, 8 of them ON for the
primaries.

SPACECRAFT Roger, stand by.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, the primary drivers are on.

CAPCOM Yes that step got hurried in the interconnect stepon the postsleep activity and we asked you not to do the
interconnect, that's probably what happen.

SPACECRAFT Exactly what happen, you read our mind. Houston,Challenger, we're just getting ready to do the cryo 02 tankheaters sensor checks so if you see some, something going on,that's It.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks for letting us know.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR, the test worked okay on the cryo
- the 02 tank heater sensor test, we did get a message when Ireset tank 2 and looking at the spec 68, it looked like one ofthe sensors just didn't reset, was a little slower to reset than

to us
perhaps that explains it, but the test looks okay

CAPCOM
,
Could you verify, you said one sensor was slower to.eset or it did not reset at all?

SPACECRAFT It did reset but on the CRT it was, it looked likeone or two updates on the CRT before it reset. It was cryo tanktwo If you would like me to go through it again I will.

CAPCOM No, that's okay, we've got it. One thing you ought
tLt"^ Ik "tJtl

stratification in 02 tanks 3 and we're currentlyabout 60, that's 6 zero psi away from the SM limit. It may bethat when you're LOS you might get an alarm on that, if so it'sDust the stratification. And that was 02 tank 3.

SPACECRAFT Okay 02 tank 3 and if we do get an alarm you'resaying we can just note what it is but then ignore it.

CAPCOM That's correct.

SPACECRAFT And Houston Challenger, before the flight ECOM wasrequesting some picture oi the water, supply water dump if we gotanything and I haven't bec-n taking any pictures since we've beendumping and I haven't seen anything unusual back there.

CAPCOM Okay, I guess

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Before the flight, ECOM was requesting some
pictures of the water, supply water dump if we got anything and I
haven't been taking 'causs we've been dumping and I haven't seen
anything unusual back there.

CAPCOM Okay, I guess nothing to do but keep your eyes on

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger,

CAPCOM Go ahead.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger, the people on the middeck had me look out
the side hatch, it looks like a snow storm. So I'll go down and
try and get a picture of it for him.

CAPCOM Internal vigilance, that's what you need.

SPACECRAFT Must be.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're going LOS in 30 seconds, talk to
you again through Yarragadee at 2147.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, see you there.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston with you through
Yarragadee for 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT
you doing?

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Roger, Houston, loud and clear. Ai, Mary, how are

Fine, thanks, Dick. How are you?

Shoot, we've never had so much fun in all our - -

CAPCOM I believe that.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Dick.

SPACECRAFT Roger, just thought we'd bring you up to date. We
think vx-'ve, we're pretty much up to speed. The one thing we
hcve not gotten around to doing this morning Is the taking a look
at the cabin fan filter and Dan and I are going to that here.
It's been a little bit busy downstairs with us trying to set up
cameras and so forth ahead of time for the deploy but we'll get
to that, other than that I think we've done everything that we
know of that's in the checklist.

i
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CAPCOM We concur with that. You look good to us, Dick.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

CAPCOM Go ahead, CDR.

SPACECRAFT Roger, while we had a second here, I thought I
would let you know that during the evening last night Dan and I
wake up for a rev or so in the middle in the night and the thing
that woke me wide awake was I looked out the top window and saw
two active volcanoes on - and the time was about 1529 MET. I'm
fairly certain it was in the vicinity of New Guinea and we, it
was the middle of the night and all the other guys were sleeping
so I did not photograph those, however, later on while we were
up, we did get a lot of photography or a lot of observations of
the South Pacific and of the South Pacific Islands and also we
think we got a couple of pictures of Henderson Island.

CAPCOM That must be really fine to be able to see those
things from up there.

SPACECRAFT Unbelievable.

SPACECRAFT We also got our first look at the northern portion
of the Great Barrier reef although again we took a couple of
pictures that I just couldn't stand not to take but we didn't
take a lot because we didn't want to wake folks up.

CAPCOM One note which we did have just to remind you about
with volcanoes is to look around for any discolored water in thevicinity and photograph that if possible.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, in about 30 seconds we'll have
a minute break between Yarragadee and Orroral. Ch>^ ''onger,
Houston back with you through Orrocal for three mir .,es.

SPACFCRAFT Roger, Houston and we think we're looking straightdown at the great sandy desert of Australia, whatever it is, itis beautiful and we're taking a couple of pictures.

CAPCOM I've spent some time there myself, it is
beautiful. Challenger, we're LOS in 30 seconds, we'll pick vouup through TDRS at 22 12. Challenger, Houston's, with youthrough TDRS,

SPACF3CRAFT Roger, Houston,

Challenger, Houston, we see tank bravo and water at
CAPCOM

_ _ _ ^
zero percent so it's okay to stop' the water"dump'any time'

SPACECRAFT Roger. Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Go ahead. Go ahead, Dick.

SPACECRAFT We're getting ready to clean the cabin fan filter
^"^^ ^^^^^ to go off momentarily andthat's the reason why.

CAPCOM Okay. Thanks for the warning,

. ,
Mission Control Houston, 22 hours 25 minutes

n<i'jsion elapsed time. I have a advisory my mission commander
""f t^^

a courtesy to the flight control team to warn themanead of time that the cabin fan was goinr, to be inactivatedwhile they clean some filters, of course if the control team had

test^ovSr
"^^^ ^^^^ """^"^ ^^'^ ^'"^ ^^^^ ^^^'^ ^^^^ thermal

CAPCOM stand by. We're thinking about doing it overMila. We U start the Mila pass at 22 32 and we'll give you acall when we're configured to get f-he data.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll have the SCA's powered up and Guy will
btj standxiiM by to do the item i,

t- j i

CAPCOM Okay, that-'': good,

, .

This is Mission Control Hc-yston again, continuingthat advisory by Dick tculy f-^ courtesy *:o the flight con! rolteam. Since if the flight controllers had to observ-^d that <'abinfan spontaneously stoppin*^ .without any warniny, it would havebeen the source for some rath sc extreme concern here in i hr.
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control center. Mission Specialist Dale Gardner asking thecontrol team preference for a, a site over which to perform checkout the airborne support equipment of the payload assistmodule. That will represent the leading edge of deployment
preparations this morning. The thermal testing to be performedon the checklist by Mission Specialist Guy Bluford.. And MissionSpecialist Dale Gardner will be doing some TV setup andpreparation to make a video tape record of that deploymentsequence and determination will be to have that thermal check of
^k!*.

support equipment performed as we overfly Mila sothat the flight control team here and the payload operationscontrol center and the INSAT satellite control center, (garble)can watch that data. Mission elapsed time 22 hours 28 minutesthis IS Mission Contiol Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you through the states,

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston and the cabin fan is back up to(garble) it was, the filter was not terribly dirty was it waswith the trouble it took to get to it, Dr. Bill had his, his EOG

tJcnMi'^n"" ''t/^e^'^
''^''^ °" '^^P °f ^° took thetrouble to u^do all that we went ahead and cleaned it anyway.

0^"^^°^
u

.Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS in 20seconds in about 2 minutes we'll pick you up again at Mila.

SPACECRAFT (garble) we'll be ready for the PAM checks.

CAPCOM And we'll give you a call on that. Challenger,Houston's got you through Mila and we're ready for the test.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston and we're going to (garble) now.

^
This is Mission Control Houston, at 22 hours 34minutes. The data now being looked at here in the control centeron the downlink of this payload assist module heat test, the?ma?

^he ;.n,n2^..^^
Payloads officer Mike Brekke indicating that all

v^r^f?
''^'"^ observed are within normal ranges and da^:a

deployment
"^^^^"^ thermal tolerances for

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we've got all the data we need

Uke.
^° ^^^^^ ^"'^ terminate the tesfif yoS

SPACECRAF Rogei , copy.

?Sr^Son. ^
.Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS now, lose youfor about 3 minutes, pick you up at Dakar at 22 47.

SPACECRAFT Roger, see you then.
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Challenger, Houston, with you through Dakar forCAPCOM
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
clear

.

CAPCOM

END OF TAPE

Loud and clear, Jeff.

Roger, Houston, Challenger reads you loud and

Okay, and we read you - -
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SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, Challenger reads you loud and clear,

CAPCOM Okay and we read you fine. Challenger, Houston,
we'r^ going to be uplinking you a state vector momentarily.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Jeff.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we switched over to TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, 30 seconds LOS, pick you ud
through lOS, 2308. / f

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

.

This is Mission Control at Houston at 23 hours, 6minutes into the flight of STS-8. It's fairly quiet onboard thevehicle with not a lot of air to ground transmission as the
crew s involved in a varity of activities. Commander Dick Truly
is performing some medical DTOs, DSOs, details secondary
objectives with Dr. Bill Thornton in the mid-deck of the vehicle,
one of those being the visual acuity test where some measurements
are made of focusing ability, using a target pasted to the wallof the mid-deck. Pilot Dan Brandenstein is sending up some 16 mmcameras out the port windows, I'm sorry, out the aft windows of
tne aft flight deck to document the PAM deployment sequence later
this morning. Mission Specialist Dale Gardner is similarily
setting up TV cameras for some downlink video which we'll be
getting, illustrating seme of the INSAT checkout procedures. Thedeployment will not be downlinked live (garble) acquired video
tape of that vent and down play it, downlink it, later in the
mission this morning for replay around 3 o'clock Central Time.
And Mission Specialist Guy Bluford has been performing the
thermal tests of the payload assist module all those
temperatures. We're within normal constraints ranging at variouslocations on the PAM from 66 to 78 degrees Fahrenheit, and allthose were certainly within acceptable limits. Guy Bluford willbe loading the pulse code modulator master unit with some orbitoperations software and soon the c:ew will dedicate itself to areview of deployment procedures in advance of entering the
deployment and checkout activities prior to the PAM deployment.
And we are now AOS through Indian Ocean station at 23 hours 9minutes this is Shuttle Mission Control.

CAPCOM
minutes.

Challenger, Houston with you through lOS for 5

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, you're loud and clear, we're hard attaking Earth resources photos right now, or part of the crew
IS. We got some good shots of sight number 5. And Jeff, how doyou read MSI, I'm on one of these ED duplex units right now, I
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gave Richard the E unit that I was on yesterday, how do you copy

CAPCOM I can understand what you say pretty well, there's
a, I guess a marginal bit of echo in there, but you're urettv
readable. f y

SPACECRAFT Okay, well I'll stay on this one then for the
deploy.

CAPCOM That sounded much better, the second one. Bill, Idon t want to confuse you on that, I thought you had changedbetween your first call and your second call, it turned out wehad changed our reception. You sound real good now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks, Jeff.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks, Jeff.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're 30 seconds LOS, talk to youthrough Yarragadee in 10 minutes at 23:23.

alpha^^Jeff
^"^^ there. We are just getting sites 6

CAPCOM Okay, I hope you are getting some good pictures.

. ,
This is Mission Control at 23 hours, 15 minutesmssion elapsed time. The FDO, Flight Dynamic Officer, BrianJones has just reported to Flight Director, Randy Stone, that thepreliminary deploy pad issued earlier - -

END OF TAPE
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™^oo' , V^^^ Mission Control at 23 hours 15 minutesmission elapsed time. The FDO, flight dynamics officer, BrianJones, has :ust reported to the flight director. Randy Stone that

^Ka^^w! rtn'f^.f'^'^L^"^ "ill ^« .nchangeS andtha^ will in fact be the actual deploy time. So the exoected

m!^i?L''r l'^^^''
"i^l

1 "^^y 1 m?nutes sfsecondsmission elapsed time. We're currently LOS, we'll acquire again

JSustonl"
""'"""^^ Yarragadee. This is Mission SontroJ

eight^minutes.^"^^^^"^^"'
"^'^^ through Yarragadee for

SPACECRAFT Well Jeff, we're all ready to deploy a PAM, how arethe lines between the states and the (garble) looking?

.
Payloads tell us the voice and the data lines are

in f b! T."^
^"^ "\^1^° tell you at this time that Jo updatewill be necessary for the deploy pad which I read you earlie?.

SPACECRAFT Good news.

Hawaii?
Challenger, would you like a SEP pad now or at

h^ff??^r "1?^ ^"^""^ by because (garble) away fromhis seat for a few minutes, he'll be right back.

CAPCOM Sure, we have about 5 minutes left here and there'*;a 20 minute LOS and then we'll get you at Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT Yes, hold on, he's getting in position.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jeff, we have three books out with threepencils poised over them. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Boy, I don't know if i, that's 3 to 1 aaainst tn^but here goes. You're both OMS, TB roll is 180, triHs ?Ls
slash m"3?. 4';, r^^^' Your tig is I'^daJ

i" ^I'Jt'^^'^' 7 target is plus 0010.6. All ballqminus 003.0, your burn attitude 336 049 015, delta V total

0 ;
' 'IfralVlt' V.'.''^

0010.61; YkfialJ, Tp us
thZ'Uu ^® apogee 167, targeted at perigee plus 159. And
back

^IP^^ °P^"' b'^^^^ closed. Read

SPACECRAFT Okay it's both OMS 180, plus 0.2, minus 5.7, plus
o\l' fi n:S?' ?

Pl"^ 1°-^' b^l^s, minus 3.0, 56 049
Jly. h P^"^ ,1°-"' b^ll^' Pl"s 2.97. 167 plus 159,alpha open, bravo closed. ^ '
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CAPCOM Readback is all correct except that we had some
static when you gave us the burn attitude roll, could you repeat
that please? ^

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM Well looks like we got cut out again, could you let
us have the burn attitude roll, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 336.

CAPCOM The third time lucky, readback is correct.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're 30 seconds LOS, we'll lose you
for about 20 minutes and pick you up at Hawaii at 23 51.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

P^O This is Mission Control Houston, at 23 hours 32
minutes mission elapsed time. We have a LOS period of about 20
minutes now before we reaquire through - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

This is Mission Houston at 23 hours, 32 minutes
mission elapsed time. We have a LOS period of about 20 minutes
now before we reacquire through Hawaii on orbit 17. Challenger
right now over the heart of Australia, and the crew is presently
reviewing it's deploy procedures, the crew station assignments
for predeploy, through deploy are to be as follows. Mission
Commander Dick Truly will be at the aft starboard station, the
maneuver station. Pilot Dan Brandenstein will be in the forward
right seat. Mission Specialist Dale Gardner will be in the
forward left seat, normally the Commander's seat and Mission
Specialist Guy Bluford will be at the aft crew station, at the
port or payload station. In preparation for the OMS separation
maneuver the Commander Dick Truly and Mission Specialist Dale
Gardner will exchange positions and Truly will get into the
Commander's seat and Dale Gardner will go to the aft starboard
station. During that most recent pass, CAPCOM Jeff Hoffman
advised the crew of a Tig, or ignition time for the separation
burn. Let me repeat all those numbers here, the deploy time forINSAT is to be 1 day, 1 hours 16 minutes, 54 seconds, time of
ignition for the OMS separation burn is scheduled for 1 day, 1
hour, 31 minutes, 54 seconds. At mission elapsed time, 23 hours
34 minutes this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM
minutes.

Challenger, Houston, with you through Hawaii for 4

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, read you loud and clear.

CAPCOM In a little while we'll have some PEG 7 targets
coming up to you.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're about 20 seconds LOS,
talk to you through Duckhorn in 5 minutes at 00.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Jeff, we'll see you at Buckhorn.

CAPCOM And we're going to be looking for the DCM to be
loaded with the deploy SPECs.

SPACECRAFT Roger, you bet.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Buckhorn.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear, you should have one - -

CAPCOM Okay, we confirm that, thanks.
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This is Mission Control Houston, STS-8 is now in
It's second day, mission elapsed time 1 day 0 hours 0 minutes.
This is Mission Control Houston, standing by for downlink TV andwhile we're waiting for the crew to configure the elbow camera
tor the best views of the predeploy check out.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM We're all set up to receive some TV here. INCOwould like you to configure the elbow camera.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We have it all aimed already, i did that
previously, Jeff.

CAPCOM Okay that sounds good.

SPACECRAFT You want to do it here you say, at Buckhorn?

CAPCOM
configured for TV.

While we're over Goldstone, yes, and Goldstone's

SPACECRAFT I

then, stand by.
I need to get some payload bay lights on for you

^^'^ This is Mission Control Houston, 1 day, 0 hours, 3minutes. We'll have TV momentarily. That's Mission SpecialistDale Gardner at the aft crew station.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay, Challenger we see a picture coming down from
inside the cabin. Looks like you guys are all in full control
there.

SPACECRAFT Just waiting for the lights to come up a little
brighter and I'll give you the elbow, Jeff.

CAPCOM Okay, looking forward to seeing it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, there you go. You are seeing by the edge of
the PFTA and just seeing the port side of the moveable part of
the sunshield and a little bit of the port of the stationary part
of the sunshield.

CAPCOM Looks like a strange bit of modern architecture.

SPACECRAFT You got to get used to it looking at it at this
angle.

CAPCOM Both of them are in there, working hard, no rest
for the weary.

PAG Mission Control, Houston, a brief keyhole here in
TV coverage and we'll pick up again through - -

CAPCOM We're handing over right now, we're seeing some
vertical color bars. I assume that's not what you guys are dolnq
up there. ^

SPACECRAFT Okay and Houston, CDR, you can check our DAPS, the
Al and B4.

CAPCOM Stand by.

SPACECRAFT And, Jeff, I've got to get busy in STA - -

CAPCOM Okay, INCO is ready for that. We are watching the
gimbal check, Dick.

SPACECRAFT STA power coming on now.

CAPCOM Okay, Dale, and we have a picture back and did youcopy that we are ready for the gimbal check.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by and we'll be going Ops 8
momentarily, I mean 202 momentarily.

SPACECRAFT Do ya'll have the message, Jeff, it's from our portmoae?

CAPCOM Okay, we're following you. Dale.
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SPACECRAFT Here's the port (garble) going back. Back up STA
looks okay. And the secondary ginibal check looked good onboard,
primary's in progress.

. .

This is Mission Control, Houston, we are looking atMission Specialist, Colonol Guy Bluford in the center o£ the
screen, Commander, Dick Truley to the left and to the left of the
screen, Pilot Dan Drandenstein. Gimbal checks being performed
now to verify the flight control worthiness of the INSAT payload.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, both gimbal checks looked good
onboard, the targets look good, we fixed up the (garble), we'reready to go back to 201.

CAPCOM Okay, Dick, we've been watching from down here andeverything looks good to us with the gimbals.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and Jeff, Guy's on the bottom of page 3-6.

CAPCOM Okay, we're watching.

.

Mission Control, Houston looking at the aft crew
station once again, can see Mission Specialist, Dale Gardner tothe right of the screen, I was standing by for the views ofopening of the sunshield which should occur momentarily.

SPACECRAFT Going to 3-7A, Insat activation.

CAPCOM With you.

.

This portion verification intended to affirm thesatellite's capability to receive and transmit signals.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, here we go with opening thesunshield. ^

CAPCOM We're watching.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

^^9, This view being provided by the shoulder camera,elbow camera on the remote manipulator system and is sort of aside look at the payload bay.

SPACECRAFT Movement stopped.

PAO Sunshield now open.

SPACECRAFT Hey Houston, looks like we got 2 micro switchesindicating open.

CAPCOM We confirm it, that's what we see down here.
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CAPCOM Lcoks like you've moved out of rv^nv^o of Mi la, we'v-
lost the picture, we're stUl v.'ith you throuc<h Bermuda Cor
anotl->er 3 rninutes.

Sf-ACRCRAPT Understarsd, Houston and we have - -

END OF 'i APR
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CAPCOM We confirm it, that's what we see down here. Looks
like you've moved out of range of Mila and we've lost a picture,
we're still with you through Bermuda for another 3 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Understand, Houston, and we're putting external
power on the Insat right now.

CAPCOM Okay, we're watching the data down here.

PAO Mission Control Houston, we're now less than an
hour away from scheduled deploy of INSAT. And mission elapsed
time is 1 day 0 hours 17 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Well, Jeff, Guy is doing good work today, the
satellite's on and we're flowing data.

CAPCOM Sounds good. Challenger we're 30 seconds LOS,
speak to you through Dakar in about 4 minutes, that's 023.

SPACECRAFT Roger, I understand Houston, and we just turned the
batteries on and the TWT's have just come on.

P^O Shuttle Mission Control, at this point in the
payload checkout procedure, virtually all the activities that are
performed by the crew onboard with the mission control team and
the payloads operations center here in Houston as well as the
INSAT satellite control facility in (garble) India. Our
monitoring of checkouts prepatory to cargo injection of the
Orbiter flight crew verifies the spacecraft through a series of
checks before they configure that payload for deployment.
Satellite will be spun up to a rate of about 40 rpm, 40
revolutions per minute is nominal but anything between 36 and 44
rpm IS acceptable. Communications in other subsystems will be
checked by means of an electrical and communciations harness to
the flight crew cabin. Payload ordinance items will then be
armed and all the checks performed remotely from the flight crew
cabin, payload data are transmitted from the Orbiter to mission
control center here in Houston for analysis and verification and
in about 10 minutes from now the mission control team and payload
operation center will verify the validity of that data and give
the crew a go or no/go for deploy. That deploy will occur
nominally in about 55 minutes from now. There will be a final
preinjection sequence that lasts about 30 minutes, the orbital,
Orbiter will be maneuvered into a deployment attitude, the
payload bay will be facing away from the surface of the Earth the
bottom of the Space Shuttle will be toward Earth and the nose of
the Orbiter will be facing the velocity vector. We're just about
a minute and a half away from acquisition of signal through
Dakar. At 1 day 0 hours 22 minutes, this is Mission Control
Houston.
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P'^O This is Mission Control Houston, Payloads Officer
Rob Kelso has reported to the flight director Randy Stone that ha
has been advised by the mission, the satellite control facility
in (garble) that they got a good stream of data during that,
during that test, that most recent test and they will be looking
for transmitters on when we aquire at Dakar.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Dakar for 8
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, read you loud and clear. We got
the transmitters on and the satellite still looks good.

CAPCOM Good news.

PAO Th.s is Mission Control Houston, in about 5 minutes
NASA select will feature playback of the INSAT predeploy video.
And we're standing by for some good news to uplink to the vehicle
about a go for deployment.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, at this time - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO And we are standing by for some good nev/s to uplink
to the vehicle about a go for deployment.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, at this time the PAM, the
INSAT and the ground network are all GO.

SPACECRAFT Understand Houston, copy, we're GO for deploy.

CAPCOM You are GO.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, thanks a lot, that's good news.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jeff, we got a little light in the bay now
and I can see the satellite a little more clearly. The C-band
antenna which is in on top looks in good shape. I can see the
VHR (garble) over on the port side. It looks to be in good shape
and I can see the solar array hinge points on the forward and
over on the starboard side. Everything looks in good shape,
(garble) looks fine.

CAPCOM Well, we'll enjoy that vicariously through your
words, thanks.

P'^O This is Mission Control, Houston, the crew given a
go for deploy at mission elapsed time, 1 day, 0 hours, 28 minutps
that based on an advisory from the payload's officer Rob Kelso
that he was informed by the payload operations control center in
Houston and by INSAT satellite control facility in Hasan, India
that the transmitter data and the ground support network and all
elements participating in supporting deployment are receiving
very positive indications from the vehicle and all their data
that systems are performing nominally and are in good shape for
deployment. And deployment would occur nominally 45 minutes from
now. And 15 minutes later, the Orbiter would perform a
separation burn, the burn of the OMS engine. On orbit 17 at
mission elapsed time, 1 day, 0 hours, 31 minutes, this is Mission
Control, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Jeff, are you going to be looking at us any more
with these flight deck cameras or can we go ahead and turn them

CAPCOM We have no more TV passes between now and the
deploy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll secure those then, thank you.

This is Mission Control, Houston, NASA select TV is
now providing a playback of the predeploy video. And in a few
more minutes, the Challenger will perform an automatic maneuver
to the deploy attitude. This will be the 5th deployment of a
satellite using the payload assist module from the Space
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Shuttle. The payload assist module has been in the use since
late 1980 in a variety of unmanned expendable launch vehicles.
It's first few supported the space transportation system, ones on
STS-5 when the satellite business system's satellite and ANIK
communication satellite were launched from the spaceship,
Columbia on November 11th and November 12th, respectively, last
year and earlier this year, the Challenger launched another ANIK
and Indonesia satellite, PALAPA on June 18th and 19th of this
year. Mission elapsed time, 1 day, 0 hours, 35 minutes, this is
Mission Control, Houston.

This is Mission Control, Houston, Flight Director,
Randy Stone just checked with all console positions here and
asked for a GO/NO GO votes for deploy and received an anamonous
go for oppositions. Mission elapsed time, 1 day, 0 hours, 40
minutes and deployment scheduled to occur in approximately 36
minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston, we're expecting to
give the crew a go for deployment during this pass although there
will be a voice pass available through Yarragadee - -

END OF TAPE
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This is Mission Control Houston, we're expecting to
give the crew a go for deployment during this pass although there
will be a voice pass available through Yarragadee and Yarragadee
will be the last...

CAPCOM Challenger, we're going off TDRS in 30 seconds,
we 11 still be with you through Botswanna and you are still GO.
PAM INSAT and ground.

SPACECRAFT Understand, we're still GO, things look good
onboard, we'll see you later.

CAPCOM Great.

PAO That communications from Mission Specialist Guy
Bluford, we're about 3 and a half minutes away from LOS through
Botswanna and then we will reaquire voice only to the ground
station at Yarragadee. The Yarragadee pass will be the last
voice contact we have with the Challenger crew prior to
deployment. Mission elapse time now, 1 day 0 hours 43 minutes
This IS Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're 30 seconds LOS, talk to you
through Yarragadee at 0 plus 59 in about 12 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, and we'll see you later and
everything still looks good onboard.

,

This is Mission Control Houston, at 1 day 0 hours
50 minutes mission elapsed time, we've lost signal through
Botswanna, we'll acquire again voice only through Yarragadee inabout 8 minutes. We're 25 minutes from deployment. The sequence
of events immediately prior to deployment will be as follows.
The INSAT mission control center in Hasan, India will give themission control center in Houston a final go for deploy. Themission control center will of course relay that advisory to the

elapsed time, 1 day 1 hour 1 minute, the crewwill beginamechanical sequence start, in 3 minutes (garble)tney will initiate spinup of the spacecraft, nominal spin rate of
40 revolutions per minute is expected, anything between 36 and 44rpms is acceptable. Prior to these events. Mission CommanderDICK Truly will have initiate an automatic maneuver sequence toplace the Challenger in the deployment attitude. The payloadwill be placed on internal power at 1 day 1 hour 11 minutesmission elaped time. 1 day 1 hour 13 minutes mission elapsed
time will initiate terminal sequence start and looking forward todeployment at 1 day 1 hour 16 minutes 54 seconds mission elapsed
time. Terminal sequence start, occurs as follows. Mission
Specialist Guy Bluford will initiate that terminal sequence startby some keystrokes on that, on the computer at the commanders
position, the forward left front seat in Challenger. And
subsequently he will, that will occur about 3 minutes before
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deployment subsequently he will do a prearm keystroke sequence.Meanwhile Mission Specialist, Mission Specialist Dale Gardnerwill arm the payload assist module from his position at the aftport payload station.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ...will arm the payload assist module from his
position at the aft port payload station. At his position in thecommanders seat. Mission Specialist Guy Bluford will then performsome keystrokes to arm and fire the deployment sequence. At theaft crew station Dale Gardner will then take some actions to
deactivate the air sea airborne support equipment and PAM
heaters, the crew will then change positions and prepare for theseparation burn of the orbital maneuvering system. The payloaddialog continues to indicate nominal functions, all the
participants and all the systems, the ground network, the
spacecraft and the payload assist module are all go for
deployment, mission control teams and all the players here areready support and looking forward to deployment 20 minutes from
^^o'.u

^l^Pse time presently 1 day 0 hours 55 minutes andAOS through Yarragadee in about 3 minutes. This is MissionControl Houston. This is Mission Control Houston, we're ]essthan a minute away from acquisition of signal and payloadsofficer Rob Kelso has just advised the flight director that themission, satellite control facility at Hasan and the payloadsoperations center here in Houston are both go for deploy. And weshould have voice momentarily at mission elapsed time 1 day 0hours 59 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you for, through
Yarragadee for 8 minutes, the PAM, the INSAT and the network arestill go and we'll just stand by now, and be quite and listen toanything you want to say to us.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, (garble).

CAPCOM That's good news.

SPACECRAFT And the maneuvers (garble) attitude now.

CAPCOM Okay, Dick.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jeff, starboards staight out, is out forwardsrestaint is coming.

CAPCOM Okay, we're sticking with you.

^A*^
, ,

The report of those two restraints having beenremoved verifies that the, the crew has initiated mechanicalsequence start. The first event following mechanical start...

SPACECRAFT (Garble) is coming up.

^'^^
. ,

Following this. Mission Control Houston, followingmechanical sequence start...

SPACECRAFT (garble) stabilized. (Garble)
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CAPCOM Great, it may be a lot easier than in the sims but
I bet the visual is a lot better.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jeff, I can see all sides of the spacecraftnow rotating by both solar panels, the C S-band and the solarcell DHR sides all look good.

CAPCOM Thanks for the report.

This is Mission Control Houston, Payloads OfficerRob Kelso shown center of the screen on NASA select now, justverified that the mechanical sequence start appears to have beencompleted up to the point where the satellite goes on internalpower

.

CAPCOM Challenger, we are 45 seconds to LOS, hope
1

continues as well as its gone so far, have a real gooddeploy and we'll look forward to talking to you at Hawaii 1 plus

SPACECRAFT Copy, Houston and right now we're still lookinggood in the cockpit and understand we're go for deploy.

CAPCOM Great, you are go for deploy and have a good one.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, copy Houston, and right now we're still
looking good in the cockpit and understand we're go for deploy.

CAPCOM Right, you are go for deploy and have a good one.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at 1 day, 1 hour,
7 minutes mission elapsed time, we've had lost of signal through
Yarragadee. We're about 9 minutes away from deployment and it's
going to occur out of contact with the ground. The next advisory
we'll have from the crew will be at Hawaii in about 17 minutes
and that will be the first indication on the level of success we
will have enjoyed with this deployment sequence. Once the crew
iniated mechanical sequence start, the subsequent events were at
32 seconds opening of the sunshield. A minute and 20 seconds
later, the starboard restraint would have been removed at 2
minutes and 8 seconds following mechanical sequence start the
port restraint would be removed and those 2 events were reported
by our Mission Specialist, Dale Gardner. Then at 2 minutes and
52 seconds after the start of the mechanical sequence the spin
rate would have begun and should have achieved a rate of 40
revolutions per minute and Gardner did verify that those, the
spin rate had been initiated and described the appearance of the
payload as it rotated on the spin platform. Ejection from the
payload is expected to occur at mission elapsed time, 1 day, 1
hour, 16 minutes, 54 seconds and orbit 17 raarvin camp, marman
clamp will be released by explosive volt bolts and the payload
which will be spinning using centrifical force to stabilize
itself as does the gyro. The payload will be popped out of the
payload bay by a series of springs and will separate from the
payload bay at approximately at a rate of approximately 3 feet
per second, 15 minuhes after we separate, the Orbiter will
perform a separation burn. Prior to the PAM's perigee burn, the
Orbiter is going to move to an attitude that is intended to
protect the windows from erosion by the PAM exhaust plume. The
Orbiter will be nosed forward with the payload bay away from the
earth. The PAM will be ahead of and slightly below the Orbiter
with the orbiter pitched up 50 degrees to a common line of
sight. We are about 6 1/2 minutes away from payload deployment
and sitting and waiting for the next voice contact which will
occur in 14 minutes throught the ground station at Hawaii.
Mission elapsed time, 1 day, 1 hour, 10 minutes. Mission Control,
Houston.

P'^O This is Mission Control, Houston at mission elapsed
time, 1 day, 1 hour, 15 minutes, the NASA select TV right now is
showing a few of the payload officers, Rob Kelso is obviously a
prominent participant in the process of preparing and deploying
the INSAT and the payload assist module and he is clearly
anxiously looking forward to receiving data through the ground
station at Hawaii to indicate whether the deployment has in fact
occurred as he expected. And we will have acquisition signal
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through Hawaii in approximately 8 minutes. And deployment is to
occur in roughly 30 seconds from now.

END OF TAPE
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P'^O
.

,
And we will have acquisition of signal through

Hawaii in approximately 8 minutes. And deployment is to occur in
roughly 30 seconds from now. This is Shuttle Mission Control at
1 day 1 hour 17 minutes, nominal deployment of the INSAT should
have occurred just about a minute ago and assuming all events
have occurred on schedule the crew should now be repositioning
themselves for preparation for an OMS burn which is to occur
roughly 14 minutes from now. That scheduled OMS burn is of
planned duration of 6 minutes 11, 6 minute, 6 second burn
changing velocity by 11 feet per second and producing an orbit
measuring approximately 166 by 160 nautical miles. Of the PAM D
burn is to occur at mission elapsed time of roughly 1 day 2 hours
2 minutes and the duration of that burn is 85 seconds. This isMission Control Houston, at 1 day 1 hour 22 minutes mission
elapsed time. Just about 2 and a half minutes from acquistion of
signal through Hawaii and first advisory as to the sucess of the
PAM deployment. Also the OMS separation burn will begin assuming
nominal operation at that point, that OMS burn will occur in siteof the ground station at Hawaii. The crew will have recorded thePAM deployment and video tape and there will be a TV dump of that
video at mission elapsed time 1 day 3 hours and playback at
mission elapsed time 1 day 3 hours 20 minutes. And we should
have voice contact in roughly one minute and looking forward toignition for the separation burn to the OMS engines in about 8and a half minutes. At mission elapsed time 1 day 1 hour 23
minutes, this is Mission Control Houston. Mission Control
Houston, we have AOS and we'll have voice in a moment. Payloads
officers says that PAMs deployment...

CAPCOM ...with you through Hawaii for about 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, we're happy to let you know that
INSAT was deployed on time with no anomalies and the satellite
looked good.

CAPCOM Well that's excellent, good show you guys have
maintained the Shuttle's perfect record. Do you have our report
for us?

SPACECRAFT Roger, attitude's first, the current was roll 4correction 345.07, pitch 72.79, yaw 335.30? rates in rolls 0 andpitch minus .002 and yaw plus .004.

CAPCOM That was rock solid then, real good.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR, we're targeted for the burn,
we re sitting at burn attitude, you can take a look. And Jeff
you can report to the spacecraft folks that the spacecraft wasalive and well when it left because at about a minute and 20
seconds, I saw the automatic neutation control system come on and
I saw a couple of jets fire so it was looking good.
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CAPCOM Okay, that's good news, I guess that's the first
time we've been able to see something like that, that's real,
very good.

SPACECRAFT Also we had, we had no vibration in the vehicle
that we could sense during the spin but we had a real good clunck
that we all felt through the Orbiter's structure right at deploy.

CAPCOM Okay, that's interesting. Okay and from down herethings look good for your burn.

END OF TAPE
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HPACECRAKT
. . . during the spin, but wo had a real good klunk

I I at we all felt through the Orbiter structure right at deploy.

CAl\,OM Okay, that's interesting.

CAP;>3M Okay, and Crom down here, things looked c,ood for
your burn.

SPAOKCRAt'T Roger, Jeff. Thanks a lot for looking. We're a
little over 4 1/2 minutes from Tig.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, on your OMS (garble)
configuration.

SPACKCBAFT Roger, and let me check the pad real quick. RogerJeft, wo are A-open, B-closed. Thanks for checking.

CAPCOM You got it.

SPACKCKAFT Okay, Houston, 2 engines (garble) are open.

CAPCOM Okay, we see your configuration, it looks good forthe burn. ^

^
This is Mission Control, Houston, Just secondsaway from the OMS burn now and it should have just now started at

& second duration. Propulsion Systems Engineer, Wayne (garble)reported both engines looked good and nominal (garble) cut off ofthat burn. And we are now waiting verification from the crew.

SPACECRAFT Ok.iy, Houston, the burn looked nominal to us.

CAPCOM Okay, I think it looked down from here. We're 15seconds LOS, we'll be out of touch for 2 minutes, then speak toyou through the states.

SPACECRAFT And the satellite from the aft was spectacular to
1oo k at it.

CAPCOM That's what all the people say, I guess who arelucky enough to see it.

^^^oo r J^t^ Mission Control, Houston, wo have had LOS,loss of signal throught Hawaii. We'll reacquire through Buchhornin about a minute and a half. That brief OMS burn intended todrive Challenger away from payload assist module so that when itperforms its burn in about 45 minutes, it will be of adequatedistance from the Challenger to preclude the chance of any plumedamage to the vehicle. ' i-'-i-ume

CAPCOM
states.

Challenger, Houston's back with you throught the
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SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston and the post burn gimbal check
looked good on both engines.

CAPCOM Thanks.

SPACECRAFT And Jc£f, not wanting to rest of our laurels we'redown in the middeck getting ready to get the CFKS started.

CAPCOM Okay, you guys are keeping busy, great

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR, I'm about start up the FES forthe CFES operation for ECOM's benefit.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks for letting us know.

SPACECRAFT MSI.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jeff, you can pass on to the CFES people thatthe system's status check on sample #3 starting on 1 day, 1 hour,43 minutes. ^
'

'

CAPCOM Okay, that was system status check on sample #1,did you say? '

SPACECRAFT No, 1 and 2 were yesterday. I'm starting out with
#3 today, Jeff. Hey Jeff, was there a message 10 on theteleprinter? i seemed to have skipped from 9 to 11, here.

CAPCOM Message #10 was an entry, stand by. Message #11was an entry weather message and message 10 was not sent up, itwas held, repeat; message 10 was not sent up.

SPACECRAFT Okay, great. I got the message right in my hand.Tnank you.

CAPCOM Right.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're going to be handing over to TDRSin about a minute.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, read you loud and clear.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going to lose you in
about 30 seconds, have about 3 minutes LOS and will pick you up
at Botswanna at 2 plus 14. We're going LOS pick vou up at
Botswanna at 2 plus 14.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, through Botswanna 8 minutes.
Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're right here at the end of the (garble)
1.6 delta P3 negative decimal 5 delta P 4 negative decimal 2.

CAPCOM Okay 1,2,3,4 are plus 3 plus 1.6 minus 0.5 minus

SPACECRAFT Sounds good. JeEf, any word on the INSAT TKM?

CAPCOM Stand by. They're anticipating a fair amount of
time, probably an hour or so before we get a report on
acquisition of that, but we'll let you know as soon as we qet the
information.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jeff, thanks alot.

CAPCOM Also at some point I have a flight noce on the heat
pipe experiment that's coming up in about 1 and a half orbits and
there s not rush on that but anytime you want to take that wo can
talk about it.

Sr-ACECRAFT Roger, let's wait until Dan is available.

CAPCOM Okay, fine.

SPACECRAFT Say, Jeff where are we right now.

CAPCOM Lets see, we're talking to you through Botswanna,
you; re right over the sort of central part of the southern tip of
Africa. ^

SPACECRAFT Rog , thank you.

?u^^2!1 ^^^^ ^ ^^^^ 3 "°te for you here concerning
the COAS calibration if you have a minute to talk.

SPACECRAFT You bet, go ahead.

^
First of all, I can let you know the data that yougot on flight day 1 from a COAS calibration was good but you hadmentioned something about a feeling of having less than desired

vehicle response or control in one of the axis. In reviewing thedata, they found that the sense switch on the rear panel A6 was
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in the minus X position instead of the minus z position and
therefore the roll in yaw axis got switched and it would be
possible to repeat a COAS calibration later in the flight if you
felt it was worthwhile, but I repeat the data that you got on
flight day 1 was good.

SPACECRAFT Roger, understand and I appreciate, that probably
does explain it and I don't think its necessary to repeat it, it
would just make me feel good and no sense (garble) for that if we
understand it, I appreciate it.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll pass that on.

SPACECRAFT And Jeff any word you got on the heat pipe, I'm
ready to copy now.

CAPCOM Okay, I guess you, you reported, I'm not certain
who it was, since it was in the other shift but there was a
report that when you got at sunrise, one of the strips had turned
from black to brown, one of the bottom strips, there's a couple
of things on that. First of all, we want to know if its possible
to Identify which of the bottom strips had done that, and second
of all the request was that before you start the evaluation here,
before turning on any of the heaters that you observe the heat
pipes and give a description of the colors and specifically to
see if, if this phenoma is observed again when you come out from
the darkness into the sunlight,

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jeff, well, I'll go down and check with Dale
and show him this diagram so I get specifically (garble). He's
the only one that saw it, and I've looked at it, I haven't seen
it since then so.

CAPCOM Okay, its going to be orbit 20 at about 05 hours
today, I guess that its called for in the CAP and I guess anytime
you get a chance to look at it at any sunrise, it would be
interesting to get the information if you see any of the tapes
that are not black.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jeff, Dan showed me the diagram, it was the
bottom tape on both of the horizonal tapes on both the evaporator
and the condenser and it was only that sunrise right after I came
up to the flight deck after payload bay door opening. We've
never seen it since then so, I think it was just some thermal
conditioning that happens in the payload bay before the doors
were open and then right afterwards.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks, I'm sure the experimenter will
appreciate the information.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT .... I came up to the flight deck after payloadbay door opening, we've never seen it since then so I thiJk ?t

Sore1hrSoor''5r''
^hat happened in the p.^JlSSd l,aybefore thp door was opened and right afterwards.

aoDrociai-P hh/?^^' ^^f}^^'
^'"^ the experimenter willappreciate the information.

Jhr^nnh V
Challenger, we are 30 seconds LOS, talk to youthrough Yarragadee in 13 minutes at 2 + 35.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Jim, see you there.

90°m^. ^ ^^^^ Mission Control, Houston at 1 day, 2 hour<5

hh^H f'w"
"f^?ther it has occurred yet however; dJo ?o\h^ faoh

S Sasan \nlV" T." • Z'^"?^'^"
'^^^ satellite'co^tro? faoiUty

s a pass ovf ."^ "'^^ ""^'^^"^ ^'^"^ «^ ^« b^f^^o the e

succe.?s?^l°SS?n^S hTs^a^u^if ^JSa^Ju'^n^'Tn?
'^^ -^^^V.'^^^t

in about 12 minutes throSgS^Ja^ra Sdee'a?";issr; ^n';!^:rt-i:r%'day, 2 hours, 24 minutes, this is Mission Control, Ston

^h^niin2^^', with you through Yarragadee forChallenger, Houston, how do you read?

Challenger, Houston, how do you read?

Challenger, Houston, how do you read?

Challenger, Houston, voice check?

Challenger, Houston, voice check?

Roger, Houston, read you loud and clear.

'^^^Vt good. We wore having a littlp ^rr>l!h^n

sp^cecr^Ifr^^d S.^^"" "-an';as'Lq;?^ed%hespacecraft and they're preparing for a spacecraft pamseparation. So it looks like the burn S real woU.
SPACECRAFT Outstanding, we're glad to hear that.

CAPCOM
6 minutes.

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
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SPACKCRAFT Roqor, I understand and what do you want on the VTRplayback? p-jrtion of the VTR playback, do you want?

CAPCOM Well of course, we're real interested in seeing thedeploy and if you guys saw anything else that you think that we'd
be intet-G'Sted in, well we'd like to see that too.

SPACECRAFT What I was going to do is set it up and maybe acouple minutes prior to deploy and then let you see it spin andthen see the deploy itself.

CAPCOM Okay, we're e meeting Hawaii at 3 hours, 0 minutes
and it s about an 8 minute pass. You can use that for planning.

SPACKCRAFT Okay, we'll do. And Houston, CDR, Guy is going to

Tif" u™' they also got on VTR the ignitionof the OMS burn. It's not groat shakes but it's kind of
interesting to watch the OMS burn light and it follows the deployon the tape and we'll make sure there is time for that.

CAPCOM Well that would bo great if it's any where nearlyas spectacular as some of the still pictures that we have seen of

SPACKCRAFT Well it really isn't on the monitors we have but itIS there and it's worth looking at probably and let's see other
t o <^ n — —

KND OF TAPK
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SPACECRAFT Well it really isn't on the monitors we have but it
is there and it's worth looking at probably. And let's see, the
CFES is going well, the, we're in attitude, the Ku band - -

CAPCOM Break, break, Dick we're 10 seconds LOS, talk to
you at Guam at 2 plus 47.

SPACECRAFT Completion and I've got the times on that and are
we going to delete the interconnect to OMS to RCS that's listed
there in about 30 or so?

CAPCOM That's affirm, there is no interconnect, we're
going LOS, talk to you at Guam 2 plus 47.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you there.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston back with you through Guam for
about 7 minutes. Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, read you loud and clear, how
me?

CAPCOM Loud and clear, a couple of things for you. Let
you know that Hassan has confirmed a sucessful PAM spacecraft
separation so it looks like it's on its way,

SPACECRAFT Outstanding, super.

CAPCOM IMCO tried to turn on the tags, got a developer
overtemp message and then attempted to turn it off and then on
again as a way of correcting it but was apparently unable to turn
It off and he'd like you to take a look at the tags and see if it
is m fact still on and let us know what the situation is.

SPACECRAFT Jeff, it's still on and the overtemp light is on.

CAPCOM Thank you and finally on the VTR which you're qoinq
to play, IS there a voice track on that?

SPACECRAFT Negative, Jeff, we didn't put a voice track on it.

CAPCOM Okay, people would like to know whether you're
planning to narrate it?

SPACECRAFT Yes, we'll add some words to it.

CAPCOM Okay, that's good.

SPACECRAFT CDR.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Dick. Go ahead, Dick.
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SPACECRAFT Roger, just after we had LOS of the last, your last
pass at a time of about 2 plus 43, we saw and took a picture of
two volcanos one which obviously is active and errupting now and
we're almost positive that's site seven alpha. One looked like
It didn't look like smoke was coming out of it, however it looked
like it had a little white tip as if we couldn't tell if it was,
what that was, however the other one obviously was, had a fairly
sizable eruption. And, I'm sorry don't let me mislead you, it
was on the west, western part, I'm sorry the eastern part of site
7 alpha.

CAPCOM You know we actually have a report on that, the,
and you had some information on the teleprinter about that, the
volcano, (garble) which is near site seven alpha and it is indeed
erupting and I guess the eruption started around August 17th or
so.

SPACECRAFT Roger, the smoke was very brownish coming out and
the wind was carrying it, it looked to us like essentially due
west.

CAPCOM And originally I guess we only had reports on one
volcano and we are trying to run down with the Smithsonian to see
if there are any reports of a second one in the vicinity.

SPACECRAFT Well we only saw one erupting, we did site, there
is another volcano on the next island to the east that we could
identify and all we could see was it had a white tip, it was
white at the tip of it, I can't explain any more than that, we
]ust couldn't see with the resolution of our eyes.

CAPCOM Oh, okay, so as far as the actual eruptions, then
you're saying that you saw one.

SPACECRAFT That's correct.

CAPCOM Okay, fine thanks. Challenger, we're 30 seconds
LOS, see you at Hawaii with TV at 3 plus 00, message from GNC,
could you please take the startrackers to track.

SPACECRAFT We sure will.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT We Sure will.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at mission elaosed
time 1 day, 2 hours, 59 minutes. Just a minute away from
acquisition of signal through Hawaii and did have some expected
downlink television of material recorded previously showing the
INSAT deployment and some other scenes selected by the crew.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Hawaii, 8
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Challenger, Houston, INCO says we're ready to
re;eivu TV whenever you want to send it down.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, we're getting ready to put it on
(garble). Okay, Houston, we are going to give you, try to give
you 4 playbacks. One indicating showing the inside activat'on
and spin up, the second one, just beginning of mechanical
sequence, inside activation and sunshield openings. Second
sequence should be the beginning of mechanical sequence and spin
up. Third sequence should be the spin up and deployment and the
fourth sequence we'll show you the OMS burn after the deploy.

CAPCOM Okay, we're looking forward to it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, here comes inside activation and sunshield
opening

.

CAPCOM We got a very small bit of a picture, here comes
something again.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by, I guess I'll have to tell what this
one is. This was the very end of the end defector checkout.

CAPCOM Yes, it looked a little bit strange there for me.
A PAM point of view, there we go, that's the FDA and the
sunshield again.

SPACECRAFT Yes, (garble) and we should see the sunshield
opening here pretty quick right after (garble) activation.

SPACECRAFT Okay, you can see the sunshield opening here and
here we have the sunshield fully open. And the spacecraft was
not too visible there because we were in darkness and the payload
bay lights shine up and of course the satellite beam inside the
sunshield was kind of hidden. Okay, guys, stopping the tape
ahead here for you. Okay this sequence on the tape session
beginning on mechanical sequence and sunshield, I mean spacecraft
spinup.

CAPCOM Okay, we're watching.
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SPACECRAFT We just got our antenna message, Jeff.

CAPCOM We see it, we'll get to you.

SPACECRAFT Vou can see we have a smooth spin up, it spun all
the way up to 40 rpm and stayed very stable right at 40 rpm.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the third sequence is going to show you the
spin up and deploy here (garble)

.

CAPCOM Okay, we're going to be watching. Can you please
put the TV system into the command mode and INCO thinks he can
clean up the picture a little bit from our point of view,

SPACECRAFT (garble) , he is going to back it up a bit for
you. And while he is doing that Jeff, once we start tilting that
camera up of course, we're deploying very close to the sun so
you'll see the picture is not optimal.

CAPCOM Okay, we understand. And you said at this point
when it was spinning, you felt no vibrations or anything at all?

SPACECRAFT No vibrations at all. We did get a large bump
right there at deployment itself but you can see that the
spacecraft deployed very smoothly. And there you can see the
sun's reflection, the two sides that have the solar arrays on
them do not reflect the sun as much as the two sides that have
all the gold foil.

CAPCOM Yes, that interesting.

SPACECRAFT Bill Thornton was up here on the flight deck with
16 mm with our new seethrough zoom lens on it and we think he may
have been able to zoom in close enough to keep alot of the
sunshine out of the picture so we may have some good tilms to
look at postflight.

CAPCOM Yes, that will be great and of course you won't get
the blooming. From here, it looks like it came out real solid,
no sign of any wobbling or anything. Is that your subjective
opinion too?

SPACECRAFT That - as a matter of fact I watched for that and I

could see no wobble whatsoever - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Good films that we look at postflight.

CAPCOM Yes, that would be great and of course you won't
get the blooming, from here it looks like you came out real
solid, no sign of any wobbling or anything. Is that your
subjective opinion too?

SPACECRAFT (Garble) as a matter of fact I watched for that,
and could see no wobble ones whatsoever, and as I mentioned
earlier right on time at a minute and 20 or a minute 25 whatever,
we saw ANC start up.

CAPCOM Okay, we're 15 seconds LOS, why don't you hold off
the next tape, we're going to configure Goldstone for TV and
we'll be with you there at 3 plus 11 that will be about a 3
minute LOS, we're going LOS now.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And thank you very much Jeff.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's back with you through the
states and hold off on the TV until we give you a go.

SPACECRAFT I understand Houston. Houston, CDR would you like
to have these initiation times for the gas alpha?

CAPCOM Stand by Dick. Dick, yes we would like to get
those initiation times at some point.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I can read them to you real quite right now
if you have a pencil, I'm on page 4-2, I mean flight supplement
4-2 of the orbit ops.

CAPCOM I'm with you, read away.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the first time is 1 day 2 hours and 35
minutes, the relays 03 is 37 minuies, 06 is 37 minutes, 07 is 38
minutes and then the 07 hot back to latent is 39 minutes.

CAPCOM Okay, we have the times.

SPACECRAFT Okay

CAPCOM Okay, Challenger we're ready for TV and on A7 could
you please put the TV to command because we have to clean up some
of the asyncronous signal so we can get a cleaner signal down
here.

SPACECRAFT Okay, your TV's in command and we're going to roll
it for the Oms burn. (garble) can we roll this tape. Houston,
Challenger

.

CAPCOM Go, go ahead.
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SPACECRAFT Can we go ahead and roll this.

CAPCOM yes, please we're ready.

SPACECRAFT Here we go. This is camera delta, Jeff, and you'll
note on this one that you can see the start of burn and just a
flash and that will be about it, it's only a 10 second burn,
(garble) side of the burn there, Jeff. You probably also saw a
jump in the picture, that was the camera jumping when the OMS
engines (garble) and we sure felt - -

CAPCOM You want to run that OMS burn by us again once more
do you think, I'm not sure if a lot of people caught it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll run it back again Jeff. It's somewhat
underwhelming. Here we go again Jeff. You see that you saw the
great big flash at the start of the burn and that's about it that
we picked up on the VTR.

CAPCOM Yes, I think the audio reaction in the MOCR this
time indicated a lot more people saw it so that was good, thanks
a lot. I have something for you on that antenna message, it
turns out there's a failed discrete on one of the antenna switch
positions, I believe it's the lower right. The antenna is
working but when SM sends that antenna a command it does not get
a feedback and so although that antenna is in control the SM
doesn't see it and it announces a miscompare and apparently we
are going to get that everytime that antenna is called out and
INCO's thinking about something to do tc make sure you don't get
a lot of messages especially during sleep period and we'll get
back to you on that later.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jeff, appreciate you saying that, we did get
one antenna message last night, it turned out that Dan and I were
up at the time so it was of no significance but if we could
advoid that at night that would be a real help, thanks for
telling us.

CAPCOM Yes, they are going to working on that and we'll
3ust have to let you know what they come up with. Okay,
Challenger, also got something for you on the water system on

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Tanks Charlie and delta are now topped off so youcan go ahead and reopen supply H20 tank bravo inlet valve.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's open.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Tanks charlie and delta are now topped off so you
can go ahead and reopen supply H20 tank bravo inlet valve.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's open. And Jeff, amd for CFES update,
Dan and Bill are in the airlock doing the CTA prep on sample 3alpha and I'm doing the prep on the sample 3 bravo and just foryour info, it looks like the kidney cells are, I was able to getthem stirred up into a very homogeneous solution. They were notvery unhomogenous to start with but it looks real good and we'll
be putting them in in a few seconds.

CAPCOM Sounds like things are going real well.

SPACECRAFT Maybe that word is not homogeneous, I don't know.

CAPCOM Well, if it's one solid mass, then it's probablyhomogeneous. ^ •^^^^.y

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jeff, we're starting the change out sampleportion of sample 3 at time 1 day, 3 hours, 18 minutes.

CAPCOM We copy. Dale.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're LOS 30 seconds, talk to youthrough Ascension at 3 + 39.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, and I'm going to be passing on aquestion from Bill Thornton about the micro-biological automatictimer for the PI, I think his name is Dwayne Pearson wlien we getto Ascension. ^

CAPCOM Okay, that was the micro-biological, what, Dick?

ff^e^^nfr "^i*-
'"i^^'^o-biological sampling OSO, a question about

nLL " ^^^^ "^'^ appear to be working and Billneeds some instructions about the sample time.

you^°"
O'^ay, we'll see if wo can have some support for

SPACECRAFT Roger, he intends to do It manually. He thought it

^n^iJ^'J.w
^^"^ •^^"'^^ ^^^"^ 10 minutes. Sewould like for Dwayne Pearson to confirm the sample time.

CAPCOM All right, we'll see what we can find out.

SPACECRAFT Thanks a lot, Jeff.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

7^mf^!!^«„
Challenger, Houston with you through Ascension for
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SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, read you loud and clear.

Ku^lfL .nH 4.J"? l"^^^ ^^^^ get a test out of the

a minSte?
^^^^ ^ ^ery short procedure for you if you got

SPACECRAFT Roger, stand by, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston, go ahead.

CAPCOM They would like to do a radar self-test and if voucan on Panel Al uniform put the Ku-band mode switch in a radar

then'ISco"win'l'fJ^
the control switch to panel and commandthen INCO will do the rest of it for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jeff. I did that to see if it took.

CAPCOM Thanks, Dick.

SPACECRAFT And Jeff, right at the tail end of that other passI was passing on a thing from Bill Thornton. He's been busy

asKed me to pds>3 on that request. Did you get all of it?

uf "® ^^'^^ somebody standing by who willhopefully be able to discuss it. We understood that Bll wasgoing to come on line and talk about it a little bit.

SPACECRAFT Well, as I say he's downstairs busy in the midst ofpreparation and they just can't .top. But let me repeat wia? he
fh^ ^^il^^.^'KfPf^^^"/^ ^^^^ '^^^'^ the automatic timer forthe micro-biological sampling was not working. it ran for

curoff ""^nf^f/^'r*^
the time that it was set for and d5d notcut off, and did not cut off. He had understood that the sampletime was 8 minutes, he may be mistaken but the timer had beeS setfor 10 minutes. He told me he intends to manuauj ao thesampling and request that a conformation as to the sample time,

^n^^?" ,?''^^' ^ '^^^"'^ understand the question completelyand I guess all I can tell you now is they're trying to raise

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - manally do the sampling and requested a
confirmation as to the sample time, over.

CAPCOM Okay I think we understand the question completely
and I guess all I can tell you now is they're trying to raise
somebody that could answer the question for you, and right now we
do not have an answer, I'm sorry.

SPACECRAFT Okay, no problem Jeff, I was just, we were so close
to LOS I wasn't sure that you got it, but that's what he passed
on to me and maybe later if there's any more questions I'm sure
he'll be available to talk. Bill is been extremely busy both
these two days and has not even been on COMM down there, workinq
full time.

CAPCOM Having a good time, I hope?

SPACECRAFT Oh yes, he's having the time of his life.

CAPCOM Great, good to hear it. Challenger, LOS 30
seconds, talk to you at Botswana 3+50.

SPACECRAFT Okay, real soon we'll see you there.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Botswana, 8
minutes. Challenger, Houston, how do you read?

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, loud and clear, how me?

CAPCOM We read you Dick, I wasn't sure if we maybe just
caught the tail end of a transmission you were making to us about
being off the southwest tip of Africa. If I've got my geoqraphv
right, I think that area's the (garble).

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

CAPCOM Oh that sounds neat.

SPACECRAFT I believe that was in the Hammer's (garble).

CAPCOM Probably McDonnel's then.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) the sep voltage.

CAPCOM Okay, we've got that Dale, thanks. Challenger,
we re going LOS in about 30 seconds, we'll talk to you through
Guam next at 4 hours, 22 minutes. I should say that the Orbit 2Team is going to talk to you because Orbit 1 is going to go off
now and probably go home and go to bed, it's 5:30 in the
morning. It's been nice working with you.

SPACECRAFT Roger, enjoyed it, you (garble).
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CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Thanks alot.

CAPCOM Okay, be seeing you,

^'^^ This is Mission Control Houston. Loss of signal atBotswana, the crew doing a little sight seeing as they came

f^^f^J !
southern tip of Africa. Apparently spotting the long

7^^?^ dunes, also known as the Sands of Kilaharre, inAdmibbia. Next station is Guam in 22 minutes, at 1 day, 4 hoursMission Control Houston. ^ nours.

Mission Control Houston, acquisition of Challengerupcoming in a few seconds through Guam Island on orbit number 20.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, how do you read?

r^^m°f«r -7 wo^^f^^!"^®'^'
"°"ston, Crystal Team with you through(juam for 7 1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger that, how you all doing?

CAPCOM Doing fine Richard. When you guys have a minute Ihave an answer to the question you folks had on the medical DSO.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bill is not on COMM, could you give it to meand let me pass it to him? ^ ®

?S«f?« =.

appears that the 10 minute timer doesn'treally bare a relation to the amount of each sample, each sampleIS suppose to have been worked on for two minutes p4r sample?

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand if Bill does it manually thesample should be 2 minutes per sample, is that Charlie?

CAPCOM That's a roger,

SPACECRAFT Okay, let me pass that on to Bill and if he's gotany questions Pish, I'll get him on the hook and let him talk to

CAPCOM OkAy. Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Hey Fish, a couple of words on CFES.

CAPCOM Okay, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, first of all the same situation that occurred
the sample pump staying in forward and no? ^opp nghalf way through the correction is occurring today as you allpredicted. We're pressing on as you suggested and just to keep
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you update with where I'm at, we are now 18 minutes to go in the50 minute collect on sample 3.
^

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ...occured yesterday with the sample props bending
forward and not stopping halfway through the collection as is,
occurring today as you all predicted, we're pressing on you
suggested and ji'st to keep you up to date with where I'm at,
we re now 18 minutes to go in the 50 minutes collect on sample 3.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale, we copy. Also when you folks have amoment, we have some comm reconfiguration switches for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, this is a good time Fish go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard when we left you last night, weconfigured over to STADAN coverage just before we put vou to bedand we would like to undo that and put us back in the operationalmode for, for our standard TDRS data transmissions, and we'd likeyou on that panel AIL, if you'd turn to the on orbit
configuration, specifically the S-band PM mode rotary switch toTDRS data. The NSP data rate switches, both of them to low, andfinally the two coding switches to on.

SPACECRAFT Okay, those switches have been set and do you need
a payload m command or not?

^^^^^^ .
Negative Richard, just, thac r.witch configuration

will do it for the time being.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And Houston, CDR be advised the TACAN NAVtest has been started and I'll be doing that for the next severalhours, If you see me out of sync, its an awful easy procedure toget out of sync on, so please let me know.

CAPCOM Roger, we'll do that Richard,

SPACECRAFT Okay, and Bill is busy right now in the middle ofanother med experiment and so I couldn't pass on that informationto him but as soon as I can I will and he'll, and if there's anyproblem I'll get him to talk to you.
^

rno^u" ^ ^???'^' ^"^ "^''^^ ^ minute and 30 seconds fromLOS here and we'll see you next at Hawaii at 11, 9 plus 25.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Hawaii for 7minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston loud and clear.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we'd like to confirm that forthe tack end test you are on the upper antenna.

flff^A^^Mc ""l:^^'? e"'""".^^^^' ^ °" "PP^^ antenna onall 3 TACANS, when I have time to, well it looks like now, I wasgoing to say that I have not seen any of the TACANS blocked, I've
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noticed now that all of them have the same azimuth readings butnave not been watching them too closely.

CAPCOM Roger, w- copy. Challenger, Houston. We're 30seconds LOS. We'll be picking up TDRS shortly afterwards.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. With you through TDRS.Challenger, Houston, with you through TDRS. Challenger, Houstonthrough Goldstone UHF. How copy?

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, that time we heard you firstthrough transmit - loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, we're having trouble hearing you on TDRS.Richard, but we hear you now loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Roger, roger. (Garble)

CAPCOM Roger. Challenger, Houston. Just a note foryou. we have locked up on the Ku band for the first time.

SPACECRAFT Roger, good work.

SnDc°" 4
.^""^ Challenger, Houston. We're with you throughTDRS again. How copy?

SPACECRAFT Roger, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Okay, Richard, We've got you loud and clear too.Challenger, Houston, A note for Richard on the tacan test. Weneed you to go with the station 106.

SPACECRAFT Just in the process of doing that, Fish. Roger,thanks for the catch. I was - for some reason l did not hiar thetime tone when I had set it but it's we're in 106 now?

CAPCOM Roger,

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Roger. Thanks tot the catch. For some reason I
did not hear the time tone when I had set it. But, we're in 106
now.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Fish. On the heat pipe experiment, the best
I can tell, Guy is looking at the CAPS and planning on starting
xt at 5 + 15 and would you verify that he expects sunset at about
5 + 50, that's what it looks like in the CAP.

CAPCOM Stand by on that Dan. Just a note for you, as part
of our TORS testing there will be some periods coming up when we
go in and out and have intermitant calm with you.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. For Dan, it appears that
sunset will be about 5:51, 5, 5, 1.

SPACECRAFT Roger, thanks.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Botswana foreight minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Loud and clear. And Fish, we
fired up the heat pipe on time at 1 day 5 hrs and 15 mins. and
we re going in 12 mins of the run now and we have the evaporator
the second tape is up to blue

, tape number 2 and the condenser,
tape number 1 is just about all blue. It starts changing color
on the left end and progresses down towards the right. It
changes pretty much all the same time, but it becomes a little
more obvious on the left end first.

CAPCOM Roo.-r, Dan, and we expect you to keep a close eye
on those colors.

SPACECRAFT We're doing it by committee.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT And the committee has three, so there's always a
tie breaker. And Houston, MSI change out sample for sample
number 4 occurred at 1 day 5 hr 4 mins.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy Dale.

i i
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SPACECRAFT And Fish, as far as the CTA prep stuff went. Bill
and Dan finished up each of those right on time , and both of
those samples are now in the storage module.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale, that sounds good.

SPACECRAFT And Fish, on the heat pipe, on the condensor the
vertical tapes, tape 1 also turned blue and there's very little
gradient with them, so it's pretty much and even temperature
distribution over the whole condensor.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan, we're looking forword to seeing those
pictures

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're 40 seconds LOS. We'll
see you at Indian Ocean at 5 + 36.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 40 seconds LOS. We'll
see you at Indian Ocean at 5 plus 36.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. With you through Indian Ocean
UHF. How copy?

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Reading you loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan. W-j've got you loud and clear for about
another 4 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT And Fish, on the heat pipe it looks like it's
pretty well stabilized out now with the third - one evaporator
blue - getting ready to turn and looks like it's about on a
borderline between the third and the fourth tapes. And on the
condenser the second tape is very blue and the third one's
getting ready to come around and start turning to a kind of
brown. it's been that way for quite awhile now. Just for your
info, about the first 10 or 11 minutes we put comments on ICOM
recorder and since then we've just been letting the cameras
(garble)

.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
2 5 6.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Roger, Dan. We copy.

And Fish, separation voltage on sample number 4 is

Roger, we copy - 2 5 6 sep voltage.

Roger, that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston,
see you at Guam at 5 plus 59.

We're 30 seconds LOS. We'll

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. See you there.

.

Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal at IndianOcean station. Guam will acquire Challenger in approximately 17minutes. Earlier in this 20th orbit the first mockup with K-band
- Ku-band on the TORS through Challenger and the White Sands
tracking station was accomplished. The first of many such teststhat will be run over the next 3 or 4 days to bring out the TDRStracking satellite in its various modes. At 1 day, 5 hours, 42minutes Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM
minutes

.

Challenger, Houston with you through Guam for 6

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston and like to talk to you about APUhydraulics.
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CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we got a spec 86 message at a time oE 1 day,
5 hours and 47 minutes and 11 seconds. When I called up spec 86hydraulics accumulator - hydraulic accumulator pressure on system
1 was dropping very rapidly and was - i don't know exactly thenumber - but it was if i recall 17 hundred and something andthinking that I remembered that the limit was higher than that Iwent ahead and turned on hydraulic circ pump number 1 and thenwent to the pocket checklist and sure enough it said don't let itget below 1930 psi I think. We then went to the MAL. I guessthe circ pump stayed on probably a minute or so while I was
getting out the MAL and it said to turn it off in - on page 113of the MAL block 2. I did turn it off and at that point Dan and
I saw that the accumulator pressure now is holding steady atabout 22 80. Coming out of there there's no particular, there'sno exact answer for this because the accumulator pressure never'increased above 2500 psi. So right now the system is stable,we, it did - the pressure was decreasing very rapidly and I'mafraid I can't add anymore light to it than that.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. We'll take a look at that and getback to you. ^

SPACECRAFT Okay, and if you were recording data and want to goback and look at it the time again was 1 day, 5 hours, 47 minutesand 11 seconds when we got the...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, Richard. We'll take a look at that and
we'll get back to you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and if - if you're recording data and want to
go back and look at it the time again was 1 day 5 hours 47
minutes and 11 seconds when we got the alert. I don't know how
much before that it started down.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Houston, go ahead Richard.

SPACECRAFT I - it's been now - - the circ pump has been turned
off now for several minutes. Right after we turned it off the
pressure was 2288 and it's dropped a couple of PCM counts since
then

,

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that and we're looking at it right
now.

SPACECRAFT Okiedoke.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, We're 30 seconds LOS. We'll
see you at Hawaii in 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, we'll see you then.

Mission Control Houston. Loss of signal at Guam,
7 minutes across the Pacific to Hr,.vaii. Reacquisit ion on orbit
21, Dick Truly commenting on some hydraulic circulation pump
activities aboard the spacecraft where the pressure in the circ
pump 1 had dropped below specs. He had it on for awhile and got
the pressure up holding steady at 2280 psi. Slightly over 6
minutes now until reacquisition through Hawaii and pass handing
over to the tracking data relay satellite. This is Mission
Control at 1 day, 6 hours 6 minutes. Mission Control Houston.
Challenger now acquired by Hawaii tracking station.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, About a minute ago, a minute and a
half ago, the hydraulic accumulator pressure on number 1 dropped
again. I caught - we caught it this time at 1920 psi and lost
the circ pump while I was waiting for you.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. Did you notice anything about the
resevoir pressure?

SPACECRAFT Standby, And Houston, I'm not sure where to find
reservoir pressure of spec 87 and 86. Neither spec 87 or 86 have
It. The (garble) cue which was as long as we watched it, it
looked about like it was when you - when we were AOS. That is.
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it was very slowly if at all decreasing and all of a sudden,
apparently, the bottom just dropped out.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that. I misspoke. I meant
reservoir quantity Richard, but It just helps us in the malf book
here if you noticed that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the reservoir quantity has been steady about
65% the whole time.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard, we copy. And we'd like you now to
turn the circ pump number 1 off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's off now.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We'd like you to take
tacan number 3 to channel 73.

SPACECRAFT Roger, thank you. Thanks for the catch. Guy
Gardner did it that time while we were busy and I misread it.

CAPCOM Roger, we'll make a note of that.

SPACECRAFT I should stay away from those pilot switches.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Go ahead,

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. We'll keep an eye on this and if
we see a need for you to turn the circ pump back on we'll tell
you but if you get an PDA related to the decreasing pressure we
would like for you to go ahead and turn the circ pump 1 ...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Housbon.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. We'll keep an eye on this and ifwe see a need for you to turn the circ pump back on, we'll tell
^T^A''^^t ^^"^ ^" related to the decreasing pressure, wewould like to you to go ahead and turn circ pump 1 back on.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I promise I'll do it. The only thing thatconcerns me about it. Pish, is that both times - by the time wegot the tone the pressure had already plummeted and if - if fourof us had been down below or didn't hear it or something, I'm not
•- I have no idea how low it would go.

^^nl^^H ur.r. ^ ^K^^''' ^'^P^ Richard. We're 45 seconds LOSand we hope to have a TDRSS handover shortly afterwards.

SPACECRAFT Okey Doke, but we'll keep a close eye.

CAPCOM Roger.

fh2 » • Mission Control Houston, handover in progress fromthe Hawaii ground station S-band to S-band on the TDRSSsatellite. However, even prior to Hawaii LOS we had a good solidlockup on Ku band television which is continuing at thil time?from payload bay cameras aboard Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. With you through TDRSS.Challenger, Houston, just a note for you. On the ground herewe re getting TW at the Ku band and Really getting a supe?bquality picture. Challenger, Houston. How copy?
^"P^ro

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear.

message numberTo?''
""^'^^ teleprinter

sendlt^S;?^^'
'''' ""^'''^^ '^'^^ '"^^y

^
'^^^'^^ ^"^"^ (garble) you might want toO fi e C K i Iow •

SPACECRAFT Okay. Dale is on his way.

CAPCOM Also, Dan, while we're waiting for that, just to

aJ-,rnn ^n°" "^ ^ "^fi^^^^ ^^^V Of the Ku band down here andgecting an excellent picture.

fmessagflO.
^""^ Houston, CDR. Affirmative, we do have
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CAPCOM Roger, Richard. Then just a note on that. We'll
have to get back with you on a real MET for that. It may be as
early as a rev earlier but there may be some modifications at
that time.

SPACECRAFT Rog , I understand.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We may have to move the
alignment scheduled for that time a rev earlier but not moving on
message 10 on that rev earlier.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Understand.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Dan.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan. We're watching the accummulator
pressure decrease here and we're trying to come up with a time
remote for you to cycle the pump to keep the pressure up. Also
can you give us a little status on the heat pipe?

SPACECRAFT Yeah, I sure can. Just before we went into
darkness the setting Sun over the longeron hit it from behind and
kind of - well you're going to have to look at the picture itwould take me a week to explain it, but different areas went
different colors and it just kind of one diversion I guess. And
It kind of held that way. It was pretty hard to see it with just
the bulkhead light but it appeard to kind of hold that ytate
through the dark pass, but we came up light, the sun hit it on
the face and now it looks just like you expect it to look. The
center of number 3 tape, on both the evaporator and condenser areblue and everything else is black and

Roger, Dan, we copy black and white.

That's right.

Challenger, Houston. With you through Botswana for

Roger, Houston, loud and clear. How me?

You're loud and clear, Richard. Roger, that's good

Houston, MS 1.

Go ahead MS 1.

Okay, Fish, the changeout sample time for sample
number 5 is 1 day 6 hours 52 minutes.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
news

.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
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hours 52 minutes, Dale.
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OAPCOM Go ahead MS 1.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Fish. The changeout sample time for samplenumber 5 is 1 day 6 hours 52 minutes.

CAPCOM Roger, 1 day 6 hours 52 minutes, Dale.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, We'd like you to give us
a spec 86 accummulator 1 pressure please.

SPACECRAFT Standby. Okay spec 86 accummulator 1 pressure is

CAPCOM Roger, Dan, 2368.

SPACECRAFT And Pish, we've tidied up down here in the middeckand the camera is - the TV camera is mounted and we're all setfor that,

CAPCOM Roger, Dale, I understand. Challenger, Houston forDsn

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan. The heat pipe is at a peak in itscycle right now and we'd like for you to tell us if when you lookout there if you see anything other than black on the heat pipe.

SPACECRAFT Roger. The center number 3 is blue on theevaporator, number 3 is blue on the condenser, and 4 and 5 on thecondensor have a couple of other extraneous colors on them.Th -e's a couple patches that have a little blue and green.

that?"
Roger, Dan. Have you had a chance to get a vote on

Jor^fa^^^ ''"^^ '^^"'^"^ "^ight here. Number 2

CAPCOM Roger, number 2.

SPACECRAFT I say magenta. And Fish, I clicked off with framenumber 7 so you should h.->ve a picture of what we were justtelling you about. *

peak°in the cySl!''
''"^^ ''^""^ ^ "^^^ ^''^^

SPACECRAFT Fish, it looks like the right end of the condensoris where we have the extraneous colors and also the vertical
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bars, there only number 2 is blue on the right end where the
other vertical bars number 3 is blue.

CAPCOM Okay, Dan we copy that. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT We're going to set it up again for the upcoming
night cycle, and like I say, we got 7 frames left.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan. We concur. Challenger, Houston.
We re about 30 seconds from a short LOS. We'll see you in about
a minute and a half at Indian Ocean.

SPACECRAFT See you there.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Indian Oceancor 9 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, understand.

CAPCOM This is Houston, go ahead. Challenger Houston. Go

SPACECRAFT Roger, just an update. We activated the PRM at 1day 07 hours and 10 minutes.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy, 1 day 07 hours 10 minutes.Chaienger Houston. We're 45 seconds LOS. Just like to confirmwith you that you received message 12.

SPA CRAFT Got your message. 12 is a weather message.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. We'll see you at Guam in 7 plus

SPACECRAFT Roger, understand. Guam at 7 plus 30. See you

CAPCOM 7 plus 37, Richard.

^h2 Tn^<=„ ^ Mission Control Houston, Loss of signal throughthe Indian Ocean station. Guam in 17 minutes. The systemspeople here in mission control are still trying to sort out what

sudd^ni^'^
accummulator pressure in the hydraulic sysEemsl to

rennrhi^ ? tu"" ^^-^i^s. At one time Truly
^^rnl^ t

pressure was down to 1700 psi roughly. He

^2 ?fcure%ur^ ^^^'^""'^ engineers here are tryingto figure out a timeline by which the crew could cycle the clrc

Sriomewhar.??"^'''^^
'° "^^^ pressure up to the nomina? 2^00

END OF TAPE
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P^O. ...pump back on and the systems engineers here are
trying to figure out a timeline by which the crew could cycle the
circ pump at some interval bo keep the pressure up to the nominal
2300 or somewhere in that range psi. However, as mentioned
earlier by different flight directors in their briefings, that
particular system is not critical to the mission. In fact the
first daily report from the mission says analysis of this problem
is underway but present indications are that hydraulic ciro pump
number 2 will not be required for t'.ie remainder of the mission.
Still it's one of the things that systems engineers like to
understand. The best way to understand it is to play with it a
little. Guam in 16 minutes followed by Hawaii. A handover to S-
band and some fairly sharp television from the payload bay camera
through the TDRS Ku-band link on this most recent orbit. At day
1, 7 hours, 22 minutes Mission Control, Houston.

Mission Control, Houston. Acquisition at Guam.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Guam for 3
minutes. We'll have a short keyhole about a minute into the
pass.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Any word from schedule?

CAPCOM Negative Richard. VJe'll probably have it for you
at Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Houston, go ahead Richard.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we had a little more excitement during this
last AOS and time of - at a time of about 7 25 we got a fire
Klaxon and there were sirens and hustled up and had a aft bay 1,
a single aft bay 1 light, when we looked at system summary 1 it
turned out that a sensor bravo aft bay 1 was very high and whenDan saw it, it was decreasing rapidly. We reset the sensor, did
a circuit test. The sensor did not appear to fail du'-irig thecircuit test. However, then it's indicating 0.6 and it says that
IS should be 0.5 or less. Looks like a aft bay 1 bravo sensor
failure but it's still in the system. Sensors 2 and 3 read .2.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that Richard and we'll get back withyou

.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Go ahead Richard.

SPACECRAFT What time is AOS Hawaii?
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CAPCOM Roger. AOS Hawaii will be at 7 plus 48.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We need you to go toChannel 35 on the TACAN channels - all 3 of them.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We're 30 seconds LOS.
We'll see you at Hawaii in 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. And if there's a chance of TV atHawaii I'm going to terminate the TACAN test.

CAPCOM Richard, there'll be no TV at this Hawaii pass, soyou can go ahead and press.

SPACECRAFT Thank you.

PAO
Reacquisiti
namely Dick
sensor or f

they found
2 redundant
a circuitry
people here
supposition
mode. .

.

Mission Control, Houston. LOS at Guam,
on at Hawaii in 6 and a half minutes. Flight crew
Truly reported they had an indication of a heat
ire detection sensor in aft bay and investigating it
that sensor number 1 seemed to be high while the other
sensors had the normal readings. They reset and did
test and that's a puzzlement to both the crew and the
on the ground why that should happen and the
is that that particular sensor's failed in the high

END OF TAPE
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••• while the other two redundant sensors were atthe normal readings. They reset the circuitry test and it's apuzzlement to both the crew and the people here on the ground whythat should happen and supposition is that that particular sensor
IS failed m the HI mode. However, further studies of this
glitch, hopefully will shake out reasons for that indication
onboard. Challenger now in the early quadrant of orbit number
T^;; I

~ ^^"'^ again to TDRSS s-band after Hawaii,
LOS. And we'll be back in 5 minutes at Hawaii at day 1 7 minutes
43 seconds. Mission Control Houston. Mission Control Houston,
acquisition in about 30 seconds or less through Hawaii.

CAPCOM
' Challenger, Houston, through Hawaii for 8 minutes.

CAPCOM
Houston

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear. How us?

We got you loud and clear, Richard. Challenger,

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead.

CAPCOM Richard, we have a means of suppressing the antennatauit message. We can do it or you can do it. it's a 3 stepprocedure if you would like to do it onboard.

^h^^^M^'^P ?'??^ either way. Why don't you let me do it andthen that way i ' 11 understand it better.

?+nQS?nAQ
^^^e'^' you do a spec 60 pro, followed by an item1+0921049 execute; followed by an item 10 execute.

SPACECRAFT Okay, spec 60 In parameter 921049 and i'm assumingitem 10 is an inhibit. Is that right?

CAPCOM That's correct, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Okey Doke. We'll do that and when I finishchanging this tacan channel, I'll give you a status on what we'vedone on the tacans.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, since the start of the tacan test,
I think we essentially got each one very close to the time withthe exception of the one at 7 hours 24 minutes. That was a

^ think then we missed the one that you caughtwhich was at 7 hours I think, and 34 minutes and 20 seconds I

fho ^''t^^K ^" ^^^^^ that we missed because ofthe - in between the hydraulics and the fire alarms andwhatever. Other than that I think each of them had been done

oJonL^^K^^L^^ ^^^^ ^^^'^ '^he stations at the time in theproper channels.
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CAPCOM Roger, we copy that Richard. Sounds real good.

SPACECRAFT And Fish, we have message 14 onboard.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale, message 14. Challenger, Houston,we re 1 minute LOS. We'll be without TDRSS this pass so we'llsee you next at Santi<(go at 8 + 16.

SPACECRAFT Roger, 8+16, Fish. And we'll see you there.

CAPCOM Roger.

. ,

Mission Control Houston. Loss of signal at
^???^ ^° another lockup with the s-band sideof the TDRSS satellite however, it appears that the prime groundcomputer at White Sands has gone belly up momentarily. So whilethats being sorted out wo have an LOS here between Hawaii andSantiago lasting 19 minutes at day 1 7 hours 30 - 57 minutes.Mission Control Houston.

lunmqes,,

END OF TAPE
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at day 1, 7 hrs 30. 57 minutes Mission Control,
Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Santiago for 5
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston. How you doing John?

CAPCOM Real good, Richard. Look's like ya'll been having
a great day today.

SPACECRAFT Well, it's been kind of busy. We sure enjoyed the
sight of that INSAT getting off successfully.

CAPCOM Roger, that. Really looked good Richard.

SPACECRAFT I completed the TACAN test after LOS and I think I
completed enough procedures so you can check the configuration if
you like.

CAPCOM Roger, understand, and we'll check it, Richard.
Looks good.

SPACECRAFT And, Houston, Challenger, after 1 day 8 hrs and 5
mins, the incubator is complete.

CAPCOM Roger, understand Dan, good show.

SPACECRAFT And, Houston, also the heat pipe was terminated at
1 day 7 hr and 45 rains. So we got 2 hrs and 30 mins, including 2
night passes on it.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan. That's really great news to Payload
folks.

CAPCOM And Chall" ler, Houston. When you have a moment, I
have a flight note for v n..

SPACECRAFT Roger, go aht id

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. Because of tonight's tail Sun
attitude, we would like to leave the freon flow prop valves and
the payload heat exchange to aid in the cabin temperature
control. Therefore, this evening when you get to the CFES
closure, we would like you to delete the FES deactivation.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand. Delete the PES deactivation
after the CFES is complete tonight, but I , did you say something
about the cabin manual control, I didn't hear that.
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CAPCOM Negative, just, no that's why we're doing it
Richard. Because we're going to the tail Sun, we'd like to leave
the freon flow prop valves and payload heat exchanger which thev
are in.

SPACECRAFT Roger, understand. We'll delete the FES
deactivation after the CFES is complete.

CAPCOM Roger that. Good read back.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going to be going LOS,
Santiago. See you at Botswana at 8 + 38.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Botswana for 1
minute

.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. The IMU align is complete and I'll
give you the data when we have a longer pass. And the way I read
your message, you'd like me to remain in IMU align attitude until
we go to the tail Sun attitude. Is that correct rather than
going back to PLB.

CAPCOM Stay in this attitude through the conference
Richard. That's correct.

SPACECRAFT Roger, understand.

CAPCOM And Challenger, we're going to be going LOS here in
30 seconds. We'll see you at Indian Ocean at 8 + 46.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. We'll see you at Indian Ocean station.

SPACECRAFT John, before you go over the hill, change out
sample on sample 6 began at 1 day 8 hr 36 mins.

CAPCOM Roger, copy.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at lOS for 8
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Read you loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT John, I wonder if I could pass on a minor schedule
change request for tomorrow morning's flight plan for vou to
consider.

CAPCOM Yes sir, ready to copy.
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SPACECRAFT Roger, we were originally settled, set up to do the
TV 04 which is a demonstration of some of Bill's things. And we
had hoped, what we hoped to do was to demonstrate some of the
more more visible things that Bill's been doing, but
unfortunately it required some onorbit preparation and some of
them, he's been so busy in the last couple of days, that he
himself has not even tried out. And I was wondering if I could
request that we delay a day or 2 on that particular TV, if you'd
like to go ahead and schedule us to set up a cabin TV, any way
you'd like it, and show some internal TV, that's certainly ok,
but if we could delay that particular one till a later day. I'd
appreciate it.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ...he's been so busy in the last couple of days
that he himself has not even tried out. But I was wondering if I
could request that we delay a day or 2 in that particular TV. If
you'd like to go ahead and schedule us to set up the cabin TV
anyway you like it and show some internal TV that's certainly
okay but if we could delay that particular one to a later day I'd
appreciate it.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. We will work that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks a million. Appreciate it.

CAPCOM Yes sir.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, when you're ready I'll just
give you a brief summary of where we think we are with the
hydraulic system 1 problem you had earlier.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston just a second. Let me grab a piece
of paper and I'll be ready.

CAPCOM Okay, standing by.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan. What we think it is likely is an
unloader valve or a check valve leak - it's an internal leak so
not losing any fluid. We think the pressure has definitely
stayed stable for the past rev and as a result at the current
time there's no need to run the circ pump anymore. We'd like tohave you put circ pump 1 back to GPC and we'll continue to watch
it for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, circ pump number I's in GPC.

CAPCOM Roger, that. We're about a minute to LOS right
now. We'd like you to put your star tracker back to the track
mode please.

SPACECRAFT Roger, in work.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS here in
30 seconds. Just for your information, the conference will start
at AOS Hawaii which is 9 plus 25 and that pass will last for 4
and a half minutes. We will see you at Guam at 9 plus 14.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston we copy that. Thank you.

CAPCOM See you later Dan.
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Hello, Ranch. This is Houston COMTECH on theactive COMTECH loop.

Hello, Ranch. This is a Houston active COMTECH onthe real air-to-ground loops. How copy?

Ranch, this is Houston,

Houston, this is Ranch.

Want you to make a voice check with my COMTECH
please.

With who sir?

With COMTECH,

Okay.

COMTECH call Ranch.

Hello Ranch. This is Houston COMTECH on the activeair-to-ground loop, how copy?

COMTECH this is Ranch. I copy loud and clear. Howdo you copy Ranch.

I read you loud and clear.

Roger

.

Thank you Ranch.

Houston, Ranch.

Houston.

. ^ ^ .

I just changed the patch board here. I wasDust wondering if you still hear me okay.

Say that again.

I said I just changed a patch board here. I waswondering if you still heard me okay.

You're okay.

Okay, thank you.

^
is Mission Control, Houston. A little over aminute now until acquisition of Challenger through the Guamstation. At the following pass at Hawaii the flight crew aboard
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Challenger will be talking with President Ronald Reagan from the
ranch in Santa Barbara. This Hawaii pass will be roughly 4 and a
half minutes with a slight break in the middle for what's called
a keyhole. Earlier in this orbit the CAPCOM passed to the crew
the supposition that the hydraulic system number 1 problem was
likely in an unloader valve or some other internal valve in that
hydraulic system because the valve apparently has reseated with
the turning on the pumps and has been pressured then stable for
one entice orbit. So they're just going to watch it for awhile.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ...unloader valve or someother internal valve in
that hydraulic system because the valve apparently is reseated
with the turning on the pumps and has been - the pressure has
been stable for one entire orbit. So they're just going to watch
it for awhile.

SPACECRAFT Challenger, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we're in the - we've just inserted the
collector for sample 6 and the flow 7 reading is 252 volts.

CAPCOM Roger, copy that Guy. Thanks a lot.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We have a new state
vector onboard.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John. I was watching the uplink and figured
that's what you all were doing. Thank you very much. Appreciate
it.

CAPCOM Yes, sir.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We're going to be going
LOS in 45 seconds. And Guy if you could send us the sep voltage
for sample 6 please.

SPACECRAFT The sep's what I had read out to you and that was
252 volts.

CAPCOM Roger, I'm sorry Guy. I meant sample 5.

SPACECRAFT Roger, for sample 5 it's 255 volts.

CAPCOM Roger, copy. Thank you. We're going LOS in 30
seconds. We will see you at Hawaii at 9 plus 25.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. See you at 9 plus 25.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal at
Guam. 7 minutes away from reacquisition at Hawaii through which
the flight crew will have a brief conversation of some 4 minutes
with President Reagan accompanied by live TV from the
spacecraft. Challenger now early in the 23rd orbit of this
flight. Guy Bluford reported over Guam that he had completed the
continuous flow electrophoresis system sample number 6 as per the
timeline. At 1 day, 9 hours, 18 minutes mission elapsed time
thi is Mission Control, Houston.

Hawaii COMTECH, Houston COMTECH air/ground 1.
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Hawaii COMTECH, Houston COMTECH air/gcound 1. How
copy?

Hawaii COMTECH copies you loud and clear.

Roger, standby for a California Ranch.

Roger

.

Ranch, Houston.

Houston, Ranch.

Call Hawaii COMTECH please.

Roger, Hawaii COMTECH, Ranch.

Hawaii COMTECH copies you loud and clear.

Hawaii COMTECH this is Ranch. I have you loud and
clear

.

Okay, Hawaii COMTECH. Remain in this configuration
for your upcoming pass.

Roger

.

END OF TAPE
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Houston, Ranch.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Hawaii.
President is on the line.

The

SPACECRAFT

RANCH
President

.

RANCH

RANCH

Roger, Houston.

Ranch, Houston. We're ready to proceed.

Houston, Ranch. Roger, you ready for the

Af £ irmat i ve

.

Standby.

This is the Ranch. The President is on the line.

PRESIDENT REAGAN Commander Truly.

SPACECRAFT Yes sir, Mr. President.

PRESIDENT REAGAN Well, you know I can't help but ask since I'm
sitting in California just about where in the world are you now?

SPACECRAFT We're over Hawaii sir.

PRESIDENT REAGAN Over Hawaii and coming this way.

SPACECRAFT
miles up.

(Garble). Yes sir coming your way at about 160

PRESIDENT REAGAN In about 20 minutes you should be hsre. Well
listen, congratulations on a successful and spectacular night
launch. Everyone of these launches of tha shuttle is n
spectacular and a noteworthy event but this one has certainly its
share of firsts. I know it was touch and go with the weather but
you were launched right on schedule and I think about 250 million
Americans breathed a great sigh of relief. But you've got a lot
of firsts there. Guy congratulations. You I think are paving
the v/ay for many others and you are making it plain that we are
in un era of brotherhood here in our land and you will serve as
role model for so many others and be so inspirational. I can't
help but express my gratitude to you. And Bill at 14 is the
oldest astronaut to ever fly in space. You have an especially
warm place in my heart. Makes me think that maybe someday I

might be able to go along. I know this has been a busy day with
the successful deployment early this morning of the Indian
National Satellite which I understand will bring a broad range of
communication and weather resources to the people of India and
serves as a good example of international cooperation in space
but on behalf of all our people I want to thank you all for your
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courage, your commitment to space research. You've set a fine
example for all our young people who represent our hope for the
future. Now I know that this call came - I caught you on your
way to your bunks for some well deserved sleep so I better cut
this short and I just wanted to let you know that we're all
looking forward to another successful mission and to your safe
landing here in California on Labor Day. God Bless all of you.

SPACECRAFT Mr. President. Thank you so much. We appreciate
your taking the time to call us and we're very pleased and proud
to be here and thank you for calling very much.

PRESIDENT REAGAN Well, it's my pleasure and I know I'm speaking
in behalf of all your fellow countrymen when I say good flying
and a happy landing on Labor Day here in the USA. Again God
bless you. Carry on.

SPACECRAFT Thank you Mr. President.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going to try to pick
you up with TDRS. If we lose you we'll see you at Santiago at 9
plus 52.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John. Thanks alot.

CAPCOM Cnallenger, Houston. You guys really are neat
housekeepers.

SPACECRAFT Laughter, I put it back the way it was.

CAPCOM We saw you standing on it all.

SPACECRAFT John, are you still going to try TV Ku's?

PAO Mission Control, Houston. Getting intermittent Ku-
band television from Challenger a»:ter Hawaii ground station
LOS. However, we're unable to get uplink by S-band to the
spacecraft to do any commanding or voice comm at this time so it
may be another 2 or 3 ground stations before we do have
continuous . .

.

END 09 TAPE
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PAO ...to the spacecraft to do any commanding or voice
comm at this time so it may be another 2 or 3 ground stations
before we do have any continuous comm with the spacecraft. Next
ground station is Santiago in 15 minutes. At 1 day, 9 hours, 36
minutes Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM
read?

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
you not?

Challenger, Houston's with you at TDRS. How do you

Roger, loud and clear John.

Roger, and v;e're reading you loud and clear now.

Roger, and you've terminated the TV downlink have

CAPCOM Roger, we are in the process of doing that Richard,

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Hey Dan, I'm going to do an audiometry with Bill.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT So I'm going off comm.

CAPCOM
for you when you're ready.

Challengrr, Houston. I have a couple flight notes

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

CAPCOM Okay, for your presleep activities we'd like the
supply water dump. We want you to dump tank bravo to 15
percent. Okay, we would like you to delete the cabin repress
tonight. We instead would like you to go ahead and reset the
caution and warning limits per the reset caution warning limits
in the orbit ops checklist 5-10. And then we would like you to
take the cryo 02 and H2 tank 3 heaters A and B 4 switches to
auto. Roger a good readback Dan. And in answer to the crew
concern about having, if you want to pass this on to Richard too
Dan, having interrupted the Z translation at ET sap you did not
do that. All events occurred nominally and the data shew that
you moded to CSS 15 seconds after 104 transition.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM And a final note for you, the CFES team and the
sample Pis haven't had much to do on the console throughout the
flight because they think that you all have been doing such a
super job and they'd like to pass along to you thanks for the
great job you have been doing which has all/^wed them a lot of
free time.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Loud and clear.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We have no data but \/e

wiJi. be with you here for the next 6 minutes at Ascension.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John. Understand no data but you will be
with us through Ascension.

CAPCOM Affirmative and just for your information right now
Richard our general plan is to not talk to you anymore after
Ascension so that you can go to sleep unless you want to say
something to us at Guam.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. Understand. We're just getting ready
to sit down and have supper. We've been doing the presleep and
you'll probably, we'll probably keep a couple of CRTs up until
past Ascension. And if you see anything in Guam that's out of
configuration for the evening give us a holler. Otherwise we'll
just see you in the morning I reckon.

CAPCOM Roger, and we're standing by for your IMU align
data when you're ready with that.

SPACECRAt'T Oh, yes. Hang on. Okay, it was stars 5 1 and 2

0. Angj'.e difference 92.4 Angle error .01 Delta angles for
number 1 ia - 0.02, + 0.05, -0.04 Number 2: -0.11, +0.01,
-0.02 For number 3: -0.01, -0.23, +0.10 and the time was 1 day,
8 hours, 35 minutes and 27 seconds.

CAPCOM Roger we copy.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT three minus 0.01 minus 0.23 plus 0.10, and the time
was 1 day 8 hrs 35 mins and 27 seconds.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy, Richard,

SPACECRAFT Hey, John, I'm here, but we're going to close out
the CFES in about 10 minutes. Everything went nominal.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that. And, if you could give us the
accumulator pressure you're currently reading on system 1 on spec
86 please.

SPACECRAFT Roger, stand by. And, Houston, CDR. One of. the
things you passec^ to Dan I wonder if I could clarify what portion
of the manual cabin atmosphere management procedure did you want
me to accomplish this evening?

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. On the, in the orbit pocket on
; 5-10, e.t the bottom of that, that little block that has the

i . et caution and warning limits.

SPACECRAFT Wilco, will do that.

SPACECRAFT And, Houston, Challenger,
on hydraulic system 1 is 2344.

The accumulator pressure

CAPCOM Roger, we copied Dan. Thanks.

SPACECRAFT And, Houston, Challenger, On the supply water
dump, wont through procedure on 5-2, just as we did this morning,
but she's not dumping. All our dump valves are open, but the
quantity in bravo hasn't started down, and I went down and took a
peek out the side hatch window and we won't have the big shower
like we had this morning.

CAPCOM Stand by one, Dan, please.

SPACECRAFT And, however John, the nozzle temps both indicate
230 something degrees and they're still climbing. The dump line
temp indicates 95 degrees.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We're going to be going
LOS here in 40 seconds. Just as a note to you, keep an eye on
the nozzle heaters, and if they get up around 300 degrees, go
ahead and turn it off. we will see you at Guam at 10 + 40 and
give you a call there.

SPACECRAFT Okay," John. That'll be fine.
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PAO Mission Control, Houston. Challenger ending orbit
number 23 as it crosses the equator in a few minutes. 30 minutes
away froni Guam which will be likely the last voice contact
between the crew and Mission Control prior to their sleep period
which according to the timeline starts at 11 hours into day 2.
The hydraulic system 1 accumulator pressure on board reading is
2344 psi, which appears to be stable. The conjecture is that
circulating the hydraulic fluid unstuck some sort of
contamination that was causing one of the pumping valves or
internal relief valves to stick slightly open, thereby causing a
pressure drop. Not leaking externally but within the system
itself. Returning in 30 minutes at Guam. This is Mission
Control, Houston, 1 day 10 hours 19 minutes elapsed time.

PAO Misson Control, Houston. We have acquisition at
this time through Guam for what will likely be the final
air/ground voice communication with the crew Challenger prior to
their sleep period.

CAPCOM
minutes.

Challenger, Houston's with you at Guam for seven

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
six minutes.

Roger, Houston. Read you loud and clear.

Roger, Challenger, Houston's with you at Guam for

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. We terminated that supply water
dump,
yet

Temperatures got up to 300 and nothing has started to dump

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Roger, we copy Dan.

(garble)

BHD OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, Challenger. Houston's with you at Guam for

6 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. And we terminated that supply
water dump. Temperatures got up to 300 and nothing's started to
dump yet.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy Dan.

SPACECRAFT And then we went down and had supper so we haven't
done anything more about it.

CAPCOM Roger that. We're working on something toe you
Dan.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Your state vector is go for
the next PLS on rev 33. And I have a question for Dr. Bill when
he is ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, just a second.

SPACECRAFT Okdy, Houston. He's listening. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, for Dr. Bill. What are the MET times for us
to dump and collect data during the night?

CAPCOM And Dan while he's working on that I have a

question on an action that I'd like you to accomplish.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. Reference your accumulator pressure that you
had on system 1. We went a rev and didn't see any change. Have
now seen a decrease a little bit so we want to pump it up so that
you won't get an alarm toiight. Therefore, if you would - we
would like you to turn on circ pump number 1 for 1 minute and
then put it back to GPC.

SPACECRAFT Roger, circ pump on for 1 minute and then back to
GPC.

CAPCOM And don't do that Dan. Brake - brake. We have
just sent a TIMBU up to do that for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thai '< you.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We would like you to get
into configuration for the water dump please so that we can see
the data.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll go through and set up for it again.
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CAPCOM And Dan when you get all ready if you could just
give us a mark when you start to dump on tank bravo please.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We show that we need to
get vou into another attitude. You're in the tail sun but you're
roll phasing is out of phase and therefore we would like you to
change your roll attitude to +9.6 and initiate rotation at 1 day,
11 hours, 0 minutes. And we recommend Bl norm for the maneuver.

SPACECRAFT Roger, and say again that roll attitude. I missed
that. I got the time and everything else.

CAPCOM Roger, +9.6.

SPACECRAFT Roger, roll of -- That's 9 decimal 6 and begin it

at 1 day, 11 hours, 0 minutes in DAP Bl normal.

CAPCOM Roger that Dan and just a reminder to get the RJDJs
on for the maneuver.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Okay Houston. That was my mistake. I was
late. Understand go to the new inertial attitude with a rolling
of 9.6 in a Bl normal jets and then go back to B6 and initiate
the rotation at 1 day, 11 hours and 0 minutes.

CAPCOM That's affirmative Richard.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We're going to go AOS
here in 10 seconds. We will probably have to give you a call at
either TDRS or Santiago at 11 plus 27.

SPACECRAFT Roger. I just opened the valves and I got it open
on (garble) and the dump valve.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy Dan.

SPACECRAFT But I have no indication of a dump yet.

CAPCOM Roger. Understand.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal at
Guam. Some final tidying up of the sleep configuration for the
spacecraft primarily putting the hydraulic circ pump number 1 on
the general purpose computer management overnight to keep that
system pressurized so that it does not set off alarms that will
wake the crew. One more pass upcoming in which the CAPCOMs will
converse with the crew. Santiago in 29 minutes. Challenger
nearing the end of orbit 23.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM's will converse with the crew. Santiago in
29 rain. Challenger nearing the end of orbit 23. As it crosses
the equator, a new orbit count starts. At 1 day, 10 hr, 38 min,
this IS Mission Control, Houston.

^^'^ This is Mission Control in Houston. Fort sec away
from acquisition through Santiago, Chile Tracking Station.
Flight Director, Harold Draughon is polling all of his operators
here in the room for a go-for-sleep to the crew, which will be
passed up at Santiago, and perhaps this will be the final pass
before sleep. We should have acquisition through Santiago at
this time.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Guy, how do you read downstairs?

I read you loud and clear

.

Roger

.

How do you read upstairs?

Loud and clear.

Rog

.

Challenger, Houston with you at Santiago for 3 min.

Roger, Houston. Loud and clear. How us?

Loud and clear, Richard, and I have tv^ notes foryou we'd like you to copy.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Standby

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston. We got the water dump going and weredid the manuver; however the manuver - - the raanuver ratedidn t quite get me there on time and when T started, about 1 minlate. Go ahead and read ycur notes.

CAPCOM Okay, We copy, and your water dump does look goodto us too. We concur. Richard, reference to the AV bay 1 sensorwarning you received earlier today, to avoid a false alarm thisevening, we would like you to go ahead and pull the circuit

S^ALPHA
°" detection bay, one BRAVO slant

fow'^Spf?. . ^ ""<3er stand, to pull the breaker on 015,row CHARLIE to prevent another false alarn in AV bay 1.
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CAPCOM Roger that. This disables both the IB and 3A
sensors. You still have the lA and 3B sensors, and if you get an
alarm this evening, we would like you to follow the normal
procedures per the cue card.

SPACECRAFT Roger. tJnde: stand.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, you guys really did a
great job today with the INSAT deploy, the heat pipe TACAN
testing, Ku-band, CFES, incubator, and all the good work Dr. Bill
is doing, so a big round of applause frc^m us down here.

SPACECRAFT Well, thank you, John. And sorry about the mistake
on the roll manuever right at the end of the day, but we sure
enjoyed the day and really enjoyed deploying that INSAT.

CAPCOM Roger. No sweat. You guys really did great.
We'll see you again tomorrow.

SPACECRAFT You bet. See you later.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. Just a reminder, we still
the TV's powered up.

SPACECRAFT Roger. In our checklist, the TV cameras were
powered up because of the -XLV, I mean the solar inertial
attitude. Over.

CAPCOM We concur, Richard. Our mistake. We are going LOS
10 sec. Have a good night's sleep.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. See you later.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. No communication with
the spacecraft on that last pass over Ascension. Challenger on
the start of orbit number 25 now, coming up over Africa at the
present time. The change-of-shif t here in Mission Control is
underway. On-going and oft-going flight control teams have tagged
up wxth each other, and that's about completed. They reviewed
the activities of the day, and it was a very successful day,
commencing with the deployment of the INSAT, the Indian National
Satellite, on time and right according to plan. The Apogee Kick
Motor of that satellite is due to be started at about 7:25 in the
morning. That will circularize the orbit of that satellite at
geosynchronous altitude. All of the runs on the Continuous Flow
Electrophoresis System were completed, as well as the incubator
operations, and that closes out both of those experiments for the
flight. The group A of getaway specials was at - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO AIL of the runs on the continuous flow
electrophoresis system were completed as well as the incubator
operations, and that closes out both of those experiments for the
flight. The group A of getaway specials was activated on
schedule and the heat pipe operations test was going well.
Vehicle systems continue to look good at the present time. A few
minor glitches during the day, most of which cleared themselves
up. A drop in the hydraulic pressure which flight controllers
believe was a valve that may have gotten temporarily clogged with
some debris and they recycled that by turning on the circ pump,
circulation pump and that appeared to free that. They had the
conversation with President Reagan, a few hours ago. And they
are now about an hour into their scheduled sleep period. We
don't expect to hear from them again tonight. At 1 day 11 hours
54 minutes, mission elapsed time, this is Mission Control
Houston

.

PAO Mission Control Houston. 1 day 12 hours 16 minutes
mission elapsed time. Just a reminder that we will begin the
scheduled change of shift briefing with off-going flight director
Harold Draughon as scheduled at approximately 2 p.m. central
daylight time, this is Mission Control.

PAO Mission Control Houston. We're about to acquire
data through the western edge of the tracking data relay
satellite range, shortly, as the Orbiter proceeds along more than
half way through orbit 26. Crew aboard the Challenger well into
their scheduled sleep period. Have about 4-1/2 hours
remaining. Things are quiet here in Mission Control. Flight
controllers here have been reviewing the television that came
down from the spacecraft today. Spacecraft systems look good.
No error messages for quite sometime on the fault chart, and
everything continuing to go quite well in the flight of STS-8.
At 1 day 14 hours 18 minutes, missions elapsed time, this is

Mission Control Houston.

PAO Mission Control Houston. Space Shuttle Challenger
out over the south Pacific at the present time on the last of
orbit number 27. Flight controllers in mission control continue
to prepare the teleprinter messages to be uplinked this evening
so that the crew will have them in hand when they wake up in
about 3 hours. Everything appears quiet on the spacecraft, all
the systems continue to look good, that is during the times that
we are able to get data. Orbiter is in an orbit of approximately
167 by 159 nautical miles, taking 1 hr 30 min and 40 sec to
circle the Earth. We have been asked earlier to review the
situation that occurred ealier in the day when there was an alarm
onboard the spacecraft indicating a heat source, or a combustion
source in avionics bay 1.

END OP TAPE
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PAO The crew did get an alarm, a claxton-type alarm,
that occurred some time around 1 day, 11 hours into the flight,
there are two sensors back in that avionic's bay that is a
compartment which includes a lot of the Shuttle's electronics,
computers, and all the other type equipment, many of the black
box type items and associated wiring harnesses, wlien they got
the alarm, the crew was not in contact with the ground at that
time, they were able to check and verify that they were not
getting a similar indication from that other sensor in the same
compartment, and therefore it was believed that the sensor that
did send the message, that set off the alarm was overly sensitive
perhaps to some out gassing by a new electronic' s box in the
avionics bay. It was also discussed at a press conference that
the, that particular sensor had been removed from the Enterprise
previously and because it was apparently overly sensitive sent
back to the manufacturer for reconditioning and then put into
this spacecraft. So that sensor is suspect, they do now have to
go by a procedure, where if they get another alarm from the only
remaining sensor in that avionic's bay that they would need to
cause the fire extinguishing material back in that avionics bay
to be injected into that compartment. That's not a likely event
and we don't expect to hear anymore about it during the flight.
At 1 day, 16 hours, 6 minutes mission elapsed time, this is
Mission Control Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, at 1 day, 17
hours, 4 minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger is on orbit
number 28, now over the Indian Ocean, and the crew has about 2
hours in the remaining sleep period. Not much activity here this
evening in Mission Control, the Flight Controllers have completed
reviewing the teleprinter messages. We have been without data
coming down from the spacecraft for a short period of time, the
ground station, the TDRS ground station at White Sands, New
Mexico has been having some difficulties this evening with their
computer programs and managing testing of the tracking data rela^
satellite, which we were going to use on this last pass and were
unable to make use of that. We anticipate having that in about
25 minutes. Until that time we would have no data coming down
from the spacecraft from this point anyway as there's very few
passes over the ground space tracking data network. At this time
of night, or this point in the crew day as the ground track
processes westward during the day we get to a point where there
are very little opportunities to pass over a ground station and
have data or voice with the spacecraft. We do expect to come
within range of the TDRS system in about 25 minutes and we should
be back on getting data from that satellite at that time. This
is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Mission Control, Houston, 1 day, 17 hours, 34

minutes mission elapsed time. The spacecraft is within range of
the tracking data relay satellite we should be able to make use
of that some time here shortly. It appears that the White Sands
facility has its ground software problems under control and they
expect to be operating here momentarily. The White Sands
facility is continuing to do some testing with the tracking data
relay satellite using the Orbiter. That type of testing does not
require any crew activity, can proceed while the crew is asleep
and the flight controllers will allow the White Sands facility to
continue to use the Orbiter during this pass at least for those
tests. The crew still has about an hour and a half remaining in

the scheduled sleep period and we will probably hear from them
over the Mila station on orbit #30. Perhaps, even over Orroral
if they get up a little bit earlier than that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, no reply required. We have
lost S-band data and voice, we would like you to do the Comm lost
procedure in the orbit pocket checklist, page 2-2, Comm lost
multi-panels, step 3. Over.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, say again, please.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard, sorry to get you up but we have
been without S-band data and Comm for several hours and we need
you to regain it for us onboard on page 2-2 of the orbit pocket
checklist, Comm lost multi-panels, step 3.

SPACECRAFT Thank you, Bryan, no problem.

PAO Mission Control, Houston at 1 day, 18 hours, 17
minutes mission elapsed time. During that least recent
communication with the crew, Capcom Bryan O'Conner notified them
that we had been without data from the spacecraft for about 3

hours which was actually total time as we mentioned earlier, the
White Sands Facility, White Sands New Mexico Center that is
operating through the tracking data relay satellite has been nome
computer or software problems this evening and we've had
difficulty using the TDRS. The last time that we had used that
was about 1 day, 15 hours, and 10 minutes and the ground had set
up the Orbiter systems then to make use of the tracking data
relay satellite which essentially put the spacecraft in a
situation where the only communication other than voice
communication that was possible was through the tracking data
relay satellite in other words, it was not configured to use the
ground station network. When we were unable to use the tracking
data relay satellite due to the White Sands Facility problem.
That also meant that the system was not making use of the ground
station since the switches were in the position to make use of
the tracking data relay satellite. We were without data for the
flight controllers here to look at during the night to keep an
eye on the spacecraft syatem for about 3 hours. That is

i iliiiiiiffiiilifft
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equlvllant to approximately 2 revolutions, 2 times, 2 orbits,
that is, and is what you might encounter this time of evening if
you had say had problems on your only ground station that you
might have passed over. Often we get an orbit where we pass over
only one ground station during a 1 and a half hour revolution.
And this would be a similar situation to where we had had a
difficulty for example on a Santiago to Santiago pass and not
been able to use that one intervening opportunity. It was
decided since it had been 3 hours without an opportunity to see
spacecraft data and that we were nearing the end of the crew
sleep cycle that the ground would go ahead and awaken at least
one of the crewmembecs there to make a switch change onboard so
they could go ahead and uplink the teleprinter messages and see
the data from the spacecraft. They did want to get the
teleprinter messages up so when the crew gets up, they can go
ahead and get a start reading those messages and making their
changes in plans for the next flight data . . .

END OF TAPE
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They did want to get the teleprinter messages up so
that when the crew gets up they can go ahead and get a start
reading those messages and make their changes and plans for the
next flight day. We're at 1 day. 18 hours, 20 minutes, mission
elapsed time, this is Mission Control Houston.

^'^O
.

This is Mission Control Houston at 1 day, 18 hours,
32 minutes, mission elapsed time. Just for clarification on what
we talked about a little earlier, on the lack of data coming down
from the spacecraft earlier this evening and the difficulties
with the ground station working with the tracking data relay
satellite. There was an approximately 3-hour period from mission
elapsed time 1 day, 15 hours, 10 minutes to 1 day, 18 hours and 4
minutes, where there was no data received from the Orbiter. That
was the result of a situation in which the Orbiter COMM system
had been configured to operate with the tracking data relay
sace.Mite to allow the ground station at White Sands to conduct
some testing through the TDRS with the Orbiter. As it turns out
the White Sands station developed some software problems and was
unable to use the TDRS with the Orbiter and that left the
spacecraft, the Challenger in a situation where the ground could
not command a switch back to the use of the ground stations so
that the Flight Controllers here in Mission Control could get
data coming down from the spacecraft and continue to monitor the
onboard systems as they usjally do. The only way to get around
that was to wake the crew up, or at least one of the crewmembers
up to through some switches on the panels up there, and allow the
use of the ground stations. That permitted them then to see thedata coming down from the spacecraft as we normally would pre-
TDRS, passing over ground stations once in a while during this
point in the flight path. So again that problem would really
relate to the fact that without the White Sands facility being
able to use the TDRS with the Orbiter, it was impossible to get
the data without a special switch being thrown, or a series of
switches on the Orbiter. Had it been debated a little earlier
whether or not it was worth waking of the crew or worth waking
one member of the crew at least, to do that switch, but because
it had been about 3 hours since they had seen any of the system's
data from Challenger, they decided again fairly near the end of
the crew's sleep period to go ahead, wake someone up and have
them throw that switch. That would enable them at some point to
go ahead and send up the teleprinter messages which they were
working on over the Dakar pass recently and have those available
for the crew when they get up and stirring around, and to go
ahead and take a look at their spacecraft data. The 3 hour gap
there is no worse than you might experience under the old system
of ground stations, where during the night you might encounter
only one ground station during a 1 1/2 hour revolution of the
Earth. And if you would have had some problem with that ground
station, therefore leaving you for about 3 hours then without
data as well, they did always have, when they were over a ground
station, have a capability to communicate via UHF voice
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communication with the spacecraft and that is what they used to
wake someone and have them through the switch. At 1 day, 18
hours, 36 minutes mission elapsed time, this is Mission Control
Houston.

END OF TAPE
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they decide to

looked at here
spacecraft and
good shape and

PAO Mission Control, Houston, 1 day, 18 hours, 39

minutes mission elapsed time. The communications people reported

that the teleprinter messages that were sent up recently over the

Dakar pass did get up and those are onboard now for the crew when

read them. During the Dakar pass, the data was

in mission control, coming down from the

all systems onboard the Challenger appear to be in

the flight director indicates that he believes the

crew is probably gone back to i^lnep. Don't have any other

indications of activity. They have about 20 minutes remaining

before they are supposed to be awake and if we let them go past

the ground station pass at Orroral in about 13 1/2 minutes, we

wouldn't be hearing from them until the Mila station over the

U.S. in 49 minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, 1 day, 18 hours, 53

minutes mission elapsed time. Standing by for acquisition
through Orroral in eastern Australia where we expect to proceed

with the wake up call for the crew. This is Mission Control.

("Wake up" Music)

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, good morning.

SPACECRAFT A great song.

CAPCOM yes, that really sounded good, didn't it?

SPACECRAFT (Garble) thought it was static, but I understood it

clearly.

CAPCOM
got down here

Well, Dale, that's funny, that's the same words I

SPACECRAFT Roger, Bryan, we got the morning teleprinter
messages. We've been looking at them. Did the little manual
business to help the Comm?

CAPCOM Yes sir, it sure did, we got data right away and

tha helped out quite a bit and we have about 2 1/2 minutes left

at Orroral. We do not have TDRS so next pass will be state side

and I've got several notes if you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Dick has his paper out, pencil, go ahead with
the notes, Bryan.

CAPCOM Okay, these things apply to post-sleep activites or

things fairly early in the day and then we plan just to stand by

and not talk to you much more through your post-sleep. First of

all, dump supply water tank bravo to 5%, it should take about 30

minutes. And then due to the dump problem we had yesterday, we

would like you to perform the post-dump procedures, dump
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termination pec page 5-3, except leave the supply water dump isol
val"e open, talkback open. Rationale is this will protect the
water, crosstie capability in the event of inability to dump
water later.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Bryan, understand, anything else?

CAPCOM Roger, post-sleep activity for PCS manual cabin
atmosphere management per Orbit Ops Checklist, page 5-10. Also
on the cryos, panel Rl, ccyo 02 tank 3 heaters, A and B2 to off,
H2 tank 3 heaters, A and B2 to off. Also we would like you to
push in the circuit breaker for the smoke detector that we had
you pull last night. That's main bravo smoke detector bay 1

bravo 3 alpha to open or to close rather.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM And just a note for a little later on, we are
deleting the TV and also the planned IMU align and you can refer
to message #20 alpha at your convenience this morning for the IMU
procedure this morning. That's all I've got.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Bryan, I already read the message and I

believe I got all your early morning instructions, how much time
do we have left in the pass?

CAPCOM Okay, we are going LOS right now and we'll see you
over the states at 18:30, make that 18:30.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Bryan and I'd like to thank you for waking
us up just in time to see a beautiful night time view of the Nile
(garble) River Valley in the Middle East with all the lights and
also a real nice Australia pass.

CAPCOM That's super and that state side pass is at 19:30,
see you there.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Oh that's super and that stateside pass is at 19

30, see you there,

PAO Mission Control Houston, 1 day, 19 hours, mission
elapsed time. Challenger passing out of the range of the

tracking station at Orroral and eastern Australia. Mission
Control played the Illinois Fight song for Mission Specialist
Dale Gardner, that's his alma moter. Commander Richard Truly
reported that he received the teleprinter message and has been
reading it and passed his appreciation for slightly an early
wakeup this morning which enabled him to get a good view over the
middle east of the Nile River Valley and a nice pass over
Australia. We will be using only the ground stations for about
the next 6 hours today. The White Sands facility will be using
or doing some testing with the tracking data relay satellite
involving a test facility here in Houston, a ground communication
test facility. That'll be going on for about the next 6 hours so
we will be communicating in our normal mode of using the ground
stations. We're about 28 minutes from reacquiring and that will
be through the Mila station over the U.S. on orbit number 30.

This is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you over the States for 11
minutes. 2 minutes into the pass we'll have a 1 minute keyhole
and we're standing by.

SPACECRAFT Roger Bryan, things are going well onboard, we're
finishing up the business of the postsleep activities and getting
ready to have some breakfast.

CAPCOM Roger and have a good breakfast.

SPACECRAFT Thank you Bryan, but we're ahead onboard this
morning so if you have anything that you need done, whatever,
don't hesitate.

CAPCOM Okay we'll give you a call if wo can come up with
something we need you to do.

SPACECRAFT Okay and just for your information, I'm
communicating now in the walkie-talkie mode, and we configured
the upstairs and downstairs the same way, and we're going to
remain in this configuration for awhile this morning if you're
reading us loud and clear.

CAPCOM Okay, yes we're reading you loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead.
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SPACECRAFT Roger, we've got an APti drain line temp 2 at 19 +

16, we took a look at it to see if it had any errors on it but it
was reading 73 degrees. So I just let you guys take a look at
that. And I did the supply water dump and she starting dumping
first try like a champ this morning.

CAPCOM Roger we crpy.

SPACECRAFT And one more piece of information, when we pushed
in the alarm circuit breaker the - after a few seconds we got a
repeat on Ave Bay 1 sensor bravo exactly like yesterday. Circuit
test turned out exactly the same, but since then it has not
triggered again and I'm leaving the circuit breaker closed until
we can talk about it.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT And the fuel cell pressure has just come in.

CAPCOM Roger. Challenger, Houston. Richard, we'd like
you to leave the smoke detector circuit breaker in, the data
shows that that sensor is jumping around just a little bit, we
don't see anything from the other sensor and we'll keep an eye on
them.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Bryan I want to make sure that I stay 100 percent
in sync with you guys on this PCS. You i-'ant me to go back to our
normal mode now of doing the manual cabin atmosphere management,
that is, in the morning (garble) and do the step C&W limits as
part of that procedure, is that correct?

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - part of that procedure, is that correct?

CAPCOM Stand by. Challenger, Houston Richard that's
affirmative, we would like you to do the set C&W limit portion of
that manual PCS procedure.

SPACECRAFT Okay, in work. And Houston, you can ignore that SM
alert on PP02 limits (garble)

.

CAPCOM Roger. Challenger, Houston, 10 seconds to LOS,
y^e'll see you at Dakar next and we'd like you to cycle CIRC pumps
1 and 3 to OFF and back to GPC for us please.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we'll see you there and CIRC 1 and 3 are
going OFF in the GPC.

PAO Mission Control Houston, 1 day 19 hours 42 minutes
mission elapsed time. Challenger just passed out of range of the
Bermuda tracking station on orbit number 30 and will be picking
up again in about 3 minutes, over the Dakar station. The crew
juE" now getting in there activities, the typical early morning
housekeeping activities like inertial measurement unit
alignments, water dumps, fuel cell purges, that sort of thing,
commander Dick Truly reported that when they reset the circuit
oreaker on the sensor, the smoke sensor in avionics bay number 1,
they got the alarm again that they had got yesterday. And they
unplugged it, they'll going to reset it I believe and leave it
punched up so that they can monitor it's activities today. The
flight controllers here in mission control reported that sensor
appears to be jumping around a little bit, that is it's very
sensitive to any changes back in the avionics bay, the other
sensor, the redundant sensor not reporting any problem back in
that bay. when one of those gets an indication that there is
some combustion or product, smoke product, anything like that, it
triggers a high priority alarm and gets the crew's attention
right away. This partic :lar sensor that we spoke about
yesterday, the one that has been throwing the alarm was one
originally on the Enterprise, and had shown some tendency to be
overly sensitive when it was on the Enterprise, it was taken out,
sent back to th.? vender, rcv.'orked, and put into the Challenger,
appai-en'ciy it Et.ll has a tendency to be sensitive. The other
sensor in that sam^ avionics bay indicating no problem back
there. The crev; said they're a li'tle bit ahead on their
preparations this moininq, yetting a good start on the day, thp"
got up just a little bit earlier today, they were awaken ahee.d
schedule so that they, flight controllers could get the crew to
reset, the switch ena! ing the spacecraft data to flow down to the
ground thcouyli the get, ind tracking system, rather than through
the tracking data relay - itellite. Challenger had been
configured to operate through the satellite during the evening
while the crew was af-leep. The White Sands station which uses
its computers to work with the TDRS and relay those messages and
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the data to the Orbiter had some d i f f icul ity, we were unable to
use the tracking data relay satellite and the switches remained
configured where the ground stations could not be used so it was
decided since the spacecraft data had not been flowing down to
mission control for about a 3-hour period that they would wake
the crew a little bit early and have them reconfigure those
switches on the communications system. We will be operating with
the ground tracking network for at least the next six hours while
the White Sands facility conducts some tests with the TDRS using
a- -

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Dakar and Madrid
for 5 minutes.

PAO - - using a laboratory here in Houston.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear and the system 2,
14.7 cabin reg inlet is open and we're pumping up the cabin with
02.

CAPCOM Roger. Challenger, Houston, you can terminate the
water dump.

SPACECRAFT Wilco.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, didn't have time to tell you
over the states but we wanted you to cycle those CIRC pumps 1 and
3 so that we could see the data during a cycle and that's the
reason we asked you to do it at that time.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, you can terminate the water
dump.

SPACECRAFT Wilco.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, didn't have time to tell you
over the states but we wanted you to cycle those aire pumps 1 and
3 so that we could see the data during a cycle and that's the
reason we asked you to do it at that time.

SPACECRAFT And Bryan, I understand from the mission summary
message that we got good high data rates through the TDRS S-band
yesterday?

CAPCOM That's affirm. People were a little bit suprised
here, it worked out real good. Especially the STS-9 folks, they
are real happy with that.

SPACECRAFT Well some of those (garble) engineers had a few
DP's stuck in their hip pocket and I guess they did.

CAPCOM That's what it sounds like.

SPACECRAFT And Bryan, the water dump's been stopped. The dump
isol valve, I left that open as for your notes. And did you
catch that circ pump cycle before you went AOS, OS last night, or
you want to do it again?

CAPCOM We caught that and I just was letting you know here
at Dakar why we asked you to do that. We ran out of time to give
you a rationale last pass but we did catch it.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're about to go LOS, we'll
see you next at lOS at 20 + 04. And we see the drain line temp,
APU 2 drain line temp that you talked about a little before
toggling on the high limit and we are going to work an FDA change
down here. We'll get back to you later.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, we copy that and we'll see you at -

CAPCOM Roger, that will be lOS at 20:04.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston and the post-sleep stuff except for
eating breakfast is complete except for the IMU align and I'll
wait on your call on that.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Houston, if you're still there, the MS3, you can
tell the data people - -
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we are not still there
anymore.

PAO This is Mission Control at 1 day, 19 hours, 56
minutes mission elapsed time. Passed out of range of the
tracking station through Dakar and we'll be picking up in about 7
1/2 minutes over Indian Ocean Station. We are announcing our
intention that we are cancelling the change-of-shif t conference
which would have been at 10:00 p.m. with the off-going Flight
Director, Jay Greene. It appears to be no compelling reason to
hold that press conference at this time and we are cancelling
that. Wo' 11 be picking up over the Indian Ocean Station in about
7 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This Mission Control, Houston, 1 day, 20 hours, 2
minutes mission elapsed time. We are going to reverse ourselves
here momentarily, apparently there's some interest been given and
having that press conference so we are going to go ahead and have
one at approximately at 10:00. And that's central time, so in
about half an hour, we will have Flight Director, Jay Greene over
in room 135, Luilding 2 and we will be available for the press at
that time, this is Mission Control.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston with you through Indian
Ocean for 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, read you loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan, you are loud and clear also and I got 1
flight note for you on your IMU align with a star of opportunity
this morning when you are ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Stand by just a second. Okay, Houston, I guess
I'll write on this paper, go ahead?

CAPCOM Okay, Dan, this morning we noticed that items 2 and
3 stars 40 and 14 that are in your table now are good and we
would like you to align with those stars via message TPR-20
alpha.

SPACECRAFT Mary, if you could just stand by a second, you came
in pretty broken that time. V7e are using the mike, let me
(garble) and I'll ask you again.

CAPCOM Okay, I'll say it again when you get ready for it.

SPACECRAFT There are some times that the data people can look
for 2 DOG'S. The first one is day 01 hour, 02 minutes, 03,
that's the finish time and on the second one, look for start
time, day 01, hour 11, minute 36.

CAPCOM Roger, Bill, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT And I'll have, I didn't have a time last night to
provide them with a summary but I'll get them a summary some time
this morning of yesterday.

CAPCOM Okay, sounds good to us.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, COR, try again on IMU's.

CAPCOM Okay, Richard, in your star table right now, you
have item 2 star 40, item 3 star 14, they are good and we would
like you to align using those two stars via teleprinter message
20-alpha.
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SPACECRAFT Roger, Mary. Came through loud and clear that
time. Got it. Thanks.

CAPCOM You are welcome.

CAPCOM Also on panel A7, we'd like you take your MAD
strain gages to on please.

SPACECRAFT Okay the MAD strain gages on.

CAPCOM Thanks, Dan, that systems getting cold, and we
wanted to warm it up.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, we are going to
reconfigure our NSP's back to system 2 and so we're switching
NSP's, you will get a message. Please disregard.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we'll be watching for it.

SPACECRAFT Houston, the align is in progress. Do you need
ther numbers?

CAPCOM Thanks, Richard, but we've got them here.

SPACECRAFT Okiedoke.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS,
talk to you again through Yarragadee at 20:20.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, we'll see you there. There sure i
a lot of ocean in the world. We're just fascinated looking atall of these beautiful clouds.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston with you throuqh
Yarragadee for about 10 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, loud and clear.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear too. Dale.

CAPCOM Everybody's downstairs shaving and getting cleaned
up. (garble) first up this morning.

CAPCOM That sounds like a good idea.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Mary have ya'll sent up a vector yet this morning,
I'm - we need to know we need to reprogcam our little computers
here.

CAPCOM We'll check on that, just a second Dale.
Challenger, this is Houston, Dale we have not put in a new state
vector this morning, you're still running on the one that was put
in last night and it's holding real well.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks, Mary. Okay and for GNC the item is

done and the startrackers are back in track.

CAPCOM We copy that. Challenger, this is Houston, we're
10 seconds from handing over, over Australia, to Orroral, we'll
lose you for about 20 seconds and we'll pick you up for another 5

minutes.

SPACECRAFT See you there.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, we're back with you
now through Orroral for 5 minutes.

SPACECRAFT We got you, Mary. And, Mary, you can ignore the
S76 comm message, I was just fooling with VTR.

CAPCOM Okay, Dal, we'll do that, thanks for the info. We
got, we would like to send a TMBU up to increase the limit on the
APU fuel drain line and so we need to have you resume where the
spec 60 was, we're not sure what CRT it was on.

SPACECRAFT Okay, spec 60 is now on CRT 4.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale, we'd like you to resume the spec 60,
it was overlayed and we couldn't send the TMBU up with it, in the
system like that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I just resume chat we're back to the antenna
display on CRT 4.

CAPCOM Okay, Dale, thanks looks good now. Challenger,
this is Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS we'll talk to you again
through Mila at 21 04.

SPACECRAFT Goodbye.

CAPCOM Bye, bye. Dale.

PAO This is Shuttle Mission Control, at 1 day 21 hours
1 minute Mission Elapsed Time, just about 3 minutes away from
acquistion of signal through Mila after an LOS of about 30
minutes duration with the TDRS down for the time being. This has
been one of the longer LOS periods so far during STS-8 and
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already the TDRS testing appears to have spoiled us for the

oTv?f^^1oS?Ic? Tt fdSvl^H^"^ "f'^^
abou^f Illy

time, th?: TsSSttle Mif^Ln'cSn^ ^ol'
'"^""'^^ ^^^^^^

spates for 13 ^^l^llTs','' '

'""'^ "^^^ V- over the

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, loud and clear.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear too. Dale.

SPACECRAFT And the breakfast menu this morninq is cer^;,!cof ee, eggs and some orange juice and Bi ir^KoJ^ton was'^i;cook

CAPCOM
run.

Sounds good to us, we're thinking about a burrito

SPACECRAFT That does sound good right now Excf>n^ for

back. But irLesi't'roSk't'orgoSd."' ^

CAPCOM

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay, Dale, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger, I just powered camera D
back on and still no joy. Just have a totally gray picture on
the monitor all the rest of the camera appear to be working
properly.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT And Mary, yes, you probably guessed, I tried
everything, you know, opening the iris, closing the iris
manually, hitting all the b-'ttons. It does tilt and pan okay.
I've put camera C on it so I can see it and camera D does move
around but just no picture.

CAPCOM Okay, Dale, we copy that and INCO will look at it
for you. And Challenger, this is Houston, we have a smoke
detector test we'd like for you to run when you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, we'd like you to perform a smoke detector
test on the system A sensors. And if Ave bay I alpha sensor
tests good then we'd like you to go to panel 15, row charlie and
take smoke detection bay 1 bravo/3 alpha, the circuit breaker to
open.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll sure do that and we did, I forgot to
tell you but during LOS, we did get one more trip of 1 bravo so I

would like to do that if we could and I'll check alpha.

CAPCOM Okay, Dick, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT Houston, the A sensors check okay so I'm going to
pull the circuit breakers.

CAPCOM Okay, Richard, we concur with that.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, we're 20 seconds LOS,
we'll talk to you again through Dakar in about 5 minutes at 21 +
20.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, we'll see you at Dakar and we're
about halfway through brealfast. Everything is going real fine
onboard this morning.

CAPCOM Sounds real good.

SPACECRAFT See you there.

CAPCOM Dye, bye.
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PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, at 1 day, 21
hours, 17 minutes mission elapsed time. Mission Specialist, Dale
Gardner, during that pass reported the failure of the video
camera D, delta. It's a wide-angle, color camera mounted on the
forward bulkhead, looking aft on the starboard side of the
vehicle. The suspicion is that the temperature extremes
experienced during the tail sun attitude overnight may have
promoted the demise of that unit but the INCO here is looking at
possible ways of trying to recover that unit. Brief LOS of about
2 more minutes remaining before we reacquire through Dakar. This
is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston with you through Dakar
for 7 . inutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear too, Dick.

SPACECRAFT Is our Dakar capcom still over there, do you
know? talking about Bud.

CAPCOM Roger that, we are trying to figure it out.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Is our Dakar CAPCOM still over there, do you
know? I'm talking about Bud.

CAPCOM Roger that, we're trying to figure it out.
Richard, they left Dakar, they're back home.

SPACECRAFT Incidently Mary, sometime today, if we can find
somebody that's got an opportunity, we're going to try to go
through all the vis-OPS sites and make an estimate of the ones
that we think we've gotten photos of and also take stock of how
much 70 mm film that we have onboard, but we have at least
eyeballed a great number of the Pacific sites that we had planned
before the flight and naturally a lot of things that we hadn't
planned

.

CAPCOM We copy. Challenger this is Houston, we're 30
seconds LOS, we'll talk to you again through Indian Ocean at
21:40.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, we'll see you there.

This is Shuttle Mission Control at 1 day, 21 hours,

the presleep period. And we anticipate voice contact"just
""^^"^^

momentarily as Challenger passes along South Africa on the
decending node of orbit 31.

CAPCOM Challenger this is Houston, with you through IndianOcean for 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Mary.

CAPCOM And Challenger, I have about 3 notes to go overwith you when you're ready to discuss something.

SPACECRAFT Give us about 1 minute, Mary.

CAPCOM Sure will.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it was ? fast minute, Dick's got his pencil
and paper out. Go ahead.

f^n^xa.

CAPCOM Okay, well first. Dale, if you, the only thing that
we ve come up with so far for that camera delta is for you tocheck the circuit breaker on panel R15 row echo, labeled
starboard RMS camera heater.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Dan's looking at it right now, just hold on,we'll give you the result.
NASA -JSC
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CAPCOM Okay we're standing by.

SPACECRAFT Okay, all the camera delta circuit breakers are in.

CAPCOM we copy that. Then we would like for you to go onpanel LI and take flash evaporator primary A off, because we haveno further requirement foe the flash evaporator until entry day.

SPACECRAFT Okay that's done.

CAPCOM And the third one's for Richard, with the vis-OPScomment. We have support here for about 1 more hour, and if youwould like to go over the vis-OPS stuff with support availablehere we'd be glad to talk to them at any time.

SPACECRAFT Roger, you say you have the vis-OPS support peoplethere for 1 more hour today?
yi"^'-^ F-^t^j-e

CAPCOM That's firmative, Dick.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Let us see if we can get organized to getsomebody to review where we think we are and we'll try to pull ittogether real quick. ' ^

CAPCOM Sounds good to us.

SPACECRAFT Super.

CAPCOM And Challenger, this is Houston, if you would checkthe teleprinter message for message 21.
' y " wouia cnecK

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Sounds good to us.

SPACECRAFT Super.

Sk^^?", Challenger Lhis is Houston, if you would check
H^n..^i^^''?'^%r^^^^^ '"^^^^^^ 21. Challenger this isHouston, we're 30 seconds LOS, we'll talk to you throughYarragadee at 21:56 in about 8 minutet;.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Sounds good and we'll be stowing theradiators in just a minute and we was glad to get back to -ZLV sowe can see the Earth. We've done message 21, thanks?

S»«?°^„... I
-

'^1^^"'' Challenger this is Houston with you

tllLlT rl'J,^°'
^^^'^ °^ ^2 minutes with a 1-minuL

aboS? ?2 m^Jutel?^''
'''' ""^^ Australia for

SPAf^ECRAFT Okay Kary, loud and clear.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear too, Dale.

SPACECRAFT Radiators are stowed.

We copy that. Go ahead, Challenger, this is

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM
Houston

.

CAPCOM
hf^r^ ^nA ^h.n "f'^^f "^^^^^ we've got 2 minutes

side.
l-finute keyhole and then 2 minutes on the other

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM we've got about 2 minutes in Yarraaadep a1-minute keyhole and then 2 minutes in Orroral left or?Mr;ass.
SPACECRAFT Okay. Why don't you - -

CAPCOM Okay, I'll do that. Challenger this is Houstonwe're 20 seconds to a l-minute keyhole and we'll pi^J voS ud onthe other side. And the Luai chairman says !t's a grea? day ?Sr

mfnites "^^^ GrrorafLr 2

h!??f!;^^fK . ^''w^
Houston, real quickly, the sites that webelieve that we have taken photos of is as follows. The easternedge of one bravo right on the coast there, 2 a?ph;, 3 alpha 5bravo, 4 alpha, number 5, 6 alpha, on 7 al^ha we saw QuitSa ^ndtook one photo, although it was a little cloudy anrnot Jerv hiahiiun angle. We think we got a good shot of 7 alpha tSe elsJerJ^
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iTiost of - site, 8 alpha, 8 bravo, 8 Charlie we got a visual on,

v?.n^?^^'inV^
the middle of the night. 9 alpha and bravo, aU t u ° "f"""^ " ^^P^^' ^'^^v*^* Charlie. Number 12 whichhad to be one of the most beautiful sites, which is the (garble)

ihir??!' ?fk'"
Pacific, 13, 14 bravo and charlie, 15

."^^^ about 12 cassettes of 70 mm left.

nLw . i
to summarize the Ocean views, we have visually seen anumber of sites, locations of large eddies and Internal wavesincluding some internal waves that are curved similar to some ofthe (garble) radar that we saw in (garble) Sea off STS-2.

CAPCOM Roger we copy and we're 8 seconds LOS. We'll talk

bSsr^"
Buckhorn at 22: 34 and it sounds like you've been

fh^^^'^ft^'^
^°g«^that, see you later. And we're just crossingthe, we're just coming up on the south edge of the Great Barrier

END OF TAPE
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'j'his is Miasion Control, HouHton at 1 day, 22
hours, 33 niinut.?s mission elapsed time, we .ire about a minute
away from acqui;jiti .^n a.id signal through Buckhorn after another
fairly long LO? peiiod of about 34 minutes. Challenger on orbit
32, Commander, Dick Truly doing some exercise on the (garble)
treadmill at this time. Pilot, Dan Branden-^tein is scheduled to
be doing some activity for the get-away spe-iial. Mission
Specialist, Dale Gardner will be setting up b>me TV to cover the
PFTA testing and Mission Specialist, Guy BlufoLd wuuld be working
with Dr. Bill Thornton on some biofeedback experiments. And we
should have voice momentarily, this is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston with you over the
states for about 18 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

CAVCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
Mexico.

Roger, Houston, loud and clear.

Loud and clear too, Richard.

Mary, where are we right now?

You are right over northern Mexico, northwestern

SPACECRAFT
The

Nice and clear night, we see alot of cities below
us. The reason I had to ask you is because we've got the Liqht=turned off in the flight deck. it looks like three of four
hundred miles to the north is a large area of thunderstorm
activity.

CAPCOM We copy that.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, we're - this tail sun attitude andtnis - ovar here on this side is - we're looking out the aftwindows light across the OMS pod straight down at large citiesand .Jo^^.g right down a whole series of towns and cities we cansee every street.

CAPCOM Copy that, Dick.

SPACECRAFT And down in this part it's real clear, there is anoccasional thunder bumper or two but it's real pretty.

CAPCOM Sounds real nice.

SPACECRAFT Sure beats working for a living, Mary.

CAPCOM Looking forward to it.

h,^f^5^^,^. >, a""^ ''O^" ^= going to believe this
f^r^n^ ? ^K^^'^^f °f of the verniersfiring in the aft and the whole right side of the tail and the
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right side of the OMS SPAS looks like it's glowed for a second,
or glowed for several seconds.

CAPCOM Sounds like good fireworks. And Jeff believes it.

SPACECRAFT At this point, we're essentially, the port side ofthe vehicle is into the velocity vector.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT Now we are getting down to the area that, getting
wet. There's a lot of thunderstorms right below us.

CAPCOM Looks like you are right over the Cape, now.

SPACECRAFT You're kidding me?

SPACECRAFT Okay, now I'm oriented, we can, the entire state ofFlorida is just dry land, right? We can see AlA and we can see
.f^^u®*^"

seaboard, although up around the Carolinas and up
"^''^^^'^.^ beginning to get cloudy. I guess the biggest thing,we didn't realize it because we hadn't looked at the map but I

Orllans
biggest and clearest city that we saw was probably New

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that.

END OF TAPE
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^f^'P" ^
Bale, this is Houston, we have looked at the camera

oriJ?.^r^?K^ff°"^ ^^^^ f^""'^ '^h^t wo can concur their areproblems with the camera. Hopefully we'll be able to check it

theJ"
^° ^ warmer attitude and maybe it will work

SPACECRAFT Roger, Mary, Dale, is coming to the phone.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, copy, thank you.

irl^^n 1
welcome. Challenger, this is Houston, we

""^L^^f' r ^^'^^ through Dakar ^t^-2:56 then. Thanks for the tour of the Gulf.

SP riCRAFT You bet, Mary, see you later.

for ) minutes.
"^'^ Houston with you through Dakar

SPACECRAFT Hello Houston, read you loud and clearquestion for you.
Got a

CAPCOM Go ahead, Dan.

SPACECRAFT Roger, I came into a CAP on the RCS regulator

one Sf ?he\'^??
'"^ ^^""^'^"^ ""^^^ preflight there was someone of the helium presses and l think it was a right, but I'm notsure. There was something strange about it, I was just woLerinSIf you want that reconfiguration down as written?

wondering

^^lu°^u
'^^^^'^ affirmative, Dan andwith the right alpha but they'll watch it

configuration per the checklist.

there was a problem
so we'd like the

SPACECRAFT Okay, in work, thanks.

CAPCOM
we !:!!f

''^^^ Houston, we are 30 seconds LOS,11 talk to you again through Botswana at 23:15.

fa?f?^f? .Hr.T.^ty' «t Botswana and Dale and

CAPCOM So are we.

h^n.e ^ i

This IS Mission Control, Houston at 1 day, 23hours, 6 minutes mission elapsed time. About 10 rore m nutes
.nlVl.r ^^*auire signal again through Botswana. A variety ?factivities going on onboard the Challenger right now princiDallvaimed at setting up camera and preparing for ^S, ?emo^e

^

Tl'lT.^tl^l "^f^^'r
operations and exercises wUh tSl payloadflight test article and all that activity will begin
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approximately 50 minutes from now and the onset of the PPTAtesting will certainly usher in a more active period of dlaloaueand exchange of information between the ground and the
"^'^^^^"^

spaceship Challenger on orbit 32. Mislion elapse Mme, 1 day23 hours, 7 minutes, this is Mission Control, KoSs?on.
^'

Botswana for 2'm;iitel?''
'''' "^^^ ^'^^"^'^

SPACECRAFT Hello, Houston, we heard a short burst but then you

Botswana.
"'^^

'

"^'^ ^ '"^"^'^^ through

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, we'll lose vou forabout 3 minutes and then pick you up through Indie Ocean"

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll see you at Indie.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, read you loud and clear.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear too, Dan, and we onlv havf>

ar23?52!'°'' -^"^ ^^^^ you'SrougriLra^adee

SPACECRAFT Rober, Mary, we'll see you there.

SrJagadee for'S'iln'J?eS !

''^^ "^^^ ^^-"^^

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger this is Houston, with you through
Yarragadee for 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, loud and clear. Took me a second to
find the walkie-talkie.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear too, Richard. Challenger
this is Houston, the PI, the GAS can, 475 is curious if you have
time could you read us the deactivation time on that. If not
that's okay too. Challenger this is Houston, say again last
transmission.

SPACECRAFT Roger, your last transmission was broken, I
understood that you wanted to know what time we did the GAS
activation group bravo, is that correct?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, only if you have time, Dan.

SPACECRAFT Roger, have it right here at the tip of my
fingers. Group B was activated at 1 day, 22 hours and 5 minutes.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan. And do you have the deactivation time
also?

SPACECRAFT Oh, for the PRM? Just a minute let me get that
info. Mary on the PRM I didn't get to log the MET but in the
(garble) the thing had run for 15 hours, 15.44 hours.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that, Dan, and lot me confirm that
that group bravo you gave us was a deactivation time.

SPACECRAFT Well let me check the cue card.

CAPCOM Challenger this is Houston, we're 10 seconds LOS,
talk to you through Hawaii at 23:58.

SPACECRAFT Roger

.

This is Mission Control Houston at 1 day, 23 hours,
41 minutes mission elapsed time. We'll be out of touch with the
crew for 17 minutes, reacquiring through Hawaii. During this
orbit we'll be in quite a bit of voice contact with Challenger as
the crew begins to prepare for the RMS operations and PFTA
testing. We go in rapid sucession up through ground station
coverage from Hawaii to Buckhorn to Mila, Bermuda, Dakar and
Ascension Island tracking stations and quickly into Botswana and
through Yarragadee, so we'll hrve a great deal of voice
contact. During th? run up and test portion of the PFTA
activities this morning. This is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger this is Houston, with you through Hawaii
for 7 minutes.
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SPACECRAFT Loud and clea, Mary, we just started PHl-2 of the
Rl'iS checklist.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear too, Dale, and looks like
you're right on schedule.

SPACECRAFT Actually we've finished 1-2, we're just getting
ready to deploy the RMS (garble) 1-3.

CAPCOM We copy that.

SPACECRAFT And Mary per our last discussion on the GAS, I
probably used the wrong words and got you a little bit confused
there. At 1 day, 22 hours and 05 minutes we did group B which is
a deactive relay 06 of GAS number 3.

CAPCOM Okay Dan, thanks a lot.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston. Data indicates
that the Challenger is in the -ZLV attitude free drift for PFTA
testing and the crew affirming that Richard Truly and Dale
Gardner had begun the RMS power up activities prior to PFTA
testing

.

END OP TAPE
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n^Sor„r, .^f°'^3>^<^ T'^uly and Dale Gardner have begun the RMSpowerup activities, prior to PPTA testing. Challenger now in it^

iLf 0 hours 0 minutes. rmu systems officer here in the
be^r?ii«r'r ''ri^^?^

^^^^'^ '^^^ ^^"^°te manipuLJo? sysiem Sasbeen released and deployed based on data he's lookina ah M«
J^the^fliSh? dTe'ot^r°JK''r^.'"°"^'°^^"^

his%a?f^SI alfir^in'^

the'S^s'cilSusrop^LtJ^L!'^ '^^^•^^^^ ^^-"^-^

Se-n"lose vnn'^?^J^f^-'\^*'^^ 1^ Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS,
00 08.

"iinutes and pick you up over the states at

llft^T^Z.t To/.'
"^'"^^ °" "^^^^ ^"^^^--^ 1-2'

CAPCOM Okay, thanks. Dale.

. .

'''^^^ Shuttle Mission Control, at 2 davs 0 hr^nrc

oSeratioif iT.f!- "'H »e t»o segments oFpFTA

wixi grapple with fixture number 5, The remote manlnni at-^v

at.i.it,xe ana wlii place it in numerous positions whno

fliaht AnH ^hfo ^ t° determine the response in

gro2Sd"da?a aSS th.M^'^"'^"-^^^ """^ ^'^ comparison with
1 ^- ,

that's a verification of a grouna canoutersimulations and engineering models. The data will be ^sed in

fn f^^h'"^,^'^'
response of the RMS system as well the OrbiJSr's

th^ ?on^
°^ ^""3" payloads fo^ future missions, su^S as

tSit SJfltr ^wn'Tso^ ''''''''' ^^1- maJi^um SJs^ion
flown in STLf^ ^^.hf

max satemte mission which will be

of signal, on o?bit 3?^^ m?coL f^^^"^^ f"ay from acquisition
minutL, kTs ?rmss'Ln''cSJ??irHL'^?^:? ' '^^^ ' '^^"^^ ^

for 19 SfniJls"!^^6o^5^?hl?,"R?^J^?a."^^^

CAPCOM That sounds great.
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boS^'Sri ->
«°^ston, „e got a good capture with thebottom of 1-2. And also we're in the darkness so we did not usethe lt> mm so I put it on the VTR.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard, we copy that and we concur.

Vf^ Mission Commander Richard Truly, advisina theflight control team that the - -
davising tne

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, Richard, we copy that and we concur.

Control Team .ult^l^''
Commander Richard Truly advising the Plight

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead Challenger, Houston here.

SPACECRAFT Roger, right now I'm looking straight down at theGulf Freeway, the center of Houston, Galveston? Clear ^^ke lulJohnson space Center, looks beautiful, eJIn Se^bJoS"
'

CAPCOM Roger we copy that, it may be a little wet.

Thanks and all the folks in the MOCR would like to
CAPCOM
join you too.

SPACECRAFT You bet

PAD
hSI!r<, 10 ™- T^^^ Mission Control Houston. At 2 days 0
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performance of the remote manipulator systet, throughout this test

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Go ahead CDR, this is Houston.

SPACECRAFT Okay all the retention latches are released thetimes are 1 and 4 and 2 and 3 were between 2 and 11 tnToAseconds, the keel took 27 seconds. When we released ?heJ.Plgot the ready to latches on 3, 4 and 5 wen? from grey Jo

their;:; '''' '""^ -'^ a'bit Off

CAPCOM Roger we copy that.

PAG
o A V^!:^

Mission Control Houston, mission elaosedtime, 2 days, 0 hours, 25 minutes. Have almost constant aronnHstation coverage during this testing with i^fsmaU qaos Inbetween as the flight path through ?he ChaUe^gircatch?! ^Sst of
South Africa, Australia and South

END OF TAPE
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lnK5 r,f ^ = 11
cnese passes so we'll have a very good coveraae

Jrlfdrfft.
'"''^ P'"^*^ the vehicle w?n be in

s^^r.ai. to jrs,--,- -?axo^
faSs?'^ -^o.t 5 inches oat

CAPCOM

PAO

Copy that,

advising that JSe PF?A s n ^S^^''^''
'^^^'^ ^ruley

nominal unberthiaq Sna th2t fi%r°''^^^
of being unbirthed

take about 15 minutes 3ura??^n
^^^rees of freedom mode should

once it has beei u^berthed ?Se a^r^ll'? J"
perpendicular posture relative to ^" ^

CAPCOM
for 11 minutes.

Challenger, this is Houston with you through Dakar

IZTA'-l and°ie^^^at'l^^'n?^r^rf;r"^^ - t<^P

know that we are hereto fhl!
"^^^"^",1" here that says, let MCC<*c we are here so they can send up some ASAP commands.

Okay, Dale, we copy that. And that's configured
CAPCOM
now, Dale.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Thank you.

Our pleasure.

CAPCOM We copy that, sounds good.
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CAPCOM Me copy that, you're ju3t chugging along.

END OF TAPE
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PAO And certainly to this point, the function of the,
(garble) functions have been indeed nominal. We reacquire signal
again in 3 minutes through Botswana, this is Mission Control,
Houston

.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston with you through
Botswana for 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Mary, loud and clear, we're just completing
step 1 on page 2-3.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard and you're loud and clear too. and
we copy.

CAPCOM Challenge/, this is Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS,
we'll talk to you again through Yarragadee in about 12 minutes at
1 + 08.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston with you through
Yarragadee for 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, we are on the top of page 2-5 and
we are talking about the DAP here for just a second.

CAPCOM we copy that.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at 2 days, 1 hour,
10 minutes mission elapsed time. The DAP question. Commander
Dick Truley referred to, pertains of the digital auto pilot and
the question may have something to do with some uncertainty as to
the software configuration of that unit during the testing.
Standing by to see whether the crew is going to need assistance
from air-to-ground control team in sorting out that question or
whether they will solve that onboard. We're over the ground
station at Yarragadee, we get voice only through Yarragadee and
no data to reflect the progress of the crew as they proceed
through the checklist and the RMS PRCS interaction testing so we
will have to rely on their vocal update as to how they are
doing. This is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, we are 20 seconds LOS,
talk to through Guam 1 + 22 in about ^ minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're in the 2 minute wait on page FS2-5.

CAPCOM Okay, Dale, we copy that.

PAO This is Shuttle Mission Control at 2 days, 1 hour,
16 minutes mission elapsed time. Mission Specialist, Dale
Gardner referring the flight control team to their position and
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the checkout procedure of the documents they're using is from the
flight data file. It's the PDRS operations checklist, the STS-8
flight supplement. They are on page FS2-5 having to do with the
I-load sensitivity test where the digital auto pilot sends
certain corainands to fire selective verniers and do so at measured
intervals of 5 seconds. The 2-minute wait that Dale Gardner
reported is at the conclusion of that test wh^ire they are taking
time to assure that any motion induced by those fires, firings is
dampened out and that the vehicle remote manipulator system and
the PFTA have ceased any motion that was induced by those - -

END OF TAPE
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- - it's dampened out that the vehicle remote
manipulator system and the PFTA have ceased any motion that was
induced by those RCS firings. The next tost objective on
completion of the I-load of the test will have to do with
simulated deployment - let .T\e amend that - that has to do with
(garble) exposure facility. At the conclusion of this test
actually the crew goes on to the noon meal. The testing of the
PRCS is done principally by Dick Truly and Dale Gardner. As
they're doing that, those activities pilot Dan Brandenstien is
performing some vehicle maintenance activities and inputing
keystrokes into the Orbiter's general purpose computers. Mission
Specialist Guy Bluford has been doing some medical DSOs snd
performing meal preparation, which is scheduled to go on
throughout the remainder of orbit 35 and up until mission elapsed
time of 2 days and 3 hours at which time RMS testing resumes.
That's according to the nominal timeline we would rather expect
that the crew is going to be a little ahead of that. We'll
acquire signal again through Guam in about 2 minutes. At mission
elapsed time, 2 days, 1 hour, 20 minutes, this is Mission Control
Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger this is Houston with you for just a
couple of seconds through Guam.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, we're on page 4-2, setting up.

CAPCOM Copy, 4-2.

SPACECRAFT (garble) turned off your (garble) I think if you
want we've already put the wideband APCM into command.

CAPCOM We copy that. And Challenger this is Houston, nocrew action required, but we're going to do some ground trouble
shooting of camera delta over Hawaii. Looking at the data now we
think that it's stuck lens problem.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, we hope you're right and just let usknow It we can help.

CAPCOM Okay thanks, Richard. Challenger this is Houston
we re 15 seconds LOS, talk to you again through Hawaii at 1 + 33.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, see you in Hawaii.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, we'll get voiceand data through Hawaii in 8 minutes. Mission Commander DickTruly referencing their position in the PDRS checklist where they
have proceeded on to RMS PRCS interaction testing that was
scheduled for after the meal time, so it's clear that the crew isgoing to press on and move well ahead of the timeline as it

fFf^ff ^'l?®
activity plan. Suspicion of the INCO here isthat the failed dalta camera may be a theral problem having to do

mm
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with the lens while the ship was in the tail Sun attitude and
suspects that they may be able to remedy that by some commands
that he proposes to uplink to that system through Hawaii in the
upcoming pass. Mission elapsed time 2 days, 1 hour, 26 minutes,
this is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ... do that by some commands that he proposes to
uplink to that system through Hawaii during the upcoming pass.
Mission elapse time, 2 days, 1 hour, 26 minutes, this is Mission
Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston with you through Hawaii
for 5 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're just finishing up with test #1 on page
4-3.

CAPCOM We copy that, Dale. And Dan, this is Houston, with
a comment on your ECLS redundant component checkout when you are
ready.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Mary, r got started a little late on that, I

was just starting the redundant, ERCO's redundant component
checkout so give me your comments, please.

CAPCOM Okay, Dan, this is for after you do your
checkout. Now that you are out of the cold attitude, we would
like to go back to normal configuration so post that component
checkout, we'd like you to go to LI and check that the flow prop
valve, loop 1 and 2 is interchange, and the talk backs in
interchange

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand. And after I'm done with this
checkout be sure that loops 1 and 2 are interchanger

.

CAPCOM That's firmative.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll press on with the checkout and make sure
it ends up then.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS,
we'll talk to you again through the states after a couple minutes
at 1 + 43.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Mary, and we're setting up on page 4-4.

CAPCOM We copy that, Richard.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at 2 days, 1 hour,
42 minutes mission elapsed. We're about a minute away from
reacquisition of signal and the INCO has reported no joy in his
attempts to recover camera delta. Although he feels very strong
that it's a lens problem and that it may be soluable and will
continue to look for a remedy. We'll expect voice contact with
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the Challenger again i:- just less than a minute.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston with you over the
states £or 17 minutes. Challenger, this is Houston, you are
broken and unreadable, say again.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, negative for your, you're
unreadable, stand by.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, Comm check.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, Comm check.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston with a Comm check.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, how do you copy?

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, Dale, we read you loud
and clear. How me?

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm on a HIU real quick, we just lost a
battery on the WCCU we're using, we'll switch it out and be back
with you in a second.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT And Mary, we're in the first 2-minute pause of test
1 on 4-5.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT And everything has been going nominal'Ly so far
during some of these interaction tests. We've seen some
movement, some wiggle of the PDRS PFTA combination but it has'nt
been probably as large as I might have expected with the thing
sticking up straight over the top of the cabin like it is.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that. Dale.

SPACECRAFT And Mary, these 2-minute waits are almost as fun as
they were in the simulator.

CAPCOM Roger Dale, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT Actually when we are in daylight, they are kind of
nice because when ZLV, we look down at the earth through the
overhead windows but on the dark side here, there is not much to
see.
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CAPCOM Roger, it must be a little more realistic than the
sim, right?

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, it must be a little more realistic than the
sim, right?

SPACECRAFT That's true.

SPACECRAFT Okay Mary, Comm check with the new WCCU battery,
here

.

CAPCOM And your Comm check is loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that was the problem. We're back in
business.

CAPCOM Well, that's good news.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger,

CAPCOM Go ahead Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Mary, got done with the EECO's component
checkout and everything looked good. The only thing that wasn't
reasonably close to the book numbers was the cabin fan and delta
P and there I had 5.8 with bravo and 5.92 with alpha. And I
ended up with the (garble) valves in interchanger

.

CAPCOM Roger Dan, we copy that, thanks.

CAPCOM Dan, this is Houston, all the UCLS component
checkout looks good to us including the cabin fans. They look
okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Go ahead Richard, this is Houston.

SPACECRAFT Roger, just for time planning, what we're, Dan and
I are planning on doing is completing the procedures on 4-5 which
should put us a little bit ahead here and then we are going to
take a short break and I'm going to go back to ZLV in verniers
and we're going to get a bite to eat and then we'll get right
back with it.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard, looks like you are right on
schedule to us and your plans sound fine.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I just had a great ham and cheese sandwich
but I had to eat in serial instead of in parallel. First the
bread, then the ham, then the cheese.

CAPCOM We thought the bread came last.
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pACBCHAFr depend'; on what you have in your hand and when
/ >'j

; tai '

, i yut-. - r:

.

!\mh;om yc.~-, ; . 1 r

.

CAPCOM ChallGnger, this is Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS,
we'll talk to you again through Ascension in 13 minutes at 2 +
13,

SPACKCRAKT Okay, and we're on test 3 on 4-5.

CAPCOM Okay, Dale, we copy that.

l^'^O Mission Control, Houston. Ascension Island
acquisition in a few seconds momentarily. The crew taking a meal
break in the midst of the payload flight test article activities
with the remote arm. We have acquisition at this time through
Ascension.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston with you through
Ascension for 7 minutes.

SPACfilCRAFT Stand by for just one second.

SPACBCRAB'T Houston, CDR,

CAPCOM Go ahead, Richard, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we are on page 4-5. We are in step 5, and
just did the first tail up and there was a plus pitch. We
repeated step 4 and the reason was when I fired the first pulse,
I've been watching the RCS command lights and in addition to the
low pulse that I got, a yaw jet also fired and we weren't sure if
that would mess up the data for that test so we went ahead and
tried the minus the second pulse after 2 minutes to kill the regs
and then went around the little circle again and just repeated
test 4 from the start. So we are in test 5 now on 4-5.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that. You're moving right along.

SPACECRAFT Rog , and after test #6, we're going to be heading
back to ZLV and take a little bit of a break,

CAPCOM Roger, another ham and cheese sandv.-ich in serial.

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT No not serial, we had that for breakfast.

CAPCOM Ouch

!

SPACECRAFT (garble) (laughter).

CAPCOM Challenger this is Houston.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston we just fired the first pulse on step
6.

CAPCOM Roger we copy Richard and we've seen an OMS
crossfeed lines temperature decreasing and we suspect you're
going to get an S89 thermal OMS message, and when you do, we'd
like for you to go to A14 and take the RCS OMS heater crossfeed A
auto and B off.

SPACECRAFT Wilco, will do. What time is it in Houston, Mary?

CAPCOM Richard it's almost 4 o'clock in the morning here
and we're 40 seconds LOS. We'll talk to you again through
Botswana at 2:23.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll see you at Botswana.

CAPCOM Challenger this is Houston, with you through
Botswana for 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear, Mary.

CAPCOM You too. Dale.

SPACECRAFT PLT, (garble) interaction test. And we're also
taking a little break here and we're on our way back to -ZLV.

CAPCOM Roger we copy that.

SPACECRAFT Mary, I don't know if you've ever seen the, there's
a great national geographic special about the dessert in (garble)
and we're right over it.

CAPCOM Roger we copy that and it must be pretty
spectacular. Challenger this is Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS
we'll talk to you again through Guam in about 24 minutes at 2 +
55, and hope you're enjoying your lunch.

SPACECRAFT I hate to admit it, but we just, we weren't eating,
we'll skip eating just from the view we got across South Africa
and then the current just to the east of it.

PAO Mission Control Houston. Loss of signal at
Botswana, the crew taking a little sightseeing break when they
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were scheduled to have their lunch. As they skimmed across the
south part ot Africa observing the sand dune ridges in Admibbia
and also the very colored currents off shore. Next station is
Guam in 22 minutes, the checkout of the RMS operations using the
payload flight test article still has several more hours to
kun. For power down at roughly 7 hours into this date, some 5
hours from now. At 2 days, 2 hours, 33 minutes, this is Mission
Control Houston.

PAO Mission Control Houston, acquisition through Guam
upcoming, in fact we do have acquisition now.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston with you through Guam
for 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, and we're on page 5-3 just waiting
on step 4 to complete,

CAPCOM Roger we copy that. And Challenger, Houston, we'd
like to remind you about the TV pass that's coming up in Hawaii
which is your next site.

SPACECRAFT Thank you Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger this is Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS,
we'll talk to you through Hawaii at 3 + 09, that's 6 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 3 + 09, we'll be set up.

EMD OF TAPE
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woM?",- 1. ^
Challenger, this is Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS,we 11 talk to you through Hawaii at 3 plus 09, that's 6 minutes!

SPACECRAFT Okay, 3 plus 09, we'll be set up.

,This is Mission Control Houston, loss of signal atGuam. Reacquisition through Hawaii in 6 minutes. Continuing onacross the states, Buckhorn and Merritt Island launch areastation coverage for a television pass showing the remotemanipulator system with the large dumbell attached, with thepayload flight test article returning in 5 minutes at Hawii thisIS Mission Control Houston. Mission Control Houston, less than aminute away from reacquisition of Challenger through Hawaii, abrief dropout from Hawaii over to Goldstone. We have datathrough Hawaii at this time.

Thalf minutes?^^^^^"^^"'
"^^h you at Hawaii for 7 and

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're with you and the TV's are on T thinkwe have the elbow cameras (garble) for you firlt'^ha^'m gS Ce agood view. And you, you, INCO can control any camera he wantsexcept for B, we're using that one for data and flight deckcameras set up also.
'j-yi^

CAPCOM Roger, we understand. Dale, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Tell us when you have a picture.

u ^ picture right now Dale, we're lookinq atyou through the overhead window, how are you doing?

SPACECRAFT Pretty good, John, how are you guys down there?

CAPCOM Really great.

SPACECRAFT This little walkie-talkie we have set up, we talk

rfoht^Lr^h'.^"^ 1^^*^^" '^^^^"^^ the speaker'that'sright here between Richard and myself.

CAPCOM Sounds like a good innovation.

numberTon 5-?'^''' ^-^"'"^ '^^"^ ^^^^^ test

CAPCOM Understand.

SPACECRAFT INCO if you want to see the PSTA just select thecamera (garble), he's already aimed at it.
select the

CAPCOM We have a nice view of the PSTA now. Dale, thanksfor the suggestion. '^ci.c, Liidnns
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SPACECRAFT Roger. And you can look at D also just don't do
any panning or tilting on it, its zoomed in on the end effecter,
to the wiggles when we put in these pulses.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy.

SPACECRAFT And John we're sorry this isn't a day side pass,
this view is much prettier looking down at the Earth below it.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it you just stay right on that camera B,
Richard's going to put in the next pulse in about 10 or 15
seconds here.

CAPCOM Okay, we had it for a minute, right now we don't,
now we're back with it, Dale.

SPACECRAFT Okay, here comes the pulse, stand by. It'll be a
plus roll port wing down. There it is and I think you saw the
picture move.

CAPCOM Roger, that, we saw it, Dale.

SPACECRAFT And John we are now watching our little egg timer
which is counting down the 2 minutes in this test.

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT And John, we are now watching our little egg timerhere which is counting down to 2 rain in this (garble).

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT INCO is doing pretty good with those pan and tilts.

Challenger, Houp.con. We're about 50 sec to LOS
CAPCOM
now.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS in 15 secWe 11 cee you at Buckhorn in a couple of min.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John. See you then.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Buckhorn for 6 min.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

CAPCOM: And Challenger, Houston. Just for your
inforrnation, your heaters are now working fine on your OMScrossfeed line, and we're having a little bit of difficultyfocusing the camera C, so if you could focus camera C for us, wewould appreciate it.

'

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Goldstone for 5-1/2

?rSnf K :
".^^^ ^° infinity. The focus will drivein and out, but it won't get sharp at infinity.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Goldstone for 5min.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Loud and clear.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We're having a littledifficulty focusing camera CHARLIE. if you could do that for us.we would appreciate it.
'

SPACECRAFT Well, as a matter of fact, we've had some troublefocusing it all the way into infinity - - in getting a sharpfocus at infinity ourselves. Our focus will drive in and out,but It will not quite get there when you need to have it focusedat infinity. We did, I don't know ifV copied, we did gencamera overtemp on camera BRAVO. We've turned it off and are
l^l.^^^

record the tests on camera CHARLIE and let camera BRAVOcool down. Maybe that's the problem, i don't know.
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CAPCOM Okay. We copy that, Richard, and just for yourmfotmation, your OMS crossfeed heater line is now workinq
properly. ^

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

CAPCOM And I have another note of information for you.You can assume no TDRS for the rest of the day. We'll onlv beworking G-STADAN until we tell you otherwise, and unless the TDRScomes back, we won't be doing any of the interaction steps in the

SPACECRAFT Roger, John. Understand and just keep us
advised. Thanks for telling us.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT And Houston. We are complete with the LSS testWe re moving on to the auto sequencing now.

CAPCOM Roger that, Richard. Thanks a lot.

f^^'^hK ^ V
Challenger, Houston. If you could check that theflight deck camera is on, we would appreciate it so we can get alast view of you here before you go over the L,

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. it's on.

CAPCOM Thank you. And we're getting a good view of vouhere, Richard and Dale, doing your testing activity.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And we're on page 7-3. I'm just driving theshoulder yaw to minus 60 there in the middle of the page, insingle, r- n i

CAPCOM Okay. We're following you, Dale. Thanks.

CAPCOM And we're going LOS here in about 30 sec. We'llsee you at MILA in 3 min.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you at MILA for 3-1/2

SPACECRAFT Roger John. Loud and clear.

It^ u
Control, Houston in acquisition againthrough Merritt Island Launch Area. Bill getting television of
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the payload flight test article extended from the RMS, RemoteManipulator System. Offgoing Plight Director, Randy Stone willhave his changn-of-shi f t press conference in the building 2 new
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PAO OfEgoing Flight Director, Randy Stone, will have
his change-of-shif t press conference in the building 2 news room
at JSC at 5:15 Central Daylight Time, approximately 13 min from
now.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We'll be going LOS here in 30
sec. We'll see you at Ascension at 3 plus 49.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. See you there. We're still - -

we're just about to start the auto sequencing.

PAO Mission Control. Houston. Loss of signal at
Merritt Island Launch Area. Next station, Ascension Island, at
approximately 15 min. During the Hawaii and stateside pass, we
had live TV of the payload flight test article extended out on
the Canadian built remote manipulator system, and Challenger has
demonstrated that it can bench press 8500 lb without benefit of
steroids. Flight Director, Randy Stone's press conference will
be at 5:15 Central Daylight Time, some 9 min from now in the JSC
briefing room. Thf rew currently is proceeding with the RMS,
Remote Manipulator system, and Reaction Control System
interaction tests in which the small attitude thrusters are fired
while the arm is extended in various positions with the mass of
the payload flight test article. Mission Control, Houston. Two
days, 3 hr, 35 min elapsed time.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Ascension for 5-
1/2 min.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John. Loud and clear. And Houston, CDR.
We're on the way to .5 in the auto sequence on page 7-5.

CAPCOM Okay. We copy that, Richard. You guys are really
moving along and doing a good job.

SPACECRAFT Well the RMS is doing a super job. We haven't had
a hiccup yet out of it. Incidentally, we're recording this on
camera ALPHA and we've got the other payload bay cameras off,

CAPCOM Okay, We copy.

SPACECRAFT Roger. John, it's a shame you haven't seen or
heard more from Bill in the last couple of days, but I assure
you, he's been working harder than anybody down there on his
stuff in the middeck, and almost everybody that's absent from the
conversation is dovn there helping him get measurements.

CAPCOM That's affirm, Dick.

SPACECRAFT I'm going to get him up here and gray tape him in a
chair so he can look out the window a little bit.
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CAPCOM Roger. Sounds like a good idea.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS in 20 sec.
We'll sec you at Botswana in 5 min.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. We just flew by . 7 on the way to the
last point, number 8.

CftPCOM Okay. Thanks a lot. Dale.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Botswana for 7
rnin

.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John. Okay John, I've had Gome intermittent
problem here with camera CHARLIE. We had it off there for a
while while we used the ALPHA only. When I turned it back on,
none of the ALC or (garble) buttons would response whatsoever. I
cycled it off and back on, and now it appears to be working
normally. Did the flight 7 guys have something similar to this?

CAPCOM Standby 1, Dale. I'll try to get you an answer.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Houston, CDR. You still with us?

CAPCOM Roger. Still with you.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Dale is setting up for the - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay. Dale is setting up for the nominal berth.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS in 2S sec.
We'll see you at Guam at 4 plus 31.

SPACFXRAFT Roger, Houston.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. We have acquisition
through Guam.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Guam for 7 min.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John. We did the nominal berth and we're
letting it sit there while we return to -ZLV's since we're quite
a bit ahead here.

CAPCOM Roger that. Dale.

SPACECRAFT And as you might have expected, the nominal berth
was no problem at all. It took quite a bit less time then what
we had programmed. They just walked right down in there.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT I did a ground test,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Just for your information,
we|re going to try to acquire with TDRS again after Buckhorn. We
think we have our ground station problem solved.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS here in 25
sec. See you at Hawaii in 6 min.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Challenger. We'll see you at - - oops,
excuse m, roger, Houston. We'll see you there.

SPACECRAFT A former CAPCOM.

CAPCOM Roger.

Mission Control, Houston. About 40 sec away from
reacquisition through Hawaii on orbit 36. There's some
likelihood that the tracking satellite system may be up and
running, and we may attempt to go on the TDRS satellite just at
prior to loss of signal at Buckhorn, and Buckhorn has acquisitionm about 10 min. The INCO has the system set up to where it will
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go back to the ground network at next, prior to next normal
station acquisition in case its satellite does - - satellite
system does fail again.

CAPCOM And Challenger, tlouston. Just a reminder, after
Iluckhorn, we're going to be trying to acquire you again with
TORS, and don't go with any of the encruction steps in the CAP
until we tell you to.

SPACECRAFT Roger that, John.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. we're going I.OS here in
45 sec. We are sending you a TAGS message of a length of 4
pages. We would a quality accossment of it please, when you have
the opportunity, and if you could save it for postflight.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I understand. Four pages coming up on TAGS,
look at the quality, and save them postflight. See you, John.

CAPCOM Roger. See you at Buckhorn in 3 min.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

Mission Control, HouE.ton. Loss of signal at
Hawaii. Buckhorn reacquisition in about 2 min, and apparently
we're now locked up on the forward link of the Ku-band with TDRS
satellite, and 4 pages of the test are going to be sent up on theText And Graphics System, or TAGS as it's called, so the crew canckeck for quality of reproduct - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO Four pages of the test are going to be sent up on
the Text And Graphics System, or TAGS as it's called, so the crew
can check for quality of reproduction in that system. Standing
by for reacquisition through Buckhorn, final contact with the
'States - - ground stations for the day.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Buckhorn for 3
min

.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR. How do you hear me?

CAPCOM We're reading you loud and clear, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Loud and clear. Sorry to have been off COMM
for awhile, but for (garble), we changed our COMM configuration
and when I did, I began having problems with the C unit.
Couldn't figure it out and I'm now on - - I'm sorry, the D unit,
I'm now on HIU, so we can continue testing and I'll troubleshoot
that another time.

CAPCOM You bet.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We're showing camera A at
44 deg right now. If you're not using it, you may power it off.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS in 20 sec.
We'll see you with TDRS if it linked up; if not, Botswana, 5 plus
36.

SPACECRAFT Roger, and Dale is just out of the latches on the
direct drive unberth.

CAPCOM Okay.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. We're getting now
through the TDRS satellite on the Ku-band's circuit - - live
television from Challenger. We now have S-band contact. We have
voice through TDRS with the Challenger.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston - -

SPACECRAFT Did you just see sunrise on the TV, John?

CAPCOM Roger that, Richard.
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SPACiCCHAK'i' John, I'm not sure which TV you're /at(4nq but
vc'cc .ibout 3 ft out - - Dale is about 1 feet om above the
guide::, arsd qoiiig to move it up in pceparation for th'^ >iiroct
drive untjcrth.

CAPCOM Royer that, Richard, and we're lookiru; .it the
CHARLIK camera, and it's just a beautiful detaition that we havewith the TDRS.

SPACKCRAFT Super. i'hat's groat. Dale i ^isino a MUX camera
down around the trunnions and the elbow camera to w.stch the close
trunnion, and we've got the flight deck camera back on alno, so
If you want Dan to tilt them, you're welcom.-^ to switch in between
any of them. The only two cameras we have off are ALPKA and
DKhTA.

CAPCOM v;c copy that, RicSiard,

SPACECRAFT Houston, Msi.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale. Go.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. We have the PFTA cittinq, oh, I don't
know, 10 or 12 ft above the longerons. i just did the direct
drive untaorth. I don't think it took, what, maybe 10 min
maximum, probably even less than that. It flew very well in
direct. Some oscillation using certain joints, but it was veryeasy to let those DAP out and keep going, amazingly enough that
It flew not too much different than the MG OPS.

CAPCOM Okay. We co,>y that, and just clarify for us that
It s your intention to continue on with the control system eval.

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative. We're going on to the controlsystem evaluation now.

CAPCOM Ten-four.

Roger that, John. I mispoke and said in directSPACECRAFT
berth first

CAPCOM Yes sir.

CAPCOM - Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Okiedoke. See you there,

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFf Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, Challenger, Houston.

SPACKCRAFT Yes, did INCO just send up some TV commands per
chance?

CAPCOM Stand by 1 Dale. We'll wait for INCO. And Dale,
we have done nothing other than select cameras for downlink.

vSPACECRAFT Okay, one of my monitors just did something
funny. It went blank and then went over to a MUX picture, and
then went blank and then came back to my, to my selection and I
just didn't know what was causing it.

CAPCOM Understand and Dale a correction on my last
comment. We think likely we did cause your problem because we
selected MUX.

SPArF.CRAFT Okay, no problem just wanted to make sure it wasn't
sometning onboard.

CAPCOM Roger, we won't do that again.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR. The, we just completed or we're
waiting for the time to run out at the end of test 4 on page 3-3
and the flight deck camera is on.

CAPCOM Roger, we understand Richard. Thanks a lot. And
we're getting a c,ood picture of you all on the flight deck right
now Richard.

SPACECRAFT You have the lights - the lighting may not be
optimun. John here. We got the Sun coming in through some of our
overhead and aft windows so...

CAPCOM Roger, we understand Dale, but its actually coming,
looking pretty good.

SPACECRAFT And Houston we're on page flight supplement 3-4 -
OCS'ing to that IC.

CAPCOM Okay, and we're following you Dale.

SPACECRAFT And RMU has probably noticed sometimes these OCS's
take forever to finish. They're so close it's not worth waiting,
and when that happens we just go ahead and put the brakes on and
continue on with the test.

CAPCOM We copy that, Dale.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT The OCS • s take forever to finish. They're so
.uTt' ^ not worth waiting and when that happens, we iust qoahead and put the brakes on and continue on with the test

CAPCOM We copy that, Dale.

fusfttnl f Challenger. The HRM was activated thetirst tune at 2 days, 5 hr, and 28 min.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy.

CAPCOM Houston, we've cornered the doctor on the flight

CAPCOM Roger. We copy that, with the doctor on the flight

oftSe flight deckrR?:j:rd?
^^^'^"^"^ ^^^^""^^ °^

Kfhe'fltill'he;: "Talu ' 'T'^ "^^^^^^^ lost,
one fn ex?sJeice! '

"^"^ ^""""^ '''' '"^^ ^^^V

CAPCOM You really look good, Bill.

SPACECRAFT And, you might notice that Bill is still in t-hnsame clothes that he wore for launch.
^^"^

CAPCOM Roger. We saw that, and we're still c.|-=r.rHnn u„

CAPCOM We understand.

CAPCOM We copy. Dale.

stepTrpage'S-5r''" '^^^"^"^^^ of

CAPCOM Roger. Thanks.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR. Are you still with us?

CAPCOM Roger. We are, Richard. UHP, Botswana
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SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT But that's where you're talking from, John,
thought we just took a picture of your transmitter.

CAPCOM

CAPCOM
in 20 sec.
half.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
test number 4 on 3-5.

Roger that, Dan.

Challenger, Houston. We are going to lose you here
We will see you at ICS in about another minute and a

Roger

.

Challenger, Houston's with you at ICS for 7 rain.

Okay, John, we're all clear and we're just starting

CAPCOM Okay, and we're following you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, we're on page 3-6, doing that
operator command and the PPTA is heading on over the starboard
wmg, just like our little picture at the bottom of the page.

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

Roger. We are looking at it with vou, Dale.

Challenger, Houston. Did you call?

SPACECRAf'2 Roger. We just looked in the text mailbox, and we
got a - - we have three sheets of paper in there. One is marked
1 of 4, which is a standard test pattern. One is marked 2 of 4,
which is a summary CAP page, looks like. Then we've got a blank
sheet of paper, and no forth sheet of paper. (Garble). The
quality on the first two is excellent (garble).

CAPCOM Okay. Thank you for the report. We'll retransmit
those agaom at a later time. We're going LOS here in 15 sec
See you at Guam at 6 plus 09.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, and if you crankup any n:ore
television today, we'll show you the picture of these TAGS
messages, and you can see that the quality is excellent.

CAPCOM Roger that, Richard.

.

Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal at IndianOcean Station on the tailend of orbit 35, and we're' 15 min from
reacquisition at Guam. The TDRS satellite system apparently
worked throughout most of that pass from LOS at Buckhorn and all
the way over to where the spacecraft goes over - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO worked throughout most of that pass from LOS at
Buckhorn and all the way over to where the spacecraft goes over
the hill frora the line of sight from TDRS. Had good solid
television on the Ku-band, and good S-band communications and
data. We'll return at Guam acquisition, and at day 2, 5 hr, 55
min, this is Mission Control, Houston.

P'^O Mission Control, Houston, We have acquisition
through Guam at this time.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Guam for 5 min.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Houston, we're on page 3-9. Right in the middle of
the page which is single draft, back to the IC.

CAPCOM Okay. We see that, Richard. Thanks a lot.

SPACECRAFT Yoi; bet.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Go.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, John, we just did the direct shoulder pitch
drive test on the bottom of 3-9, and the guys that do the
computer analysis were pretty close. For the first 10 sec of
holding in the direct command, the arm didn't move, and then it
slowly picked up a its rate during the remaining 20 sec of the
drive.

CAPCOM Roger. Copy, for the first 10 sec, it didn't move.
Dale, then it picked up the rate.

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative. Not perceptively, anyway.

CAPCOM Roger,

CAPCOM We're 30 sec to I,OS. We'll see you at Hawaii in 7
min

,

SPACECRAFT Roger, John. We'll see you at Hawaii, and Dale's
on 3-10.

CAPCOM Okay, and thanks for the update.

Mission Control, Houston. LOS, Guam. Hawaii in 6min on orbit 37. Test still underway of the interaction between
the Orhiter and the Payload Flight Tost Article, {PFTA) out on
the end of the 50 ft remote arm. At 2 days, 6 ht , 13 min - - l"^
min, this is Mission Control, Houston.
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. .
,

Mission Control, Houston. Acquisition through
Hawaii at this time. Anticipating reacquisition also through the
TDRS satellite, either near or at Hawaii loss of signal.

CAPCOM - - Houston's with you at Hawaii for 8 min.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. (Garble)

CAPCOM Okay, Richard, I'm barely reading you. There's a
loud squeal in the background.

SPACECRAFT John, how do you copy on this one?

CAPCOM Reading you loud and clear. Dale.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. First an update. We're on FSlO-2,
ocassing to the above first position. Also, to continue our
camera loads here, it appears we've lost partial film on camera
CHARLIE. We can zoom it all the way in, but when we zoom out, itstops at about half way, it appears to us, and we tried it
several times, and it won't zoom out past that point.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy that. Dale, and. Dale, we recommend
you check that your payload ID is number 2.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Actually, it doesn't matter here. I'm goingback in m direct, so I wasn't worried about it, John.

CAPCOM Roger. I copy.

SPACECRAFT But we'll be happy to switch it for you.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, I copy.

SPACECRAFT Well, we'll be happy to switch it for you.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

h^^^?^^ A
^i<^'^f'^<3' if you were trying to transmit again wehad a loud squeai m the background again as you transmitted

h«ro°l „
Challenger, Houston. We are going to be going LOShere at Hawaii in 45 seconds, I'd like you to take theencryption select switch on AIL to T slant R and we are going tobe trying to pick up TDRS. If we lose you on this pass, Se'llsee you at Santiago at 6 plus 50.

o,

SPACECRAFT Roger, John.

hw^n.h u
..This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal

K^V"!!^'' The activities with the PayloadPlight Test Article and the RMS system are continuing with thedirect drive berthing. We're starting to get TDRS S-band at thistime so we should have OS shortly.
u«o oana at tnis

read?"
Challenger, Houston's with you at TDRS. How do you

SPACECRAFT Okay, we have you, John.

SPACECRAFT And we're on the direct -I'm sorry I cut you
?^f;hi!f

°" ^^.^ ^'"^^^ berthing. We're about 2 feet above the(garble) coming down. Slowly,
a"<jve cne

CAPC0^5 Okay. We copy and we read you loud and clear,

Sn^A?r = A
Challenger, Houston. We would like you to go backon AIL and put the encryption mode switch to ALL please?

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, Did you copy?

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. How do you read?

CAPCOM Roger. Reading you loud and clear, Dan. We wouldlike you to go back on AIL and put the encryption mod; switcSto

ft'fbeefdonef"^"'' ^^^^^^ the times and

Se'^trying tT7nn.
"^"^ "''^ °^ test
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CAPCOM Challenqer, Houston. We currently like the data on
stars 13 and 26. You can go ahead and torque them.

CAPCOM And if you do th-^t, that will suEfice for your
evening IMU alignment. We won't have to do one later.

SPACECRAFT Houston, how do you read the CDR?

CAPCOM Roger. I.oud and clear, uichard.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) We've made several radio checks and the
first transmission we've heard....

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. If you hear, we had lost
contact with TDRS for awhile. That was why we were not
responding likely, but now we seem to have good comm again. How
do you read?

SPACECRAFT Read you loud and clear, now. So say again about
the IMU's and anything else you need to tell us about.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. We have a good lockup on the stars
13 and 26 right now, and we would like you to go ahead torque
them; and if we do this successfully, this will suffice for our
IMU align this evening.

SPACECRAFT Roger, understand.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. If you could just confirm
for us that you put the encryption mode to the ALL position and
that you're back out of it now.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Roger. I understand.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, if you could just confirm
for us that you put the encryption mode to the all position, and
that you're back out of it now.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I put it in the all, and T have left it in
all since I had't heard from you since. Do you want it back in
select?

CAPCOM Standby one, Richard.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, I'm not sure - -

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, we would like you to put
the - - return the mode switch to select now.

SPACECRAFT Wilco.

CAPCOM And Richard, did you ask anything else there in the
last couple of minutes. We were dropping in and out with
contact.

SPACECRAFT Negative, and I have taken the 2 STAR trackers to
(garble)

.

CAPCOM Okay, I copy that. And Richard, just for some
clarification, you did the right thing with leaving that in the
all position all that time, and it was to wait for a voice call
before you put it back to select as you did.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We would like you to go to
the track mode.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Houston, CDR. Are you reading me?

CAPCOM Roger. Loud and clear, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR. Do you need me to read you the
torqueing angles on the IMU's.

CAPCOM Negative. We got that, Richard. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT (Garble), depending on the situation. Do you wantme to go ahead and just try to close with the brakes on?

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Standby.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. How do you read us now?

SPACECRAFT Reading you loud and clear.
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CAPCOM Dale, we lost you for a minute. You can go ahead
and latch with the brakes on.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Understand, we're cleared to latch with the
brakes on and with a 4 ready to latches.

CAPCOM Roger. Good readba "k, Richard.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. After the latch, we would
like you to go ahead and take the brakes off, and then go to the
test mode before end effector release.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John. Understand. Brakes off and then test
mode before end effector release, and we've got latches 1, 2, 3
and 4 latched.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy, Richard, and after the end
effector release, then go on back to the normal procedures on 10-

SPACECRAFT Roger, standby.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS here for 1
min. We'll see you at Indian Ocean.

CAPCOM Roger. Challenger, Houston with you at Indian
Ocean for 7 min, and we'd like you to get the encryption select
switch back to bypass, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Back to bypass. And Houston, CDR. How do
you read us?

CAPCOM Roger. We're reading you loud and clear now,
Richard.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John. During that last pass, I'm not sure,
we heard you make your LOS call and for about 5 min prior to
that, I had called several times and did not get a response - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Roger, John. During that last pass, I'm not sure,
we heard you make your LOS call and for about 5 min prior to
that, I had called several times and did not get a response, and
thought we were LOS.

CAPCOM Understand. There could have been some problems,
Richard, with the handover from TDRS to the Botswana STDN.

SPACECRAFT Roger. No problem. I just wanted you to be aware
of it, and the PFTA is latched. We're doing the nominal berth.

CAPCOM We understand.

SPACECRAFT We're doing the RMS powerdown, which is a nominal
berth.

CAPCOM Roger. We understand, Richard.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, if you would, if you could
check whether or not you have the TAGS message T-24, entitled
Proposed CAP Update, onboard.

SPACECRAFT Standby one. Houston, CDR. We did get messages
TANGO-24, 2 pages, proposed flight pages 5 and 6. Is that what
you were referring to?

CAPCOM Roger that, Richard, and we're going to be going
LOS here in 30 sec, but if you could look at it at Guam, we'd
like to talk about where we could potentially place TV 04. We
currently are thinking, maybe, REV 69 and 81.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

CAPCOM Roger, and we'll see you at Guam.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

CAPCOM We concur. Looks good.

P'^O This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal
at Indian Ocean station, at the onset of orbit number 38. Guam,
19 rain away. Meanwhile, the INSAT tracking station, or ground
operations in India confirm that INSAT IB first apogee kick motor
burn was ontime this morning at 7:46 Central Daylight Time,
Thursday, with a burn time of 25 min, 42 sec. The second burn
will be Friday morning at 9:39 Central, one day earlier than
planned. We have no numbers on the current orbit for INSAT. As
those come in, we'll pass tham along. Repeat again, the first of
two apogee kick motor burns was run successfully, on time by the
Indian government ground station. Next acquisition of Challenger
will be at Guam in some 18 min at day 2, 7 hr, 30 min. Mission
Control, Houston.
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P^O Mission Control, Houston. We have acquisition
through Guam, orbit 38.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you through Guam for a
minute. How copy?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear. How me?

CAPCOM We've got you loud and clear, Ric)iard.

SPACECRAFT Roger. You were a little going over the hill,
I understand you wanted me to take a look at this rough end of
the mission summary and comment on the placement of TV 04. Is
that correct?

CAPCOM That's affirm, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Rog . I think your plan is a great one,

CAPCOM Okay. I guess 69 looks good to you.

SPACECRAFT Yeah. I'm sorry we couldn't have done it when it
was originally scheduled, but it just wouldn't have been
appropriate, I don't think, under the circumstances, REV 69 looksgood to us.

CAPCOM Okay, Richard. We'll proceed with REV 69, then.

SPACECRAFT And, Fish. One question I did have is, at some
point, we'd like to know how long the pass is, and if it's on
TDRS, if we might like it to be a little bit longer than the
normal 7 or 8 min that are scheduled for STADN's.

CAPCOM Right now, it's scheduled for Hawaii, Richard, butwe 11 get the details on that and get back with you.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ORiedo.e. No p.oble.
Jf"^ jj^^.^^^jef^co^

it up. I do have one question. Are we going p^^"^'.

the teleprinter to the TAGS for paper communications Erom here

on?

^^ornM Roaer Richard. If TDRS Ku stays up, we'll plan to

r'tSat Shortly?' re about 30 sec LOS now, and we'll see you

at flawaii at 7 plus 57.

SPACECRAFT Okay. VJe ' 11 see you then.

PAD Mission control, Houston. Loss of ^ignal at

gSL. Next station, Hawaii in 8 min, at 2 days, 7 hr, 49 min.

Mission Control, Houston.

PftO Mission Control, Houston. Acquisition at Hawaii.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Hawaii for 7

min

.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, and just a note for you, Richard, and for

?Je rest of the cre^. INSAT had a successful AKM burn this

moaning, and I have another question for you when you guys have a

minute

.

SPACECRAFT Sure. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger. On STS-2, Richard, when you had a chance to

first use the arm, you didn't really have a payload on it.

wonder n you could comment on any differences you ^"ight have

noUced between the way the arm behaved on STS-2 and on the PFTA

exercises you've just completed.

SPACECRAFT One of the things that we were going to do later on

?his even ng was to have Dale kind of give a qualitative debrief

of hiSflying today. He did it all and I assisted him. I guess

my nemory Sid be best - - my comments would be valid only, I

auess in the unloaded mode, and frankly, I don't recall the arm

Snq'qi?tf as lightly (garble) as I've seen it in the un oaded

mode", and I did not remember the elbow operating, as I asked

yesterday, unloaded, and that is when you command an elbow in a

poluive direction, ocassionally it moves, and then slows down,

and moves again. The arm, however, all day today was operating

^ery smooth?y. I'll leave it to Dale to
f-J^^^^^^l^^^rt'^o ked

you, but boy, it sure is a fine piece of machinery, and it worsea

like a champ today.

CAPCOM Roger. That's good to hear, and we'll stand by for

Dale's comments at his convenience.
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SPACKCRAPi' Okay. It won't bo this pass becauHo wc noed to
talk about it a littlo bit, but sometime lator on this oveninq.
How long is your team on, Fish?

CAPCOM Richard, wo 're on about another 3 hr

.

SPACiXRAFT Oh, okay. Well, we'll certainly got to - - Dale
and I will talk and r'll cjet him to do that before long, and
also, sometime later on this evening. Dill Thornton is planning
<^n giving you anotlier medical measurement sum.Tiary, and if there's
ai\y thing else we need to talk about, just lot us know and we'll
be glad to.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy that, and we'll look forward to
Bill's observations.

SPACECRAFT You bet. Houston, MS3,

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead.

SPACKCRAKT Yes, Fish, why don't we run through, since I didn't
give you one yesterday, (garble). I think I gave all the times
that wore needed for the data. In addition, we did tape dump all
the monitoring that had been previously done, did physicals,
heights, leg plethysmography, residual acuities, five sets of
eye/hand - -

FND OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT I dumpod all the monitoring that had been
previously done, did physicals, heights, legs plethysmoaraphy

,

physisual acuities, five sets ot eye/hand coordinations,"' air
samples were taken, the animals were monitored, and the last
piece of downlink data that they have to worry about is 01,
that's day 1, 11 hr, and 36 min.

SPACECRAFT (Garble), we've got additional leg plethysraograohy

,

additional heights, I did Wendy Angelo's biofeedback - - the
^

first one this afternoon. We've done thresivold audiometry.
We've done audiometric evoke potentials, did the ophthalmoscopy,
and ran into a couple of problems. We've had to make some
repairs to our little refrigerator, and then had to abort the
linear threshold sensitivity this afternoon because we've
apparently lost the onboard graphic recorder, the direct write-in
recorder, and I'll fall back and pick that up. In addition,
we've checked out a number of other items which we will be using
tomorrow, the VOR turntable and gyroscopes, and some items such
as that. Then there are a whole rash of details that I've been
doing. Do you have any questions or comments?

CAPCOM No questions. Bill. That about covers it. Sounds
like you've gathered enough data to keep you busy for at least
two or three weeks after you get back.

SPACECRAFT I expect SO. Pish, I would appreciate your telling
Tom Moore, and Fred Sproush, and some of the people like that,
what a fine job they did on getting this hardware together, and Isure appreciate the meticulous attention to detail. It pavs off
in flight.

CAPCOM Roger that. Bill. We'll be sure they get the
message.. One other thing for the crew, I've got a short flight
note for you here when you're ready.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Who was that for. Fish?

CAPCOM Oh, whoever 's close to it, Richard. V7e see
indications that the WMS gate valve did not fully seat after the
last use. We would just like you to cycle that valve.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We'll check it.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Fish, this is MS3 again. I also forgot to say that
the fluid study samples are being routinely collected.

CAPCOM Roger, Bill. We copy that.
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vSPACECRAFT And Piouston, CDR. The last user of the gate valve
IS heading back to check it, and just to let you know the system
IS working as designed.

CAPCOM
_

Roger. We copy, Richard. We're 25 sec LOS. We'll
try and pick you up shortly afterward on TDRS. If not, it will
be Santiago at 8 plus 24.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal at
Hawaii. Now attempting to lock up on the S-band and Ku-band
uplinks to the TDRS satellite. We're starting to got to the low
bit rate of telemetry now out of TDRS, through TDRS.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you on TDRS. How copy?

SPACKCRAKT Loud and clear, Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, we've got you loud and clear, Richard.

SPACECRAFT And Fish, it's MSI. I've got a few minutes now,
would you like to have that RMS summary?

CAPCOM Roger, we're ready. Go ahead, Dale.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the first thing that Richard and I want to
pass on is a crew note to all the folks that worked on the
checklist. You guys probably saw from your own data, we started
essentially right on time to the minute, and we finished I minute
and 30 seconds prior to what the checklist said which I think was
2 days, 7 hours and 30 minutes. The flow through the checklist
went very well. We made a couple of little mistakes which you
helped us correct, but we expected that with the long flow thai:
we had. The performance of the arm was excellent, with the PPTA
on there in both the auto and the manual augmented modes,
movement was very smooth. There was probably some dynamics
there, but it was practically unnoticeable once you started
flying it around and got the feel of it. In signal in direct, it
was a little bit different. The dynamics were very noticeable
especially in direct. Large observations occurred after fairly
large inputs. I guess the direct berthing would be the best way
to describe that. The dynamics were, suprisingly enough, very
much similar to the MDF. We put in a, when you put in a shoulder
pitch or an elbow pitch down, you'd have to sit and wait
sometimes maybe 15, 20, 30 seconds to let the oscillation stop to
see what you had gained and then decide on your next move. The
hardest part of the direct berth was that it is in the MDF, Once
your down in the vicinity of the ready to latch switches it
becomes very confusing because you'll get one or two ready to
latches. Then they will trip out and you'll get a couple more,
and you end up having to go down in, come back out, and go d:wn
in making multiple attempts to try to get all the roll and pitch
errors out and finally get the 4 ready to latches. We told you
what happened on several occasions when we got 4 ready to
latches. I then take the brakes off and the PFTA would visibly
rise up out of the guides an inch or two and we'd loose the ready
to latches. And we did as you suggested and with the brakes on
just went ahead and latched. That worked perfectly okay. And
then we left the arm post-latch in the PFTA in. That's about all
I can think of. If you have any more questions, I'll be glad to
answer them.
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CAPCOM Roger, Oalo. We'll look around fclie toon hnre aii.i
see if any questions develop. I guess you ouyn have another
chance tomorrow to come closer to finishintj on time instead of a
minute and a half early.

SPACECRAFT Hey, Pish, Adding one more to our lint of camera
lows, we've had some sort of problem with the elbow camera
also. Richard and I can't really toll what it in. it doenn't
appear to want to focus, focus or zoom prooerly. You can get a
picture in there that's aoracwhat usable, but it's blurry and it'-;
hard for us to toll if it's just a focus problem. rt almost
looks like the camera somehow looked at the sun or somethin(), and
It s just not quite operating properly now. We'll try to look at
It again tomorrow and describe it better.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale, wo copy.

SPACECRAFT 0: . additional clue on the elbow camera. It mav
be that it has been on for some period of time. However, wc hadnot been . .

.

END OF TAPK



SFACKCP.AFT - - wn ' 11 try to look at it aqciin tomorrow arvi
(ie;:cr i be it !ot Lt. r ,

CAPCOM RoqOT , Wo copy.

Sl>ACi;CKAiT One addit ional clue on tho olbow camera m.Ty be that
it hud i.oon on for som.^ perifx! of time: howovor, we had not been
.i;-, inij it ami when it came time t_o mo loot it and use it aoain - -
when t first tried to f<icus it, I actually thought 1 was lookinq
at ;~ome kin.-] of a weird VTR playback or somothinq because there
wen.' larqe briyht and dark imaqos on it and it looked like they
were - ~ it looked like it was lookinq at a briqht object, and
ttion very close to that, :;omethin() like a wavy cable something
was in frofit of the lens. u war, very unfocused; however, I wa;;
at>le to oyeliall directly at the camera, and that obviouslv was
not tfie case, yo I pointed it down in the payload bay where there
were no liqhts, and it improved nomowhat, however, as Dale said,
wo were never able again to got a sharp focus on it.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. We'll :5ee if wo can find sone
answers to that and get back witli you.

:!l'ACECi(APr Okay. Dale asked me to mention to you that he did
try camera DKLTA again later in the day after it had warmed un
with no further success.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy, Richard. Camera DEr.TA still
down

.

PACi-:CRAFT Kog or that.

SPACKCRAFT Fish, for your info, I started an extra HRM at 8
plus 10 plus 30 just to give them a little extra data?

CAPCOM Roger, Dan. Right plus 10 plus 30,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Some followup on you RMS
comments

.

SPACECRAFT Standby.

SPACECRAFT Fish, Dale is listening. He and Thornton are doing
something. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger. Number 1, could you comment on the end
eEEector motion that occurred on payload release,

SPACECRAFT Standby. Hey, Fish, I think it would be more
convenient if we just put off your questions to Dale for about
another 5 or 10 min, or so.
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CAPCOM Roger. Just one other reminder for tomorrow's
activities. Wy'd like you to latch the keel pin first.

SPACECRAFT Rog . We caught that mistake in the middle of
making it, and I meant to mention it to you and didn't. Sorry
about that.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, MSI. I'm free of Doctor Thornton
now. Could you give me those questions again.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale. There was just one. We wondered if
you could comment on any end effector motion that might have
occurred on payload release.

SPACECRAFT Oh, well as soon as I got the open talkback, I iustpulled back on the THC, and looking at the monitor and, or the
wrist camera and looking at the motions through the B camera, wesaw nothing, no sideways or up and down motion whatsoever It
appeared to have come off the grapple fixture completely unloaded
and 3ust moved straight back away.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale. We copy, and that was all we had fromdown here.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

2m OF TAPK
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston for UHF at Ascension. How
copy?

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan. We're UHF at Ascension for a couple of
minutes. Just wanted to know how you copied us.

SPACECRAFT Copied it loud and clear.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, just to let you know, the WMS
gate valve appears to be fully seated now.

SPACECRAFT Outstanding.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, we're 30 sec LOS. See you
at Indian Ocean in 12 rain.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Indian Ocean
for 5 min.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. A question for you. Earlier you
commented that you'd had some difficulty witn your D unit, your
DELTA unit. We'd like to know down here if you could tell us a
little bit about what that trouble was?

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT OK. I'm using the D unit now, and we used it, and
I'm using it in the walkie-talkie mode. That is, that we have
its wall unit plugged into the station that works with the flight
deck speaker and I'm transmitting to it with the handheld unit.
We used it in this mode overnight and for several hours this
morning, and then when we got to the RMS testing that required us
to put, or asked us to put voice on the VTR, it turned out to be
more convenient for - - or required actually, for Dale and I to
go, actually, on headsets. At that time, I took the D unit off
the - - away from the configuration that I was in, and put it,
and tried to use it myself, and I could get nothing but static
when it was separated from the speaker mike, so, I put it up,
didn't have time to troubleshoot it, and so tonight, rather than
troubleshoot it, wo decided to try to use it in the original
configuration, which is what you're listening to now, and it's
working fine, and I tried a new battery. That didn't help. I
tried a different, very lightweight, headset with it and that
wasn't the problem, so, that's all I know about it. I'm using it
now.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy.

SPACECRAFT And, Houston, do you have instructions on the
supply water dump this evening. We were thinking if you did,
we'd get started with it so if we had a similar problem, as we
did last night, we could get on it a little earlier.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. Are you ready to copy?

SPACECRAFT You bet.

CAPCOM OK. There are three actions on your presleep
activities. The first one will be, we want you to dump water
tank BRAVO to 25 percent. And secondly, for your cabin repress,
we d like to use N2; therefore, we'd like you to go to MO lOW and
take the 14.7 cabin REG inlet system 1 valve to open, and you'll
plan on closing this presleep.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We copy. Dump supply water to 25 percent
and open 14.7 cabin REG number 1 until we go to sleep.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan. You'll open it now and close it
presleep and there'll be no cryo heater reconfiguration required
tonight.

SPACECRAFT Roger, No cryo heater reconfig required. Thank
you.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, we'd like to know also if
you received the TAGS message number 13, all four copies. We
sent it up a second time.
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SPACECRAFT Standby. We'll check. Fish, we, in the TAGS, we
Dust checked, we have five blank pages, and one excellent pacK^ of
the test pattern.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. We'll try that again tonight. We
have nothing more €or you, if you folks want to go ahead and go
to bed, you've had a surperb day. Really stayed on the timeline
and everything's looking good down here. We don't plan on
calling you, but you can call us at Guam, 9 plus 22. Have a qood
night.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Feel free to call us in the next couple
passes if you have anything because we'll be here, and we're
preparing supper now. Like to pass on to your team what a great
support job you did. You made it very easy today. Are the, I dohave one question. We had a question for the Earth OPS people if
they're working today or tonight, or whatever time it is.

CAPCOM We're going LOS, Richard. You can go ahead and
call It down next pass at Guam, 9 plus 22.

Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal at
Indian Ocean Station following one TDRS satellite pass that sort
of in and out - -

END OF TAPK
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SPACECRAFT (Garble)

Mission Control, Houston. Loss o£ Signal at Indian
Ocean Station following 1 TDRS satellite pass that sort of in and
out of lock during part of that time. The Challenger crew was
given a go for sleep one orbit early, if they so chose. They,
apparently, are preparing their evening meal after a fairly busy
day of extensive exercise of the Remote Manioulator Arm and the
Payload Flight Test Article. Next station, Guam, in
approximately 18 min. This is Mission Control, day 2, 9 hr, 4
min

.

P'^O Mission Control, Houston. We have acquisition
through Guam.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Guam for 3
min.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston. How do you read?

CAPCOM Got you loud and clear, Richard. Just want to let
you know your state vector is go for the next PLS on REV 49, and
your TIG would be 3 days, 1 hr, 11 min, 32 sec.

SPACECRAFT Roger, and Dan had one question. At the end of the
supply water dump, how about the cabin vent isolation valve, do
you want him to go ahead and close it? (Garble) supply water
dump.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
open.

Negative, Richard. VJe'd like him to leave it open.

Okay. Leave the vent isolation valve open.

That's affirmative. Leave the vent isolation valve

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Standby. Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger. The question that we were going to pass
along to those observation folks was, in north central Australia
inland, I guess, perhaps 50 mi or so, is a large field of fault
lines that are criss-crossed that, I would guess, are many, many
square miles m area. All the faults are parallel to each other
along each line, except that two lines of faults almost looks
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like somebody took a stick and just drew straight lines in the
sand and then 90 deg, or maybe 70 deg to that, drew another
straight line across. I wonder if you could ask if we could have
the Identification of that site, or that feature. And (garble)
during this pass. We can get it tomorrow.

CAPCOM Roger. We'll get to work on it and get back with
you as soon as we have a good answer.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We are 40 sec LOS. Wo have ashort pass coming up at Hawaii in 9 plus 36. If we have an
answer to your Earth OBS question, we'll give it to you then In
the meantime, you might check your fault summary page.

PAO
Hawa i i

.

Mission Control, Houston. Acquisition through

f,^° .. Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal throughHawaii. NO verbal contact with the crew, in the midst of theireveing meal, evening for them, on the red eye special, as it'sbeing called in some circles. Next station, on the hour, will beat Ascension. The crew had a go for sleep about one orbit early,
as compared to the original timeline. At 2 days, 9 hr, 41 minMission Control, Houston.

x
, y ul

,
min,

END OF TAPE
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PAO
Houston,

- at 2 days, 9 hr, 41 min. Mission Control,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Go ahead,

CAPCOM Challenger, Housto.i. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT How do you copy Challenger?

CAPCOM Dale, we've got you loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Was the go ahead that you gave me for the
antenna repositioning?

CAPCOM Negative. We heard you call us, and I was just
responding to that call.

SPACECRAFT Okay. What I was asking was, if you want us to do
a Ku-Band antenna cable repositioning this evening?

CAPCOM Roger, Dale. We're go for that now if you're
ready.

SPACECRAFT (garble)

SPACECRAFT And, Houston, I'm sorry. You cut out. We didn't
catch the answer.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale. We were just telling you that you
could go ahead and do that cable changeout if you wanted to.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I just wondered because, see, we have Ku
signal strength. I didn't want to mess up a test or something.

CAPCOM Negative, Dale. There's no problem. You can go
ahead when you're ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We'll do it real quick and get it overwith.

Mission Control, Houston. Acquisition through
Ascension Island in 30 sec, probably the final call of the day.
Spacecraft cleaned up and straightened up for sleep period. Just
a few more housekeeping chores with the different systems
configuration, a few points to be passed up here by the CAPCOM on
this pass. Otherwise, they're go for sleep.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston at Ascension for 8 min.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

Challenger, Houston. UHF over Ascension. How
CAPCOM
copy?

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

END OF TAPE

Challenger, Houston. How copy?

Challenger, Houston.

Challenger, Houston.

Challenger, Houston.

Houston.

Roger. How copy, Challenger?
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This is Mission Control Houston, going out of the
possible TDRS AOS line to the east, next possible contact will be
through Guam in approximately 24 minutes. Crew entering their
sleep period at this time, earlier in this orbit the crew
inquired about a patch of northern Australia in which their
crisscrossed fault lines, many thousands of acreas of fault lines
running east and west and north and south. And they inquired
about the name given this geological feature with all it's fault
lines and Bill CAPCOM, Dr. Bill Fisher response was that they
should check their fault summary display. Shades of wallish
raugh. At 2 days, 10 hours, 34 minutes. Mission Control Houston.

.

Mission Control [iouston. Challenger about to pass
within range of the Ascension Island tracking station, we're not
expecting any communication with the crew at this time. We have
some indications they have been powering down their CRTs for
sleep. They did that some tim^ ago and we're not expecting to
talk to them on this pass, should be into their sleep period.
Our change of shift press conference due to begin in about 10
minutes, with the Offgoing Flight Director Harold Draughon. 2
days, 11 hours, 49 minutes, mission elapsed time, this is Mission
Control Houston.

Mission Control Houston, we're about a minute away
from passing over the Guam station, we expect to have data down
from the spacecraft at that time. 2 days, 12 hours, 32 minutes
mission elapsed time, this is Mission Control Houston.

Mission Control Houston, 2 days, 12 hours, 43
minutes mission elapsed time. On that pass just completed over
the Guam tracking station we received data from the spacecraft
and all systems continue to look good at this time. This is
Mission Control,

Mission Control Houston, 2 days, 12 hours, 58
minutes MET. Challenger out over the South Pacific at this time
on orbit number 41 and we are getting data through the tracking
data relay satellite system. This is Mission Control.

Mission Control Houston, 2 days, 15 hours, 10minutes MET. Challenger passing over the Dakar tracking stationon orbit number 43, data coming down from the spacecraft at thepresent time and everything looks good onboard the spacecraft,
we 11 be switching of use of the TORS about a minute from the
Dakar LOS, in about a minute and a half from now. We have had
some use of the tracking data relay satellite on the previousorbit and got data from Challenger during that time and also
uplinked some of the teleprinter message that they have been
preparing over night for the crew's morning reading pleasure
This is Mission control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Mifjsion Control Houston, 2 hours 16 hours 5 minutes
mission elapsed time, Challenger has just passed within the range
of the tracking data relay satellite within the western limits of
that range. And we are receiving data through the TDRS at this
time. Systems onboard the Challenger continue to look good. The
crew has about 2 and a half hours remaining in their scheduled
sleep period. This is Mission Control Houston. Mission Control
Houston, 2 days 16 hours 46 minutes mission elapsed time.
Challenger on orbit number 44 is passing over the Dakar tracking
station and data coming down from the spacecraft appears good.
All systems onboard the Challenger look good at this time. The
crew still have about an hour and 45 minutes in their scheduled
sleep period. We have already uplinked some of the teleprinter
messages this evening that have been prepared on the planning
team and the rest of them will be going up about the time of crew
wakeup over the next Dakar pass. We've periodically had use of
the TDRS satellite during the evening for data, some occasionally
reoccurring dif f iculities through the White Sands station have
prevented the continuous use of that satellite but from time to
time we have had it available. This is Mission Control
Houston. This is Mission Control Houston, at 2 days 17 hours 47
minutes mission elapsed time, Challenger on the last leg of orbit
number 44 over the South Pacific is now within range of' the
tracking relay data satellite and we are making use of that
satellite at the present time. Data is coming down from the TDRS
or through the TDRS from the spacecraft and we will be uplinking
some messages to the crew for them to have to read as they get up
in about 40 minutes or so. We have no indication from the data
that the crew is awake yet, so we're assuming they're still
getting their rest and probably would not hear from them until at
the earliest I suppose the Indian Ocean station in about 50
minutes. This is Mission Control Houston. This is Mission
Control Houston, 2 days 17 hours 50 minutes mission elapsed
time. We'd like to make the announcement at this time that we
are planning to cancel the change-of-sh i f t press conference that
would normally have been held about 9:30 this evening for the
off-going planning team flight director Jay Greene. Been very
little activity in mission control this evening other than the
preparation of the teleprinter messages, minor adjustments to
tomorrow's flight plan and we see no reason to hold a press
conference. This is a tentative cancellation, we'll make another
announcement in about 30 minutes for the firm cancellation of
that press conference. This is Mission Control.

(Wake up music)

CAPCOM Good morning. Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Good morning, Houston, really enjoyed that
fight song.
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CAPCOM Yes, that's a real rouser, it work us up down here
too.

SPACECRAFT Think you played the right one at the right time.

CAPCOM Well, Guy, we've got about 4 minutes on this pass
at Dakar, and we'd like to pass a couple of notes to you if" you
can copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by just one second. Okay, Bryan,
shoot. ^

CAPCOM Okay sir, first just a reminder, perform the manual
cabin atmosphere management per Orbit Ops Checklist, page 5-10,
dump the water tank bravo to ID percent, should take about 30
minutes and early this morning we tried out the TAGS, we consider
TAGS to be in a experimental mode right now, we're not ready to
transition 100 percent over to TAGS and whenever you can this
morning we'd like you to tell us 1, did it wake anybody up and 2,what message numbers did you get from the TAGS over.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that noise doesn't seem to be a problem - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT' Okay The noise doesn't seem to be a problem have
mnutes ago, was 17 blank pages, so there's somethinq amiss

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT In general, the pages we have gotten, Bcvan have

Say'J 'you^d"n;:"L°see"fh' Jh'^^^
tUe.VnTLo^.tl^e

K^^i h J \ ^ ^° °" the, you know, on the TV I'll

pages
'° ''"^ ^^'^^ ^^'^ ^ number of blank

Se to LOS °ieMl h^;'*'"^^? «^ have less than a

= ^=1? w
11 be transitioning the TDRS and we'll qive vo.ia call when we're up TDRS.

yive you

SPACECRAFT Roger Bryan, we'll see you there.

^ . .

Mission Control Houston, 2 days, 18 hours 24mnutes mission elapsed time. Heard from the'crew the first time

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you on TDRS.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT Okay

PAO

Roger, Houston, you're loud, a tiny bit of an echo.

Roger, you're loud with a echo as wel]

.



ZllATll^''' '"^P^ Photographs and other

Ifct i^u^r^eportrd'^'
cclng down fL.-tZ\ltleT.ln LTlT

coina ,m L communications with Mission Control heregoing up to the spacecraft. We may hear from t -m aaain^hLn,,
sat:? Ue'aid'tie

-"-""^--'^i- -'ge of tSrtr'ackiJg'data'j^ aJ
?s'Mlss^:n%"on^Jo?/'

'''' -^^^'-n. Thlf

?^f2conds we^jr^::^- ar?s?;n"s;:L^°r!a^s/"
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS in the next
Eew seconds, we'll see you at Indian Ocean at 18 38.

PAO Mission Control Houston, standing by for
acquisition through Indian Ocean station.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, standing by Indian Ocean for 7
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear the Sun is just
about to come here shortly. I wanted to pass on to you how well
your teleprinter messages so far have been in the mornings,
they're all clear, easy to read and easy to incorporate and
better yet you're giving us time to do that so, it really is
working well and I certainly appreciate it.

CAPCOM Roger, thanks for the words, Dick, and I'll pass
that on to the FAOs.

SPACECRAFT Well they sure deserve a hand for the kind of work
that they have been doing so far at least and as far as visually
during the night, we had a couple of spectatular night oasses
with the cockpit lights out over Africa and the Middle East and
Nile River Valley and up at Iseral and Jordan and all the way
across Saudia Arabia and on down to India, it's really pretty.

CAPCOM Well I we wish we cou^d see the same view.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger, on the water dump termination, do you want
to leave the supply water dump isol valve open and when you
answer this, answer it possibly for the rest of the flight and
then I won't ask you everytirae I dump water.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. Dan, the answer to that
is we're going to keep that valve open until entry day.

SPACECRAFT Okay, fine. Thanks a lot.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR, on IMU alignment this morning I'm
assuming you want to do the roll startrack align as printed, is
that correct?

CAPCOM Roger, Richard, that's affirmative, and we're going
LOS, we'll see you over Yarragadee at 18 plus 54.

SPACECRAFT Super, see you there.
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PAO Mission Control Houston, 2 days 18 hours 46 minutes
mission elapsed time, we have loss of signal through Indian Ocean
station. Crew going through their morning routine, preparing for
the alignment of the inertial measurement units, housekeeping
sort of a thing that they do to help the Orbiter avionics know
where the spacecraft is. We are announcing that the scheduled
change of shift press <:onference with the off-going flight
director Jay Greene for the planning team regularly scheduled for
9:30 p.m. this evening has been cancelled. There's been no
problems servicinu during the night, the activity centered around
routine preparation of the teleprinter messages and updates of
crew activity plans for this flight day. Repeating that press
conference with the off-going flight director scheduled tor 9:30
central time has been cancelled. This is Mission Control
Houston. Mission Control Houston, standing by for acquistion
through Yacragadee.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger, I was getting ready to do the Ku-band
antenna cabling positioning thought I'd check with you, make sure
it's not going to louse up any of your tests or anything.

CAPCOM Stand by. Challenger, .louston. Dan, you're clear
to press on with the Ku-band antenna cabling positioning, and
we've got you for another 7 -minutes here at Yarragadee.
Challenger, Houston, did you copy my last.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, we copied and it's in work.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Houston, we got your message about the weather
system over Australia and we're going to try and get a few cloud
photos, luckily the northwest part of Australia has been
essentially cloud free here in the last few days, absolutely
unbelievable, unbelieveable to look at the mountains.

CAPCOM Okay, Richard. We're looking forward to seeing
those pictures.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay, Richard. We're looking forward to seeing
those pictures. Challenger, Houston, we lost you for about 30
seconds there going from Yarragadee to Orroral, we're back with
you now for 5 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we're still looking down at Australia.

CAPCOM Roger. Challenger, Houston, got a question for youon the TAGS if you can handle that?

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead.

CAPCOM We've looked at the TAGS down here and we can't
figure out if - that there's anything we did to cause the pagesto be blank and when you've got a chance sometime this morning,
we d appreciate it if you'd check your brightness, gamma andcontrast controls, see if they're all set to normal up there and
report any deviations to us.

SPACECRAFT Okay we'll sure do it. when the mission started idid check them and they were, if i remember right, they were thelittle rotories were straight up but at any rate whatever they
were it was per the, the way that little picture in the checklistshowed. We'll check them again this morning.

CAPCOM Roger

,

SPACECRAFT Let's see, Guy just went down and the three rotorvcontrols are all normal, they're at 12 o'clock.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you.

SPACECRAFT This is CDR, we're (garble) and some terrificglitter patterns out here.

CAPCOM That's great Richard, we're about to go LOS andwe'll see you at 19:17 with TORS.

SPACECRAFT See you then.

Mission Control Houston, 2 days, 19 hours, 8minutes mission elasped time. Challenger passing out of therange of the Orroral tracking station, eastern Australia, lastquarter of orbit number 45. We'll pick up again in about 9minutes through the tracking data relay satellite assuming it'sup and operational. Plight Controllers asked the crew to checkthe configuration of the switches on their text and graphicssystem m that last pass. Much of the information that they weresending up as part of the testing of that system did not getthrough this morning, some had got through earlier, but the lastseveral pages did not come through the system properly and theyasKed them to look and see if the switches were are all in the
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right place on that system. One of the first things the crew
will get into this morning after their postsleep activity which
includes meals and all that sort of thing, is to maneuver the

attitude for the orbital maneuvering system burn,
there ll.be 2 of those OMS engine burns to lower the Challenger's
orbit bringing it down from about 160 nautical mile orbit down toabout a 120. That will be done in two stages, the purpose ofthat is to facilitate conducting of an experiment on the
interaction of oxygen molecules with materials, there are somematerials carried in get-away special cannister in the payloadbay and those will be exposed to space. The Orblter will pointIts payload bay doors, the open doors along the velocity vector
or the flight path of the Shuttle and at that altitude they willbe ramming those few oxygen molecules that are there into theopen cargo bay and part of that test is to see how the oxygenerrodes those materials in the cargo bay there, set up for thatexperimental purpose. We'll be picking up with the tracking datarelay satellite in about 6 1/2 minutes, this is Mission ControlHouston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you on TDRS for 50minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

And we have you loud and clear, and we're standing
CAPCOM
by.

END OF TAPE
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minStes
Challenger, Houston, with you on TDRS for 50

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

CAPCOM And we have you loud and clear and we're standing

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR, wonder if i could, while it's

opr'i°?o'^?S;%SSf
'"^ ' ' -"^^ oJ%iL%is

CAPCOM Roger, we're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, just as we went feet wet off the east
ti"^!"^^^

entered, we saw a bunch of ocean glitter andIt ended up on 3 different cassettes and different, I had onecassette with 100 mm lens that I got a couple oi^ shots off andran out of film on that cassette and put some mo?e on a
^

camera that happened to have a 50 mm lens on it whichwe had on there for the weather and then by that time we got anew cassette on the one with the 100 mm and finished irthere so
.nH ?o 3 which I think were numbered 36, 37? or 8and 39, Eomething like all go together. '

CAPCOM Okay, that sounds great, Richard i think Rr,hStephenson will be real happy with that.

SPACECRAFT Yes. We're going to try to make today, glitter

CAPCOM Okay.

CAPCOM
We're back with you.

SPACECRAFT Roger, thanks.

offSe TAC- wh^J'ii^"^^^'
"°"^ton, we just sent a tost message up

?2st'message1n"thTTlSs.'
'^'^""^ "^"^ ^"^^^^

messace'on TAcf"vou";
''''

t""''
something about a testmessage on TACb, you're very broken there, we didn't copy.

CAPCOM Roger, we just sent a test message ud on thP taccyou might want to check when you got a chance?
'

SPACECRAFT Okay, Dale is doing it right now.

SPACECRAFT Yes, Houston, Challenger.

SJnn?"^n ^"'^ Challenger, Houston, we lost voice there foraouut ju seconds. We're back wit-h
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, ,

'^^^^ is Shuttle Control, 2 days, 19 hour-^ 2Sminutes mssJon elapsed time. We're Experiencing intermittentlock cn the downlink on TDRS .
i"ct,rmiccent

J^fs-band TnnTtl}^^T' '
"^'^^ ^^^^^^ with you throughout

moaning? ^^'^ "^^h you, good

This is Shuttle Control, 2 days. 19 hour^mnutes mission elapsed time. HandovEr in miss?oS control
shift n^2;\'?°^"^' completed. There will be no chaJge-of-shiEt news briefing. On-coming Flight Director is Randy St?ne?
CAPCOM Voice check.

P/^O Capcom's are - -

SPACKCRAFT Roger, Houston, reading you loud and clear.

CAPCOM Okay, we've been sort of slipping i,, and out oflock. I hope we'll hold you for awhile. 0?bit ine SeaSL

SPACECRAFT Oh, we were, huh?

^ "^^^^ 5 minutes since we're heard

CAPCOM Okay, we'll let the people know,

SPACECRAFT How's the weather in Houston today? Tonight.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Stevenson will be real happy with that.

SPACECRAFT How's the weather in Houston today, tonight?

CAPCOM Somebody's going to look out the window.

SPACECRAFT You're going to have to cut a hole in the roof,
that's the second time we've asked and you guys haven't had the
answer .

CAPCOM Well they told us always to ask for an out the
window report, right, before you come in.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM No basically, when we came in this evening it was
pretty nice outside, had a nice sunset and was reasonably clear.

SPACECRAFT That's good. You'll bo happy to hear we haven't
had any rain up here the whole mission. That is except when
Gardner forgets to put the needle down on the water dispenser.

CAPCOM Some things just don't require any, any comments d
they?

PAO This is Shuttle Control, CAPCOM' s on the Orbiter 1
team are Jeff Hoffman and Mary Cleave,

CAPCOM Challenger, we're dropping TDRS momentarily, we'll
be back with you in a minute or so through Mila.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, we're just getting ready - -

PAO This is Shuttle Control, 2 days 19 hours 38
minutes. Challenger is on orbit 46, about to be acquired through
the Merritt Island, Florida tracking station.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you through Mila for
about 12 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, you're loud and clear. Houston.
CDR.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Dick.

SPACECRAFT Hey, Jeff, do you have a better TIG time for the
first OMS burn or is the one printed in the CAP at about 21,
printed in the CAP on page 4-15 the one we're going to use.

CAPCOM Stand by I'll ask FIDO. Dick, days hour minutes
are as m the CAP, the seconds will be 27.8, 2 days 21 hours 56
minutes 27.8 seconds will be the OMS burn TIG.
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SPACECRAt-r Roger, Jeff, thanks a lot, appreciate it, I'll setup a camera count down to that so we can just keep (garble) up
here, thanks. Houston, CDR. We're trying your cameras delta
(garble) we'll let you know how it comes out.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll cross our fingers for you. Challenger,we re going LOS, 20 seconds, be out of touch for a few minutes
and then catch you through Dakar.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you at Dakar.

^'^P .

This is Shuttle Control, Bemuda has loss of signal,Dakar is next in just over 3 minutes. Challenger Commander DickTruly reported during this pass that the troubleshooting
activities are underway nov; on camera delta. The forward
starboard television camera in the payload bay which has failed,
he said he would report the outcome of that troijhl oRhooting assoon as It was completed. We'll stand by for acquiBitlon throuqhDakar at 2 days 19 hours S2 minutes mission elapsed time,

CAPCOM Challonqor, Houston with you throuqh Dakar, Cminutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, and we've got one r.tar, star 4S inthe table. ' - -
..n

vo'^^on .h. nror"''^'
''''^^ '"^ ''^^ ^^^^^

^ '^'"'^^ ^ message foryou on the CIRC pumps.

SPACKCRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM The CTRC pumps have been operating for the past 12hours and the accumulator pressure has remained stable. It maybe that the leak has stopped, anyway we would like to check that
V^^*"

'^''''^ ^^^"^ ^^'^ Pa^el R2 could you turnOhb hydraulic circulation pumps 1 and 3. Then we'll watch theaccumulator preasuro for a whiJo, If the accumulator pressureshould decay, in either Bystem below 1930 psi and that's the FDALimit and on R2 turn the affected CIRC pump back ON. That's toON for b minutes. And after that turn hydraulic CIRC pumps 1 and

KND OF TAPE
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CAPCOM On R2, turn the affected circ pump back on, that's
to ON, for 5 minutes and after that turn hydraulic circ pumps 1
and 3 to the GCP position, and that will return us to the current
configuration of the 5-n\inute on and 60-ininute off duty cycles.

SPACECRAFT Roger, understand. Houston, CDR, got a question on
the IMU align procedure, the way I read il-., it says between 25
and 30 minutes after start, which is where we are now, to go back
to A-auto vern, whether we're in verniers or in the normal jets
and we're presently heads up and on the verniers. Is that, do
you still want me to go back to auto?

CAPCOM Stand by, Dick.

SPACECRAt^T Okay and we just got another star on the table,
star 37 with an angle error of .01.

CAPCOM Okay. That was star 37, angle error .01.

SPACECRAFT And Housfcon, MSl, T ' vo got a quite CCTV camera
report here for you if you want 'it.

CAPCOM Okay, Dal'-

'iPACECPAFT Okay, I think Dick already mentioned we tried your
tiick OA camera del!;a, no joy. i think you're right about the
jris being closed, i put it up on the one monitor and then put
anoth'/f color ca!f,«ra on another monitor and closed its iris
manually and the two pictures look exactually the same, so I
think the delta is closed, stuck closed. I just tried the elbow
camera, it seems to be working better now, I'm able to focus
properly and it looks like it's back in business. Camera
Charlie, I, cycled in - zoomed in and out several times and
finally it looked like it broke free and I'm now able to zoom in,
out all the way, so it looks like at least temporarily it'r, back
in business also.

CAPCOM Okay, po to recap the video situation th.^n, camera
delta is still out an<i yt>u believe the iris is stuck closed. The
elbow ramera you are able to get a better toous with it todav and
camera Charlie now s free and zoorscd.

SPACECRAB'T

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOH

Apparently so.

Okay, well, be thankful for little things I guess.

Vcs, one out's better «:han 3 out.

Sure, any dav.

SPACKCRAFV It warj starting to <iet right interesting yesterday,
1'; was the direct berth when tho- .

.

-

so caueras started to go.
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CAPCOM It just makes you work a little harder. We're
going F^OS - -

SPACECRAFT Hey Jeff, there is one thing that you might pass on
to the team that does the RMS stuff this afternoon. I forgot tomention to them from yesterday, the first, right after we'd done
the direct berth and had it down and had four ready to latches
and the checklist called then for us to take the brakes off and
go into test mode for the, for latching it up. When I took the
brake switch to off, i got an RMS master alarm with no caution
light with - on the RMS panel, of course, I through the brakes
right back on, I think we had a message PDRS control, you might
look back at the data and see, by the time we got to spec 96though there were no indications of any problem and thereafter
each time that we took the brake switch from on to off, that
problem did not occur so we had some kind of transient there and
I really don't know what it was.

CAPCOM Okay, I guess the RMS people can think about that
and we 11 let you know if they come up with anything. Anothermessage now on your dancer question on the DAP it.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM You can go to auto on the DAP and that should takeyou around continuing the roll until you get to LVLH.

SPACECRAFT Richard says, roger. Hey Jeff, did you guys send
up some more TAG messages?

CAPCOM stand by, I'm checking on that. Challenger, wetried to send you another - -

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM
Houston, voice check.

Go ahead. Go ahead. Challenger. Challenger,

END OF TAPE
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nSon, voic.'chec'r'- '° Challenger,

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

Sofdo you read?'''
^''^ ^ ^"^^P^"^

SPACECRAFT Jeff, I read you loud and clear. Did you guvs sendup some TAG messages not too long ago?

^^l^T . ^ little over 5 minutes ago, we sent upanother TAG test message, did you receive it.
^

SPACECRAFT Have 3 blank sheets of paper.

ifnow.
"''^^ ^"^^ "^^'^ ^''^^^ P^P^^' y°"'ve got

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Yes, I have to agree on that.

SPACECRAFT Okiedoke, we'll do it.

. . .

'^^^^ Shuttle Control at 2 days 20 hours 6rninutes mss on elapsed time. To recap the teLvisioS ca-neratroubleshooting efforts, Dale Gardner reported no jojon cameradelta, he believes the iris is stuck closed on that camera Twoother cameras that had problems were reported working Pro?;rlv
w^^i?^ ^^'^^^ focosing properly and^Ga?dne?was able to zoom payload bay camera char lie. There was a zSom

stili f-??^^ A " K-""^"^
working properly. Camera Dstill failed. Approaching LOS on the TDRS, Indian Ocean will beavailable tor Challenger shortly thereafte^, we'lj s?and bv forfuther communications. At 2 days 20 hours 7 minutes missionelapsed time this is Shuttle Control Houston.

"Mission

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going to lose tdrc; inabout 30 seconds, pick you up at lOS at 20 plSl 1?, we'll Se

vector. Challenger, Houston, with you through lOS for 9 minutes,

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear. And sorry we
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CAPCOM Okay, so you know about the stuff coming up then.

SPACECRAFT Yes, actually the noise is made because the, the

the and Jhe^f^.T^'''!""'^'^ I' " ^^^ween ?hat and
iTc.', u

^°""^^tion between the treadmill and the doorDUst kind of make it cattle around a bit as we were fixing that

^7^JS ifi A ^^^^r ^f^'^'.we see two good stars in your table,

th'osf tio surs? ^^i^"

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll sure do it and I see we're back in 7tv

sLr'ted.'^
'° ^'^'^ ^^^^^ ' gettfng%Se a??gn"

'"^

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR the align is in progress and I'massuming GNC does not need the numbers but if he does I'Je got

thanks.
"^'"^ watching it down here so we do not need them,

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, 30 seconds LOS, talk to you at
Yarragadee at 2, at 20 + 29.

SPACECRAFT Roger, see you there.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, the Indian Ocean station
has loss of signal. Challenger will be acquired through
yarragadee in 6 minutes, 10 seconds. At 2 days, 20 hours, 23
minutes mission elapsed time this is Mission Control Houston.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, at 2 days, 20 hours, 29
minutes, mission elapsed time. Challenger is about 15 seconds
away from acquisition through Yarragadee.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Yarragadee, 9
minutes and we have some OMS pads for you.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, got you loud and clear. Stand by
for a second we're ready to copy the pad.

CAPCOM Okay, I've got 2 pads for you so get out 2 sheets.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we will. Okay, Houston, cut her loose.

CAP OM Okay, I'll give you the recirc, that's OMS 4, here
we go, OMS both engines, TV roll 180, trim load +0.1, -5.7, +5.7,
weight 217 600, Tig 2 days/21: 56: 27. 8, take 7 targets, -0066.7,
all balls, all balls, burn attitude 165 008 024, delta V total,
0066.7 00:38, VGO X+0064.21, all balls, +018.06, target apogee
168, perigee +121, and the helium valves alpha is closed, bravo
is open, read back.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. OMS both, TV roll 180, trim load
+0.1, -5.7, +5.7, weight 217 600, Tig 2/21:56:27.8, take 7 delta
VX -66.7, burn attitude 165 008 024, delta V total, 66.7, TGO 38
seconds, VGO in X +64.21, all zeros, +18.06, 168 by 121 and in
the heluim press A to close and B to open.

CAPCOM Readback is correct and those targets are
onboard. Now I've got the recirc OMS burn number 5, v;hen you're
ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. Again we're both OMS engines and we've got a
bit of an unusual TV voll for you, 278 and the reason for that is
we want to get Ku-band coverage during the burn, that's at DTO.
SO that's TV roll 278, trim load +0.1, -5.7, +5.7, weight 261
164, Tig 002/22:41:24.6, take 7 targets, -0083.3, all balls,
-002. 4 - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM plus 0.1, minus 5.7, plus 5.7, weight 216 164, TIG
002/22:41:24.6, take 7 targets, minus 0083.3, all balls, minus
002.4, burn attitude 303 215 328, delta V total 0083.3, TGO
00:47, VGOs plus 0080.22, all balls, plus 022.56. Target apogee
and perigee 121, helium regs alpha open, bravo closed. Read
back

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, for the recirc number 5, both OMS
engines, TV roll is 278, for Ku-band coverage, trim load is plus
0.1, minus 5.7, plus 5.7, weight 216 164, TIG 2/22:41:24.6, take
targets minus 83.3, all zeros, minus 2.4, burn attitude 303 215
3:i8, delta V total is 83.3, TGO is 47 seconds, plus 80. 22, all
zeros, plus 22.56, it will be a circular orbit at 1.1 and the
helium vap isols A open, and B closed.

CAPCOM Readback is correct, we think there is a strong
chance we will not be able to uplink the targets for that burn so
you should expect to enter them manually.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and we'll check up on you anyhow.

CAPCOM Challenger, 30 seconds LOS, we'll pick you up
through TDRS in about 12 minutes at 20 plus 54.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, we'll see you then.

CAPCOM And you might want to know the bur ri toes have just
come in.

SPACECRAFT You're breaking my heart.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, loss of signal through
Orroral. Challenger will be acquired on TDRS in just over 11
minutes. During this pass over Australia through" Yarragadee and
Orroral, Capcom Jeff Hoffman passed up the PADS for OMS burns 4
and 5 those maneuvers designed to circularize the orbit at 121
nautical miles, the altitude selected for the oxygen interaction
on materials experiment. Ignition time for OMS number 4 will be
2 days 21 hours 56 minutes 27.8 seconds. Both engines will be
used, change in velocity will be 66.7 feet per second, duration
of the burn 38 seconds, resulting orbit 168 by 121 nautical
miles. OMS number 5 will also use both engines, ignition time 2
days 22 hours 41 minutes 24.6 seconds. The delta V of 83.3 feet
per second, duration of the burn 47 seconds resulting orbit 121
nautical miles circular. Challenger's current orbit is 168 by
159 nautical miles. At 2 days 20 hours 45 minutes mission
elapsed time, this is Shuttle Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Challenger's current orbit is 168 by 159 nautical
miles. At 2 days 20 hours, 45 minutes mission elapsed time, this
is Shuttle Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's back with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, read you loud and clear and
Richard's just finishing up his morning manual cabin procedure.

CAPCOM Successfully, I hope. Challenger, Houston, could
you go down and check the TAGS again, we're still trying.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, Guy's checking it right now. Okay,
Houston, we just checked it and unfortunately wo have two more
blank sheets of paper.

CAPCOM Ah, but those are mode 3 blank sheets of paper,
before you only had mode one blank sheets of paper.

SPACECRAFT Well that's good to know. We're going to have a
real raft of paper airplanes up here before long.

CAPCOM How do the paper airplanes fly in zero-q?

SPACECRAFT We're still evaluating that.

CAPCOM I'm sure the SETP will be very anxious to find out.

SPACECRAFT No doubt. Hey, Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Dan.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we copied you message this morning on circ
pumps 1 and 2 and it looks like the helium pressure on system,
correction that was 1 and 3, it looked like the accumraulator
pressure on system 2 is about 54 psi above the alarm and I was
wondering what the current status of circ pump number 2 is?

CAPCOM Stand by. Challenger, Houston, on the circ pumps,
system 2 pump is officially declared dead and not to be used.
The pressure limit for the FDA has been lowered to 1650, so
you're still 334 psi away from that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks a lot. Looks like Florida's cloudy
today, tonight.

CAPCOM Yes, we've got a weather map down here and it shows
a lot of clouds all over there. Edward's was pretty clear
though.
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SPACECRAFT Tell you what, there's a lot of thunderstorm
activity out over the GulE to the east of Florida. I'm sorry,
out in the Atlantic. And from here it looks like most of the
eastern seaboard is cloudy. We can see the city lights under the
clouds, but a lot of them.

CAPCOM Yes, we're looking at our weather map here, see
pretty much the same thing, but I'd sure like your view right
now

.

SPACECRAFT You bet.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challonqor, Houston, we lost you through TDRS for a
bit but we've got you back now through Dakar.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, and we just started our maneuver to
the burn attitude.

CAPCOM
Houston.

Okay, and we'll be watching you. Challenger,

SPACECRAFT Roger, Jeff, go ahead,

CAPCOM Two things we see a cabin PP02 alarm, ECOM wants
you to know it looks like a noisy transducer and no action. Andwhile we've got you, we'll let /ou know that we're looking at
your targets, your vector and the gimbal c'ieck, they all look
good for the burn and we'll check with you one more time through

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jeff, we sure appreciate you all watching andyes we noticed that PP02 B seem to rise after I completed the
cabin management a while ago. Thanks a lot and we'll see vou
later. '

CAPCOM Right.

PAO This IS Shuttle Control, 2 days 21 hours 49 minutes
mission elapsed time. We've had LOS through TDRS, the Indian
Ocean station will lock on to the Challenger in about 30
seconds. This is Shuttle Control, 2 days 21 hours 50 minutesmission elapsed time, have acquisiton of signal through the
Indian Ocean station. TDRS has had loss of signal.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT I need to give you two times, HRM Ops time and PRMOps time. We activated the HRM at 2 days 21 hours and 30
minutes. And the PRM we activated at 2 days 21 hours and 49minutes.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you, Guy.

. .
"^^^^ Shuttle Control, Challenger is at proper

"rL^^"^ Ignition time for that burn is justafter LOS at this station.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're going LOS, have a good burn, talkto you through Yarragadee.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Jeff, we'll be right there,

^
This Is Shuttle Control, Indian Ocean station hasloss of signal. Challenger's next acquistion will be through
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Yarragadee in just under 9 minutes. We'll get a report at
Yarragadee on the OMS 4 burn which should have just started. At
2 days 21 hours 56 minutes, mission elapsed time, this is - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO - - just under 9 minutes. We'll give a report at
Yarragadee on the OMS 4 burn which should have just started. At
2 days 21 hours 56 minutes mission elapsed time, this is Mission
Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you through Yarragadee
for 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, the burn went of£ on time, the
residuals were approximately O's nominal burn. We've loaded the
targets for the second burn and we're on the way there now.

CAPCOM That's good to hear, thanks.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, do you read?

CAPCOM Loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Roger, burn was on time and residuals were zero.
Nominal burn.

CAPCOM Okay, we actually heard you the first time did you
not get my call?

SPACECRAFT Negative.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Not too long after the next burn you've got a KU
test in the CAP and we've got a change, slight change in the
procedure which I would like to give you on page 2-7 of orbit
ops. I ' 11 stand by.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by. Okay, Jeff, we're looking at it,
go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, it's in the setup part, section 1, the second
line, the Ku where it now says auto track, the Ku should be set
to manual SLU and then the second line from the bottom of the
setup where it says check track, delete that line. And that's
nominal

.

SPACECRAFT Okay (garble) 1 setup, second line Ku should be set
to manual SLU and the next to last line, the, should delete the
line that says 'check track, talkback barberpole.

CAPCOM That's correct.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks, Jeff.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, going t,OS in 25 seconds?, pick
you up through Hawaii at 22 plus 34,

SPACECRAB'T Rogor, Houston, Hawaii at 22 34.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, Yarragadee has loss of
signal, Commander Dick Truly reporting a good OMS 4 burn during
this pass at Yarragadee. Next station will be Hawaii in just
over 19 minutes. Challenger now getting configured for the OMS 5
burn which is scheduled for 22 hours 41 minutes 24.6 seconds.
That burn designed to circularized the orbit at 121 nautical
miles. At 2 days 22 hours 15 minutes mission elapsed time, this
is Shuttle Control Houston. This is Shuttle Control at 2 days 22
hours 33 minutes mission elapsed time, we're standing by for
acquistion through Hawaii.

END 01'' TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houscon, with you through Hawaii for aminute

.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, understand and we're (garble) burn
attitude.

CAPCOM We see that in our data, thanks. Challenger,
Houston, we see your targets and attitudes, everything looks good
Eor the burn.

.

This is Shuttle Control, 2 days 22 hours 39 minutesmission elapsed time, Challenger operating on S-band through TDRS
now. One minute 48 seconds away from the CMS 5 burn.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Dick. Dick, we missed you, just after
you called, we're back with you.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we're 10 seconds to the burn (garble).

P^O Good burn on both engines in progress.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, burn's complete, the residuals
are near zero, and it was on time.

CAPCOM Well we were watching and it sure looked good to
us, we managed to follow you with the Ku-band all the way.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR, how do you read?

CAPCOM Lou.} and clear although we've been in and out as
far as ±uRS for a little while, but we've got you now.
Challenger, Houston, we're with you UHF through Goldstone, andwe ve been hearing you but I think you have not been hearing us.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, and we're getting into the Ku-bandmanual acquisition test.

CAPCOM C>.ay, I've got a message for you on that. There'sone more addition to what I gave you before on page 2-7 and that
IS when you actually get down to the test part before Ku search
to i^earch, you've got to take the Ku and put it back to autotrack. We apoligize for that, in the first set of procedures wegave you.

SPACECRAFT Roger, understand the step, insert a step beforethe Ku search and that is take the Ku to auto track.

CAPCOM That's correct, the reason we changed the autotrack
to manual at the top was that if it happens to be locked already
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and you're in the autotrack position then you are not able to
manually SLU but when you actually do the search you want to be
in autotrack. Challenger, Houston.

SPACKCRAPT Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM If you haven't already done it, we would like you
to delay the Ku-band manual acquisition test we're having
problems with the TDRS covevage and we'd like to be able to watch
you do it and we will give you a call when we're ready.

SPACECRABn- Okay, Jeff, we have just completed step 1, the
setup. Would you like us to back out of this, or remain in our
present configuration?

CAPCOM No, that's sounds optimum, if you just hold what
you've got then you'll be ready to go with the actual test part
as soon as we give you a call.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're sitting on page 2-7 then and we havecompleted step 1 and that's where we're sitting.

CAPCOM Okay and I hope we get to you as soon as possible.

SPACECRAL^'T Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Okay and I hope we get to you as soon as possible.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

P{^0 This is Shuttle Control, 2 days, 22 hours, 58
minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger's current orbit is
121.9 nautical miles by 120.7 nautical miles. The period is 1
hour, 29 minutes, 5 seconds,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston we're 30 seconds LOS,
Bermuda. If we don't get back on TORS we'll speak to you at
Dakar in 5 minutes and we're still waiting on the Ku-band manual
acquisition test.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

P-^O This is Shuttle Control, Bermuda has loss of
signal, we expect to lock up momentarily on TDRS.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we've only got you through
TDRS and we're go for the Ku-band manual acquisition test.
Challenger, Houston, how do you copy?

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, we'll be with you in just a second
we were just cleaning the cabin fan filters and that's why you
see the alert.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks for letting us know, and we just
wanted to check that we did indeed have comm.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we have you loud and clear. Houston, CDR,
the first attempt appeared successful we purposely were near the
limit of the 5 degrees as printed in the checklist between
command and actual, we're going to slew it off and repeat it.

CAPCOM Thanks, Dick, and it looked good down here, we'll
watch for your second.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, it looks like it works like a
champ.

CAPCOM Well we saw the second one and INCO seems pretty
happy.

SPACECRAFT Okay. If that's okay then we'll leave it in this
configuration and, or whatever configuration you tell us to put
it in and go back to cleaning the cabin fan.

CAPCOM INCO's happy, configuration looks good, Dick, so
press on with whatever else.

SPACECRAFT Okiedoke, see you later.
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SPACECRAFT Houston, MS3.

CAPCOM Challenger,- Houston, we had lost lock for awhile,

did you just try to call us?

SPACECRAFT That's affirm, this is MS3, how do you read?

CAPCOM Read you real well. Bill.

<5PACECRAFT Okay, you might pass on the biomed that there is

s^e dKa! Day 2y'hour 20, from 40 to 56 minutes There's a

second run, day 2, hour 21, 15 to 30 minutes. Also day 02, 22

hours, 03 to 09 minutes and there will be other data of course

coming down.

CAPCOM Okay, let me just give that to you back All on

day 2, 20 hours, 40 to 56; 21 hours, 15 to 30? 22 hours, 03 to

09.

SPACECRAFT That's correct.

CAPCOM Thanks, Bill. Challenger, Houston, on your cabin

fan

.

SPACECRAFT Say again, Jeff?

CAPCOM V^e're going to be losing TDRS stage in little over

a ininute and ECOM would sleep a lot better if he knew that your

cabin fan were back on.

SPACECRAFT Oh yeah, we got it back on about 2 minutes ago.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks. Dale.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ...little over a minute and ECOM would sleep a lot
better if he knew that you're (garble) v;ere back on.

SPACECRAFT Oh yes, we got it back on about 2 minutes ago.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks, Dale.

SPACECRAFT It's been on now for a couple of minutes and the
fan filters were really not that dirty.

CAPCOM Okay, it turned out we had some static data there,
but thanks for lotting us know.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we'll he going LOS in about 30
seconds, we'll pick you up through Yarragadee at 23 plus 40.

SPACECRAFT Roger, copy.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, Challenger is LOS, next
acquisiton through Yarragadee in 14 minutes. At 2 days 23 hours
26 minutes mission elapsed time this is Shuttle Control
Houston. This is Shuttle Control, 2 days 23 hours 40 minutes
mission elapsed time, standing by for acquisition through
Yarragadee

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Yarragadee
for 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we've got the cabin fans cleaned, they look
pretty good. Got the IMU fans cleaned, the screens on them, got
it without taking down that overhead panel by just taking the
(garble) tool and sticking it up there and cleaning them off and
we're going after the DEU filters now.

CAPCOM Okay, sounds like a regular spring cleaning.

SPACECRAFT IMU fans covers, we haven't cleaned them on the
flight yet, they were pretty well covered but we cleaned tne
cabin fans a couple of days ago and they were suprisingly clean
when we got them, got down in there.

CAPCOM Dan, when you've got a ndnute, I've got something
for you on the PP02 system regarding the alarms that you got a
little while ago.
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SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead.

CAPCOM In the manual cabin atmosphere management you were
using the procedure on 5-10 of the Orbit Ops Checklist, And KCOM
suggests that if you go to the reset caution and warning limits
at the bottom that you'll avoid any more PP02 alarms. And
specifically that means a 3,6 limit for the PP02,

SPACKCRAFT Roger, and the thing had really become a nuisance,
we planned to go ahead and do it anyhow but we'll take care of
that shortly.

CAPCOM Yes, I don't think there's any great rush on
that. Also he had a question, when you did get the PP02 alarm
earlier this morning, had you done anything shortly before that
in terms of changing around the temperature setting on the
temperature controller down under the raiddeck floor?

SPACECRAFT Jeff, we did, I'm not, I'm not sure that I recall
exactly in what order we did it. I did set the, I did change the
temperature setting since it was a little warm in the cabini But
I thought it was -nfter we had the PP02 alarm,

CAPCOM The reason I asked is apparently there's been some
indication in the past that some of those sensors are fairly
temperature sensitive and a change in the temperature can trigger
them and that's why they wanted to know. Challenger, Houston,
I've got a message for you regarding the upcoming Ku-band roll
maneuver

.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead,

CAPCOM In order to accomplish the test, it's going to be
necessary to start that as soon as possible after TDRS AOS, our
current estimate of thac is 00 07, is the AOS TDRS. Even if we
should lose voice communication during that time, INCO would Mke
you to preceed and do the entire test,

SPACECRAFT Okay, even if we're no comm, its 00 - -

EKD OF TAPE
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CAPCOM 0007, is the AOS TDRS, even if we should lose voice
communication during that time, INCO would like for you to
proceed and do the entire test.

SPACECRAFT Okay, even if we're no comm at 0007 we'll start the
maneuver

.

CAPCOM That's correct Dick. Challenger, Houston, also
Dust so you know what we're doing, we intend to turn on one of
the pay load bay camera's while you're doing that roll test just
so we can get some spectacular views of your eleven rolls.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, we'll bo looking for it.

CAPCOM Challenger, we're going LOS 20 seconds, and
hopefully we'll be talking to you through TDRS.

. . .

This is Sliuttle Control, Yarragadee has LOS, next
acquisition, Hawaii in about 18 minutes with TDRS acquisition
about a minute after that. At 2 days, 23 hours, 48 minutes
mission elasped time, this is Shuttle Control Houston.

'J'his is Shuttle Control at 3 days, 0 hours, 9
minutes mission elapsed time. We're waiting to lock up on TDRS
at Hawaii,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Hawaii, UHF at
the moment.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, we started the roll maneuver at 00

CAPCOM Okay, thanks.

SPACECRAFT And incidentally, I'm looking out left side of the
window and see a bunch of lights which I assume is one of
(garble)

.

CAPCOM Why we're on the subject of looking out the window,
I ye got a couple of Earth Ops notes if you've got something to
write with.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by just one second. Okay Dan's readv
to copy. '

CAPCOM Okay, the 2 things are, that first of all there'-: ^
tropical storm name of Ellen at 8 degrees north, 142 east. It is
a little bit west of of a point halfway between Guam and New
Guinea, and that ought to be visablo just before vou get to yournext sunset, that's on, going into orbit 50. And' the suggestion
IS that you try to photograph the storm while you're approaching
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it to get the cloud structures using a 100 mm lens, at exposures
ranging from F5.6 to F8.0.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we copy, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, and the second is a reminder that the second
best view that you're likely to get of Henderson Island during
the entire flight is going to come up later today on rev 56.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you very much we'll try to get it
again, we have gotten that site twice, unfortunately there's a
good deal of cloud cover there, and both times, oh I'd say half
the Island was covered in clouds, but we have seen it twice,

CAPCOM I think that's why the suggestion was to try it
again and you know, just keep taking - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM I think that's why the suggestion was to try it
again and you know just keep taking pictures and hope for a
break.

SPACECRAFT You bet,

CAPCOM We're going LOS Hawaii on UHF =jnd we'll pick you up
at Goldstone at about 5 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

Challenger, [Jouston with you through Goldstone,CAPCOM
UHF.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Jeff, loud and clear.

CAPCOM I just want to let Dale know if he wants to discuss
that Rf'lS master alarm at some point, we have some information on
It, It's nothing that's going to affect your operations so its
really your call if you want to talk about it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks alot. Dale is busy doing something
else, and well he took a break here, he's listening, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. Apparently this is referred to as the ghostalarm and it was seen on STS-7, what happens is in direct drive
the joint angles, when the brakes are on, the joint angles are
not updated. As soon as you take the brakes to OFF, software
performs a consistency check using the last joint angles that ' t
had and if you have moved any of the joints while you were in
direct drive with the brakes ON, then the consistency check isgoing to fail and it will give you a control error, a master
alarm and a message. As soon as you cycle the brake switch onand off again the GPC is going to see this as recycling the
brakes and it resets and it reinitializes the angles and the
consistency check and the errors are all going to be set to OFF
and you won't get any further master alarms. That's probablv
what happen.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jeff, we understand, I think I've seen orheard something similar to that before we launched but also you
have a real bad echo now. Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Challenger. Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR, on, in the orbit ops checklist page
1-4 on step 1, I thought I'd give you the times just so that ifmy arthimetic is wrong you can disagree with me. I started thefirst roll at 07 minutes after this hour, I've got to start thenext maneuver is set up with a start time of 3 days 0 hours 31
minutes and 0 seconds and I intend to do the stop item 21 at 3days 0 hours 55 minutes, that's 55 mf-^utes and 0 seconds
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CAPCOM Okay, Dick, thanks for the tiines. One note on the
coram, we're talking steadily with UHF and when the TDRf? sometimes
come in and out and we have a TDRS on top oE the UHF, that's what
gives us that echo.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand. And Houston, CDR, no hurry but
I've got a viz ops question.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, I think we've gone r.OS, during
your last question Dick, we'll pick you up at Mila at 00 plus 23.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're trying you through TDRS
again, Dick I just heard you mention you had some question about
viz ops and then we went LOS on our UHF link.

SPACECRAFT Roger, no problem, some time when you have a minute
I do have a question, something we saw and to talk about it you
might, do you have, if you have one of the world atlnc' it's on
page 28.

END OF TAPE
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SPACKCRAFT Roger, no problem, sometime when you have a minute
I do have a question on something we saw and to talk about it,
you might, do you, if you have one of our world a'-lases it's on
page 28.

CAPCOM Standby. Okay we're with you down under.

SPACECRAFT After we did the first burn and - so we were in an
orbit of 160 by 120 and we were preparing for the second burn and
in the maneuver, so we were in some crazy attitude, I'm not sure
which, in the area, if you're looking on that chart, in the area
of about 24 to 26 degrees south latitude and longtitude of about
140 east, there is a huge area of extremely large and complex
drainage rivers out there in the dessert and there is one out
there somewhere that just the right angle, we happened to glance
down and it make a huge perfect circle. It almost looked like it
was an old impact creator, very large where the drainage rivers
had somehow formed a periphery of it and I was wondering if
there was anything like that down in that area.

CAPCOM We'll pass those coordinates on and there are lots
of unknown impact creators which haven't been discovered and it
could be that seeing thera from space is the best way to do it.
That's real interesting.

SPACECRAFT And Jeff, the, I'm not sure about the latitude and
the longtitude because that map really is not good enough to
indicate what we saw but the time was 22:16.

CAPCOM MET of 2 days, 22:16, okay we ought to be able to
reconstruct by then. Were you looking relatively straight down?

SPACECRAFT I believe that this particular site was just to the
south of us, I would guess, but you know within 100 miles south
of our nador.

CAPCOM Thanks.

SPACECRAFT And Jeff, while we were down cleaning the inlet
filters on the DEUs on the port side, I also took, I guess it
must be L17 off, and cleaned out the MCIU and both the inlet
filters on it was really clogged.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll pass that information along.

P^O This is Shuttle Control, 3 days, 0 hours, 47
minutes, we're getting a picture now from the ^ay-oad bay
camera. Challenger still performing the Ku-band roll test.
Challenger currently over the south Atlantic Ocean. This is
Shuttle Control 3 days, 0 hours, 59 minutes mission elapsed
time. Challenger has loss of signal with TDRS, still in
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acquisition at, UHF acquisition at Botswana for anothf-r 7
minutes

.

CAPCOM ChalLonger, Houston, we'll bo goinq r,OS horo out
Botswana in about 30 seconds, pick you up in another 15 minutes
at Yarragadee at 1 + 15. Challenger, Houston, 10 seconds nos,
Yarragadee at 1 + 15.

This is Shuttle Control, Challenger has flown out
of range of B9tswaria now.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOH Challenger, Houston 10 seconc^s r,OS, Yarraoadee at I
+ 1 i;

^''^0 This is Shuttle Control, Challenger has flown out
oi range of Botswana now, Yarragadoe will be the next station in
about 13 1/2 minutes. At 3 days, 1 hour, 2 minutes mission
elapsed time, this is Shuttle Control Houston.

PAO This is Shuttle Control at 3 days, 1 hour, 8
minutes mission elapsed time. The payload's officer has received
an INSAT report from the tracking station at Hassan, India.
INSAT is in an orbit of 20,044 nautical miles by 4,133.7 nautical
miles, the second apogee kick motor firing has been changed to a
Greenwich Mean Time of day 245, time 14:30, GMT.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you through Yaragadee
for 4 rainiites.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, loud and clear. Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Dick.

SPACECRAFT Roger, I went ahead and did the roll maneuvers for
the common track in the blind and never heard anything during the
test, how'd it come out?

CAPCOM Stand by. Dick, INCO says they're going to have to
get most of their data off the recorder, but the little bit they
saw makes it look like they got the data they needed and
everyoody thanks you.

SPACECRAFT Well we sure hope so.

CAPCOM We're going LOS here in 30 seconds, pick you up at
Guam at 1 + 28. ' f n i

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll be on the lookout for the storm.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, Yarragadee has loss of
signal. Next acquisition through Guam in just over 8 minutes.
Challenger will begin orbit number 50 just prior to Guam
acquisition. At 3 days, 1 hour, 20 minutes mission elapsed time
this is Shuttle Control Houston.

PAO This is Shuttle Control at 3 days, 1 hour, 27
minutes mission elapsed time. Standing by for acquisition
through Guam.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Stand by, Houston. Roger, Jeff, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, the MAD strain gage signal conditioners which
you turned on yesterday, have been on for over a day now and the
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MADS is warm enough to carry on it's own for about 2 days, so
we'd like you on A7L, to take the MAD strain gage to PCM enable.

SPACKCRAFT Okay, PCM enable.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're 45 seconds LOS. Our
data down here shows payload primary main C switch off and we'd
like it on, on panel Rl, to keep power going to the ASE out there
in the bay. And we'll pick you up through Hawaii at 1 + 40.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we got the switch back on and we're not sure
how it got bumped off.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks. Talk to you at Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT Okay,

This is Shuttle Control, Guam has LOS, next station
is Hawaii in 7 minutes, at 3 days, 1 hour 32 minutes mission
elapsed time this is Shuttle - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO This IS Shuttle Control, Guam has LOS. Next
station is Hawaii in 7 minutes. At 3 days, 1 hour, 32 minutes,
mission elapsed time, this is Shuttle Control Houston.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, 3 days, 1 hour, 39 minutes
mission elapsed time. Challenger about to be acquired at Hawaii.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Hawaii for 7
minutes and we've got a request following (garble) of the payload
primary main C switch.

SPACECRAFT Challenger, go ahead.

CAPCOM ECOM's going back into the data and it looks like
its been off for roughly 6 1/2 hours, we'd like to get a
temperature check on the PAM AS&E, and we'd like, if you could,
to perform the PAM ASE verbal test on 2-7 of the deploy
checklist. And we'd like that over a ground pass, either now or
over the States so we could look at the data.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. How long is this particular pass?

CAPCOM Say again.

SPACECRAFT How much AOS time do we have on this particular
pass?

CAPCOM You've got 6 minutes left on this pass.

SPACECRAFT Okay, let's see if we can try and do it now. Okay
Houston, we've got the PAM ASE thermal test in progress.

CAPCOM Thanks, Guy. And for your information we've just
sent up on the teleprinter some entry weather and also world
news, which you might be interested in.

SPACECRAFT Rog , we have it and much appreciate sending that
info up.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, all of your temperatures in
the ASE look okay, and it's okay to power down the SCA now.

SPACECRAB^T Roger, Houston, will do, thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger we're switching over to TDRS in about 15
seconds

.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, Hawaii has LOS.
Acquisition with TDRS is underway now. Here in the Mission
Control Center, a shift handover is taking place. There's a
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change of shift briefing with Flight Director Randy Stone, is
scheduled for 4 a.m. Central Daylight Time in the JSC news
center, room 135. Change of shift briefing, 4 a.m. Central
Daylight Time.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, Crystal Team with you through
TDRS, how copy?

SPACECRAFT Roger, loud and clear, how us?

CAPCOM Got you guys loud and clear too, how's it going?

SPACECRAFT Well we're just, we're in position to capture on
grapple fixture 5, so far so good.

CAPCOM Roger, and just to let you know, we have low, low
bit data rate down here, so wo don't have a good insight into
what you ' re doing

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll keep you informed, the power up went
nominally, the approach to the grapple was very quick and easy on
Dale's part and we're just about to capture right now.

CAPCOM Roger

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, got a good capture and we're - -

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Botswana for
5 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear and we're releasing
the keel latch.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Hey, Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Houston, go ahead.

SPAChXRAFT Roger. Earlier today they told us to be on the
look out for those storms, I believe it was Ellen, south of Guam
and on that particular - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACBCRAFT Roger, earlier today they told us to be on the look
out for tropical storm, I believe it was Ellen, south of Guam and
on that particular approach we did see it and got some pictures
of It. It wasn't real obvious coming from the west but once you
got to the south around to the east the circulation was preuty
obvious and it looked like it covered quite an expansive area

CAPCOM
pictures,

Roger, Dan, we'll look forward to seeing those

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR we're unber thing the PS'pa qrapnle
(garble)

.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Dale says this is a piece of cakewe're 500 inches in Z.
'

CAPCOM Roger, Richard, we copy. We're 30 seconds LOS. seeyou at Guam, 3 plus 00.

SPACECRAFT Roger, see you at Guam.

Mission Control Houston, loss of signal at
Botswanna. Challenger crew currently involved in the second dayof testing the remote manipulator arm using the high mast objectas a test load. Nest station is Guam in 24 minutes, at whichtime we'll return. At day 3, 2 'lours 35 minutes. Mission ControlHouston. This IS Mission Control Houston, Challenger is now inacquisition through Guam.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, Guam for 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear and we're just up at the top of pcge

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger, at time MET 3 days 2 hoursja minutes we went over a volcano that was erupting.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale, we copy that.

SPACECRAET It was a small single island from what we could seethere were a lot of clouds around it so we didn't know quite

it^oCt^by^'the'time
pictures and maybe you can figure

back^with you
'

'^^''^'^ "^^'^ l^^"^" ^bo^t it and get
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SPACECRAFT And are we still going to have TV at Hawaii cominqup hero?

CAPCOM Roger tha, Dale, we're looking forward to it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we've got the camera in the aft flight deckand one more thing I'd like you to look at, we'll still having'problems it turns out with the elbow camera, I have it turned onand pointed down towards the PFTA, during this oass you mightdirect It for the downlink and look at it yourself and see whatyou can see. Wo noticed that as hard as it is to believe'that wethink there s a wire, a cable loose inside the lens because everv
'^u"''

^""'^ ^^^"^ ^^^""^ "i^e lil^G shadow floatingthrough the lens and the picture is very blurry and it kindabounces around even though the camera is sitting steady

CAPCOM Roger, Dale, we'll take a look at it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, appreciate it and as you'll can see we'redoing the (garble) cap to the (garble) position right now.comment on the fine qualities here with the grapple fixture S, aswe were coming out of bay, once we got up there good and high Iwent to port and put in a full THC (garble) input and for aboutthe first oh, I'Q say 5 seconds or so, the thing would just sagin pitch about 3 or 4 degrees and you could see the kil pin wasnot going up at all and then finally, we start getting for real zmovement and you could sec the kil pin starting to rise so,there s a pretty good, a pretty good pitch sag with those

CAPCOM
MDF.

Roger, Dale, you got a little like we saw in the

SPApJCRAFT I know you were going to say that, very much likewnat we saw in the MDF.

CAPCOM Roger, that's surprising.

SPACECRAFT We were surprised too. it'll be interesting to seewhat It does in the single joint mode.

CAPCOM Yes, roger, we'll watch it with you.

END OF TAPE
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vSPACKCRAFT Wo were ;u)prisoc1 too. It will be interestinq to
see what it does in the single joint mode.

CAPCOM Yc3, rogcr, V/o ' 1 1 watch it with you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Hour.ton, we are 20 seconds I.OS, we'll
see you at Hawaii in 7 minutes and we look forward to some good
TV.

PAO Mif^sion Control, Houston, T.oss of signal at Guam.
Hawaii, 7 minutes away, whore we expect live television from
Challenger showing the remote manipulator arm activities with the
pay Load flight test article. The crow raentioned that they were
on checklist page 2-8 which is a section of the RMS checklist
that has to do with the simulated deployment of the LDEF or the
long duration exposure facility now planned for flight 13 and
which weighs some 20,000 lbs. Hawaii in a little over 6 minutes,
day 3, 3 hours, 8 minutes elapsed time, Mission Control, Houston.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, we have contact through
Hawaii, should bo getting live television momentarily.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you at Hawaii for 7
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Fish, and we're doing test number one which
we're repeating on page 2-9. We got one of the inputs in
incorrectly so we redapted the rates and here we go again.

CAPCOM Roger.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, the TV picture that we
have is a little fuzzy, I - there we go, now it looks real good.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I see you just directed the aft flight deck,
that was the elbow camera you were looking at there first. We
now think the lens may be loose inside there or something, we can
see the whole, we thought was the cable, the whole ring floating
around in the field of view,

CAPCOM Roger, it certainly didn't give us a very good
picture

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the other cameras that you have are alpha and
Charlie to look at.

CAPCOM Roger, and we see you and Dan very clearly. It's
an excellent picture down here.

SPACECRAFT Okay.
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CAPCOM And Challenger, we've got a good shot of the .side
view of the PFTA with grapple fixture. Grapple fixture 5 in
place.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT And we are in one of the vitorious 2 minute waits
right now.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, we'd like you to take a
look at nl7 and confirm the attitude deadband is 0.5.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Well, Fish, guess we did have that one
wrong, we were within the deadband the whole time. Do we need to
repeat it? We never had any firing.

CAPCOM Dale, we don't think so. We're going to check on
that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, shy don we continue on with Bravo 18 ard 19
and by that if you want to us to do bravo 17 over we can do it.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale, we concur.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, we're 30 seconds Hawaii,
LOS, we'll try and pick you up on TDRS.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, with you through TDRS.
How copy?

SPACECRAFT Roger, Fischer, you're loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan, we've had a good picture of you guys
the whole time. Comment for Dale, we're going to have to ask you
guys to play b17 again. It looks like with the tighter deadband,
we expect we will get some firings, so we'd like you to repeat
test one on FS2-9 and make sure that the whole DA? of B17 is
correct in there.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, did you copy our last
transmission?

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative, Fischer, repeat it.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ...of D17 is correct in there. And Challenger,
Houston, did you copy our last transmission?

SPACKCRAFT That's afEirmative, Fisher, repeat it,

CAPCOM Roger. And Challenger, Houston, just a quick
question for Dale. During the LOS when we still had TV wp, it
looked like you were able to run the RMS with your feet, is that
correct?

SPACECRAFT Well I was checking out the Lenoir theory that your
toes are more useful than your fingers.

CAPCOM Yeah, I agree, i would want you to be a defeetest.

SPACKCRAFT Actually normally the way I do it is I have my
hands up a (garble) of the RMS and my toes back on the keyboard
for CRT 1 typing in the next OCAP positions.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale, does that explain some of the orohlems
we've had with the DAP?

SPACKCRAFT No, no, no, I leave the DAP setup to the PLT and
the CDR. You can see them both looking at CRT 4 now.

CAPCOM Yeah, Roger, wo see that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we have about half minute to go in the pause
2 minutes in the step 3 there prior to the pulses so you'll be
able to see Dan put in the 3 pulses.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale, and we've got a super picture of you
guys. And Challenger, Houston, just an advisory, Ku may be going
into blockage and if so we'll temparily lose voice on TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay we copy.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Fish.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale.

SPACECRABT Houston, Challenger, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger Dale. If you get a chance, maybe someone
there could go down and check and see if there's a message in theTAGo, we d like for you to specifically look and see if there's
some black or gray streaks down the middle of first three pagesand also check the fourth page, which should he a test message
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SPACKCRAPT Okay. Roger, stand Dy, Houston. Roger, Fish, qoahead. Okay PCM, enable. Roger, we got the switch back on and -

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale, just a reminder to stay in fre^ driftwnen you're maneuvering the arrr,.

SPACFXRAFT Yeah we caught it.

':t^^?!'L.
Challenger, Hojston, we just got a super picture ofthe PBTA as it passes over the Rarth below.

SPACECRAFT
now.

Okay. And canera A is the one we're using for data

CAPCOM Roger. And Challenger, Houston, if you're notusing Charlie camera we'd like to zoom back on it a bit.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, Fish, you guys can have the Charlie camera.

CAPCOM Roger. And ChaUenager, Houston, we just go< a

In'i J^tl Charlie camera. We're looking right toward the
576 bulkhead, we can see the payload bay windows you're lookingout of and we've got a good view of t-he Ku-band antenna.

SPACECRAFT And Pish, if you want to look at camera alpha,don t pan or tilt it, you'll see the next input go in which is,let s see, step 2 on page 3-3. It'll be a THC left.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale.

SPACECRAFT I think you can see the dynamics was very low onthat one when I released the input.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale, we had a good shot of that.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger, are you able to make outany features on the ground with that view?

CAPCOM Roger, Dale, we were just noticing, it looked likeyou were approaching - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACbXRAfT I think you can see the dynamics was very low on
that one when I released the input.

CAPCOM Rc^]or, Dale, we had a good shot of that.

SPACECRAB'T And Houston, Challenger, are you able to make out
any features on the ground with that view.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale, we wore just noticing it looked like
you were approaching the desert that you folks have commented on
earlier and we just passed over a feature that looked like a
river. And Challenger, Houston, we've got you over Potswanna for
another minute and 30 seconds, we'll be going LOS at that time
and we'll pick you up, next pass will be Guam at 4 plus 35.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Fish, see you there.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, before you go LOS did you
have a chance to check on the TAGS messages we asked about?

SPACf:CRAFT Oan's on the way down there. V^e answered it and I
think we wore LOS.

CAPCOM Roger, we're 30 seconds LOS, just thought you might
have a chance to tell us what you found down there.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, acquisition through Guam
at this time.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Guam for 5
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, we're on page 3-7, finishing up,
waiting for the time to run out on step 2.

CAPCOM Roger, and we didn't copy your answer to the querv
we had on the TAGS uplink.

SPACECRAFT The TAGS uplink, wait I'm sorry I think I did tell
you we had the blank pages is that correct?

CAPCOM Negative, we didn't get that, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm sorry I thought you answered me. We, the
uplink that you called up to us, we went down there and there was
4 blank pages,

CAPCOM Roger, we copy, 4 blank pages. VJas there a black
or gray line down any of those pages?

SPACECRAFT That's negative. Fish, they wore completely blank.
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CAPCOM Roger, we copy, 4 blank pages. And Challenger,
Houston, it looks to us dov^n here as if the video, looks like the
video is down on TAGS and we're not going to plan to use it
anymore for the duration of the mission.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand. And we just pumped the
(garble) there, flying her around to get, make sure we (garble)
the tail.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale. Challenger, Houston, we're 30 seconds
LOS, we'll see you in 8 minutes at Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT Roger, see you in Hawaii.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, loss of signal at
Guam. Hawaii 7 minutes away. Apparently the text and graphics
system or TAGS which is a facsimile type receiver onboard
Challenger is not receiving the samples and test patterns being
sent up from the ground. So it appears that it is down for the
duration until it can be repaired between flights. We'll return
in 6 minutes at Hawaii, day 3, 4 hours 42 minutes, Mission
Control Houston. Mission Control Houston, expecting acquisition
momentarily through Hawaii followed hopefully by TDRS
acquisition.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Hawaii for 7
minutes. Challenger, Houston, with you through Hawaii for 6 and
a half minutes.

SPACECRAP'T Roger, loud and clear, we're on 3-9 about to do the
direct test.

CAPCOM Roger. Challenger, Houston, we're 1 minute LOS,
we'll try and pick you up on TDRS afterward and we'd like you to
take your (garble) select switch to TR.

SPACECRAFT Willco.

Mission Control Houston, loss of signal at Hawaii -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM We'll try and pick you up on TORS afterv.'ard, and
we'd like you to take your encryption select switch to TR.

SPACECRAFT Wilco

Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal at
Elawaii, orbit 52. Crew currently in the direct drive testing of
single joint mode in the Remote Manipulator System. Next
station, Botswana, in 40 min unless the Tracking Data Relay
Satallite is able to acquire Challenqer. We're within the range,
or within the band of coverage by TORS at this time. At 3 days,
4 hr, 57 min elapsed time, Mission Control, Houston.

P'^O This is Mission Control, Houston. Acquisition
momentarily expected at Botswana UHF voice relay station.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Botswana for
5-?./2 min.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. We're on page 4-5, step 5. Just
fired the first pump.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, do you want bypass yet?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Richard.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We're almost done with this RMS PRCS
interaction. Okay to head to Orbiter RMS dynamic interaction.
We have a note hare on page 6-2 that we've written to ourselves
to let you gu'.s know so that you can send up an ACIP command or
something. ro we have lOS following this, Botswana?

CAPCOM Daly, you're way ahead of us. We'd just discussed
that down here, .:.nd if you would wait until we get to lOS tobegin that p^rt of the test, we'll have ACIP.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We'll wait till we talk to you at Indian
Ocean.

CAPCOM Roger that, and I have a message for Richard.

SPACECRAFT (Garble)

CAPCOM Well, Richard, just wanted to remind you that
September 3rd was Eddie's birthday.
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SPACKCRAFT You bet. Thanks a lot.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 30 sec LOS. See you at
Indian Ocean 7 plus 19.

SPACiXRAFT Roger, Houston,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's v;ith you at ICS for 6-1/2
rriin.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, and we are, standby 1. We're on
page 6-2

, setting up for the dynamic interaction test.

CAPCOM Okay, Thanks, Richard. We're following you.

And Challenger, Houston, just a reminder, the ACIPCAPCOM
is on

,

SPACECRAFT
that right?

Okay. So we're going proceed with the test. Is

CAPCOM Roger that. Dale.

SPAChXUAFT Thank you. John, we've drifted all over the sky
today, but we've kept at least a couple of windows toward the
Karth at all tirrres.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy that, Richard. Thanks,

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, we're still trying to
troubleshoot TAGS, and we have commanded up another sheet to you,
if you could look at it and let us know whether you see a line in
the blank sheet anywhere, please.

SPACRCRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, We're going go L0.'> in 30
sec. V/e'll see you at Hawaii 6 plus 22.

SPACECRAFT Okay. See you then.

KND OP TAPE
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PAO
Ocean Station

Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal at Indian

CAPCOM Roger. Thank you, Richard, for the report.

We will probably powerCAFCOM And Challenger, Houston
the TAGS off via uplink command.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Roger, John. Just lot us know,

Roger that.

PAO Well, almost loss of signal. Hawaii next station
in 29 rain. This is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Flouston's with you at Hawaii for 6 min.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, and we're on the auto sequenced,
heading for point number 4.

CAPCOM Okay. Thanks Dale. We're following you,

SPACECRAFT We had a little trouble getting started with the
auto sequence. We could not get a ready light. m fact, we
tried, finally, just flying in order to orbit to the point 1 that
you see there on 7-1. Still didn't get it. And then I noticed
that on spec 94, the start point was 4, which was from yesterday,
of course, when one of the points didn't finish. We had to
update that, but it held over from that, but as soon as we put in
a start point of 1, of course, everything was nominal, so we're
trucking right along now.

CAPCOM Okay Dale. We copy that, and just for your
information, on this particular pass we will leave the encryption
switch in bypass. V-/e won't be going to the encrypted mode with
TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We understand. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead,

SPACECRAFT Roger. Couple of things that I have been meaning
to mention to you, and have failed to, and I just recalled
them. One is on the payload bay, on one of the GAS cans on the
starboard side, and it's the first one after the heat pipe
experiment, one of the, there are pieces of what appear to be
blue thermal tape on top of them, and one of these pieces of tape
has curled up. It's still attached on one end, but it's
essentially curled up. It looks, to me, like probably a thermal
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effect, and don't know if it has any impact or not. All the
others, we've looked at closely and they are still bonded on.

CAPCOM Okay, Richard. We copy that. We'll look at it,
and for your information, we've had the same problem today as wo
liad yesterday, and you can go ahead and recycle the gate valve,
and if you could pass up to us the HRM activation time, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And Houston, while we're trying to get that,
let me pass on another thing that has happened. The last couple
of nights, as a matter of fact, I think each night that that
we've been up hero, sometimes early in our morning prior to
wakeup by a couple or 3 hr, wo have heard a constant key, or
occasional key in what we have thought was UHF, and just a few
minutes ago, we heard the same thing where apparently there was
an open key for several seconds, and then it would close, and
then open again, and finally, we heard a controller, I think,
talking. It was a woman controller. The lattitude V7as about 90
east and the longitude was about 9 north. No big deal, but I
thought you ought to know about it, and I'll get Dan and find out
the HRM time, and we'll get somebody to cycle the gate valve.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy that, Richard, and reconfirm that
the one you've been hearing during the evening is 2 to 3 hr prior
to your wakeup MET.

SPACECRAFT (Garble). And HouL'ton, the HRM time was 3 days, 4
hr, and 12 min, and - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT (Garble) and Houston, the HRM time was 3 days, 4
hours, and 12 minutes, and I cannot pin down, during our sleep
period, exactly when the interference was, but I kind of think it
was the same, because it sounded the same, and my guess was, it
was a few hours prior to our wakeup.

CAPCOM
plus 50.

Roger. We copy, Richard. Sec you at Santiago at 6

SPACECRAFT Okay. See you later,

,
.

Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signai at Hawaii
on oroit 53. Santiago 20 minutes away. Commander Dick Truly
describing observations of a piece of blue thermal tape on one of
the lids of Get Away Special cannister. It appears to havp
curled up and some UHF interference or keying noises on their
receivers during the sleep period apparently from airport control
towers that use UHF frequencies under their flight path. At 3
days, 6 hours, 30 minutes, elapsed time returning for Santiago in
19 minutes. Mission Control, Houston.

^'^O Mission Control, Houston. Acquisition at Santiago.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Santiago for about
a minute and a half.

CAPCOM
short pass.

Challenger, Houston with you at Santiago for a

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Santiago. We're
going to probably lose signal. In case you read, we'll see vou
at Botswana at 7 plus 11.

CAPCOM
you read?

Challenger, Houston with you at Santiago. How do

Mission Control, Houston. LOS at Santiago.
Apparently the voice was going up to the spacecraft and down to
the station from the spacecraft but not reaching MCC Houston.
But we 11 hear from them again at Botswana in 17 minutes. This
IS Mission Control, Houston.

Mission Control, Houston. After a couole orbits ofbeing out of action, the TDRS ground station currently is
receiving Ku-band television from Challenger near the end of theTDRS coverage area.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're up with you at TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. We just put the PFTA in the bay andRichard's fastening down the (garble).
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CAPCOM Roger, we copy, Dale, and we have a nice TV picture
again from camera Charlie.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM It looks real pretty over the south Atlantic today.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. And I heard all of your calls atSantiago and answered them, but apparently you weren't hearinq
me. ^

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. xt was a ground configuration
problem.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Recycling the vent valve in
the WMS didn't do it. We would like you to go ahead and close
the vacuum vent valve.

SPAC^XRAFT Wilco.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM - - and Challenger, Houston. Recyclina th<? v^nh

SPACECRAFT Wilco.

SPACECRAFT (Garble) And Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger. After we went LOS, we toggled the r-ahinpressure hardware caution and warning. It was indicaUnq ^3 0

Ld ?^^c '1?°
^'""'^ ^"^ it's kind of toggnng beJSeei Is'band 13 9. Rather than pump it up right away, I elected ?oius;lower the limit by 1 tenth of a volt and wait to ta?k to von

bSjweeHri'anS'Q "'/"^ '^^^'^ ^^'^^^ pressure is^ogglingbetween 13.8 and 9 and your call on how to pump it up.

CAPCOM Roger, stand by one Richard.

SPACECRAFT And the vacuum vent valve is closed.

voM^?^! oo V,

^""^ Challenger, Houston. We had intended to tell
von-r^ r ""^^f

^""^ P^^P it the normal procedure but if

you ^Le'?^L- nne'Ci^h''^"^^."^^' cau?ion1nr;arn ng as

H™rd-—^ L^-Lrrp~ir:rgjr^hii^i-all put to bed and then do it during the,%arly in the pre sfeep.
CAPCOM Roger. We concur, Richard.

CAPCOM Okay Dale. stand by. V II ask him.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, we're on the way back to ZLV.

CAPCOM Roger that Richard. Thanks.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR. The cabin pressure toool^d

CAPCOM Roger, we concur Richard.

qSeSion on thff
^^^^^'^^^^^

^ Houston. Dale reference yourquestion on the A camera, INCO asked me to pass along to you that
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every time he pans it up we get a big reflection, and when we oan
It down we get a good picture.

SPACECRAFT Okay. I might have just forgot where I left itIt;s not easy like the B and the C cameras to see where they'repointing and figure it out. Thanks alot.

CAPCOM Roger. Evidently, it was left in the pan up andbecause that's where we're getting the bad picture.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks a lot for your help. Let me keep ongoing and as you see now I have ready to latches and the MPM's, Imean on the MRL's and getting ready to latch them down.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy Dale and we were getting a goodpicture of It. We're not getting it now.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

^K^^^'^v, ..^"^f "^"'^ to go ahead and press

today
timeline. You guys are really doing a super job

today^^^^^
^^""^""^ ''^ working out pretty close to on time again

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT And I just lost the mid ready to latches. I'llrecycle the arm here and get those back.

CAPCOM Okay.

^ •

Challenger, Houston. We'll go LOS here at TORS inthe next minute. We'll see you at Indian Ocean in about 4minutes

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at lOS for 7 minutes.

veJ^fS'^wfth PM^^'^f^'.''"^"- 5°^^ '^^ta, could you

pSt to bed
^ ^^""^ monitor volt. It's all

CAPCOM Roger, stand by Dale. I'll get back to you.

D^r?o UoA .m^^^^^''"^''^'
«°"ston. Our data shows that it's allput to bed and very good.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks and John, how does the gate valve worknow? Does that need to bo recycled?
vcij.ve worx

CAPCOM Roger, Dale. Repeat your transmission please.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. Roger. We were just wondering if we could
recycle the gate valve and then hopefully get back to the nominal
configuration with the vent valve open. That is, after we have
the cabin repress done.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Roger. We were just wondering if we could recycle
the gate valve and then, hopefully, qet back to the nominal
configuration with the vent valve open. That is, after wo have
the cabin repress done.

CAPCOM Stand by one, Richard. Roger, Richard. You have a
go to cycle it again. Wo won't know the results until you open
the vent valve.

SPACECRAFT Roger. I'll tell you what. We will finish this
cabin repress procedure that we're in; then we'll recycle the
gate valve, and if it appears to us that it has been cycled
properly, we'll go ahead and reopen tho vacuum vent valve and
watch it and let you look at it when v/e come AOS. How's that?

CAPCOM Roger, Richard, That's a good plan.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We'll sure do it. Thanks a lot.

CAPCOM Roger, and just for your information, Richard, we
have uplinkod three copies of message 34 which is the CAP for
tomorrow. If you want more copies, we can send them.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Thanks a lot. We'll take a look.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. On your question on the
GAS can - tho reflective tape that is a little bit loose - it was
on there when it was sent to the Cape. They weren't pulled
off. There's no impact with the configuration you have.

SPACECRAFT Roger, understand. Thanks a lot, John.

SPACECRAFT And John, I don't know if you want a detailed
summary of RMS OPS later on. All I can say in a quicky here is
that everything went nominally. The berth here at the end in
{garble) was really easy. It just went right down in there with
very few corrections (garble) having to be made. And the crew
real nice (garble)

.

CAPCOM Roger that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, We need a resume on spec 60
on CRT 1,

SPACECRAFT Okay. Just got it.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We have a TIMBU onboard. We
need a circ pumps 1 and 3 to GPC, please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Richard, Getting it now.

CAPCOM Roger, thanks a lot.
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SPACECRAFT And we are getting our DAP's reconfig'd after thp
RMS OPS back to nominal here.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, v-'o were in the wrong DAP
here for awhile. As a result, as soon as wo get to darkness we
would like you to initiate your IMU roll alignment in whatever
attitude that you are at.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. Understand.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale. And we're going LOS here in 10
seconds. We will see you at Hawaii at 7 plus 57.

SPACECRAPT See you at Hawaii.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal at Indian
Ocean Station. RMS tucked into its cradle and stowed and the
Payload Flight Test Article also in its trunnions and latched in
tight. Completing a second day of testing with the remote
manipulator arm. Of the quarter of a TDRS pass of a fairly high
quality television on the Ku-band antenna. Hawaii up comming in
29 minutes. This is Mission Control. Day 3, 7 hours, 27
minutes.

,

Mission Control, Houston. Acquisition through
Hawaii and possibly lockup with TDRS shortly up comming.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Hawaii for 6minutes and we'd like you to verify that circ pu.,.p number 3 is inGPC, please.

SPACECRAFT Only circ pump 1 is in GPC. Circ pumps 2 and 3 are
off,

CAPCOM Roger. We would like you to have put circ pump 3
to GPC, please. ^

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And for your pre-sleep...

SPACECRAFT And sorry for all that confusion that last oass ortwo John. So many things were going...

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Only circ painp 1 is in GPC. Circ pumps 2 and 3 are
are off.

CAPCOM Roger. We v;ould like you to have, out circ pump 3
to GPC please.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And for your presleep (garble) - -

SPACECRAFT And sorry for all that confusion that last pass or
2, John. So many things were going on that; however, I think
they're all squared away now. We had the roll STAK track align
that was initiated from the LVLH attitude and, very quickly here
we're going to go to A AUTO VKRN.

'

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Also, we got the limits set, r think, in the C&W,
and we got the cabin pumped up. We cycled the gate valve and
opened the vacuum vent. I checked the DP/DT prior to, and afteropening the vacuum vent, and as far as I can tell. It is closed-
however, EECOM, I'm sure has better data than I do,

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. We copy tnat, and I have two quick
flight notes for you for your presleep activities.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Standby just I, please.

CAPCOM Okay.

CAPCOM And Richard, to answer your question, your wrs
configuration looks good and your cabin press good, and areminder for you'll to take the encryption select to bypass here
at AOS Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT Okay. It is in bypass, and we're standing by for
your notes. '

CAPCOM Okay, Richard. On the first note, for your supply
water dump this evening, dump tank BRAVO to 30 percent,

SPACECRAFT Roger. Understand, tank BRAVO to 30 percent.

CAPCOM Roger, and for the CRYO tank reconfig, we would
like the 02 and H2 tank 3 heaters A and B, all four to auto.

SPACECRAFT Roger. That's done.
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SPACECRAFT And, John, MSI. If you just triod to send a
tGloprinter message, I looked in there and the oapor had ididn't put it on tight enough the last time, and it came off the
reel, so you'll have to send that one again.

CAPCOM Roger. Wo copy. That was a weather message.
We'll do that, Dale.

SPACKCHAFT Okiedokc. Thank you,

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger. Do you have anythinq else
for us? I got something for you.

CAPCOM Only thing, Dan, is right here as we go LOS,
encryption select to TR please.

SPACECRAFT Roger. It's in work.

CAPCOM Ready to copy, Dale.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS, We'lltry to handover to TDRS. If we don't got you at tdrs, we'll seeyou at 8 plus 22, and we would be interested in any comments DrBill in reference to his tests today.

SPACECRAFT Okay. V'Jo'll sure do it,

apparently, we do have TDRS acquisition lockuom progress. '

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at TDRS.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at TDRS. How do voucopy?

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at TDRS,

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger copies,

CAPCOM Roger. We read you loud and clear as well. Dale,

SPACECRAFT Okay, John,

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR,

CAPCOM Roger. Go.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Bill is down in the airlock doing anaudiometry test with Guy, and I didn't want to disturb themWhat time would you like to have - - would it be convenient forhim to give you a summary this evening?
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CAPCOM Richard, wc havo nothing else thab wg require thisevening. We'll standby for when you're ready to pass it down to

SPACECRAFT Okay. Well when they're through, I'll let Bill
know, and then as soon as he's ready, we'll just come up and besure and do it before we go to bed.

CAPCOM Yes sir. That'll be good.

SPACECRAB^T John, I got something on HRM for you.

CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay. The one we started this afternoon, when Iwent to ge- the data - - took it out of the box and instead ofhaving 105 in the window, it was showing all 8's, so I continuedon tnrough the procedure to check the data and only the firstchannel had data in it and tha - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger. Go ahead,

SPAChXRAFT Okay. The one we started this afternoon, when r

went to get tlie data - - took it out of the box and instead of
having 105 in '.hi- v/i.i.low, it was showing all 8's, so I continued
"l^

i' ''<"(':.•':"'
: r J c> c'lr-'" thn d:)ta, and only the first

! was zero. So, then I

: . ! V to the high voltage
part OL LiKiL procociuru, it -.vou Idn' t get above 4,000. It stayed
around 20, or so. So, then I wont back and turnrd it ri-nml t^tr. i

off and tried again, and that try, it chocked out good, and
activated good, and was comming up through channel 5 when I left
it, so, I put it back in, and that one was activated at 7 hr and
4 4 in i n

.

CAPCOM Roger. We copy, Dan, and thanks a lot for the good
report on that.

SPACECRAFT And, John, for your info, we also got all the cabin
measurements taken today, all the gaps on all the lockers, the
(garble) of the lockers, and the tape measurements. They're all
complete

.

CAPCOM Roger, Thank you. Dale. Good show.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Roger, Go.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Wonder if you'd get GNC to let me know what
he'd like to do with the IMU alignment, and if you concur,
anytime I'm ready to maneuver to the EOIM attitude.

CAPCOM Roger. I'll chock with him, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And, Richard, you can torque STARS 57 and 18, and
start the maneuver now.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Both of those will be in one.

CAPCOM Roger. Thank you, Richard. And for your
information, your state vector is go for the next PLS on RRV 6S,
TIG equals 4 days, 00 hr , 55 min.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Understand, Thanks a lot.

CAPCOM Yes sir, and if you'll would let us know when the
teleprinter is cleared, we would appreciate it.
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SPACECRAFT It's okay now. You can go ahead and resend thp
message

.

CAPCOM Thanks a lot.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're with you with TDRS
again, and I have a couple of notes for you.

SPACF.CRAFT Standh^- John. Richard's getting out his paper.

We'll standby.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, I'm ready to copy, and be advised, at
least temporarily, I've had to up the TP 02 limits to 3.6, just
because the alarms were toggling. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. you guys are really sharp. That's
what we were going to suggest to you, so you're way ahead of us.

CAPCOM And I have another note for you, Richard.
Reference your l^MS.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, Richard. Basically, you have the option
whether or not to go ahead with a little cleaning procedure I'm
going to suggest to you, here. If you want to do it tonight, you
can. If you don't, you don't have to. In any event, whether you
do or don't do the procedure, we want you to definitely leave the
vacuum vent valve closed for this evening's sleep period.

CAPCOM And you're vacuum vent (garble) - -

SPACECRAFT Roger. Understand, John. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay. And your vacuum vent valve is open right
now. What we wou - - if you want to do the cleaning procedure
this evening, what you can do is use the personal hygiene !iose to
clean the transport 2, and then you can ure a wet wipe and the
personal hygiene hose to clean the 0-ring in the gate valve area,
and then go ahead and cycle the gate valve a few times to
dislodge and debris around the 0-ring.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Then, when you're finished with all of that, close
the vacuum vent valve.

SPACECRAFT Roger. We'll elect to close the vacuum valve, and
probably not do that tonight.

CAPCOM Roger that,

SPACECRAFT John, this EOIM attitude is unbelievable. I'm
sitting up in the CDR's seat, and I feel like I'm gonna fall
straight down. Roger. We copy, Richard. That was something
that Carol sent up to let you find somebody to hold onto, and
just for your information, Richard, since you've elected to go
ahead and use the - - just go ahead and close the vacuum vent
valve for the evening, just be advised, you can go ahead and use
the system per the normal procedure, except leave the vacuum vent
valve closed.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Understand.

CAPCOM Challenger, [louston with you for a last couple of
messages before wc stop talking to you tonight.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Standby.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John. Go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, Richard, First of all, just to lot you know,
your configuration for sleep looks really good to us, except for
the water dump and the normal presleep activities which you will
bo doing in the next hour or so. Secondly, if you hear the
teleprinter running during the next REV, we will be uplinking the
final details of the 2 STAR tracker tests you will be doing
tomorrow, just in case you want to look at them this evening.
You don't have to. Your choice. And a final note, the entire
MOCR team certainly passes on congratulations to everyone up
there for the super work you'll arc doing today. You're really
staying with the timeline, and keeping up with everything that
we're asking you to do, so, congratulations for a job well done
again,

SPACECRAFT Vfell, thank you, John. I would appreciate it if
you would send those STAR tracker details up and we will look at
them this evening, i was under the impression we vrould have
another pass or two, and I had told I mentioned to Bill that
- - and he was planning on giving you a summary, but I don't
think he's prepared right this moment.

SPACECRAFT Roger. And Richard, we are going to be listenino
to you and hanging right with you, so, whenever you want to do^
that, that's fine with us. We just won't call you.
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SPACECRAFT Okay. How long do we have on this TDRS pass?

CAPCOM Roger. We still have 6 min, and if you want, I'll
check in with you with AOS/LOS calls.

SPACECRAFT Yeah, I wish you would for at least another 45 min
or an hr.

CAPCOM Yes sir. I will do that, Richard, until vou tell
me that you'll are ready to stop.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Super. Thanks a lot.

CAPCOM Yes sir.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS TDRS. A
reminder to put your encryption select to bypass. We will seeyou at Guam at 9 plus 20.

SPACECRAFT See you then.

Mission Control, Fiouston. Loss of signal through
the Tracking Data Relay Satellite, on orbit 54. Just starting
across the equator to begin orbit 55, where orbit counts begin
Next station in 28 min is Guam. We're likely to have a report
from Dr. Bill Thornton, just prior to the beginning of sleep
period, on some of his medical experiments. Commander Dick Truly
asked that HOC stay in contact with the crew, even though at this
time they should bo in their late presleop period. At 3 days, 8
hr, 52 min elapsed time. Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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P^O At 3 days, 8 hrs, 52 min elapsed time, Mission
Control, Houston.

PAO Mission Control, fiouston. We have acquisition
through Guam for about 4 min.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Guam for 4 min.
And just d reminder to put the startrackers back to the track
mode

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We'd like you to verify that
you have the encryption select switch in bypass.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Guam tor 3 and a
half minutes. Just a reminder to put the startrackers to the
track mode and verify that the encryption select switch is in
bypass

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. How do you read?

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger. Loud and clear. How are wo?

CAPCOM Roger, Richard, you're loud and clear. We're with
you at Guam for 2 min. Just a reminder to put the startracker to
the track mode and verify that the encryption select switch is in
the bypass.

SPACRCRAKT Wilco. And Houston, Challenger, every time - in
this attitude, we're sitting out here watching the tops of the
CMS PODS glow like a firecracker, particularly after each jet
firing. That's visually.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that, Richard.

SPACECRAFT And, John, how long is it till next pass?

CAPCOM Roger, we have 55 sec left on this pass.

SPACKCRAPT r see. How long is it till the next pass?

CAPCOM Hogor, the next one would be Santiaqo at ^ plus 57
or TDRS in 12 min.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Call us when we go TDRS and Bill will give
you his report.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

CAPCOM
^

And Richard, if you could verify for us, please,
and cycle if you huva to the encryption select switch to bypass.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, it was there, but I took it back to TR and
back to bypass.

CAPCOM Thank you. We show it clear now, Richard

CAPCOM And we're going LOS, I'll give you a call with
TDRS in 15 min.

SPACECRAFT Okay. See you then.

Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal at
Guam. Next data acquisition station is Santiago in 32 min-
however, we may get TDRS lockup in perhaps 15 min. Bill Thornton
still prepared to do an overview of his medical experiments
during the day. We'll return at whichever site comes up
first. This is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, and if you standby, I'll get Doctor
Bill up hero to give you his report.

SPACECRAFT Houston, how do you copy. Challenger?

CAPCOM Roger, loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Here's Bill.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT. .. .DO you copy Challenger?

CAPCOM Roger, loud and ^lear.

SPACECRAFT Here's Dale.

SPACECRAFT Houston, MS 3 radio check.

CAPCOM Reading you loud and clear Dr. Bill.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John. You might pass following along that
the fluid study was continued, including sample collection and
processing fairly routinely. Wo did pro and postsleep leg
volumes on everyone, threshold audiometry on most of the crew.
We did three audio evoked potentials, one visual evoked
potential, three EOG's. I'll give you - I'll repeat the times on
those which I passed down earlier. Checked out the gyroscopes
successfully, quite successfully. Continued a study on GI sounds
and motility, did visual acuities and heights, and physicals.
All of the equipment is working, working quite well, except for
that one graphic recorder which just plain failed - the paper
drive failed completely on it. So, I am having to do some things
in the blind. stand by one, and I'll give you times on the EOG's
that should have been dumped down.

CAPCOM Okay. Bill, we're standing by.

SPACECRAFT Okay. The start time on the first one was day 02,
20 hrs , 40 rains. It was finished at 56 mins. The second one,
the start time was 2 days , 21 hrs , 15 mins. Finish time was 30
minutes. The third one was day 2, 22 hrs , 3 mins start time.
Finish time was 9 minutes. I guess we did four. The last one
was - 3 days, 6 hrs , 8 mins was the start time. And the finish
time was 6 hrs 20 minutes. And, some of these things had some
now data in it, which they haven't seen before, so don't let them
get upset or disturbed over it.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that, Bill.

CAPCOM And, Bill, do you have any other thing to report?

SPACECRAFT No. I think that's it.

CAPCOM Okay. We really appreciate the detail of your
summary to us, and folks down here are real pleased with all of
that. Just one question from us. Do you have any comments at
all on the animals?

SPACECRAFT Stand by.
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SPACECRAFT John, the first day, they were all asking for their
money back on the tickets (laughter), but they seem to have
settled in rather nicely since that time. All of them are in
excellent condition as far as can be ascertained, eating well,
and as far as I can tell, they're giving all indications of being
healthy animals.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy Bill. Thank you very much for that
qualitative assessment.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We're interested in
whether or not you have received the star tracker procedures
messages yet.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John. We heard the teleprinter clicking.
Dale is going down there to check. Is it possible on such short
notice for you to schedule a very short VTR dump. I was serious
about the glow on the tail when the — when we were in darkness,
we could see the OMS pod and tail glowing slightly and . . .

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ...Is it possible on such short notice for you to
schedule a very short VTR dump? We, I was serious about the glow
on the tail, when we were in darkness, we could see the OMS pod
and tail glowing slightly and when the aft vernier jets fired to
maintain attitude, this very brilliant glow appeared and a
residual glow lasted for some time - or for oh, died off over a
period of a minute or so and we put one of them on video tape.
We can do more later but we could easily play it to you now or
shortly.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. Start the tape. We're ready to
receive.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We weren't prepared for quite such a quick
acceptance. If you'll give us a minute or two we'll get prepared
and we'll show it to you.

CAPCOM Okay we'll stand by to look for it.

SPACECRAFT Incidentally, the moon was up by the time that we
recorded this short tape so you will see some reflection of the
moon but - and later on we will, or sometime during the flight,
we will get other tapes in complete darkness.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy Richard.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger. We do have the messages
onboard for the star tracker.

CAPCOM Okay. Thanks a lot Richard and we'll continue to
stand by for whenever you want to send us the TV picture.

SPACECRAFT Okay John. I think we're set up for a VTR dump.
Here goes.

CAPCOM And we're going to go ahead and power down the
TAGS.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, are you getting the picture? It should
be very faint. it's camera A which is a color camera looking
back into the dark payload bay.

CAPCOM Roger, we're getting a bright picture here. Stand
by 1 Dale. Our reception isn't real good but we see it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's a good picture. You'll see a change
here in a bit when the jets fire.

CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT Oh John, we may have gone by it. Let me rewind
real quick and try again.
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CAPCOM Okay.

SPACECRAFT It's okay. This will catch it up at the very end
of the PFTA berthing. Here we go. It'll be in atout 15 or 20
seconds now.

CAPCOM Okay. We're watching for it.

SPACECRAFT Is it firing?

CAPCOM Boy, we see it Dale. That's...

SPACECRAFT Watch for the glow.

CAPCOM Wow, that's something else.

SPACECRAFT And, Of course John, yoii know with the eyeball
it's much more impressive than that. The glow lasts much longer
than what you're seeing on the video here.

CAPCOM Right. I'll bet it was.

SPACECRAFT We'll try to catch some more in pome dark passes.

CAPCOM And Dale, could you just tell us what kind of
firings that was again?

SPACECRAFT It was the vernier jet firing - one of the aft
vernier jets. Wo were in the EOIM attitude going payload bay
forward, nose toward the earth and the tail up towards deep space
and that was just normal (garble) type of vernier firing.

CAPCOM Okay. Thanks a lot for the good report. A lot of
people down here are very happy to see that and just a note for
you all. If you could just confirm on the WCS and make sure that
you get the vacuum vent down to closed, we're showing it's open.
And another note, the second burn of the apogee burn of INSAT
looked real good and the satellite's almost stationary now.

SPACECRAFT Okay. That's real good news, and we have the
vacuum vent switch on our list for presleep. We'll get it
John. Thank you.

CAPCOM Okay.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at 3 days, 9
hours, 49 minutes mission elapsed time. The Flight Director Jay
Greene and the Planning Team have arrived in the Mission Control
Center and are now conducting the handover in relief of the
Harold Draughon team. That bit of unscheduled downlink
television through the TORS system has been recorded and will be
replayed via NASA select later in the day today. It showed STS-8
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rather graphically and clearly the glow phenomenon
which the crew had described. There have, of course, been
earlier reports of the glow phenomenon on surfaces of the Orbiter
while in space and those have been recorded on still photography,
still photographs, prior to now. This is the first time we've
been able to see it in such dimension that it's visible on video
and also the first time that it's been correlated to an engine
firing...

END OF TAPE
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i'AO of course been earlier reports of the glow
phenomenon on surfaces of the Orbiter while in space and those
have been recorded on still photography, still photogiaphs, prior
to now. This is the first time we've been able to see it in such
dimension that it's visible on video and also the first time that
it's been correlated to an engine firing. The glow very
dramatically enhanced following the firing of some aft vernier
jets and gradually subsided at the termination of those jet
firings. And again, that video will be available and distributed
via NASA select, later this morning - later in the day today.

SPACECRAPr Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Yes, sir. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John. The vacuum vent valve is closed, and
I guess, I'd just as soon knock off the comm for this evening
unless you— something comes up that we needed, and we got a
couple of things to do before we go to bod, and we'll see you in
the morning.

CAPCOM Yes, sir, we copy that and just a reminder for you
to turn off the HRM, and we will see you in the morning.

SPACECRAFT Roger, that. See you tomorrow.

P'^O This is Mission Control, Houston, at mission
elapsed time of 3 days, 9 hrs, 51 min. That wr rpatly the
last downlink audio with the -"v today, as they enter their
sleep period just a few minutes late. Challenger on orbit 55,3ust approaching the coast of South America at mission elapsed
time 3 days, 9 hrs, 52 min.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, at 3 days, 9 hrs,
54 min, mission elpasd time. Playback of that unschedu-'ed
downlink television is planned to occur at approximately 11:35
a.m. central daylight time, this morning. That's the downlink TVdemonstrating— illustrating the glow on the CMS pod and aft end
of the spaceship Challenger, and the associated vernier
firings. Again, the playback is scheduled to occur on NASA
select at 11:35 a.m. central time. At mission elapsed time, 3days, 9 hrs, 55 min, this is Mission Control, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, Challenger, Houston.

"""'^ question, John. We 're just getting readyto do the Ku-band antenna cable reposition, and we noticed you'retracking so we can't do that. You want us to skip it tonight orwhat do you want us to do here?
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CAf'COM rtandby. Dale. We'll bo with you in about
or a miivjt' and a half, Dale, with an answer. Baiically
goirr) to w'.nt you to do i?.,.

minute
' re

SPACECKAFT Okay, there's ,'io proble:

CAPCOM We're gni irj to wsnt you to do it, but we're noinq
CO tell yoii when want /on.

SPACECRAFT

CAF^COM

Si'AOECRAFT

CAPCOM

K.'ACKCRAt-l'

PAO

^ikay. Just .jive j;:; .1 call.

0.<ay, you can t.ske i i. and cio i( now, r),iTo.

Okay, thanks,

Roger. See you, (joodiiight.

Talk to you toniorrow.

This is Shuttle Mission Control at 3 days, '» hrs,
56 min, mLatsion elapsed time. We are <ibout 20 min into the
crew's sleep period, but that last oxchanc,e of air- t o -qround had
to do with noiTio antenna conf iyuration based on the control
center';; use of the TDRH and ROin,,. instructions for the crew and
their ac;tivity plan to do some antenna cor : igur at ions aivi the
conflict associated with those, and they obviously did resolve
that and the crew should bo entering its sleco period about now
At mission elapsed time, 3 days, 9 hrs, 57 min, this is Mission
Control, Houston.

P^'^'^ ''his is Mission Control, Houston at 3 days, 10 hrs,
9 mm nussior, elapsed time. Handover has occurred in the Control
Center, and Flight Director Harold nraughon, lead flight director
for STS-8, is now on duty with his planning team of flight
controllers. Correct that to Harold Draughon was relieved by JayGreene and the change-of -shift briefing with Harold Draughon will
occur as scheduled at 12 o'clock noor, .

KNI) OF TAP]'
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PAO Harold Draughon was relieved by Jay Greene and a
change-of-shift briefing with Harold Draughon will occur as
scheduled at 12 o'clock noon. This is Mission Control, Houston,
at mission olapsed time 3 days, 10 hrs, 23 min. A reminder that
the change-of-sh i £t briefing with STS-8 lead flight director,
Harold Draughon and Robert Allier, the TORS program manager will
occur in appoximately 5 rain at 12 o'clock noon central daylight
time, in the building 2 news center, that's Johnson Space Center,
Houston. Change-of-shift press conference, again, scheduled for
12 o'clock noon. This is Shuttle Mission Control.

.

This is Mission Control, Houston, mission elapsed
time is 3 days, 11 hrs, 31 rain, we've just acquired signal
through the ground station at Santiago, Chile, and, of course,
there will be no dialogue with the crew with as much as we're
almost 2 hrs into the sleep period, but the flight control team,
nevertheless, continues to look at data to assure thp onboard
systems are performing as expected. Challenger on orbit 56Data shows apogee 120.4 nautical miles, perigee 119.3 nautical
miles orbital period of 1 hr and 29 min and 2 sec. Altitude -
latitude is presently 27.0 degree south latitude, 79.4 degree
west longitude. Relative velocity 286,131 ft per sec
Temperature in the flight deck is 80 degrees and humidity at 26
percent. And clearly no voice downlink from the crew
Everything, apparently, quiet and the crew is passing an
apparently an uninterrupted night. At mission elaosed time,days

, 11 hrs, 32 min, this is Mission Control, Houston.

^'^lis is Mission Control, Houston, at 3 days, 12
hrs, 32 min mission elapsed time. About 5 hours remaining of thesleep period. Everything is still quiet onboard Challenger.
Vehicle is on orbit 57, just passing over Guam and control team
13 getting data take from downlink telemetry, and all systemsonboard the vehicle continue to be healthy.

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Mission Control. Hoviston, at 3 days 13
hours 30 minutes, mission elapsed time. Challonger is sweeping
across North Africa on a trajectory that will carry it almost
directly over the Aswan Dam on orbit number 58, having just
completed a pass over the ground station at Dakar. Data
continues to show that the onboard systems are functioning
nominally. No caution emd warning alarms have occurred to
disturb the crew's sleep, sleep period is about half over at this
point. At mission elapsed time 3 days 13 hours 31 minutes, this
is Mission Control Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control Flouston at 3 days 14 hours
28 minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger over the south
Pacific presently on orbit number 59. Everything is quiet
onboard the vehicle. We're in the middle of a fairly long loss
of signal period and don't acquired data again for another 26
minutes until we pass through the tracking site at Dakar. The
crew has 3 hours 15 minutes remaining in the sleep period and
everything appears to be quiet onboard the vehicle.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston at 3 days 15 hours
55 minutes mission elapsed time. Just about 2 hours remaining in
the crew's sleep period. Challenger is on orbit 60 right now and
everything appears quiet in the vehicle.

P'^O This is Mission Control siouston at 3 days 16 hours
53 minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger on orbit 60. Just
slightly less than an hour remaining on the crow's sleep period
and they've passed an apparently uninterrupted night. There's no
record of any caution and warning alarms having occurred during
the night to interrupt their sleep period. Our intention is to
cancel the scheduled 9 o'clock shift briefing with flight
director. Jay Greene. If any news media feel that they take
exception and do wish to talk to the flight director they should
advise the Johnson news room at the earliest opportunity - the
news room at the Johnson Space Center. At mission elapsed time,
3 days 16 hours 54 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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'"'^O - - at Mi.ssion Hlapriod Time, 3 day;; If, hours 54
liu.'iute:;, thi;; itz Minnion Control Houston.

^^''> I;: Mission Control iioiif-.ton, 3 days 17 hours 33
nmutc;;, Mission la .-)p.-;e<J Time. ,lu'U .-.lightly over 10 minutofj
rernainini) in the crow''^ sleop period. The vehicle is on orbit 61
in the South I'aoilic i:>r<!sont 1 y . 'liiore will be an AOS throuqh the
MortUt Island lan<l station in about 19 minuter.. So wg may get
;3o:rH:> air to 9round t r anfimi r:j i<?n and a wakeiip call at that
point. Our intention once again is to cancel the scheduled 9
o'clock change of nhift brief in<) with Flight Director Jay Greene
duo to the absence of is'iuos or significant activities on his
:-.hift. Any news media representatives, however, who take
exception to that plan should pleane notify the Johnson Space
Center news room at extennion 483-*>)ll at their earliest
opportunity. At .Mission lUapsed Time 3 days 17 hours 34 minutes
this is Mission Control Houston.

This is Mission Control Houston at 3 days 17 hours
55 minutes. Anticipating AOS through Morritt Island land station
in just a few seconds anc] crew sleep period has expired so wo
rather expect a wakoup call here moiTion t ar i ly

.

CAPCOM Challenger, liouston, on UHr". Challenger, Houston,
on UilK.

SPACKCKAKT ;,oud and clear, Houston. How me ^

CAPCOM Roger. Got you loud and clear. We had no luck
with TiiHS this pass and we also have been having a problem with
S-band GSTDN over Mila, Bermuda. We've got about a minute and a
half to go UHF here and J • vo got a couple of notes when you aie
ready to copy.

SPACKCHAFT Roger, Bryan, go ahead.

CAPCOM Post-sleep activity, first perform manual cabin
atmosphere management by repressing with N2 per the Orbit Ops
Checklist, page 5-10. Reminder, do not perform N2 repress
concurrent with WCS use. Second, on panel P.1, 02 cryo tank
heaters A and B 2, to OFF, and the H2 tank 3 heaters A and n 2,
to OFF. And finally, dump tank Bravo to 10 percent, should take
about 38 minutes. Over,

SPACECRAFT Okay. Page 5-10, repress with N2 is not comoatiblo
with WCS operations. Tank 3 heaters are OFF and dump tank' Bravo
to 10 percent

CAPCOM
to you

.

Roger, and we just got data back and good morning
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SPACECRAFT Good morning, Bryan. We've been - Dan and I have
been up a few minutes and the other guys, we're getting them up
now.

CAPCOM Okay. And, Challenger, Houston, we're about to go
LOS we'll see you next at Dakar at 18:06.

SPACECRAFT Wilco. Dakar at 18:06. See you there.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston at 3 days 18 hours
1 minute Mission Elapsed Time. The S-band downlink from the
vehicle wasn't received initially through the Mila station
because the ground had neglected to command the power amolifiers
onboard Challenger to an ON position which would enable that
downlink and that's been remedied and the wakeup call was
acknowledged by UHF by Mission Commander Richard Truly. That
command was sent through the Bermuda station and downlink data
was received immediately thereafter. An 1 we have 4 minutes
remaining until we reacquire signal and that acquisition will be
through Madrid.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ...reacquire signal and that acquisition will be
through Madrid. This is Mission Control Houston, the next
acquisition signal will be through Dakar and it will occur in
about 2 ano a half minutes , it ' s an extremely low elevation pass
though a maximum elevation during the pass is 1.4 degrees over
the horizon so the planning team INCO is not anticipating a very
strong signal to the vehicle through this pass. Mission elapsed
time is presently 3 days 18 hours 4 minutes, this is Mission
Control Houston. This is Mission Control Houston, about 30
seconds away from AOS through Dakar and in the absence of any
outcry of concern to the contrary, the scheduled 9:00 change of
shift briefing with flight director Jay Greene will bo cancelled
in as much as there have been no significant events or incidents
through the evening and through his planning shift. Flight
director Handy Stone and the orbit 1 team of flight controllers
have arrived in Mission Control and are tagging up with the off-
going flight controllers and preparing for handover. Mission
elapsed time, 3 days 18 hours 6 minutes and we should be getting
voice momentarily though Dakar, this is Mission Control Houston.

(Wake up music)

CAPCOM Good morning, Dr. Thornton.

SPACECRAFT Dr. Thornton passes his good morning, he's already
hard at work in his office.

CAPCOM Roger that, we figured. And Challenger, Houston,
this Dakar pass is low elevation, we've got you for about 2
minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well we don't have anything for you and we're
just starting into the postsleop procedures.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan we don't have anything, we'll just stand
by. Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS, we'll see you next at
Indian Ocean at 18:24.

SPACECRAFT See you there.

^'^^
.

This is Mission Control Houston, at 3 days 18 hours
11 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, the wakcup call this morning was
the University of North Carolina fight song. (Garble) to one of
its alumnis. Dr. Bill Thornton. Let's see we've loss signal
through Dakar and we will aquire in about 13 and a half minutps
through Indian Ocean. This is Mission Control Houston.

(Wake up song)

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, Indian Ocean for 5 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Ejryan loud and clear.
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CAPCOM And we have you the same and we're standing by.

SPACECRAFT OkiedokG. I hear the teleprinter clicking, Bryan,
I thought yr.'ll were out of touch.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, Richard, we're sending a
PDRS message for you and also some news.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, Richard, we are sending a
PDRS message for you and also some news.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we are going LOS. We'll see
you next at Yarragadee at 18 plus 40.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Bryan. We'll see you there.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you at Yarragadee for 5
1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear. I was just reading
the world news you sent up to us.

CAPCOM Okay, Richard, got you loud and clear and we're
standing by.

SPACECRAFT Roger. Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Bryan. This particularly attitude looking
out these top windows is really spectacular and when wo go back
in it tonight, I'd like you to tell the earth ops people that we
are planning on putting a couple of these Australian passes on
TV. It's severe clear across most of western and southern
Australia.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll sure tell them that. Challenger,
Houston, about to go LOS, see you next at Orroral in just a
couple oC minutes at 18 plus 49. And an update to the news, the
Astros just finished playing again and they beat the Cubs again,
6 to 5 so they are 5 1/2 out.

SPACECRAFT Outstanding. And you can tell ECOM, we're
repressor i zing with N2 now.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR, while we're up and watching
things, okay if we reopen the vacuum vent?

CAPCOM Stand by. That's affirmative,

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And we'll see you at Orroral in 2 minutes,

SPACECRAFT Okay and we are planning on doing a cleaning job on
the gate valve later on.

CAPCOM Roger

.
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PAO Mission Control, Houston, 3 days, 18 hours, 47
minutes misaion elapse time. Have a brief gap in co.ninun ici t ions
as the Orbitor passes between the stations of Varragaclee an<l
Orroral in Australia. Be picking up again in about a minute, 20
seconds over the Orroral station. We do expect to have
comraunicat ion through the Tracking Data Relay Satellite as wo get
up on it in anout 15 minutes. This is Mission Control.

CAPCOM
minutes.

SPAOICCRAFT
Chal ] onger

.

Challenger, Houston, with you Orroral for 2

Roger, Houston, loud and clear. Houston,

CAPCOM Go a he;

•>C::CRAFT Yes, Bryan. Wo were kind of - >^ctinq prolaunch
that on this extra day we wore going to do some tail glow and I
notice it didn't show up in there and it was so spectacular last
night and in fact because we were expecting some we brought an
extra roll of film. So I just took inventory. l have 3 rolls of
glow experiment film left and I was wondering if during the day
you guys could maybe work up a little bit of a plan for tonight
after we go into the BOIM attitude that we could just set that
camera up and try and invent a better way of positioning it and
then just every time we came into night, wo could do some tail
glow pictures.

CAPCOM Okay, Dan, stand by, we'll talk to you some more
about that next time we get you at TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, there's no rush we got until tonight but it
was just something I was thinking about.

CAPCOM Okay, we're about to go LOS, we'll see you at TDRR
at 19:03 and if that doesn't work, Mila at 19:23.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll bo ready.

CAPCOM And the next people you talk to will be the Orbit
One Team. Have a good day.

SPACECRAFT Bryan, I'd like to com.tiend your shift to all the
guys that have been working on it. The way that you guys have
got us started every morning has been absolutely outstanding and
wo really appreciate it.

CAPCOM Okay, I guess you're not holding the fact that it
took us 7 tries to get the music up this morning against us.

SPACECRAFT (Chuckle), like the trap.
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PAO Mission Control, Houston, we have loss of signal
through Orroral. We'll pick up the spacecraft again in about 11
minutes when we get within the range of the Tracking Data Relay
Satellite. '

END OP TAPE
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PAO Mission Control Houston, wg have loss of signal
through Orrotal. We'll pick up the spacecraft again in about 11
minutes when we get within the range of the Tracking Data Relay
Satellite. That co.-nes about, on this pass at about a 16B degrees
west longitude. On the last part of orbit number 61 and the crew
is reviewing their teleprinter messages, getting ready for the
day's activities. Payloads Officer here in Mission Control
report that the second firing of the apogee kick motor on the
INSAT, that is the final burn of that rocket motor to circularize
the orbit of the Indian National Satellite was succssful. That
occurred about 11 hours ago. That was a 24-minute and 45-socond
long burn. In about another 12 hours, 12 and a half hours the
controllers at the payloads command center in India for the
satellite will deploy the solar array on the satellite to its
full up position and it should be in business once it drifts to
its final location. Mission Control Houston, 3 days 19 hours 17
minutes, Mission Elapsed Time, Challenger on orbit number 62. We
did not end up getting use of the TORS this time, White Sands
having a ground problem. We will acquire over the Mila station
in about 6 and a half minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, with you over the
states for 10 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear too, Richard, good morning.

SPACECRAFT Good morning, Mary, how are ya'll doing this
morning? Or is it this evening?

CAPCOM Well, now it's the morning, we've all switched over
and we're doing real well, sounds like you are too.

SPACECRAFT You bet, we just started the roll star track align
from the EOIM attitude and everything's looking good onboard.
We're just getting ready to eat a little breakfast.

CAPCOM Well have a good breakfast and we'll try not to
bother you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, things are going good onboard this morning,
we're all set. Hey, Mary, what time is it in Houston?

CAPCOM It's 20 58, local.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks.

CAPCOM And for Dan, we have a, Jeff has a little
discussion set up on the glow photography and any time he's ready
today, Jeff will do a data dump with him.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, he said he'd catch hira after breakfast if
that's alright.

CAPCOM That's fine, anytime he's ready.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR, looks like PP02 sensor bravo is
acting up again and its just bumping the 3.6 limit.

CAPCOM Roger, Dick, ECOM confirms that, but he thinks
it'll settle out

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll just keep an eye on it and not do
anything. Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM This is Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Yes, just thought I'd make the comment to you, that
as we're in this roll startracker alignment the glow even though
there are no jets firing right now - off in the flight deck and
looking at the tail of the Orbiter, the glow is moving around as
the velocity (garble) moves around. It's unlike the glow that
we saw when we were in the EI, EOIM attitude.

CAPCOM That sounds amazing.

SPACECRAFT It really is and it's easily visible to the nakad
eye.

CAPCOM Okay, Richard, we copy that thanks.

END OF TAPK
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SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Houston, go ahead Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Mary, this is Thornton, could you pass a couple of
messages along for me?

CAPCOM Sure could, Bill, if they aren't too long, we're
about a minute and a half from LOS, but go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Dr. Tom Moore, ask if he can find where the
spare eye/hand tapes are stowed also to determine if the sound
pressure level meter is onboard, the noise meter is onboard, and
finally you might advise Dr. Young that the contact lens are in
and I'm trying to make it stick.

CAPCOM Okay, fine, we'll pass those on.

SPACECRAFT Tliank you.

CAPCOM And Challenger, this is Houston, we're 30 seconds
LOS, we'll talk to you again through Dakar at 19 plus 39, that's
about 5 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

?A0 Mission Control Houston, 3 days 19 hours 35
minutes. Mission Elapsed Time, Challenger is out of range of the
Bermuda tracking station. We'll be picking up again in about 4
minutes and 45 seconds through the Dakar station. We still do
not have use of the tracking data relay satellite due to ground
station problems at White Sands. During that recent pass over
part of the tracking stations in the continental United States,
the crew reported that they were about to have breakfast.
Commander Dick Truly made some obver sat ionr; on the tail glow.
Previous crews doing photography out the back windows reported a
glow around the Orbiter's vertical tail fin and it was determined
that that was due to the impact of random oxygen molecules of
even up at the altitudes that the Orbiter flies are a few oxygen
molecules floating around up there and when thev strike the
surface of the vehicle at the speeds that it isgoing, that they
cause a glow. Up at the higher orbits that's not normally
visible to the nakad eye and they record that on film with the
long exposures but the Orbiter's now at an orbit of actually less
than a 120 nautical miles. Normally the spacecraft in the recent
missions have been flying at about 160 nautical miles and we
reduced the orbit specifically yesterday to take advantage of the
greater abundance of some oxygen molecules at this altitude for a
materials test in the cargo bay. Truly r.-ported that the tail
glow was visible even to the nakad eye, quite easily visible at
this altitude because of the greater abundance of the oxygen
molecules there. Also heard from Dr. Bill Thornton with some
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questions about where some of his medical equipment is stowed
onboard the Orbiter. We'll be picking up in about 2 and a half
minutes through the Dakar station. One quarter of the way
through orbit number 62 on this, the fifth flight day that is of
Space Shuttle flight 8. 3 days 19 hours 37 minutes, this is
Mission Control. Mission Control Houston, standing by for
acquisition through the Dakar station.

CAFCOM Challenger, this is Houston, with you through Dakar
for 4 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, loud and clear.

CAPCOM You too, Dick, have a nice breakfast.

BND OF TAPE
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CAPCOM You too, Dick. Have a nice breakfast. Challenqer,
this IS Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS from Dakar. We'll be
handing over to TORS.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, you're loud, you're broken up just
a little bit but we understood you.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're 10 seconds LOS and we'lltalk to you in 4 minutes through rOS.

^
This is Mission Control, Houston. We had a shortperiod of time where we had contact with the spacecraft throughthe use of the Tracking Data Relay Satellite. We've now passedout of the range on the eastern end of the reach of that

satellite and the Challenger will be communicating to MissionControl through the Indian Ocean Station in about 2 1/2minutes. Throe days, 19 hours, 55 minutes mission elapse time,this IS Mission Control, Houston.

T^H,- ^
Control Standing by for acquisition throughIndian Ocean Station. ^

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston with you through Ind-tor 6 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Mary.

CAPCOM And Challenger, for Dr. Bill, we've talked to TomMoore and there should be spare tapes, eye/hand tapes in MF-57hotel and we're still working on your other questions.

SPACECRAFT Okay, MF-57 hotel and still working on the sound(garble) meter. Thank you.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston. We see stars 43 and 37 inyour table and they're good so you are go to do your align at anytime at your convenience.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, thanks very much. These startrackersare really working 100%, aren't they?

CAPCOM Well, they seem to be looking real good.

SPACECRAFT Mary, reading the morning mail here, I see thatunder failures, impacts, etc., you have end effector snares outof the grooves. Did you guys see that last night when you were
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using camera B to look into the end effector or how do we knowthat ?

CAPCOM I think we've been noticing that for a couple ofdays but we'll check on that and get an answer for you. Dale.

SPACECRAFT Okay, no hurry.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston. We're 30 seconds LOS,we 11 talk to you again through Yarragadee at 20:14.

SPACECRAFT Roger, and the alignment's in work.

CAPCOM we copy that, Richard.

, . .

Mission Control, Houston, 3 days, 20 hours, 6mnutes mission elapsed time. Challenger is out of range of thetracking station at Indian Ocean Station and we'll be picking upagain in about 7 minutes over Yarragadee in western Australia.The crew is beginnnmg to get into their business activities thismorning, having had breakfast. Mission Control Capcom, MaryCleave passed up word to the crew that they have 2 starsavailable to allow their startrackers to work with, part of thenavigation system on the Orbiter. These startrackers areessentially optical devices that - -

END OF TAPE
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PAO The crew is beginning to get into their business
activities this morning having had breakfast. Mission Control
Capcorn, Mary Cleave passed up word to the crew that they have 2
stars available to allow their startrackers to work with, part of
the navigation system on the Orbiter. These startrackers are
essentially optical devices that lock onto stars. They try to
pick 2 stars ideally about 90 degrees apart. And thoj'e are used
for determining the attitude of the Orbiter measuring the angles
between those 2 stars. And then that information is used for the
inertial measurement units which also help to determine Orbiter
position. The ground also passed up word to Dr. Bill Thornton on
where they believe some of his medical equipment is stowed
away. There are quite a number of stowage lockers on the Orbiter
in the middock area, quite a lot of eqiipmont stowed in those and
everything from clothing to food to supplies, flight data file
books, experimental equipment and it's very easy to see how it
would be difficult to find some things if you didn't know exactly
where to look for it. We're still about 5 minutes from picking
up communication again through Yarragadee, 3 days, 20 hours, 9
minutes mission elapsed time, this is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston with you through
Yarragadee for 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT We're still here, Mary.

CAPCOM That's good to hear. Dale. Challenger, this is
Houston, Dr. Bill, sorry to say the sound pressure metet is not
onboard that you quarried about earlier and we'd like to verify
that that sound pressure and noise meter was just one meter that
you were questioning.

SPACECRAFT That's right, that was, that's what he had meant to
say, Mary, Thanks for checking.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks. Challenger, this is Houston, we're
30 seconds LOS, we're going to lose you here for 2 minutes as we
hand over to Orroral.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, 3 days, 20 hours, 22
minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger in the gap between
Yarragadee and Orroral on orbit #62. During conversation with
the crew there, the Capcorn Mary Cleave relayed the message that a
particular piece of equipment that Dr. Bill Thornton was looking
for had not been placed onboard. Sometime before the flight,
someone remarked that given that the second Tracking Data Relay
Satellite that was originally part of the cargo of this flight
was deleted and its 47,000 lb weight no longer onboard that would
make room for 47,000 lbs of Dr. Bill Thornton's medical
equipment. Apparently he has quite a bit onboard but this one
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piece didn't make it. We're standing by for acquisition through
Orrotal in about 25 seconds, this is Mission Control.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Orroral for a
minute.

SPACECRAFT Roger, loud and clear, Mary.

CAPCOM You too, Dan. Challenger, this is Houston, we're
30 seconds LOS, We'll speak to you again through TDRS at 20 plus
38, if not through Mila at 20 plus 58.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll be looking for you at one of those
places.

PAO This is Mission Control. Challenger out of range
of the Orroral Station. We may pick up communication again in
about 13 minutes through the Tracking Data Relay Satellite. If
all the ground station operations are working properly, if not
it'll be about 33 minutes before we reacquire communication over
the Continental United States, the Mila station. Three days, 20
hours, 25 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenqor, tliis is Houston, with you through TORS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, read you loud and clear.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear too.

PAO This is Mission Control, we are getting data
through the Tracking Data Relay Satellite.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston for Dale, the {garble)
has a little note for you, he says you still have two smears out
of the grove on the RMS and it has not changed since flight day
2, they wore able to take a good look at it yesterday through
camera bravo.

SPACECRAFT Roger, thank you, Mary. Also, Mary, we ended ud
cleaning the WCS this morning and the vacuum vents is open.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, cojtim check from the middeck.

CAPCOM Road you loud and clear. Dale. How mo?

SPACECRAFT Okay, have you the same, thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, we're sending you an
update on your state vector.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Challenger copies.

Mission Control Houston, 3 days 20 hours 56 minutes
Mission Elapsed Time. We're still getting data and voice through
the Tracking Data Relay Satellite and we are about to pass over
the ground stations through the Continental United States very
shortly although we'll continue to maintain the link with the
TDRS, The coramander and the pilot very shortly will be engaged
in the test of the startracker referred as the startracker
acquisition test. As we mentioned earlier these pieces, two
pieces of equipment two startrackors in the forward area of the
Orbiter that are electro optical devices that are used to lock on
to star pairs for navigation purposes. It helps the Orbiter
avionics know where the vehicle is in combination with the
inortial measurement units that are also part of the navigation
ayston. Following that tost, shortly thereafter, will bo tho
startracker horizon limit test. That test is designed to
demonstate the ability of the startracker to track a star closer
than 20 degrees to a sunlit Earth horizon. The crew is fairly
quiet this morning, just going about their duties. Dr. nill
Thornton already busily working with his medical objectives, his
research into the data about how astronauts in space are affected
by weightlessness, something commonly referred to space motion
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sickness but really a broad range oC things that can happen to an
individual we call space adaption syndrome. The agency Is
diligently engaged in research now to overcome the problems of
the space adaption syndrome which can affect crew performance on
short term flights. Challenger on orbit number 63 at the present
time. At 3 days 20 hours and 59 minutes into flight the of STS-
8, this is Mission Control Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Mary, it's MS3 again, could you pass some more
messages along for me?

CAPCOM Sure will.

SPACKCRAFT Tell Dr. Young, the contact lens went in without
difficulty - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Mary, it's MS3 again. Could you pass some more
messages along for me?

CAPCOM Sure will.

SPACECRAFT Tell Dr. Young that the contact lens then went in
without difeiculty that have made repeated applications of it and
have tried every application of sterile water' that we can think
of but that we cannot make it stick - we cannot make it stick. I

feel the pressure of the lens when the water is applied but it
simply won't stick. And if he has any suggestions we're open.
I've worked with it now for almost 2 hours.

CAPCOM Sounds like you are giving it a good try and we'll
try and get ahold of him and get soma answers for you.

SPACECRAFT Thank you much. And, Mary, MS3 again. You might
point that we have tried all of the various applications of water
from a drop at the time to filling the entire orbit.

CAPCOM Okay, Dr. Bill, we copy that and we'll pass it
along

.

SPACECRAFT Thank you again.

P/kO Mission Control Houston, 3 days 21 hours 19 minutes
Mission PUapsed Time. We're still getting data through the
Tracking Data Relay Satellite and have our voice communications
through that system as well. Challenger on orbit number 63 out
oyer the western edge of Africa at the present time. A few
minutes ago we had a report from Dr. Bill Thornton asking to
relay a message to one of the research physicians here on the
ground with reference to a contact lens he was having difficulty
with. The lens is not a prescription-type lens for Dr. Thornton
but it is a specially designed lens with markings on it which is
to be used in a Spacelcib experiment coming up on STi>-9 and that
lens will help in recording eye movements. That is t'ne rotation
of the eye within the socket, part of the Spacelab e>iperiments
coming up late October, late November. And Dr. Thornton is
assisting in checking out that lens. He reported he is having
difficulty getting it in place. The crewmembers still busily
engaged in their timeline activities, mostly getting set up for
the day's business. The pilot and the commander. Pilot Dan
Brandenstein and Commander Richard Truly will shortly be engaged
in the startracker acquisition test followed by startracker
horizon limit check.
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CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, with sorao talk about
the WCS.

PAO This is Mission Control, we have lost our lock,
communications link to the Tracking Data Relay Satellite just a
few moments ago. So we don't have our connection to the Orbiter
at this time. We or may not get that back before we have loss of
signal in about 7-1/2 minutes as wo get out of the range of the
Tracking Data Relay Satellite. We would then pick up again over
the Indian Ocean Station in about 12 minutes from now. This is
Mission Control.

PAO Mission Control, 3 '-ays 21 hours 23 minutes and wo
have reacquire] i irough the Tracking f)ata Relay Sat,>n r;^ j <-in.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, with some discussion
about your cycling the gate valve again.

SPACECRAFT Roger, bore's Dale again.

CAPCOM Yes, the cabin - -

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mary,

SPACECRAFT Okay, Dale. The cabin is still losing pressure at
a rate of about 2 to 3 pounds per hour and the IFM you performed
this morning didn't seem to help but cycling the gate valve
yesterday did. So we would like you to go ahead and cycle that
gate valve again.

SPACECRAFT Okay. We'll do it right now,

CAPCOM Thanks.

SPACECRAFT iloustoti. Challenger,

CAPCOM Go ahead, Dan. This is Houston.

SPACECRAFT Packer didn't put the omnicron = =

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Mission Control, we're havinq intormitten
lock on th; 'i'OKS. Communication comos and goes as the antennas
poriodically are not aligned.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, Dan, can you say
again, we lost every tning except omicron, we lost lock on the
TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, we're sotting up to do this auto
maneuver to the minus Z startrack test attitude per message 36
bravo. And the omicron didn't print real clear. It looks like
plus 2 to us but we just want to verify that that's omicron olus
2 on line 12,

CAPCOM Okay, we'll look that up.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and Dale, cycled the gate valve on the WCS.

CAPCOM Roger, and Dan, ECOM says that that it looks like
that helped the situation a lot and you're leak rate seems to be
declining.

SPACECRAFT Okay Mary, thanks.

CAPCOM And Dan, this is Houston, that is verified a plus 2

omicron,

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, we've got the startracker maneuver
loaded, if GNC would like to check it.

CAPCOM And Challenger, this is Houston, your data looks
good to us.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS,
we'll lose you through TDRS and pick you up through Indi at 21:34
about 4 minutes from now,

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you there.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. We're out of the range
of the Tracking Data Relay Satellite, we'll be picking up over
Indian Ocean station in just about a minute. Some discussion on
that last pass with the crew about cycling a valve on the waste
containment system, the Orbiter potty. There is a valve there
that vents that facility to space, has a small leak in it
characterized by the flight control personnel as just a
nuisance. It's a kind of thing that has been seen on earlier
Orbiter flights and is believed to be contaminated 0-ring on that
valve. There is absolutely no mission impact to it. And It is
something that could be entirely isolated by closing another
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valve but they have elected to go ahead and leave it open
prevents any odors from the WCS area, finding their way back into
the cabin and that's such a minor leak that they just elected to
go ahead and leave it leaking and add a couple of pounds, small
amount of extra nitrogen or oxygen to the cabin before sleep time
in the evenings. We'll be picking up over Indian Ocean station
momentarily, this is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston with you through Indi
for 2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Houston, loud and clear. How us?

CAPCOM You're loud and clear too, Richard.

SPACECRAFT The maneuver we just started to the startrack test
att i tude.

CAPCOM Roger, we see that.

SPACECRAFT And Mary, while we are waiting for this maneuver to
complete, we can copy the information you have on the tail glow
that you said you've (garble) up on.

CAPCOM Okay, Dan, we'll get Jeff on the line and let him
talk to you about.

CAPCOM And Dan, we're 30 seconds LOS, so we'll probably
hold up on that discussion till we get to Yarragadee at 21:48.
If that's okay?

SPACECRAFT Okay, well we'll probably be in the midst of that
startracker test so we'll let you know when we got the time and
we'll catch you in a little bit, we've got until tonight anyhow.

CAPCOM Okay, sounds good to us. See you at Yarragadoe,
21; 48.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, 3 days, 21 hours, 37
minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger passing out of range of
the Indian Ocean station and we'll be picking up again - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, we got (garble).

CAPi

48.
CAPCOM Okay, sounds good to us, see you at Yarragadee 21

PAO Mission Control Houston, 3 days 21 hours 37
minutes, Mission Elapsed Time, Challenger passing out of range
of the Indian Ocean station and we'll bo picking up again overYarragadee in about a little less than a 11 minutes. This isMission Control.

CAPCOM Challenger this is Houston with you through
Yarragadee for 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear and let me ask youquestion about this this startrack okay?

CAPCOM Go ahead, we're listening.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, how do you read?

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, road you loud and
clear and we're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, how do you read?

Su^'^S" ,

Challenger this is Houston, we read you loud withthe background, how me?

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, how do you read?

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, read you loud andclear, how me?

SPACECRAFT Roger, loud and clear and I've got a question foryou on the startracker test.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard, go ahead we're ready^ we copy,

SPACECRAtT Okay, we're in attitude I'll tell you a little bitabout that m a second. We've gotten two stars so far. when theasterick appears on the star presence I did item 8 executehowever, the asterick did not disappear immediately. And Iexpected that it would. However, the second star I did the item
8 execute and just when ahead and sat there and after a fewseconds it did disappear but it did not disappear when I did theluCni Of OVGTi

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that. We'll get back to you.

SPACECRAFT The Star, as the star rises its acquire by the z-tracker and whether I do the item 8 or not it rises through the
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angulir cone
but I don't,

CAPCOM

tt tracker and then goes away as it disappears
an rate we so far got two stars.

kay, Richard, we copy.

SPACECRAFT id another piece of information for GNC, we

f
"maneuver per the message not the cap at atime of 35 minutes after the hour and it was showing us arrivinq

rate in the Al dap to point 1 d^-groes per second to complete th^maneuver and Dan and I not ,at accued about 1 minute late and
'

norllnarof'o!2?"''''"
"^'^

' ^" '^^P

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Roger

Okay.

Ric'r re. wc •'opy and concur r.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is I! >uston, and Dick we've got aquestion for you on that. Did ^hos. star ADAs appear in the

SPACECRAFT Negative, they did not. I got a star presenceasterick but no track ID and the stars are not in the tab?e!

CAPCOM Wo copy, thanks,

SPACECRAFT Let me make sure I read the message right as soonas I got the asterick I did the brake track.

CAPCOM That's correct Richard.

^hfPm^^^i^'?Sf^• J^i^^ttitude is essentially identical to.he EOIM attitude and getting to look straight down atAustrailia.

^l""^^'^'
if you see that circular drainagearea that you were talking about over Austrailia again. There's

nLtr^""^''' ^''''^?' ^" ^"^^^ they sure would like a

w!l
and we're going LOS in 15 seconds and we'll talk to

SPACECRAFT In your message, it makes more sense that it mightbe a dome, rather than a crater, but I certainly don't know? And

execute and the asterick has not gone away yet.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that.

END OP TAPE
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hn?"i^^ ''?[^^ °5 tracker and then goes away as it disappearsbut I don't, at any rate we so far got two stars.

CAPCOM Okay, Richard, we copy.

SPACECRAFT And another piece of information for GNC, webtarted the time, the maneuver per the messatje rot the cap at atime of 35 minutes after the hour and it was showing us arriving

rate in the Al dap to point 3 degrees per second to complete th^maneuver and Dan and I got that accued about 1 minute late and
'

wo ye now readjusted the maneuver rate back in dap Al to thenominal of 0.2. ^

CAPCOM

SPACECRAt'T

Roger, Richard, we copy and concurr.

Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, and Dick we've qot aquestion for you on that. Did those star ADAs appear 'Tthe

SPACECRAFT Negative, they did not. I got a star presenceasterick but no track ID and the stars are not in the tab?e?

CAPCOM We copy, thanks,

SPACECRAFT Let me make sure I read the message right as soonas I got the asterick I did the brake track.

CAPCOM That's correct Richard.

?hfF0l5''Ittitndr-
/^i^^ttitude is essentially identical tothe EOIM attitude and getting to look straight down at

.
if yo" ^ee that circular drainagearea that you were talking about over Austrailia again. There's

^ho^rnf'T^' ;'^'?' ^" ^^""^ ^'^^ they sure w2ul5 like S

?v.
It, and we're going LOS in 15 seconds and we'll talk to

rtolT'iTn T2l\r. " " - ™«-'

SPACECRAFT In your message, it makes more sense that it mightbe a dome, rather than a cra^.er, but I certainly don't kJow Andwe have our third star now and I've already done the Item 8execute and the asterick has not gone away yet?

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Hawaii at 22:15, if we don't pick you up on TDRS
before then at 22: 14.

SPACECRAFT In your message, it makes more sense that it might
be a dome rather than a crater but I certainly don't know and we
have our third star now and I've already done the Item 8 execute
and the aster ist has not gone away yet.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that.

PAO Mission Control Houston, 3 days 21 hours 55
minutes. Mission Elapsed Time, Challenger out of ranc,o of the
Yarragadee station and at the present time, directly over the
central portion of Australia. We won't be hearing from the
spacecraft again for about another 18 minutes until we pick up
with the Tracking Data Relay Satellite if we get it on orbit
number 64. Shortly thereafter we acquire over the Hawaii station
if we should happen to miss Tracking Data Relay Satellite lock
up. Commander Dick Truly on that last pass discussing his
activities with the startracker testing that is under way. This
is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, with you through tdrs.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear.

CAPCOM You're loud and clear too, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, we now have a star and an asterisk, an
asterisk, and this is the 6th star we've got a star presence for
during the test so far and we're timing the, I did Item 8 again,
the star presence asterisk remained and we're timing to see how
long it does remain and it just went out.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT And that star presence asterisk lasted 2 minutes
and 14 seconds.

CAPCOM 2 minutes and 14 seconds.

SPACECRAFT And Mary, I guess my definition of sunset is when
the Sun stops stricking the Orbiter.

CAPCOM That sounds good to us, Richard.

SPACECRAFT And I don't know, it's kind of a slow process and,
but It's getting ready to happen, just the tippy top of the tail
IS m the sunlight.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that. And Richard, this is Houston,
the GHS.r. guys are pretty sure that you're getting good data even
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though that Item 8 hold on to a bug is, was not expected and they
would like you to go ahead and keep pursuing the test.

SPACECRAFT Okay, if I remember right, I'm in the back now,
looking a£t but the (garble) said terminate at sunset, correct?

CAPCO.M That's affirmative, Richard,

SPACECRAFT Houston, COR, we've just had sunset and we have the
maneuver typed in for the next test.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy tha, Richard.

P^O Mission Control Houston, Commander Dick Truly
reporting their continuing with their startracker tests accordinq
to timeline.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Dan.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Mary, I changed the battery in the HRM, and
since there weren't any scheduled today we got new batteries and
other spare battery, I went ahead and activited it, with a start
time of 21 plus 19.

CAPCOM We copy that, Dan,

'fhis is Mission Control, we're continuing to get
data and voice through the Tracking Data Relay Satellite.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR, Dr. Thornton asked me to get you
to tell the surgeon that we're sending ODS data recording, I
mean, sending OBS data down at this down.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll pass that on.

E^JD OF TAPK
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CAPCOM Okay, we'll pass that on.

PAO This is Mission Control. The crew is maneuverinq
the spacecraft to the proper attitude for the startracker horizon
limit test. That test is to demonstrate the ability of the
startracker to track a star closer than 20 degrees to the sunlit
earth horizon. That equipment, those startrackers are used as
part of the navigation system onboard the Orbiter. We're still
receiving our data and voice through the Tracking Data Relay
Satellite, although we're coming up over the ground stations for
the Continental U.S, on orbit #64. We're also about 3 hours away
from a scheduled in-orbit press conference with the crew and
members of the news media. That will take place on orbit #66 and
if we have the Tracking Data Relay Satellite at that time, well
we'll be using that satellite for the press conference. If not,
we'll be using the ground station passes, 3 days, 22 hours, 26
minutes mission elapsed time. This is Mission Control, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM CDR, this is Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Mary, on that, going back to the circular
feature that we were discussing in cintral eastern Au.'itralia, we
passed over it on this rev I'm pretty sure the - and wo were
directly overhead, on this pass rev at a time of 21 hours, 58
minutes, and 50 seconds. And it's large enough that looking
straight down at it from 120 miles, I could only see less than
half of the circle. But I'm sure that the river features that I
saw is the same one that we saw yesterday from a greater
distance.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that. It's bigger than what we had
thought you were talking about earlier.

SPACECRAFT Well, I'm not sure, you know, looking out this
front window through the, which I tried to get a picture but with
the HUD in the way and looking straight down I'm not sure that I
did. But whatever, I think that was the location anyway.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks Richard, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT Well, hello Houston, we're right above you.

CAPCOM Hello Challenger, we're waving.

SPACECRAFT You bet, you got a thunderstorm out around Daisetta
somewhere but the city looks clear, we can see all the freeways.

CAPCOM Would you like to give us a midnight traffic
repor t

.
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SPACECRAFT Things aro looking slow on the Gulf Freeway
tonight.

CAPCOM Roger that.

Mission Control, Houston, 3 days, 22 hours - -

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, looks like we're going right;
over the Cape now. A nice clear night for landing down there
too.

CAPCOM Thanks, Dan, and we'll check with our weatherman.

SPACECRAFT Don't believe me, huh?

CAPCOM He mignt be hiding right now.

Mission Control, Challenger's ground track taking
It right across the bridge of the Gulf of Mexico. Over the last
several minutes, the craft passed directly over Houston and just
a moment ago passed over the launch site, Kennedy Space Center,
Dan Brandenstein reporting everything looked clear down there.
Challenger is flying at a lower than usual altitude of 120
nautical miles. Recent missions, the spacecraft is operated at
about 160 nautical miles and a special lower altitude it:, -o
fascilitate an experiment onboard, the interaction of automic
oxygen with materials that are carried in the cargo bay. They
fly at a low altitude where there are more oxygen molecules and
with the payload bay doors open and facing into the flight path
as so as to ram the available oxygen molecules into the cargo bay
allow that experiment to take place.

END OF TAPE
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^
" " to ram the available oxyqen molecules intothe cargo bay, allow that experiment to take place. The crew isstill proceeding with their startracker tests. We have been

i-ocked up on the Tracking Data Relay Satellite for the last 15minutes or so and have good contact for the S-band and the Ku-band systems. We'.e at 3 days 22 hours 37 minutes into the
flight of STS-8. This is Mission Control Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, and we are having agood time watching your TV right now. it's pretty amazing.

SPACECRAFT Yes. That's what I was going to ask you to do was
- I 3ust turned on camera Alpha so we could put it on the VTRwhich we are doing but if you're getting it real time we'll iustleave it on for a while.

CAPCOM Thanks. it's a real great light show the .

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR. That bright spot just to the rightof the tail IS a star or planet.

CAPCOM Roger, we can see that real well.

SPACECRAFT Hey, Mary, if you could chock with the camerapeople, just a straight still 70-mm or 35-mm and come up with asetting tnat miqh^ be able to capture this I'd like to hear it.

with°it
"^"^^ '"'"'^ '^'^'^^ "^^^ ^^^-^

SPACECRAFT That planet is now just arising just above the air
9 low •

CAPCOM Roger that, and we can see the air glow.

sefSfafIn Challenger. We have a middeck cameraset up also if you want to look at Dr. Thornton and the two MS'sare down there doing some of their work.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan. Right now we're having fun with the

shoS
y°"'^ vernier jet firings with the good light

SPACECRAFT You bet. l don't know if you can see it but we see
rinu. o'^"'' Tit ^^^'^ -^PPearinq to the right, just to theright side of the picture, outboarr} of the port OMS pod.

CAPCOM Roger, we got two anyway.
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SPACKCRAFT Yes. Actually there's, I can, there's hundreds out
there but I can see the two that you are seeing. You are about
to get a third bright one, there it is now.

CAPCOM Roger that, we see it,

PAO Mission Control Houston. We're looking at some
television coming down from the Orbitor courtesy oF the TDRS Ku-
band system. We were not planning on getting some television hut
the crew had the cameras turned on - there wo go, we have some
tail glow - -

CAPCOM Wo just saw the pitch jet.

PAO - - caused by the RCS firings there, out the roar
of the Orbiter and you can generally make out the outline of the
orbital maneuvering system pods and vertical tail fin. Just to
the fKjrt side of the tail fin is what Dick Truly described as
probably a planet.

CAPCOM And regarding the best way to take pictures that
was ask earlier. You are going to need ASA 400 film. If you
don't have any of that loaded in then we don't think it will work
but you have to use an f2 stop with the ASA 400. And that's on
the 35-mm camera.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks. Well, unfortunately there probably
wasn't - t,/e didn't have enough foresight to load a lot of
that. The stuff we had we used in the tail glow - not the tail
glow but the heat pipe.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that, Dan, and - just here where
there - your glow photography stuff might go well with the live
TV.

SPACECRAFT Okay, You can see on the TV now that - we haven't
moved the picture but the tail has essentially stopped glowing.
I guess the velocity vector shifted around. I'll leave it
running in this ~ I'll leave the camera running if you like and
we'll just see what happens.

CAPCOM Okay. Thanks, sounds good to us.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT I'll leave the camera runninq if you like and we'll

just see what happens.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks. Sounds good to us,

PAO This is Mission Control, the crew has left one of

the payload bay cameras on and their - it is pointing back in the

direction of the tail. We're getting live video from the

Challenger at this time. Challenger is in darkness, however, and

you can only barely make out any of the features of the

spacecraft and what Richard Truly described as probably a planet

in the background. A little earlier we had a favnt outline

around the tail, the vertical tail and the OMS pods due to the

oxygen interaction but the Orbiter's attitude has shifted

slightly and the oxygen molecules are no longer striking that

surface and causing the tail glow. However, the Challenger is

about 5 and a half minutes - -

SPACECRAFT - - totally dark now, I'm going to tilt and pan

that camera up and see if I can show you around,

CAPCOM Okay, we'll try to catch the belt.

PAO Challenger, about 5 minutes away from daylight

terminator where they will be seeing a sunrise, if the camera is

still operating at that time, we still have TDRS Ku-band, we may

get something at that point. Dick Truly pointing the camera in a

different direction at the present time.

CAPCOM We're all real impressed, we can see it real

well. isn't it the wrong time of the year for a (garble)? And

Richard this is Houston, the MOCR has a special request.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM I think we're about 5 minutes from a sunrise, and

if you guys don't mind working the cameras we'd like to take a

look at one.

SPACECRAFT Sure, be glad to.

CAPCOM Thanks.

SPACECRAFT Okay, now let us try to figure out where it's going

to occur and which camera so hang on a minute. Okay, Houston, I

think we just figured it out and we're going to try and get a

camera on it.

CAPCOM Thanks, Dan.

PAO Mission Control - -
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SPACECRAFT Looks like the attitude (garble) and with delta
being dead that's probably the best we can do but we'll go give
Charlie a try real quick.

CAPCOM Okay, we can see that.

P'^O Mission Control, crew attempting to point one
camera in the direction of sunrise and we should be getting a
good picture of sunrise from 120 nautical miles up in space.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, there it is from charlie.

CAPCOM Thanks, Dan.

SPACECRAFT And I seriously doubt that TV can do it justice.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, I've got it on black stretch if INCO
can suggest anything best, we're looking black and white and I'm
really not sure what you're, how its coming out on yours.

CAPCOM Okay, I'll check with them,

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, the camera itself is in the shadow
of the starboard wings.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard.

P'^O 1'his is Mission Control, we're getting some
pictures of a sunrise from space. The camera looking out over
the starboard wing of the Orbiter.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Dan, this is Houston.

SPACECRAFT Roger, on the EOIM experiment, you know those
samples of (garble) they had there as we recal they all started
out being pure white but after night of forward into the velocity
vector, they've - some of them are still pretty white, but some
of them have changed to various shades of gray and one of them is
almost a - well, I wouldn't say it's black but it's a - quite
dark gray. I tried to document it on film this morning with the
70 mm so I got some pictures of that.

CAPCOM We copy that.

Mission Control Houston, 3 days 23 hours Mission
Elapsed Time. Challenger passing over the sunlit portion of the
Earth now and about to cross the western coast of Africa.

END OF TAPE
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fAO Mission Control, Houston, 3 days, 23 hours mission
elapsed time. Challenger passing over the sunlit portion of the
earth now and about to cross the western coast of Africa. VVe're
seeing - -

SPACECRAFT Houston, if you're interested, we've got camera A
zoomed in on that A frizzy now.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll take a look, Dan.

SPACECRAFT It's a pretty low grazing angle, you probably won't
be able to see it as well as we can and the colors and how
they've changed.

CAPCOM Well, we can see it well it enough that the payload
officer's flipping his book.

SPACECRAFT Run that past us again, Mary.

CAPCOM Picture is good enough that you have the payload
officer in his book looking for his preflight photos.

SPACECRAFT Okay, looking at them as you look at them, the
small foil ones, the ones furtherest aft near the flag is the
darkest and then the second one from the back is one of the ones
that's pretty white yet. And then the second one from the front,
once again with the small squares is the second darkest, that's
turned quite a bit. The front one also is quite white and the 2
large ones about the same color and they're medium gray.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan, we can see that from here.

PAO This is Mission Control. We're looking at some of
the samples of the material mounted in the cargo bay for the
oxygen interaction test. This material is exposed to the oxygon
molecules impacting them at this lower. Shuttle orbital
altitude. The test was set up to observe the erosion effects on
that material from the oxygen. And the pilot, Dan Brandenstein,
noted that some of this material had changed color. The Shuttle
is out over southern Africa at this time and we're just a couple
of minutes away from losing contact with Tracking Data Relay
Satellite. We should still have voice through the Botswana
station if we switch over to that in about a minute and a half.

SPACECRAFT Houston, we're going to leave the camera set where
they are now, we got to go back and get ready for this next test.

CAPCOM Okay, Dan, thanks for the show, we really
appreciated it, had a good time.

SPACECRAFT And Mary, camera Charlie has a good view of the
ground on it.
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CAPCOM Okay, thanks.

PAO Mission Control, we've lost our connection with the
Tracking Data Relay Satellite now passing beyond its range.
Still have voice capability through the Botswana station.

CAPCOM And Dale, this is Houston. Thanks for the offer
but we have just handed over Botswana and we're now AOS over
Botswana for another 3 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, too bad. And Houston, we started the Horizon
Limit Test on tiroe. Got a star presence in the minus C tracker
but so far no track ID. And we're in startrack and we just put
star 52 into the table.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston, CDR, the Z tracker is just
continually putting star 52 into the table. It's taking about 8
to 10 seconds and I'm continuing to clear it if that's what you'd
like me to do.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard, we copy and that's affirmative;
we'd like you to continue to clear it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll c.o this right up to the end of test
time.

CAPCOM And Challenger, this is Houston, we're 30 seconds
LOS and we'll talk to you through Yarragadee at 23 plus 22.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and it just went into the table the eighth
time.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that,

PAO Mission Control, Houston, 3 K-ys, :^3 hours, 8
rain it ;s mission elapsed time. Challenger is passed out of range
of the Botswana tracking station in southern Africa. We'll be
reacquiring in about 13 minutes over Yarragadee and Australia.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Mission Control Houston, 3 days 23 hours 8 minutes,
Mission Elapsed Time, Challenger has passed out of range of the
Botswanna tracking station in Southern Africa. We'll be
reacquiring in about 13 minutes over Yarragadee in Australia.
And it's about 40 minutes before we pick up the Tracking Data
Relay Satellite again. Dick Truly reporting that they are
continuing with their startracker horizon limit test. During
that previous pass with the Tracking Data Relay Satellite we had
some spontaneous television down from the Orbiter. They were
locked up with the Ku-band and had capability for television.
The crew simply switched on some of the cameras and we were able
to take a look at what the crew was seeing. As they passed into
the daylight side of the Earth, we got tosee a portion at least
of a sunrise from space. There are some more Ku-band test
activities listed in the timeline for this morning over the next
hour. And then on orbit number 66 as we get within range of the
Tracking Data Relay Satellite over the Hawaii station, whichever
is operatable at that time, we would bo having the crew's in-
orbit press conference. It's a little over 2 hours away, 3 days
23 hours 10 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is Mission Control
Houston. Mission Control standing by for acquisition through
Yarragadee.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, with you through
Yarragadee for 6 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Hi, Mary, and Richard's coming on with som^ data
for you.

CAPCOM Hello, and we're standing by ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, on the startracker horizon limit test, we
ended up, if my count right, putting, the star went into the
table about 15 times, it was taking generally 8 to 10 seconds
from the time we cleared the table until it acquired and put it
back in. Until we got to about 23 hours and 10 minutes and then
It would get a star presence for a few seconds. It would get a
track ID for a couple of seconds, but I guess it was just too low
and It wouldn't, it stopped taking them and so by 23:11 at the
end of test time, it had not gone in the table for a little over
a minute, so as far as I could tell, it looked like it should be
some good data, I don't know what the conclusions would be.

CAPCOM Sounds good to us, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and we've got the maneuver loaded to go to
the Ku-band test attitude.

CAPCOM Roger. Challenger, this is Houston, we're 30
seconds LOS, we'll talk to you again through TDRS at 23:49.
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P^?
.

Mission Klapsed Time, 3 days 23 hours, 29 minutes,
this IS Mission Control. Challenger passing out of range of the
Tracking Station at Yarragadee, Australia. On the last leg of
orbit number 64, we'll have a loss of signal period of about 20
minutes before we pick up again over the range of the Tracking
Data Relay Satellite out over the Pacific. On that last pass.
Commander Richard Truly reporting that they had completed the
startracker horizon limit tost and the Orbiter was maneuvering to
the proper attitude for Ku-band testing. The crew appears to bo
a little bit ahead of the timeline at present. And we're a
little bit less than 2 hours away from the start of the on-orbit
press conference with the crew. This is Mission Control Houston.

END Of" TAPE
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PAO - - away from the stvirt of the on-orbit press
conference with the crew. This is Mission Control, Houston.

"AO Mission Control, we have acquisition through TDRS
at this time.

CAPCOM Challongcf , this is Houston, with you through TDRS.

SPACKCRAFT Vet,. initial pitch rotation was started on time.

CapCOM Hic'nard, this is Houston. Say ,iin, vou were
broken and cut out. Say again, your last.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Mary, I said we started the Ku-band common
track first pitch maneuver on the - -

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston and roger, Kic .ard, we copy
that the last transmission that you started your maneuver on
t ime

.

SPACECRAB'T (garble)

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, we are 30 seconds
LOS. We'll try handing over to TDRS. If we're still having cue
out problems, we'll talk to you through Buckhorn at 23:57.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston with you through TDRS
and we've got a couple of items to discuss with you when you're
ready.

SPACECRAFT Houston, we're reading you loud and clear. Go
ahead

.

CAPCOM Okay, Dan, you're loud and clear too. We'd like
you to know that that WCS leak through the gate valve is down to
1.2 lbs per hour since you cycled the gate valve. But in order
to avoid an alarm due in about the same time, 1 rev from now,
we'd like you to do a manual cabin repress at this time, usinq
Orbit Ops Checklist 5-10.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, and verify you want a repress with

CAPCOM Roger, Dan, and we would like to use the procedure
as written. That uses 02 and N2.

SPACECRAFT Okay.
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CAPCOM And then the second item is giving you a littlebackground for the press conference coming up when you're readvto talk about that.
>.ca«jy

SPACECRAFT Okay, iiouston, go ahead.

CAPCOM On the nexh r«v when we come up on Hawaii, we'regoing to start the show. And - -

SPACECRAFT Break, break Mary. You're coming in 2 times inabout half a second out of phase

CAPCOM Okay, we'll try to check that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that one was perfect.

CAPCOM Okay, how do you read now?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear.

CAPCOM Okay, I'll r.ry again. Over Hawaii, we're going tostart the press conference and probably there will be 2 peoplespeaking to you there. Then you'll have a small break as we handoyer to TDRS it will continue throughout the rest of the coveragewith everyone having a chance to talk. However, if we run intoproblems with the Ku-band coverage, then if we lose a lock, we'llpick you up AOS at Goldstone. Now if we lose lock later thanthat, we will pick you up AOS, Mila.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we copied all that, sounds good.

. , T^^^ Mission Control, 4 days, 0 hours, 7 minutesmission elapsed time. We have acquisition through Mila.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston with you through Mila.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

?f?DRS in 10 sTclliT''
'''' "^'^^ ^^"^-^

E^D OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston with you through Mila.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

JfSs in 10 secoidT"' ''^^ ^^^^^ —
SPACECRAFT Roger.

yoT?hrough TDRrnoS?''^'^^^'^'
^'^^ ^'^ ^^^^

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston and we can see thatcabin repress is complete and it all looks good to us now

SPACECRAFT Say again please, Mary.

?ooS"good now'°'''' ''"^ ^^^^ ^^^i" P^-^bs

SPACECRAFT Okay, we had completed the procedure and then the

tul Tol'll Sr^oo!^^^
^'-^

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, do you see that L3D got deselected

S^r?eave that'S^I^iec-La^^t^JHls^J^mr
'''' ^'^^^ ^

SPACECRAFT Roger, I concur.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM CDR, This is Houston, go ahead.

?0-5ff^'the MAL^bS^k'""
'"-^^ ^'^^ "° "^^^ ^° '^^^ on pagexu 10 in the MAL book, we end up in step 31. Sorry, block 3i;

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mary.

that, lovely „a.^le, P„o? llul^ uL'lZ\l\„ltr,.lT.'ilit.l
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that it is a real very srv^all fuel leak and the fuel iniector temoIS hanging right around 20, 21 which is the limit.
^^'^^

ChaUenge^.
""<3erstand, thank you. Houston,

CAPCOM Go ahead Challenger, Houston here.

tesfa?"?? minuJes'^nrn^^''"'"^'^^
pitching for the Ku-band

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that.

CAPCOM And Challenger, INCO wants you to know that we oo^some good data during that test so thanks a lot.
^

SPACECRAFT Good show. it sounds like the TDRS is working real

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Plus Ww enjoyed doing acrobatics on orbit.

CAPCOM Sounds like a lot of fun.

SPACECRAFT You bet. Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM CDR, this is Houston.

SPACECRAFT f ger, would you, cov \d you pass on to BobStephenson or SkuUy Power, one of the oceanograShe?s that the(garble) current has been very quiet and has JeTlUtlestructure in it this whole mission.
^iccie

CAPCOM Roger, we got that and we'll pass it nlonq.

paJtfcuSlv if ^ "^'^ °f structure

CAPCOM Okay.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, we have seen a good bit of structure
particully in the water east of Australia and a great deal in the
central Pacific.

CAPCOM Okay. And Challenger, this is Houston, we're 30seconds LOS and we'll talk to you again through Yarragadee at

SPACECRAFT Roger, see you there.

. „,
Mission Control Houston, 4 days 0 hours 44 minutesMission t.lapsed Time. Challenger out of range of the liotswanna

tracking station in southern Africa. Orbit number 65. Duringthat last pass we had some conversation with the crew over one ofthe reaction control system jets that was deselected. Theproplusion officer in Mission Control was watching that durinqour acqui3ition through TDRS noting that temperature was goirgdown on that ]et indicating that it may have a very small fuelleak, so that one was turned off. And they don't expect anvimpact from that. We will be having the crew press conferencecoming up in just a short while on orbit number 66 as wo comewithin range of the Hawaii and the Tracking Data Relay SatelliteRange. The astrounaut crew onboard will have their televisionset up and we expect ^o be getting television from the spacecraftand we also have the six ^^l^ss representatives that will be

i".!'!]^
conference. That will be televised fromroom 135 in Building 2. That room is not going to be opengenerally, it is set up with the cameras and the panel of the six30urnalists that will speak with the crew during that pressconference period. So that room will be closed to generaltraffic, we're about 11 and a half minutes away of a brief oassover the Yarragadee station, very low elevation. We may iustbarely have contact with the spacecraft at that time and then thenext reasonable pass will be over the Guam station in 22

M^co!'^^o "/To^ ^^""'^ minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this isMission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, with you throughYarragadee for 3 minutes.

SPACaCRAPT Roger, Mary, reading you loud and clear.

f^H^L^^ y^'^'on
^"""^ ^""^ ""^^^^ Challenger, this

It 1 p?is 08*'
seconds LOS, talk to you again through Guam

SPACECRAFT See you there, Mary.

PAO
^ Mission Control, Challenger out of range of the

away from the Guam tracking station and we're about 20 minutes,little bit around 20 minutes away from the start of the crew
a
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inflight press conference. Just a reminder the participants inthat press conference, the six news media representatives will be

iith^^h.'^'i^'-^^^'^'^^^.^-
^"""^ ^^^^^ ropresentatlvL alongwith the television eq'upnient and cameras will be permitted inthat room for the press conference. The room itself will beclosed to general traffic for this event.

forrminutes.^^^^^*'"^''''
^""^^ Houston, with you through Guam

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear, I'd like to, giveme a second l-m going to set up the conference communicationsconfiguration onboard and give you a call.

CAPCOM Okay, Richard, we're standing by.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT - - set up the conference communications -

configurations onboard and give you a call.

CAPCOM Okay, Richard, we're standing by.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Mary, comm check from the middeck.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale, you're loud and clear, how me?

SPACECRAFT Okay, have you the same, thanks a lot.

CAPCOM Challenger this is Houston, we're 30 LOS through
ilawaii, we'll talk to you at 1 + 21.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, you're loud and clear, we'll see
you there.

P^O Mission Control Houston, 4 days, 1 hour, 13 minutes
mission elapsed time. Challenger passing out of range of the
Guam station, we'll be nicking up over Hawaii in about 7 1/2
minutes or so for the scart of the crew inflight press
conference. This is Mission Control Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, 4 days, 1 hour, 20
minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger coming up on the Hawaii
station in about 45 seconds for the start of our crew inflight
press conference. This is Mission Control.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston with you through Hawaii
for 6 minutes with PAO standing by.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, read you loud and clear, how me?

CAPCOM You're loud and clear too, Richard.

ROSSITER Caption Truly, this is Al Rossiter of United Press
International. You've completed about 2/3 of your flight now,
what is your assessment of the mission accomplishment so far?

TRULY Al, so far I would say that the flight has been
extremely successful, we've had a great time watching the fire
works on the night launch, the CPES operation and the INSAT
deploy and the words we've heard from Mission Control on INSAT
are, that it's working very well. The TDRS testing is gone well.
I'm very happy about it. How's it look down there?

ROSSITER It looks great so far. Col. Bluford, President
Reagan on Wednesday congratulated you for paving the way for
other blackb in space. You didn't have a chance to respond then,
what would you .".ike to say about your flight, what is it's
significance as far as blacks are concerned?
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BLUFORD Well I assume. The flight, I think is just going
to be one of many flights in which black Americans are going to
be flying in space. We have two black Americans that are going
to be flying next year, there will bf many more black Americans
flying in the future.

ROSSITER Dr. Thornton, have there been any crewmen who have
had symtoms of space sickness, and if so can you tell me how many
and to what extent.

THORNTON They have been, in a crew this size, the usual range
of symtoms, that occur during adaptation - -

ROSSITER Dr. Thornton, could you repeat that? We lost - -

THORNTON - - but as far as going into exact details^ if you
consulted me in your office, why I think this would be enough
said.

ROSSITER I'm, I'm sorry, I think we lost part of your
answer. The initial part, could you repeat that please sir.

THORNTON yes, I say that we have seen a variety, a range of
symtoms of adaptation and that's fortunately what I came to study
and as far as going into exact details, I still consider myself a
physician.

BENEDICT Commander Truly, this is Howard Benedict,
Associated Press. On Tuesday you lifted off on the first night
j-aunch in the Shuttle program, and that was a spectacular
sight. Now on Monday morning you are to make the first night
landing, does that give you any concern?

"^^"^^ Howard, Dan and I have trained and tested and taken
a look at the night landings, and the night lighting systems for
almost a year and with the weather predictions that we've seen
from Edwards, no we're not concerned, we're looking forward to
the landing, but I just as soon postpone it 2 or 3 days and stav
up here.

BENEDICT Dr. Thornton, has your research up there uncovered
any clues about what causes motion sickness?

TilORNTON I would say that I learned more in the first hour
an^ a half onorbit here then I - -

END OB' TAPE
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THORNTON I would say that I learned more in the first hour
and a half on orbit here than I had by all of the literature
research that I'd done and all the active work in the past
year. I would say, yes.

BENEDICT Okay, for Guy Bluford. In one of the papers today
there was an editorial cartoon showing a young black boy with avision of you, Guy Bluford, floating in space and they borrowed
the caption from Martin Luther King. It said, "I have a
dream." what message to you is a first American black in spare
have for black use who might aspire to become astronauts?

BLUFORD I think that this is to show that that possibility
does exist and that that dream can be fulfilled and that thereare many opportunities for other blacks to fly in space as well
as mine.

Now I have one for Dale Gardner. For two days nowyou have been testing the remote arm lifting a four ton packagearound the bay. Do you feel it is, this arm now is qualified tolift a ten ton package on the thirteenth flight next year andalso rescue a satellite as planned?

GARDNER Well, this 8000 pound payload was an easy step upfrom the 3,000 lbs that we had in STS-7. The guys on the groundwil^ have take this data and put it into computers and duepredictions as to how the 20,000 lb cable will handle. But ifthe step from this one to that one is as easy as this last step,
I don t think they'll have any problems. It flew very nicely andthe Canandians ought to be very proud of that piece of (garble)
it really works nice.

CAPCOM Okay, Dick, we're about a minute and a half LOS.we r3 roi >c to handover to TDRS, we should pick you uo p.ettvrapidly after that. * ^ ^

SPACECRAF"' f''<ay, Mary, we'll see you at AOS, TORS,

CAPCOM See you there

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston with you through TDRSwith PAO standing by.
*

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear, Mary.

CAPCOM You're Icud and clear too, Dale.

LYNN SHERR ABC NEWS Commander Truly, this is Lynn Sherc fromABC news. in view of your participation on the task force thatrecommended it as possible and desirable to fly private citizenson future Shuttle flights. I'm wondering as commander of thismission, how would you have liked having a passenger onboard?

ifffWrffff^fiBWfH
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TRULY Hi, Lynn, how are you doing? Yes, I did
participate in that and I do think in the future we can safelyand easily fly private citizens in space and with the properintroduction and preparation. I don't think on this flight, we'dhad any problem with one as matter of fact, this probably wouldhave been a nice one to have a passenger, a citizen with us.

fhff^ nri„.^«"^<i*^
^^^'"^ ^^"^ ^^P^^^ ^" yo"-^ estimationthat a private citizen could not have handled?

TRUf" No, I don't think so.

SHERR I wonder if l could direct the same question to Dr.Thornton. From what you have seen. Dr. Thornton, of the reactioncf the other crewmembers and from your own tests, do you believe
tna.. a private citizen would have behaved any differently'

THORNTON No, I see absolutely no contrary indications toflying private citizen in reasonable health.

SHERR This is for Dan Brandenstein . Dan, before thelaunch, you described yourself as a pretty easy goinq andunroughable guy, you also said that it took a lot to'qet vouworked up. I'm wondering if there's anything on this missionincluding ascent that has changed that image of yourself?

^fnhl'''^ ''D^'
P"'^ "^^ °" ^P°t- I don't know. It

Itt
"^^g^ty exciting, i don't think I've ever been excited as iwas on that ascent. That was a real thrilling ride and I thinkequally as thrilling was the first sunrise or orbit. It was iusta fantastic view that is pretty hard to describe.

'

SHERR This is for Dale Gardner. Dale, I'm wondering from
h?oh/"T''''-f "'il^^ earlier mS
vA„ t^I ^P°''^"'

""^^"^^ outlook on life? What is it thatyou are thinking as you are floating above us at that orbit?

GARDNER About the next meal. Not really, the view of theearth is fantastic. Up to this point, of course, I ' ve seen 111of the continents mostly on maps and it's really quite a sight to

END OF TAPE
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GARDNER No, but really the view of the Earth is fantastic,
up to this point, of course, I've seen all the contents mostly on
maps, and it's really quite a sight to go flying over them at 300
miles a minute and to see all those sites that had previously
been on paper before your eyes. It's a beautiful world down
there, not only the land but the oceans and I don't think I'll
ever forget it for the rest of my life.

SIIBRR This is for Guy Bluford. Col. niuford, before you
went up you talked about the fact that you realized you would be
a pacesetter but you didn't think you had to be perfect. It
seems to us that your launch of the satellite was indeed perfect,
I wonder if you could access your own performance, so far.

BLUFORD Sounds like a loaded question. I've been very
pleased with the way things have gone on the mission, not only
with my own performance but with the performance of the total
crew. I think as a total crew we've done rather spectatular job,

S^^f^R And finally, for Commander Truly again. It looked
at one point as if the PFTA might have been positioned in the
figure of an 8, could that have been possible?

TRULY
8.

No the arm doesn't have quite enough joints for an

SHSRR And the PFTA didn't help you at all. Commander
Truly, one more, you all have talked about the routine aspects of
Shuttle flights, does this press conference as you orbit some 140
miles above us, feel routine to you?

TRULY No I don't think this is a routine press
conference, we didn't have any problem at all in doing it and
talking to you but no I don't think it's routine but I think
It'll probably happen more and more and I hope it allows peoplem America to share, you know, with the few of us that can see
the Earth, a little bit of it,

^^AL Well Dick, so do we, this is Roy Neal of NBC
News. My first question is for Dr. Bill. Dr. Thornton, as theoldest astrounaut to fly, i wonder if you could give us a little
analysis on whether or not space flying really is for older
folks, the way John Young would have us believe.

THORNTON Well we certainly don't stop life just because we
have a few years, it amounts to the condition of the individual
and that sort of thing and as far as John and I are concern,
we re still somewhere about 30 and i would think that most of, alarge part of America is in the same situation, seriously, we
should not count physical conditions by the number of years but
look at the physiological age and the capacities of an
individual.
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^^^^ I noticed that old man Dale Gardner was shaking his
head affirmatively by the way, now here's one again for Dr.
Thornton and for Col. Bluford and in that order please. Dr.
Bill, after being up there flying around inside the Challenger
and looking outside at all the clouds and the cities down below,
I wonder what you see other than just a picture postcard, what do
you see when you see the Earth.

THORNTON Frankly, a see a pretty humbly experience when you
stop and think that this may be the only spot that supports life
for at least 5 light years and maybe more, it is a very unique
spot indeed and I think one that deserves very careful assessment
of our responsibilities to it.

NEAL Guy:

BLUFORD For me I see a beautiful world, one that has
supported us not only on the planet itself but it also is
supporting us in space and I hope that our contributions will
make that world even more beautiful as years continue on.

^^^^ Okay, my next question is addressed to Dick Truly
and to Dan Brandenstein as pilots. Here on Earth we've been very
concern for the last couple of days about some Russian jets,
which shot down a Korean commercial airliner with 269 oeople
onboard, now as pilots have you been too cut off there' in' space
to follow events here, I know this was sent up to you on your
morning newspaper, your teleprompter , but have you been too cut
off or do you have some thoughts on this situation?

TRULY Well I think the situation is absolutely ridiculous
and terrible and I, although I know nothing about it other than
the short news summary, that was sent to us last night, which
incidently, Roy, I requested - -

END OF TAPE
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'^R^l-'i Well I think the situation is absolutely
rediculous and terrible and I, although I know not!, ir.q i'j<,.it H:
other then the short news summary which was sent to v,r, last
night, which incidentually

, Roy, r requested, because withoit
some news you can get cut off. I'm sure you remembet bick in
Skylab we used to send the crr-ws news every evening an'l I think
that's a good idea, '.i'o enjoye<i looking at' those new^ "junniat ies,
but that certainly was the most dish»--^r ton i nq one of I'nr'm at!..
Here, Dan.

NEAL Dan, how about you?

BRANDENSTEIN Well I pretty much have to voice the :;amo opinion
that Richard did. I guess I can't possibly understand a :-,inqle
reason for shooting down a comH-ercial airliner roqardiess of
where or when it is. But once again, we don't have all the facts
and you know, you can't make a final judgement until you know all
the facts.

NEAL And finally for you Guy, when you get back to
Philadelphia what are you going to tell all those folks?

BLUFORD That flying in space really is a lot of fun and
working in zero-g is really a piece of cake and the view out
there is really spectacular.

DEAN Good corning everybody, this is Mor t Dean from
CBS. I wonder if anyon of you would be willing to raise his
hand and say, yes, I suffered from the dreaded space adaptation
syndrom? Do you want me to repeat that question? (Laughter)

THOF,,>4TON No, Roy, we'll wait and let you come experience it
tor yourself. Sorry Morton, we'll let you experience it for
yourself. Then you can give a better first hand report.

i-^'SAN Well that's a deal, but let me pick up on that
doctor Thornton, I know that you have addressed yourself to it
before, but have you learned anything that would leave you to say
that you're on your way to solving that problem?

THORNTON Oh, I think certainly my colleagues would take me
to task if r were to bo so bold as that. But again, I would
emphasis that thi:3 is the place to study the problem and again I
would say I think I learned ..lore in the first hour and a half
than I have in all the previous years that I put in on it and I
would certainly hope that we have, that I will be able to add
something to the solution of the problem, because I'm convinced
that it is very solveable - -

£>KAN Commander Truly, was it a - -
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THORNTON - - (garble). And it's a very transient thing and
It s not the dreaded thing that people might talk about sometime.

r>KAN Commander Truly, having two celebrities on bD?rd,
Bluford tht first American black and Thornton the oldest
astronaut yet to fly, was it a difficult crew to handle?
i Laughter

)

TRULY Morton you have to watch this crew every minute.
(Laughter )

.

OKAH What about how habitable the spacecraft is with 5
men onboard and no shower onboard. How was it to live in for the
5 of you?

'^^^^"^ Frankly, I think a crew of 5 on the Space Shuttle
13 a good size. We've stayed out of each other's way most of the
time, we've done our job and we've also had plenty of time to fix
meais and visit with each other. And, of course, with 5 people
yoj always have at least one person that can tf<ke off and really
enjoy it and work on the fun things of spaceflight, so I think
this about the right size. And frankly, I was thinking on that
first day, after about 5 hours, all 5 of us has been working
every minute, and now I look back on flight 2 with Joe Bngle and
r don't see how those 2 men flights got it all done, it's,
there's a lot to be done up here.

Let me ask this of Guy Bluford. Did you find that
It was totally impersonal to be up there or is there a place to
hide and be by yourself with your own thoughts? I think we're
missing the best part of this, (Laughter'

BLUFORD I think there's a place to sort of hide and be by
yourself. You can go up against the window and watch the world
go by, so to speak, and reflect on how lucky you ar'^ to be hereand how beautiful the view is. So there are times n the flight
where you can reflect on the experience that you're having.

ft"^ Dan, rather quickly, what will you remember
most about this trip?

BRANDENSTEIN Well it's awful hard to forget that launch.

DEAN Okay, thank you very much.

END OF TAPE
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l^EAN And Dan, cather quickly, what will you remember
most about this trip?

SPACECRAFT Well, it's awful hard to forget that launch.

DKAN Okay, thank you very much.

GARY SWBITZER CABLE NEWr? NETWORK Dr. Thornton, this is Gary
Sweitzer at Cable rlews Network. You said earlier that a range of
symtoms of the space sickr:.-5s syndrome had been seen. Without
getting to graphic and without violating the confidence which I
know you don't want to do of your patients uo there, can you give
us a description of that range of symtoms? what kinds of things
did you see?

THORNTON It can cover the space adaptation syndrome can
cover obviously all the way from upset stomach to a drowsiness,
malaise to just a slight giddiness.

SWEITZER Well, after your several days of data gathering
here you said even in the first hour and a half you had more
valuable study than much of the time you spent here on earth
studying the problem. Are you at a point yet where you can even
speculate about the leading cause or causes of the syndrome.

THORNTON No, I think it would it be very premature at this
time. I'm sure I'd be taken to task by my colleagues foe
speculation at this point. On the other hand, i have absolutely
no reason to think that it won't become a problem of the past
3ust as in the early days the weight losses that were of great
concern which turned out to be a simple enough thing or the
problem of what the static hypertension when we return are pretty
much things of the past. I think that this will also follow thesame course.

SWEITZER A final question for you, Dr. Bill. Not to
belabor your age anymore, but at c>ge 54 and being the oldest inspace yet, have you seen any changes in yourself in blood
pressure or at any of the other things you are monitoring that
you didn't see in the others didn't i.-ar from others in the past
or that Dr. Thaggard on the last flight didn't report?

THORNTON Oh, I don't believe so, Richard, did ,ou? Does
anyone notice anything? No, acti-ally my physiological reactions
and all seem to fall pretty much within the normal range. Again,
I would encourage people to count age by physiology rather bvthan simple pronology.

SWEITZER There is one last question for you Or. Billthat I don't think any of us would want you to get by withoutanswering and that is, how are the rats today?
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THORNTON Oh, I think, let's just say that th- Eirst day, itwas obviously a new experience for them but like the rest of usthey have settled in quite nicely, feeding, grooming, and such asthat. Doing well.

SWEITZER Commander Truly, before the launch, you
acknowledged that the mission may lack pizzazz in the oublic's
perception but you said that you didn't share that view. I'm'wondering now in light of that earlier perception, what you wouldsay to people who look at this mission that way? Perhaps whataccomplishment are you most proud of?

TRULY Frankly, I think, you know this mi.-sio- was, we didhave to change our manifest, a very short notice : r-w monthsbefore the flight. And I think it's a great credit to thematurity of the Space Shuttle program that we could beat ourcommitments to our customer, the Indian National Satellite and tochange the manifest to a payload that we were going to fly anywavthat we had a crew that could get trained in just a short periodof time If we could essentially fly on time and I think the newsstory would frankly be much closer to the front pages had we notbeen able to do this. So I think frankly, it's been a wellplanned, even though it was a late plf.nned mission by necessityand so far it's really gone very well.

AL ROSSITER UPI Dick Truly, this is Al Rossiter, Jr. again.
f iJ^^f.''?

^^"^ ^" ^^'^'^ ^^"^iy "^"'^^y morning, will

EirsJ^fligJtf
""^"^ ^^'^ ^ """^ difficult landing than your

TRULY We've certainly approached the first night flightwith a great deal of care just as in all test flying you do but
nL^^''^

developed a night lighting system that in consenance withgood weather and with the heads up display as far as doing it thefirst time. I think Dan and I are quite ready to do it and Idon t frankly think it's going to be more difficult than a daylanding. '

END OF TAPE
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ROSSITER Guy Bluford, you spent much of your first day in
flight Oirsidting the electropheresis biological processing
exGper iment, how did the living cells appear to separate. Did
the experiment seem to operate as planned?

BLUFORD Yes, I think the whole operation both the first andsecond day worked out very well, we had very fe'/ problems with
the CFES equipment and as I said we pumped out two samples on thefirst day and four samples on the second day and the whole
operation went very smoothly.

ROSSITER Dick Truly again, there appeared to have been veryfew problems on this flight, does this in your view make it themost trouble-free Shuttle mission so far?

"^^^^^ I don't know, I haven't counted them up. We
certainly haven't had a lot of major problems but I was thinkinq:ust this morning how different this was from flight 2, withregard to the scramble that that was, it was a different kind offlight, but I tell you this is the way to fly in space, where youhave several people on the crew, a spacecraft that's cooperating,you can get the job done and have time to do some of those extrathings that you wouldn't get to do otherwise.

ROSSITER Dr. Thornton, again, could I return to space motionsickness just for a moment, does it appear that there might beways to prevent the development of these symptoms in the firstplace?

THORNTON Once again, I won't speculate but I certainly haveevery confidence that as time goes on, hopefully from some of theresults ot this flight and others which will follow, that onceagain we will be able to immederate most of the unpleasantsymptoms that do develop.

BENNEDICT Commander Truly, this is Howard Bennedict of APagain, its been a very successful flight, could you kind ofaccess how does it advance the overall goals of the SpaceSshuttle program and some of the things you've done?

TRULY You are referring to the Shuttle program ingeneral, or this flight, I'm sorry.

BENNEDICT No, the Shuttle program in general.

TRULY Well it was only a year and a half ago that I flewon the second flight. At that time we were worried that,frankly, If you remember those days, we were worried about thesafety of the vehicle, the thermal protection system, theengines, those kinds of things and we have graduated in a littleover a year and a half to a system that's routinely, we think,deploying satellites, meeting our commitments to the customers
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and I think in this short period of time for a vehicle this
complicatad, that's amazing, you have to really remember that
this press conference is coming from space in the most
complicated machine in the world and here we all have been down
here for how every many minutes, it runs itself. We're really
have made great strides, I think and I think it's a great future
for America in space.

BENNEDICT Okay, I have one question for each of you to kindof close chis out, are you anxious to co?n- ho lo on Monday orould you all rather stay up a little while?

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT

BENNEDICT

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
the MOCR now.

My vote is to stay.

My vote is to stay.

Mine certainly would be to stay.

I'd like to stay.

I want to stay as long as the food holds out.

Okay, thank you very much.

Thsnk you we enjoyed it.

And Challenger, this is Houston, you're back with

SPACECRAFT Roger, that.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, we've got the coram,
reconfigured to a normal configuration and how do you read?

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear, Richard, how me?

Loud and clear, Mary.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR, I kind of lost track of time, howmuch time do we have left in this AOS?

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT T.oud and clear, Mary. And Houston, CDR, I'd kind
of lost track oC time, how much time do we have left in this AOS?

CAPCOM We'll be on TDRS for another 22 minutes and then
we'll have a few more minutes after that when we switch you to
Botswanna

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks a lot.

CAPCOM You're welcome.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, at 4 days 1 hour
54 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. We still have communication
with the Challenger through the Tracking Data Relay Satellite and
should have that for almost 20 more minutes. Now that the press
conference is completed, the crew is scieduled to deactivate the
television equipment and have their middfiy meal, after which they
will begin working with the payload flicjnt test article and the
remote manipulator system once again, picking up the shopping
list items that the engineers on the ground would like them to qo
after with the PFTA.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Mary, we've got time now, we've got time if
you do to copy that tail glow information.

CAPCC'j Roger, Dan, Jeff's right here and we'll turn it
over to him.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, how do you read?

SPACECRAFT Roger, Jeff, got you loud and clear.

CAPCOM Okay, Dan, we saw those TV pictures and they were
pretty spectacular, what it's telling us is that this is much
brighter than we had anticipated, you are the only crew that's
been able to see this visually. There's been some speculation
that you're dark adapted because of your night launch, but I'm
not really sure what goes on there. At any rate, we are
anticipating that on the tail glow experiment the pictures of the
jet firings are very likely going to be overexposed, you are
taking those pictures at 2 seconds at f28. What we would suggest
is in addition to doing that, that when you repeat the jet
firings that you stop down the camera, take it at 1 second and
stop it down all the way in order to reduce the amount of light
that's coming in. That's the first thing we would like. Re sure
to document the exposures that you make so that we can reproduce
afterwards what you have done. The second thing that we would
like is to try and get a sequencial shot of the glow after the

i
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jot firing. You reported it last for 5 to 10 seconds and wg
boliovfi that by usinq the motor drive in continuous mode, you can
snap a bunch of pictures of say one second exposures and thatwin give us an idea of the decay curve. The third thinq is that
any pictures or comments that you can get when you're in the EOIM
attitude to correlate what othei: parts of the Orbiter are glowing
when you see the OMS pod light up will .-• very helpful for future
experiments. For instance, when the OMS pods light up, can you
see the RMS glow?, can you see "-hr EOIM glow? The important
thing is to document all the exposures that you take and to try
to give us a bracketing of exposures since we're clearly getting
more light than wo had originally anticipated and any other
things that you can think of, wo would certainly appreciate.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Jeff, and we'll bo sure and do the best we
can. I would like to, I did notice last night a couple of
things, preliminary observations that I made last night about it
and that is that the glow never ooinplotely goos away when you are
dark adapted. We had all the lights off in the cockpit and'we
were in the KOIM attitude and I could see the glow on the wings
and on the OMS pod and on the tail. l could not, however, and I
wondered about that and still do, I could not see any glow from
anywhere in the payload bay, when I tried that.

CAPCOM You're probably in the best position - -

END OF TAP
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SPACECRAFT . . .they glow on the wings and on the OMS pod and
on the tail. I could not, however, and I wondered about that and
still do because I could not see any glow from any where in the
payload bay when I tried that.

CAPCOM you are probably in the best position of anybody to
determine what the interesting things are that you can observe
and that's just the sort of information which experimenters arc
going to need in the future.

SPACECRAFT Stand by one.

SPACECRAFT Jeff, I do have a procedure question, I guess in
using the intensifier, we've, my plan in doing it - we really had
problems the other day and didn't get much on that first try
because we took the whole, well a good half of the no moon
passive intensifier I was just getting the thing aimed because of
the problems that we had and I want to try to overcome that. But
is there a problem if we leave the intensifier on during the moon
phase?

CAPCOM I don't believe that that will do any harm to the
intensifier. We've had it on In the moonlight on the ground
before and it didn't show any ill effects.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that'll make our job a little bit easier
trying to worry about the moon. What we'll do is just turn it on
after the sun goes down, we're in night and then just run the
whole night pass and probably do a couple of those tonight if we
got enough film and can get set up.

SPACECRAFT And one more thing on procedure. We're being told
that to take one second exposures when you're trying to get an
idea for the K-curve that you should stay on single exposures and
just click them one right after the other,

CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston with you through
Botswana for 6 minutes and I got a couple of flight notes to pass
up to you before I turn it back over to Jeff.

SPACECRAFT I'm sorry, Mary, everybody's downstairs trying to
get a bite to eat. Say again.

CAPCOM Okay, Guy, I got a couple of flight notes that I
got to pass up to you before the end of this pass.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by just a moment, Mary,

CAPCOM Okay, Guy, standing by.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Mary.
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CAPCOM On your TV03, PFTA OPS which is set up for TV03 is
for 4, day 4 02 50. We'd like you to mount an ox liqht on or
near the camera for any night pass use and it'll help the TV
scenes a lot.

SPACECRAFT Understand ox light near camera for TV03 PFTA
operat ion

.

CAPCOM
procedures

,

Roger that, for any night pass and one more on PDRS

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

On the exterior survey procedures on pages 5-15 andCAPCOM
5-26.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM you are to delete all procedures and caution boxes
to inhibit the UHF transmit while in the single mode. And the
reason we can do that now is the EMC testing has indicated that
the adverse EMC affects the, caused by a lower UHF antenna is not
a problem as we thought it might be. So we got a little more
leeway there.

SPACECRAFT Roger, you are going to have to repeat that,
Mary. We're having problems picking you up because there's an
echo and which is coming in about a half second after your
talking and it's difficult to understand what you are saying.
Understand you are talking about the exterior survey on the RMS
page 5-15 to 5-26. And you wanted - -

CAPCOM It was 5-15 and 5-26, Guy,

SPACECRAPP Mary, you want us to delete taking the UHF off. is
that right?

CAPCOM Yes, you don't have to inhibit your UHF transmit at
all while you are in the single mode because of the EMC testing
has showed us it's not a problem anymore.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and whatever INCO just did, it stopped the
echo.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that, and if you do tell us there is
an echo, he can work on it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I have 2 more questions PFTA wise, Mary, one
is in the summary you sent up, you had an item in there that said
DTO repeats or something if required. Do we need to do that?
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Got a few more questions, PFTA wise, Mary, one is
in the summary you sent up you had a item in there that said DTO
repeats or something, if required. Do we need to do that and
also those surveys asked us to go to +ZLV and we want to know if
that's going to be okay to do too?

CAPCOM Repeat the second, Dale.

SPACECRAFT The surveys since they are on the bottom on the
vehicle, have you go to +7.hV to g' t the bottom of the vehicle
towards the Earth, towards the Earth (garble) and we want to know
if you want us to make that maneuver or just look at the bottom
with the spotlight on the RMS as required.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale, just a second, we'll check on that.
Dale, on your question about attitudes, when you're doing the
exterior surveys, you can delete any attitudes that are called
out specifically and just remain in -ZLV nose forward. Go ahead
and use an auto dap because it's an unloaded arm.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand so we'll do the surveys just using
the lights on the end of the arm now.

CAPCOM Roger, that. And also Dale on your DTO question,
there are no DTO repeats required, and we're 18 seconds LOS,
we'll talk to you again through Guam at 2 plus 41.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Guam at 2 plus 41 and no repeats, thanks a
lot.

PAO Mission Control Houston, 4 days 2 hours 17 minutes
Mission Elapsed Time, Challenger out of range of the Botswanna
station, we'll be picking up in 24 minutes through the Guam
station, have a rather long loss of signal period here. At the
end of orbit number 66, this is Mission Control. This is Mission
Control Houston, at 4 days 2 hours 33 minutes Mission Elapsed
Time, we intend to cancel the change-of-sh i f t press conference
for the off-going Flight Director Randy Stone, having made a
survey and found little interest at this time and we have just
completed a press conference on orbit with the crew from the
spacecraft. So we are cancelling the change-of-shi f t press
conference that would have been held at approximately 5:00 a.m.
this morning. This is Mission Control Houston. This is Mission
Control Houston, at 4 days 2 hours 41 minutes Mission Elapsed
Time, just a raininder that we have cancelled the change-of-shi ft
press conference with the off-going Flight Director Randy
Stone. And we are standing by for acquisition of signal in about
30 seconds through the Guam tracking station, this is Mission
Control.
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CAPCOM Challenger, this is Houston, with you through Guam
for 7 minutes. Challenger, this is Houston, with you through
Guam for 6 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Hi, Houston, Challenger's here. And we're just
starting to get the setup underway for the PDR's work.

CAPCOM Okay, Dale, we're standing by. Challenger, this is
Houston, we're 16 seconds LOS, we'll talk to you again through
TDRS at 2:57.

SPACECRAFT Goodbye.

CAPCOM Bye, bye.

PAO Mission Control Houston, loss of signal through
Guam, we'll be communicating again with the crew of the
Challenger when we pick up the Tracking Data Relay Satellite in
about 9 minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, at 4 days 2 hours 56
minutes Mission Elapsed Time. Hawaii has acquisition of signal
with the Challenger and we'll be locking on to TDRS in about a
minute a half.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, read you loud and clear, how
me?

CAPCOM You're loud and clear too, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're on page 9-2, just setting up for the
direct drive unbus.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, read you loud and clear. How

CAPCOM You're loud and clear too, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're on page 9-2 just s.-f ^ng up for thedirect drive unbus.

CAPCOM Copy that,

^'^^ We're getting television from Challenger.

fw^?^??^^?., ^""^ Houston, CDR, I have a couple of 3 questionsthat I d like to pass on to you, and when it's convenient, voucould answer them. One is, does PROP'S still think that the let
no5"^

leak. Second, how are we doing on the RCS redline and
i I?,

^'0"Sumption and finally on the TV04 this evening for themed TV. I noticed that was scheduled for Hawaii pass, are we

tnlf "® limited to the Hawaii pass and if so,what is the time? or as the corallary is do you plan to use TDRSand not worry about if we run over a little bit? No hurry on theanswers because we're keeping on working here.

CAPCOM Okay, Richard, we'll get answers for you.

SPACECRAFT Fine, I appreciate it.

CAPCOM And Challenger, this is Houston, the PROP stilldoes think that that's a very small fuel leak that's caused the

.h^f y^""" redline is 37 extension days sotnat s a quite a lot there and we're going to leave thf> TV04question that you had for the next shift, Orbit Two.

SPACECRAFT We got the first two but not the last comment,Mary, say again. '

S^^^S" . 1°'^'^ question on TV04, we'll turn over to the OrbitTWO Team and they'll talk about it and give you an answer later

SPACECRAFT Okay, and we have enough food for about 30 days sowe'll see you October 1st.
^

CAPCOM Ro<ier that, I understand Dale wants to come backberore he starves.

onr^^f u=
^^t^lenger, this is Houston, we're 50 seconds LOSout Of Hawaii before we turn over to TDRS but we'd just like tosay. Bye, we're looking forward to seeing you. I'm afraid thatwe re going to make the assumption you can't extend for 37

itll' r.T''^ o"^!''
"^"^ ^^^^^ handled by the Entry

Ind T
"^est of the guys on Orbit One and Jeffand I would really like to say it's been fun working with you.
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SPACECRAFT Well we sure had a good time too, Mary. Thanks a
lot and we'll see you down on the ground.

CAPCOM See you there.

SPACECPAFT Thanks a million, Mary. Ya'll did a super job,
appreciate it.

CAPCOM Thanks.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. Hawaii has loss of
signal. Here in the Mission Control Center, a handover has taken
place. The Orbit Two Team has come on duty with Flight Director,
Harold Draughon. Capcoms are John Blaha and Bill Fischer.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, the crystal team's with you at
TORS.

SPACECRAFT Hi, John, how's it going?

CAPCOM Going real good, you guys sure did a good job
during the conference.

SPACECRAFT It was fun, we enjoyed it. Comm through TDRS was
great and we're glad the picture was okay too.

CAPCOM Roger that. Dale.

SPACECRAFT And, Richard's doing the grapple today. He's
about, has about 10 inches to go coming on in.

CAPCOM Roger, we're watching.

SPACECRAFT John, we're giving camera D a try again, just to
see what is going on. I'm sorry, the elbow camera and there's
definitely something loose inside the lens. It's a metal
circular ring and we can see notches in it floating around inside
there so it's definitely come apart.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that, Dale.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT I'm sorry the elbow camera, and there's diffently
something loose inside the lens. It's a metal circular rinq and
v/o can see notches in it floating aro'jncl inside there. So its
definitely come apart.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy tVsit Dsio.

SPACKCRAFT Houston, CDR, Hale';; out of the latchers on the
direct drive on oerth.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard and we ' . watchinq tha^ uit'-i a verv
clear picture.

SPACECRAFT Boy v?hen your dark adiot. i, the vjoc :
:•• is

piercing.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

PAO mis is Shuttle Control, 4 .-ijys 3 hour;; ?S m mutes
Mission aiapsod Time, Challenger is into dayliqVjt nov; iver
A.nerica on orbit number 67. The crew condiictintj prote.;t with the
RiMS and PITA continuing to get television through TORS of this
activity. At last report sp'icecraft comjnander Dick Truly was at
the contro l ,j£ rhe .^MS.

CAPCOM Cfiallenger, liouston, be advised we're going into a
scan limit, we may lose TORS, if we do we'll see you at Botswanna
at 3 plus 44.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jonn see you there, the, as you can see we're
unberthed and Dale is getting ready to to the direct drive berth.

CAPCOM Roger that.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, Challenger cossuig the
African coast now. Approaching the limits of TDRS -overage
about a minute and a half to LOS TDRS. This is S'rjtLlo Control,
4 days 3 hours 49 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, we've had LOS
TDRS, Challenger is still in acquisition, UfiF ••quisition at
Botswanna for another minute and a half.

CAPCOM Challenger Houston we're going LOS Rots i ,na in
seconds, sec you at Indian Ocean for a short pass in b snnutes.

SPACECRAFT Things ar^ going slow but sure.

CAPCOM Roger, and if we don't get you at Indi/m Ocean,
we'll see you at Guam in 4 plus 17.

SPACECRAFT Okay.
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PAO This is Shuttle Control, Challenger is out of range
at Botswanna, we really don't expect to pick them up at the
Indian Ocean station that very low elevation pass on this
orbit. During of that pass would be 22 seconds so more than
likely the next tracking station to see Challenger will bo Guam
in about 25 minutes. We had television reception through TDRS
virtually full time from Hawaii to Africa on this orbit number
67. As the crew utilized the remote manipulator system with the
PFTA. Grapple was done by spacecraft Commander Dick Truly and
then Mission Specialist Dale Gardner took over the controls of
the RMS. Earlier Gardner confirmed that they could see a loose
metal ring in the lens of the elbow camera, ho believes that the
lens has come apart.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Earlier Gardner confirmed that the they could see a
loose metal ring in the lens of the >T>ow camera means that the
lens has come apart. It still provides :'\cture but it is
somewhat obscured. And in a response to a question from Truly as
to the status of the reaction control system propellent. The
crew was informed that they have enough RCS propellant for 37
extra days so their surplus of that consumable is considerable.
At 4 days, 3 hours, 54 minutes mission elapsed time, this is
Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, 4 days, 4 hours, 16
minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger will be within range of
the Guam tracking station in about 30 seconds.

CAPCOM
minutes

.

Challenger, Houston's with you at Guam for 4

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear and Dale is in
between the trunions still going down but still has a few inches
to go, very slow.

CAPCOM Understand, Richard.

SPACECRAFT And John, the thing that we are finding is that the
there's a lot of very low damp or almost undamped isolations in
Y. So after a couple of inputs, we just have to wait for them to
slowly damp out so that we can start again. They go almost from
trunion to trunion. And these are with very slow inputs on
Dale's part.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
down.

CAPCOM

Roger, we copy Richard, thanks.

Houston, MS3.

Roger, go ahead, Dr. Bill.

Might tell biomeds that there is stuff on OBS.

Roger, Bill, can you repeat, please.

Roger, John, he said there was some OBS data coming

Understand.

CAPCOM
seconds.

Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS here in 20
We'll see you at Hawaii in 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay John, see you there.
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PAO This is Shuttle Control, Guam has loss of signal.
Hawaii is next in about 6 anl 1/2 minutes at 4 days, 4 hours, 23
minutes mission elapsed time, this is Shuttle Control, Houston.

PAO
minutes.

This is Shuttle Control, 4 days, 4 hours, 30

Houston is with you at Hawaii for 6 and 1/2

Challenger about a minute and a half away from TDRS

CAPCOM
minutes.

PAO
AOS.

SPACECRAFT Well, actually when we took the brakes off after 3
or 4 seconds, a couple of them went barberpole again and
(garble)

.

CAPCOM Roger. And Challenger, Houston, we need to warm ud
the MADS, if somebody back by A7L could take the strain gage and'
put it to Oil, please.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John, the MADS strain gage is on.

CAPCOM Roger and if it was already in that position,
Richard, if you could cycle it please, we're showing it not in
that position.

SPACECRAFT Negative, it was in PCM enable.

CAPCOM Okay, thanks a lot.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR. Each time that Dale gets 4 grays
when it takes the brakes off, I'm sorry when he puts the brakes
on. Yes, each time that Dale takes the brakes off to go to test
mode, one of the latches pops out. Wo can - -

END OP TAPE 1
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SPACKCRAFT - -to go to test mode one of the latches pops out,
wo can keep the 4 grays with the brakes on and we suggest doing
what we did yesterday and that is with 4 grays and the brakes on,
go ahead and latch.

CAPCOM Roger, we concur, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that will save us a lot of time, we, I don't
know how long this would take. Okay, Houston, we latched the
keel latch and about a second before the keel latch talkback went
gray we Lost the ready to lat-::h on number 3. One, 2 and 4 ready
to latch are still bright.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy,

SPACECRAFT And Houston, do
back out?

Richard

.

you concur we should proceed or

CAPCOM Stand

SPACECRAFT Okay,

CAPCOM Roger,

SPACECRAFT Okay,
and 3 do.

by, Richard,

no problem.

Richard, we recommend

drive 1 and 4 and then

you drive 1 and 4.

watch to see what 2

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Dale.

SPACECRAFT Okay, here we go. That was a good call and 1 and 4
started tighting down, 3 came back in, we have 5 grays right now.

CAPCOM Roger, that was RMU, Dale.

SPACECRAFT Going to test mode now to lift the arm. Okay,
Houston, Dale is ungrappled and it looked like there were barely
any loads at all on it, we were, we recorded it on the v.rist
camera and it came straight out.

CAPCOM Roger that Richard thanks.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, we're going to go back to ZLV.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger, you still with us?

CAPCOM Roger, still with you. Dale.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, we've started the unloaded auto
sequence. I don't know if you guys timed the direct berthing, I
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think it was something around an hour, I don't think I wrote down
the start time but it was the best part of an hour.

CAPCOM Roger Dale, and we'll confirm that in the
transcript you called out when you were starting the berth
maneuver

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and as Richard mentioned the main problem of
course were isolation, just sitting there waiting for them to,
for them to cancel out so we could tell what our attitudes in
XYZ's were. The other part was of course, without the elbow
camera, we had no, no way of really telling that and we had to
use some tricks and fish around and try to find the guides, it
took a little while. We did not use any digitals by the way, it
was just cameras D and C and what we could see witli our eyes.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale, we copy and we show 1 hour and 10
minutes and understand your comments.

SPACECRAFT Okay, (garble)

.

This is Shuttle Control, Challenger coming intoPAO
sunrise now

CAPCOM Challenger Houston, we are receiving a beautiful
picture of your sunrise down here, thanks a lot.

SPACECRAFT Yes, we sef; you watching that.

CAPCOM I bet you do. This TDRS is really a neat thing.

SPACECRAFT Bet you a nickel your TV view is not as pretty as
our window view, John,

CAPCOM Roger, Richard, but its a lot better than it was
before we had the TDRS.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, 4 days 4 hours 57 minutes
Mission Elapsed Time. Challenger crossing the west coast of
South America now. On orbit 68.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Botswanna for 5minutes and I have an overall plan here for you, Richard, when
you're ready to listen.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Sicuston is with you at Botswana for 5

minutes and I have an overall plan here for you, Richard, when
you're ready to listen.

SPACECRAFT Roger, leK me, okay go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, Richard, the upcoming Hawaii TV pass will be
on schedule, the basic plan will be to TV thru Hawaii and during
the pass about 2 to 3 minutes in the pass, we will handover to
TDRS. Total TV time available will be about 27 minutes. We
would like you to continue your RMS testing in the order you have
on your message and at 5 plus 30 we would like you to start
berthing and powering down. If some activities don't get
completed that's okay with us. What we're trying to do here is
protect about 20 minutes for you to get ready for Dr. Bill's TV
show. If you have any other changes to that we would go along
with your suggestions.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Jon. I think that is fine with us. We are,
we've completed the unloaded auto sequence, and we've gone ahead
and we're in the midst, as a matter of fact we've almost
completed exterior survey Juliet, which I think you'll enjoy
later on if we get a chance to downlink it to you. Since it's
about 5:20 now, I don't know whether, as a matter of fact I don't
think we'll have time to do another survey, so we'll either have
to miss out on surveys bravo and Charlie or reschedule it
tomorrow maybe, or whatever you'd like to do.

CAPCOM We understand Richard, and that's fine with us to
go ahead and berth the arm.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and sometime this evening, you might make
plans to, if you'd like, to look at this survey, it really is a
very capable look at the bottom.

CAPCOM Roger, we would like to do that and will.

SPACECRAFT Okay, super. We'll work till 5:30, and go ahead
and berth and then be ready for the Hawaii pass. What time is
Hawaii AOS?

CAPCOM Yes sir, Hawaii is 6 plus 04.

SPACECRAFV Super plan, Jon. Thanks alot, appreciate your
updating us.

CAPCOM Yes sir. And Challenger, Houston. We're going to
be going LOS in 10 seconds, we'll see you at Indian Ocean in 2
minutes.
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SPACECRAFT Koger, Jon. And we're zoomed in on the states,
that says United States underneath the radiator. We're at the
bottom of paye 5-28, backing out for the berth.

CAPCOM Yes sir.

PAO This is Shuttle control at 4 days, 5 hours, 26
minutes mission elapsed time. The Indian Ocean station will pick
Challenger up in about 45 seconds. Crew in the process now of
securing the RMS operations and preparing for a biomedical TV
pass scheduled to begin at Hawaii.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston is with you at Indian Ocean for
6-1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. And we're in the RMS powerdown
procedure now.

CAPCOM Roger that. Challenger, Houston, if you have a
second, if you could give us any comments on whether you are
experiencing any of the hesitations in driving the elbow in the
single mode that you experienced when you were loaded.

SPACECRAFT As a matter of fact, absolutely not, it's smooth as
silk.

CAPCOM Roger, understand. And Challenger, Houston, I have
a flight note for you if somebody is ready to copy, reference the
WMS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Jon. Roger Jon, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, Richard, basically . . .

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM flight note for you if somebody is ready to copy,
reference the ms.

SPACECRAFT Standby. Roger, John, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay, Richard. Basically, what we have here is a
procedure to plan, see if we can't isolate that slight leak a
little bit. And to do that, we would like you to first place the
foot platform in the lowest position. Second, cut a 3 inch
square from a plastic cover off of any PDF book. Third, using
gray tape, seal the cover over the WCS vent screen opening, and
that's the opening that's behind the outboard foot platform, on
the upper right side of the WCS front face.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well, I didn't write it down, let me go look
at it and make sure I know what you're talking about, hang on.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay, yes. There's a little circular screen on the
outboard side of the foot restraint, I understand.

CAPCOM Okay. Fourth, verify that the WCS vacuum valve is
open, and notify us when that procedure is complete. If this
works, we'll give you another procedure to work with it. If it
doesn't, we'll go b -^k to the procedure you have been using
today. And don't let this interfere with your TV pass coming up,
we'll see you at Hawaii at 6 plus 04.

SPACECRAFT Super, John, we'll see you at Hawaii.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

PAO This is Shuttle control, the Indian Ocean station
has loss of signal with Challenger. Next acquisition Hawaii in
29 and 1/2 minutes. At 4 days, 5 hours, 34 minutes, mission
elpased time, this is Shuttle control, Houston. This is Shuttle
control, 4 days, 6 hours, 3 minutes, mission elapsed time.
Standing by for acquisition at Hawaii with handover to TDRS about
2 minutes later. We expect TV during this pass.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Hawaii and we have
two questions here before we get started with the TV. Firat, do
you have the WMS configuration established?

SPACECRAFT We have not done the taping that you asked, as of
now. Join.

CAPCOM Okay, that's fine, Richard. Before you do that
procedure, be aware of a caution, do not operate the WCS in any
mode with the plastic cover in place.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, understand.

CAPCOM And Richard, you can use it by removing the cover
and then performing the normal WCS ops, and then replacing the
cover again.

SPACECRAFT Roger, understand, we'll tie a red string between
the cover and the operating equipment.

CAPCOM Roger, red string. And Richard, just another note
for you, your cabin pressure is close to a caution/warning
limit. If it goes off, you can eitner live with the alarm, or
you can go ahead and reset the caution and warning limit as you
did yesterday.

SPACECRAFT Okay. How soon would you expect that it might
trigger, we lowered it a 10th here so we don't have to put up
with it, in the next few minutes?

CAPCOM Roger, we're working on an answer for you, Richard.

SPACECRAFT And, Houston, CDR, if we didn't get a chance to
talk with INCO, but we'll control the camera selections, but
we'll leave the tail switch in command.

CAPCOM Roger, we understand and concur.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard, you have about a, we think, about a
half an hour before that C&W would go off.

End of tape
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CAPCOM Roqer, we understand and concur.

SPACKCRAFT Okay,

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. You have about, we think, about a

halE hour before that CSW would go off.

SPACECRAFT Roger, no problem.

CAPCOM Aid Richard, one more thing. We assume that you
will be selecting the cameras for downlink,

SPACECRAFT That's affirm,

CAPCOM Roger that. That's okay. We're ready to go with
you

,

SPACECRAFT Okay, super. Toll me when you have a picture in
the middock and we'll get started,

CAPCOM Roger, we have an excellent picture of the
middeck. And we are not receiving Dc . Bill,

SPACFXRAFT I am Dr. Bill Thor::'.:in .-ir! I've been put on STS-8
as part of a joint effort between flight openiicns and flight
medicine to look at some of the changes in the human body as it
adapts to the weightlessness of apace flight. As you are all
awaro, we have the latest in equipment to fly in space but we are
flying with a body that is designed for Ig. It's rather
remarkable that it adapts the way that it cloes, but adapt it
does. However, there are still a few changes that we would like
to know about, particularly in the neurological system. We have
looked, for example, at the cardiovascular system at some of the
other areas so we're looking at the neurological system primarily
on this flight. Vou may notice a couple of electrodes here on ray
head. This, I just finished up doing a study by Miss Wendy
Angelo, who is a high school student. She goes to Franklin D.
Roosevelt High School, Hyde Park, New York and she proposed a
biofeedback study to see if biofeedback was affected by
weightlessness. This was selected and implemented by NASA and
this is one of the items that I have been doing. Now we have a
whole series of the studies and would like to show you just
various bits and pieces. As you all know, we always >iave to be
awaro of which way is up and down on earth, but here, there is no
up or down and so the nervous system has to adapt to that. Now,
in addition to gravity telling us which way up and down it is,
always constantly pulling on us, we've de\eioped large legs to
got around with, this effects the cardiovascular system, we have
to have fairly large cardiovascular systems to support that, and
many other aspects of the body.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, break, break.
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SPACECRAFT We have learned to cope for example, with the
changes in the cardiovascular ...

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, break break.

SPACECRAFT ... weightlessness, we no longer have orthostetic
hypertenseion i.e., that tendons to the frame.

CAPCOM Roger, Challenger. We need the encryption seleot
to TR please.

SPACECRAFT Copy that. And as part of this, wo have for
example, put on a treadmill and here Guy Bluford will demonstrate
this. tn addition to the treadmill, Guy is also wearing some
instruments which are standard on earth, but have been modified
for our purposes. These I wore on launch and the first day, will
wear on reentry. This small tape recorder, for example, was
recording my eye and hand motions. On this side, we are able to
record blood pressure, heart rate, and Guy has been making pretty
good use of this treadmill.

SPACECRAFT 3y the \ iy , we owe you a lot of credit to various
people for developing these devices and to Henry Whitiiore. He's
certainly done an excellent job on this experiment, which was
flown most of the flight on STS, and Guy is giving it a good
workout. So Guy, why don't you go ahead and show us what you've
been doing.

SPACECRAFT NOW, as I indicated, we could record blood pressure
and , .

.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Now as I indicated, we could record blood pressure
and other items on the recorders for study when we return to 1-q,

but we have been recording vital signs of particular interest to

the neurological system. Mow, in addition . . . rf,uscular

skeletal system changing . . .

CAPCOM And Dr. 'Ull, we're not reading you.

SPACKCRAFT ... faces are rather broad and puffy. They're
really (garble) . Part of the fluid goes overboard and part of it

moves, part of it moves upward. Now in order to study this in

further detail, since we felt that it was possible that this
shift of fluid to the head was causing trouble, then Dale Gardner
is modeling the lasteat in leg wear that we have up here and this
stocking has some special tapes on it, which, when it's pulled
into place, we then simply pull these . . . He's probably lost a

litre or a litre and a half of fluid, and so our real interest
thoiiqh, is looking at this as it may affect the head and
components of the nervous system in the head. Here I'd
particularly like to thank Dr. Tom Moore and a number of others
that have worked on this particular aspect of the proje Now
looking at the nervous system directly, the eyes give u i

particularly good insight into the way our balance mechanism
works and any of you around JSC may have seen or may have seen
some of the electrodes and things that we have been using, but by
putting electrodes beside the eye, such as we have here oii Dan
Brandenstein, here we have the electrodes that are picking up eye
motion and, in addition, we have a small gyro fired from a

missile by the way, that is on his head, so as he makes head
motions, we can stu.iy the way the eyes move, and are also
recording head motion here. In addition, just stand still now
for a second, we can just float him freely and make movements
with him, recording him a completely free motion such as he
undergoes. These records then will give us a record of the
function of the nervous system as it controls the eyes which is a

particularly complex part of the system. Now finally, to . . .

the nervous system, wa rerfort to other techniques and since
Commanders always have very large brains, we're using Commander
Truly to demonstrate this. We are now putting some small
electrodes on the scalp which will pick up the brain waves
directly. In addition, we then put signals into the body, it may
be either clicks that he listens to in the ear, or in this cace,
we have visible signals, and then by flashing, in this case,
flashing the lights repeatedly and recording these brainwaves on
a small tape recorder, we can bring them back, run them through,
and actually watch these signals as they progress thru the
brain. If changes are occuring this will allow us to spot any
functional changes and here - I happen to have the electrodes
here, the little amplifier which goes to an ordinary 2-channel
recorder, and then we let Dick watch the scene, the simple
flat5hing lights goes thru the optic nerve, up into the brain and
we can literally track these well into the brain itself. Now
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there ate a number of other items that we have onboard, but all
of the . . .

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ... flashing lights, goes through the optic nerve,
up into the brain, and we can literally track these vvell into the
brain itself. Now, there are a number of other items that we
have onboard, but all of these are aimed to give us a better
understanding of the way weightlessness is effecting the nervous
system and . .

.

SPACBCRAt'T Roger, Dill. Let me say a couple of words too, if
I may. As you can see, the addition to Bill Thornton to our crew
just a few months before, was a significant addition to the
objectives of this mission. Most of the equipment that you've
seen, and most of the work that he has done, has been done by
himself and I can assure you on this flight despite the INSAT
dtploy and the work on the CFES and the work that Dale Gardner
has done on the RMS and the PFTA, that the hardest working
individual onboard has been Bill. Most of the equipment is his,
and he really deserves credit for a tremendous research program
that he's working in space. We're not quite through however,
with the TV show, and over the months we've had to put up with,
what we've called, Bill's chamber of horrors. So we have a
little measurement program of our own. If you'll just bear with
me, we'll show it to you.

CAPCOM Roger, we're waiting for it Richard.

SPACECRAFT Well, Houston, thanks very much for listening, and
hope you've enjoyed the show. See you later.

CAPCOM Roger that Richard. It was a great show. Thanks a
lot.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Roger Richard.

SPACECRAFT Roger, viohn. Why don't we avoid the cabin pressure
CS.W first, what procedure would you like us to use to pump up the
cabin

.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. Go to the orbit ops with the reset
caution and warning limits.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll do that one real quick and then we will
do the V/CS procedure right away.

CAPCOM Roger, and let us know when you are finished with
that WCS, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM This is Houston. Go ahead.
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SPACECRAFT Roger, I hate to ask you again for clac i eication,
but on this manual cabin atmosphere, was it - I thought you said
reset C&W limits was the procedure and looking at it, is it the
set C&W limits procedure that you want?

Standby a sec.

Okay.

Challenger, Houston.

Go.

Roger. It's the set C&W limit portion, not the

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
reset on 5-10, that we'd like you to follow.

SPACECRAFT Okay, maybe that's what - maybe John said the set
and I thought he said reset. Okay, not to worry. I'll get - I'm
in the middle of it now.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Roger

,

Houston, CDR.

Go ahead, Richard.

SPACECRAFT First, we've got to give you another knit problem
to work, that's slowing me dowo on this one. Back on CRT - well
I take it back. Disregard, I was making a keystroke here and
thought it was some kind of a faui::. hang on.

CAPCOM
TDRS.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Roger. Challenger, Houston. Back with you on

Roger, Houston. Houston, CDR.

This is Houston, go ahead Richard.

Roger, a couple of things. I'm going to ...

END OF TAPE
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SPACKCRAFT Roger, I hate to ask you again for clarification,
but on this manual cabin atmosphere, was it - I thought you said
reset C&W limits was the procedure and looking at it, is it the
set CSV'? limits procedure that you want?

CAPCOM Standby a sec.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go.

CAPCOM Roger. It's the set CS.W limit portion, not the
reset on 5-10, that we'd like you to follow.

SPACECRAFT Okay, maybe that's what - maybe John said the fet
and I thought he said raset. Okay, not to worry. I'll get - I'm
in the middle of it now.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Richard.

SPACECRAFT First, we've got to give you another knit problem
to work, that's slowing me down on this one. Back on CRT - well
I take it back. Disregard, I was making a keystroke here and
thought it was some kind of a fault, hang on.

CAPCOM Roger. Challenger, Houston. Back with you on
TORS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM This is Houston, go ahead Richard.

SPACECRAFT Roger, a couple of things. I'm going to ...

END OF TAPE
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guides get wider as you coino up so, tho fact that Wf- didn'' havo
any, any way of telling X wasn't really too much of a prohlt . i

don't how long it took, but it wasn't too bad. Vl>'' alrs'ady talked
a little !,ut about the direct berth not havinq the n, the dhow
camera was a i3evere detcimf^nt and what we end«d up doinq war, to
get X, was Keeping in some negative pitch on the P>-"rA, tnat
looking at th3 aft guide with the aft casnecas . , .

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM This is Houston, go ahead Richard.

SPACECRAFT Ro>3er, a couple of things. I'm going to jack up
the PP02 limits just so wc don't have some C&W's here as they
toggle around the 3.4 limit just for awhile, and prior to going
to bed, I'll put them back at 3.4. And we're recording soirie

stutf on middeck TV that I'm assuming that you're not going to be

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Richard, the part of your
transmission following the middeck TV was lost. Can you
repeat? Challenger, Houston. Richard, you were cut out, can you
repeat the last part of your transmission?

SPACECRAFT Roger, it's just that for the next 15 . . . downlink
TV from the cabin.

CAPCOM Standby, Richard. We're still having some
intermittent TDRS problems. Challenger, Houston. Challenger,
Houston.

SPACECRAFT This is Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. How copy? Challenger,
Houston. Back with you on TDRS, how copy?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear. Fish.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale. We didn't get to hear the end of
Richard's transmission but, if I understood him correctly, he was
asking if wo vvere going to need the middeck TV camera. We are
not for this rev. Also, we copied his transmi =;sion about raising
the PP02 limits from 34 to 36 but it doesn't 1< ok like he will
need to lower those back to 3.4 at presleep. He can leave them
at 3.6 as far as we can tell right now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's great. Now you can disregard about
the middeck, the question about the middeck TV. I do have a view
operating the TV. We're over Africa at the moment and camera
Charlie is pointing ahead of the bird.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Fish, if you have a few minutes we can give you an
RMS summary for the day.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead Dale. We're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we set it out with direct unberth. That went
pretty nominally. It was fairly easy, of course, you know the
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SPACECRAFT ... was a severe detriment and what we ended up
doing was to get X was keeping in some negative pitch on the PFTA
such that looking at the aft guides with the aft cameras, we knew
those trunions would be getting down to the guides first and then
we jo.st sat there and fished around until we got the aft trunions
into those guides, then took the pitch out knowing that front
guides would, front trunions would drop in. Then, of course, we
mentioned the oscillations were the main problem, sometimes we'd
have to sit and wait 15, 20, or 30 seconds to input the damp out
to see what we have an-! figure out our next move. However, the
operation of the arm was excellent throughout all that,
responses, responsing normal to all inputs, the joints always
went the direction I expected them to . . .

CAPCOM Dale, we're 10 seconds LOS. See you at lOS at 7
plus 01.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, at 4 days, 6 hours, 58
minutes mission elapsed time, we've had loss of signal thru TDRS,
the Indian Ocean Station will lock onto Challenger in about 2
minutes 45 seconds, we'll standby for that.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you thru Indian Ocean UHF
for 6 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard, and when you're ready, I have a
short flight note on your EOIM activation procedures.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead.

CAPCOM Richard, before 1 do that we'd like you to take
your encryption switch back to bypass.

SPACECRAFT Wilco, got that.

CAPCOM Roger, the current EOIM activation procedures that
you have in your checklist call for the heaters to be turned on
first, and it appears that's masking some of our data. What we'd
like you to do for subsequent EOIM activations is to reverse the
procedures on page FS5-3 of the, excuse me FS3-3 of the orbit ops
checklist. Specifically, you will first do the gr'.d on, and then
UV on, and the last step will be your EIOM heater on. We would
also like you wait 15 deconds jetween each switch throwing.

SPACECRAFT Okay Fisher, copied that for activating the EOIM
start at the . .

.

CAPCOM Negative, 15 seconds Dan, and we would like you to
do the EIOM activation over AGO on rev 70. 8 plus 05.
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SPACECRAFT (garble) over and it should be, loo><s like an air-
tight seal, can't guarantee it,

CAPCOM Roger, Dan. Did you happen to notice when you
placed the plastic onto that area, whether there was any suction
that held the plastic on there?

SPACECRAFT I'll tell you what, I didn't use any plastic
because the screw head was sticking out and figured I wouldn't
get a seal, so I just used multiple coverings of gray tapes, and
tried to seal it on good.

CAPCOM Okay Roger, and again just a rcMinciu-r that if you
use the WCS you've got to remove that tape, foiiow your normal
procedures, and then replace it when you're through.

L>°ACECRAFT Roger, and I don't know how suction to expect, but
it appears that the tape is drawing in a little bit.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan, we're going to watch down here and
should have an answer for you shortly.

SPACECRAFT Thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston we're one minute to LOS, we'll
see you at Hawaii at 7 plus 39.

SPACECRAFT Thank you Houston, and Fish did you copy Dale's
comment about the availability of the Orbiter inspection he's
been getting on the (garble)?

CAPCOM Roger, we did Richard, we'd like to have you place
that Juliet survey on rev 70 so we can have a chance to look at
it down here.

SPACECRAFT Any time.

CAPCOM Roger, it will be just after Hawaii.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, Indian Ocean station has
loss of signal with Challenger, next acquisition is Hawaii in 29-
1/2 .. .

END OF TAPE
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PAO This is Shuttle control. Indian Ocean station has
Loss o£ signal with Challenger. Next acquisition is Hawaii in

29-1/2 minutes. At 4 days 7 hours 9 minutes mission elapsed
time, this is Shuttle Control Houston. This is Shuttle Control
at 4 days 7 hours 38 minutes mission elapsed time. We're
standing by for acquisition through Hawaii.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Hawaii for 3

minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Loud and clear. How us?

CAPCOM Got you loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, we're in the roll startrack align,
there are 3 stars in the table that GNC can look at. We've
started a fuel cell purge. Dan is going to try - Dan is taping
the aft windows so we can do a little night photography this
evening

.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy and be advised about 5 minutes after
Hawaii LOS we should be ready for your VTR dump on configuration
Juliet survey.

SPACECRAFT Oh, okay. We'll set her up and be ready. And
Fish, had a little extra time so I fired up the HRM again tonight
with a start time of 4 days 7 hours and 26 minutes.

CAPCOM Roger, copy Dan,

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger. How much suDply water
would you like dumped tonight?

CAPCOM Dan, we're going to be asking you to dump 30
percent tonight out of tank D and tank bravo and we're 45 seconds
LOS. We would like you to take your encryption switch to TR and
we will see you on TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, we missed what you said about the dump. Why
don't you tell us when we get on TDRS.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. It'll be 30 or 30 percent from
tank bravo.

SPACECRAFT Okay, tank bravo, 30 percent.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, through TDRS. How copy?

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. Before we get the VTR dump from
you, let me give you a little update on the WMS problem. It
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appears that our attempt at taping did not fix the leak and what
we would like you to do for the remainder of your flight is as
follows. We would like for you to remove and discard the tape
that Dan put on covering the WMS vent screen, then we would like
you to take the vacuum valve to closed and leave it closed during
your sleep period including any periods of crew use. You should
use nominal operating procedures of the WMS otherwise. Tomorrow
we'll get back with you, we will probably ask you to open the
valve during the crew day but standby for our input on that,
over

.

SPACECRAFT You said with the vacuum valve closed at night and
we'll remove the tape. We intend - and you intend to operate the
system with tho vacu jm valve open during the day but you'r" M ''.e

us to check with you.

CAPCOM Roger, I think you - we missed the first part of
that, Richard, but I think you got it all there. Challenger,
Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, I have two more presleep flight notes for
you when you are ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger. For tonight's LiOH changeout, the standard
C02 buildup that we've seen occurring in the past is also
occurring on your flight. For tonight's activities, we would
like ycu to change out two LiOH canisters as follows. We would
like for you to do the normal changeout canister 10 into bravo,
that's canister 1-0 into bravo and the additional changeout will
be canister 25 into alpha and all subsequent changeouts will be
per your cue card.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand. Tonight only, changeout 2
canisters, number 10 into bravo and number 25 into alpha.

CAPCOM Good readback, Pichard. And the second r.essage
deals with your cryo heater reconfig.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM , . . will be cannistor 25 into alpha. ^nd all
subsequent chanqeouts will be pet your cue carti.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand. Tonight only chanqe out 2

canisters number 10 into bravo, and number 25 into alpha.

CAPCOM Good readback Richard, and the second nessaqe deal
with your cyro heater reconfiq.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go.

CAPCOM Roger, 02 tank 3 heater alpha to auto, and H2 tank
3 heater alpha and bravo 2 to auto.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and do you want that now?

CAPCOM Richard now is fine, at your convenience.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, are you reading me?

CAPCOM Roger, Richard we did, and now would be fine, it's
okay at your convenience.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm right there.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, just be advised, we're going
to standby for the VTR dump, we're going to go into some Ku-band
blockage, and we'll let you know as soon as we're ready.

SPACECRAFT Roger, understand . . . I'm assuming that is
primarily . . .

CAPCOM Challenger, if you copy you're broken Richard,
it'll probably be a few minutes when we've got you back on TRDS.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, how copy?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear, how us? Houston, Challenger, how
do you read?

CAPCOM We hear you Richard, standby. Challenger, Houston
we have a correction to the LiOH canister message. It will be
normal changeout, canister 11 into alpha, and the additional
changeout will be canister 25 into bravo.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the change is 11 instead of 10, correct?

CAPCOM Roger, plus canister 25 goes into bravo instead of
into alpha.

SPACECRAFT Okay, let me find the piece of paper again. Okay,
Fish, let me try it again. 11 into alpha and 25 into bravo.
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SPACKCKAFT Kofjer, good readback, Richatci, and we're havinq a
little trouble with the Ku-band antenna, wo may not bo able to
(jet that VTR dump, but if we're able to, we'll give you a call.

SPACECRAFf Roger, understand, and you know it's no big thing,
i just thought . . .

CAPCOM Roger.

.SPACECRAFT flouston, Challenger,

CAPCO.'^ Go ahead Dan, this is liouston.

SPACKCKArr Okay, just letting you know that if you wanted to
watch starting up . . .

CAPCOM Daniel you were broken, go ahead. Challenger,
Hous ton

.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan, your last transmission was broken.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I just said I was firing up the EOIM.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan, we're ready when you are.

SPACECRAFT plus 0 5

CAPCOM Roger Dan, we're ready. Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger Richard, you can go ahead and close the
vacuum vent valve on the WMS now, we'd like to stop the leak if
we can.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Okay and Houston, CDR, did you copy my
question about the vacuum vent valve?

CAPCOM Negative, Richard.

SPACECRAB'T Roger, I wanted EECOM just to remind Dan and me the
- i';'s primarily for odor control, is that correct?

CAPCOM Standby, Richard, Challenger, Houston, that's
affirmative, Richard.

SPACECRAFT We didn't have any odor problems at all, and I'm
assuming and I'm hoping that when we get up in the morning we can
open it just to prevent any.
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CAPCOM Roger, Richard, we hope to be able to give you the
go to do that.

END Oy TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ... get up in the morning we can reopen it just to
prevent any.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. We hope to be able to give you the
go to do that. Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, go ahead. Houston,
Challenger. How do you read?

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Read you loud and clear,
Richard. Just wanted to clarify something relating to your last
question. It is - the vacuum vent valve is related to odor but
as you probably know the reason we're closing it is that it's
downstream of the gate valve and we think the leak is in the 0-
ring seal of the gate valve.

SPACECRAFT Roger, I understand. Yes, I understand that. I

just wanted to make sure that we understood the consequences of
having to fly with it closed.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy.

SPACECRAFT And no problem either. We're doing the right
thing, I just wanted to understand it.

CAPCOM Roger. Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, Pish.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale. We're about a minute LOS, TDRS. We
will see you again at Guam at 9 + 01 and we'd like for you to
take your encryption switch back to bypass.

SPACECRAFT Okay, back to bypass, see you at Guam 901.

CAPCOM Roger.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. We've had LOS TDRS.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

PAO We've had loss of signal with TDRS. Next
acquisition through Guam in 27-1/2 minutes. At 4 days 8 hours 33
minutes, mission elapsed time, this is Shuttle Control Houston.
This is Shuttle control at 4 days 9 hours 0 minutes standing by
for acquisition through Guam.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, AOS Guam for 3 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear. We were - sorry
for the delay. Dan and I are in the aft in the dark taking some
glow photography.
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CAPCOM Roger, Richard. If it's convenient, we'rt like you
to give us the position of your encryption switch.

SPACECRAFT It's in bypass.

CAPCOM Okay, roger. We're showing it oncryptod down
hero. I wonder if you could give it a cycle and then put it back
to bypass.

SPACECRAFT Okay, how about that.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, that cleared it down here.

SPACKCRAFT Okay. I'm not s'jre what's going on with that
switch, Fish but it was in bypass.

CAPCOM Roger, that's number 2 for that switch, we're
working on it down here.

SPACECRAFT Roger, okay. Fish, are you ready for the TSR
report of the day?

CAPCOM yes, Bill. Give us about 30 seconds and then we'll
be ready for your report. Challenger, Houston. Briefly during
the last TDRS pass, we saw a load on ACl single phase and we
haven't seen it on past flights. Have you folks been doing
anything that might explain that?

SPACECRAFT Well, let's see. They've been using - the MS's are
downstairs using the movie light. I don't know what it's plugged
into.

CAPCOM Roger, we'll check into it.

SPACECRAFT Standby. Okay, it's plugged into M052 Juliet.
Roger, it's plugged into M052 Juliet, whatever ...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Briefly during the last TDRS
pass we saw a load on ACl single phase and we haven't seen it on
past Clights. Have you folks been doing anything that might
explain that?

SPACECRAFT Well, let's see. They've been using - the MS's are
downstairs using the movie light. I don't know what it's plugged
into.

CAPCOM Roger, we'll check into it.

SPACECRAFT Standby. Okay, it's plugged into M052 Juliet.
Roger, it's plugged into M052 Juliet, whatever power that is.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy. And we're ready for Bill's
report. We're only a minute from LOS though. It might be better
if we waited until we got him back on TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, why don't we do that? (Garble)

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. And just let you know your state
vector is go for the next PLS on rev 81 and you're TIG would be 5

days 0 hours, 36 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, I understand.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, we're going to be LOS 5

seconds, TDRS in 11 minutes and we'll look forward to hearing
you. Bill.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you there.

PAO This is Shuttle control. Challenger has moved out
of range at Guam. TDRS will lockup with Challenger in about -

just over 10 minutes. At 4 days 9 hours 6 minutes mission
elapsed time, this is Shuttle Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston through TDRS how copy?
Challenger, Houston through TDRS. How copy.

SPACECRAFT Houston, (garble) on me.

CAPCOM Roger, you're a bit broken but I think I heard Dan.

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan. If you folks are still willing, in a
few minutes we'll be able to receive that survey Juliet VTR
dump. If you'd rather wait that's up to you. We're also ready
for Dr. Bill's commentary any time he's ready.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll take care of both of those. Okay,
first Bill will tell you his stuff, and then Dale will show you
the tape,

CAPCOM Roger, and we've got to give you a qo. We're not
quite ready for the VTR so wait for our call and we're ready for
Bill.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Fish, here comes Bill.

SPACECRAFT Yes, Fish. The contact lens DSC was done this
morning along with oculatonometry ,

you can tell Dr. Poole that
that worked quite well. The fluid sampling continuous fluid
sampling has been continued. Trying a couple of leg volumes done
3 audio-evoked potentials. We've done 3 regular EOG's, couple of
variations. Checked out the ...

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Bill you're fading out. Give
it another try.

SPACECRAFT ... did Wendy's biobeedback, did some additional
biological sampling and looked at our friendly animals, went over
them again, and just a minute and I'll qivo you some times on the
OBS data that came down, standby for that.

CAPCOM Roger, Bill. And you were cut out between the
information you gave us on 3 EOG's and the biofeedbacks if you
can fill that in for us.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, Bill, and you were cut out between the
information you gave us on 3 EOG ' s and the biofeed back, if you
could fill that in for us.

SPACECRAFT Okay, between the EOG's, as I said we had 3 regular
EOG's, we bad a couple with variations. Checked out the - and
did a couple of people on the rotator, and that's the wrong word
for it, oscillator would be a more correct word, did additional
work with the gryo, and then did the Wendy's biofeedback, and
I'll get you some times on the OPS data that came down. Stand
by.

CAPCOM Roger, standing by Bill.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the first was an EOG which was from day 4,

hour 04 and 10 minutes to hour 04 20 minutes. Second KOG was day
4, hour 4 . . . day 4, 05 hours, 07 minutes, again I don't have
the ending time on that, and let me get you another time here.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, Bill, we missed . . .

SPACECRAFT Okay, Fish, tell them beginning at 03 days, 22
hours 16 minutes, that was a series of runs, they won't be
familiar with the data, and the end time on that was about, that
ran approximately 30 minutes, and then it continued on a second
run which ended at 3 days, 23 hours and 1 minute.

CAPCOM Roger, Bill, we did copy that, but we missed the
times for number 2 and 3, could you repeat.

SPACECRAFT You're coming in weak, Fish, say it again.

CAPCOM Roger, could you repeat the start times for numbers
2 and 3, you wore cut out.

SPACECRAFT Wilco. Okay, number 2, the start time was 4 days,
04 hour, 30 minutes. I'm sorry I don't have an end time for that
one. And for number 3, was 4 days, 5 hours, and 7 minutes, and
that was an ending time, that's an ending time and they will have
to go back forward from that, that's 04 05 07.

CAPCOM Roger, Bill, we copy again. It sounds like you
continued to amass a tremendous amount of data and we're all
looking forward to get a look at it when you get back.

SPACECRAFT Yes, it's pretty interesting. Fish, thank you
much. We'll look forward to it.

CAPCOM Roger, and just a quick question for Richard, I

wonder if you folks up there know why you got the damp
reconfiguration message prior to Guam AOS.
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SPACECKAFT Roger, Fish, I v;a;-. going to tell you about that,
standby. Yes, Firih, the reasnri foi those waf>, we had to deseloct
some jets p^c the glow phot.ogi .lohy

, ptocedure some vernier jets,
and when you rleselect thern you jet a damp roconfig message, and
then wo completed the procecUuf and reselocted them, and we wont
thru it 2 or 3 times, and so that's what it was, wc never got cut
of the HOiM attitude more than, woll 2 or 3 degrees, I think.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy.

SPACECUAt'T And we're, incidcMta i ly , we're h:,r>ing to do that
again the next night pass, so don' : be ounri' ?. , if -ou sc--

chit, that's what it'll be.

CAPCOM Roger, and we are not yet Ux Ked u.. >.( Kn o w-.t

can':-, receive your TV yet, but if it d.>--'.'>n ' * taki; iM^ieh I'-aqor
we'll call /ou as soon as we're ceadv reccivi',

ENu OP TAPi;
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SPACECRAFT ... to do that again the next niqht pass so don't
be surprised - if you see that, that's what it will be.

CAPCOM Roger, and wo are not yet locked up on Ku, so we
can't receive your TV yet, but if it doesn't take much longer,
we'll call you as soon as we are ready to receive.

SPACECRAFT C^kay, well we're ready right away.

CAPCOM Roger. Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go Fish.

CAPCOM Roger, you folks can go ahead and torque the stars
in the table and if you could we'd like the star numbers.

SPACECRAFT Standby. Roger Houston. The star numbers are 44
and 11.

CAPCOM Copy, 4 4 and 11 Richard.

SPACECRAFT Roger that, and do you have the other data?

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO This is S;iuttlG Control. The next change of shift
briefing is scheduled for 12:30 p.m. Central Daylight Time with
Flight Director Udrold Draughon in rocni 135 in the JSC news
center. Next change ot shift briefing 12:30 p.m. Central
Daylight Time.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Rogt->r, Dale we're ready for the VTR dump.

SPACECRAFT Okisy, here it comes. Got a picture Fish?

CAPCOM Ro<j;?r, we do, but it's - there, we have a good
pictute n w. We can see the end efffector ...

SPACE''RAFi' Okay, you can see the very tip of the end 'Effector
md the c.irth and bottom of the Orbiter coming into view. This
is thv fir:;t -.cones we saw as we got the arm underneath.

CAi't'o;-! Dale, we've just lost the picture.

SPACECRAFT Now what happens after this i^, we put mostly
. ariouR wrist joints through different rotations', to see as much
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of the bottom of the Orbiter as we can with this given shoulder
and elbow pitch configurations.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale, we've lost the picture.

SPACECRAFT Should I stop the VTR until you get it back?

CAPCOM Roger, I'd recommend you rewind because the initial
part of your picture we just saw the end effector heading under
the Orbiter and then our picture became broken.

SPACECRAFT Okay, no problem.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, we'd like to have you initiate a cabin
repress now, I've got a few steps for you right this minute and
then a couple more presleep.

SPACECRAFT Fish, would you say again? We didn't quite
understand, but go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. I'll tell you. We have a cabin
repress for you, but if you could give us the VTR now, we're
ready to receive that and we'll give you the message after the
dump.

SPACECRAFT VTR is starting now.

CAPCOM Okay, Roger Dale, we have a good picture.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and I won't have to do too much
description. You will be able to see for yourselves a pretty
good survey of the bottom of the vehicle. You'll be able to see
the wing tips from the bottom, the landing gear doors, and some
pretty views. Richard and Dan are standing by for the
instructions on the press while we're watching this.

CAPCOM Roger, I'll go ahead and read those. Now what we'd
like you to do is take the 02 reg inlet system 1 to closed and
the 14.7 cabin reg inlet system 1 to open.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Fish. Wo got somebody down there in MOlOW
now. Say them again please.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard, and we're doing this because we'd
like to get your cabin pressure up a little higher prior to
presleep. We'd like to have that pressure start a little higher
than you would have been starting it with. First, on MOlOW 02
reg inlet system 1 closed and 14.7 ...
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SPACECRAFT ... say that again.

CAPCOM Roger, and 14.7 cabin reg inlet system 1 open.

SPACECRAFT Roger that's done.

CAPCOM 01<ay, and you will secure this prior to sleep by
taking 14.7 cabin reg inlet system 1 to closed and the 02 reg
inlet system 1 back to open.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand we will secure this system by
reversing what we've just did and that is ...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Dale, we would prefer you to rewind it because
maybe 20 or 30 percent of what we got down here was scrambled so
you could just maybe prepare for a complete playback, we'd
appreciate it.

SPACB:CRAFT That easy to do too, you got it.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, 4 days 9 hours 55 minutes
mission elapsed time. Challenger is over the south Atlantic,
tail end of orbit 71. Will shortly enter orbit 72. Flight
control shift handover wil! take place in the mission control
center at noon central daylight time and Flight Director Harold
Draughon will be available for change of shift briefing.

CAPCOM ... much more for you. Wo would like to get a
resume spec 60 on CRT 2 and outside of that you guys have had
another outstanding day. There just can't improve on the kind of
work you're doing. Hope you get a good night's rest and we'll
see you in the morning.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston,
after this pass?

CAPCOM Roger, Richard.

And how much time is there left

We have about 11 minutes on TORS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'd like to thank you guys for a super day
also. This RMS testing and so forth has been tedious up here and
you caught us, and I hope all of our mistakes and we really
appreciate it. I'd also just realized that the end of this day
that I had forgotten to say something on that air to ground that
I had wanted to all day and that is this year the space program
lost a very dear friend, a man by the name of Eddie Block, who
has spent his life doing 3 things primarily, training astronauts
and physical conditioning, training professional football
players, and treating crippled children. And very few people in
the country could meet a, there isn't a better or a bigger man
than Eddie and we're all sorry to see him go. Fisher, thank you
very much and if you have any need to call us for the remaining
of this TDRS pass feel free, Fish.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. And all you guys have a good
night's sleep.

SPACECRAFT You bet.

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, understand we will secure the system by
reversing what we just did and that is ...system 1 cabin reg
inlet, is that correct?

CAPCOM Roger, Richard, that's correct and for Dale, we're
- most of the TV picture they were getting is good and we have
superb detail of the tiles and gear door. We can see really a
groat amount of the bottom of the Orbiter.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, Richard. Challenger, Houston,
Challenger, Houston, reacquiring TDRS. Richard, we did copy, I
believe I copied your last transmission. Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houscon, Challenger. Go ahead, (garble).

CAPCOM Roger, Richard. Your last transmission was
correct. The activities you do immediately prior to sleep are to
undo the 2 steps that we just called up to you. Challenger,
Houston. Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Hello.

CAPCOM Hello, Dale. We've had some TDRS problems. If
Richard was trying to contact us, we're ready to copy,

SPACECRAFT No, we weren't calling.

CAPCOM Okay, Roger. We just wanted to verify that you
understood the presleep activity was just to return the 02 reg
inlet and 14.7 cabin reg inlet to their previous positions,

SPACECRAFT Affirmative, Fish. We copy that and understand.
Thank you.

CAPCOM Roger, Dale. And we were able to see most of that
film on the Juliet survey and indeed we saw some spectacular
views in tremendous detail, thank you very much.

SPACECRAFT You got it, we'll bring the rest of it home with
us

.

CAPCOM Rog. And if wouldn't mind keeping it handy since
some of It was broken, we would maybe like to ask you to send it
down to us tomorrow.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I stopped right in the middle there when I
saw the Ku signal trying to go to zero so, we can pull it out and
stick it back in at this point when you ask us tomorrow.
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CAPCOM Roger, Richard and all you guys have a good night's
sleep.

SPACECRAFT You bet.

SPACECRAFT This is Shuttle Control, the crow is beginning the
sleep period, still about 9-1/2 minutes left on this TDRS pass
and we'll stand by for any further air-to-ground, we don't expect
any however. The shift handover is at noon, Central Daylight
Time and Flight Director Harold Draughon will be available in
room 135 for the change of shift briefing at 12:30 p.m. Central
Daylight Time. 12:30 Central Daylight Time for the change of
shift briefing.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston,

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, you may get a cabin C02 message, your C02 is
7.4, so just don't be surprised.

SPACECRAFT Okay, by golly, there it is. Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Houston, go ahead, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Roger, I'm sure you all are interested in seeing
our configuration before we go to bed, so we're going to go ahead
and change the LiOH cartridges now and configure the ECLS system.

CAJ?COM Roger, Richard, we concur. And Challenger,
Houston, Challenger, Houston, Challenger, Houston, and the
blind message 47 will have your CAP summary for tomorrow.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. TDRS loss of signal on
orbit 72. Challenger in a couple of minutes will enter the night
side of that orbit and the Challenger c.rev preparing for rest.
In the Mission Control Center, handover is underway, and the
change of shift briefing will occur at 12:30 p.m., Central
Daylight Time. At 4 days, 10 hours, 10 minutes mission elapsed
time, this is Shuttle Control Houston. This is Mission Control
Houston, at 4 days, 10 hours, 29 minutes mission elapsed time
handover has occurred in the Mission Control Center, Flight
Director Jay Greene and the planning team of flight controllers
are now on duty, and off-going Flight Controller Harold Draughon
will be available as scheduled at 12:30 central time for his
change of shift press conference in building 2 room 135 at
Johnson Space Center. The sleep period has begun onboard
Challenger and is, we are now about 50 minutes into that sleep
period. This is Mission Control Houston. This is Mission
Control Houston, at mission elapsed time 4 day, 11 hours and 55
minutes, everything continues to be quiet onboard the
Challenger. There is 5 hours, 45 minutes remaining in their
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sleep period. The Mission Control team, planning team and the
control center is orchestrating the crew activity plan for the
next flight day aoitivities and some video tape is being replayed
in the control roo:n to show the flight controllers some of the
events which occured while they were off-shift, including the
press conference with the national news media representatives
which occurred early this morning. Again systems onboard
Challenger continue to function nominally and downlink telemetry
indicates a healthy and sound vehicle. This is Mission Control
Houston. This is Mission Control Houston, Challenger is on orbit
74 over the heart of South America presently, and there are just
under 5 hours remaining i't this sleep period.

END OF TAPK
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PAO This is Mission Control Houston, Challonqor is on
orbit 74 over tho heart of South America presently, and there are
just under 5 hours remaining in the sleep period and the crow is
passing an apparently uninterrupted evening, no caution and
warning alarms have been triggered and we of course continue to
ta'<e data as the Challenger flies over ground stations. Data
reveals the orbital parameters to be a 120 nautical mile apogee,
118.2 perigee, an orbital period of an hour, 29 minutes, A

seconds and - call up some life support information hero and I'll
read off what the temperature and humidity levels are onboard.
Life support temperature onboard the vehicle is 80 degrees and
steady, humidity 27 percent - 80 degrees may in fact bo a little
warmer than it is inside the cabin since the sensor that records
that data is located down fairly close to some avionics gear and
it tends to get a little toastier than it is in reality in
there. Mission elapsed time is 4 days, 12 hours, 59 minutes,
this is Mission Control Houston, This is Mission Control
Houston, at 4 days, 13 hours, 48 minutes mission elapsed time.
We're in the middle of a rather long loss of signal period
presently, on orbit number 74. We don't acquire for another 40
minutes still until the Challenger encounters Dakar. Presently
the vehicle is just over the northern tip of Australia. Four
nours remaining in the sleep period and the crew has continued to
spend an apparently uninterrupted night's sleep and the planning
team here in the Mission Control Center continues progressing
through establishing a crew activity plan for tomorrow's flight
activities. This is Mission Control Houston. This is Mission
Control Houston. Three hours remaining in the astronauts' sleeo
period. We've just had acquisition of signal with Challenger
over Dakar and the Flight Control team is looking at the downlink
telemetry, and verifing the nominal systems onboard the vehicle
and that there have been no caution and warning alarms to
interrupt the crew's sleep. This has been a fairly long loss of
signal period of just slightly over an hour since the last time
we had a look at the vehicle and it is of course always
reassuring to note that nothing has happened over the LOS
periods. Mission elapsed time is presently 4 days, 14 hours, 40
minutes. This is Mission Control Houston. This is Mission
Control Houston. Challenger on orbit ''6 over the South Pacific
presently. The planning team is pros ntly reviewing the execute
package and checking it for accuracy and spelling and making sure
that it's suitable for uplinK to the vehicle here just before the
wakeup period. There are 2 hours remaining in the sleep period
for the Challenger astronauts and the execute package will
include activities budgeting the astronauts' time on their final
full day in space, and that execute package will, of course, be
made available in the newsroom at Johnson Space Center and it
will be sent to our sister centers for media access. The
astronauts continue an uninterrupted sleep period and will begin
'he next day's activities in approximately 2 hours.

END OF TAPE
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PAO be available in the newsrootn at Johnson Space
Center and will be sent to our sister centers for media access.
The astronauts continue an uninterrupted sleep period and begin
the next day's activities in approximately 2 hours. At mission
elapsed time 4 days, 15 hours, 30 minutes this is Mission Control
Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston. Mission elapsed
time is 4 days, 16 hours, 17 minutes. About an hour and a half
remaining in the crew's sleep period. Everything continues to be
quiet onboard the vehicle and downlink data confirms that onboard
systems are performing nominally. Our itention is to cancel the
change-of-shif t briefing scheduled for 9 o'clock with Flight
Director Jay Greene due to the uneventful night and the fact that
there are no changes in the status of the flight since the past
the ch=«nge-of-shif t briefing. If any news media representatives
take exception to this plan and do wish to have a press
conference, please notify the Johnson Space Center newsroom at
your earliest opportunity. The news center can be contacted at
483-5111. Again our intention is to cancel the scheduled 9
o'clock change-of-shif t news conference. Mission elapsed time 4
days, 16 hours, 19 minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston at mission elapsed
time 4 days, 17 hours, 8 minutes. There are 30 minutes remaining
in the crew's sleep period but we just pasL^ed a brief AOS over
Auroral and the downlink data indicated that all four CRT's, all
four cathode ray tube displays, onboard Challenger are on and
operating, which would suggest that the crew is awake although
there are 30 minutes remaining in the sleep period. We acquire
signal again in 23 minutes through the Merritt Island land
station and it's doubtful that the Flight Control team will
initiate a contact at that point, presumably that won't occur
until we acquire through Dakar in about 38 minutes from now. At
that point the sleep period will have expired, although it's
fairly conceivable that the crew will initiate contact before
then. There is no suggestion that any caution and warning alarms
have occurred to interrupt the crew's sleep and Challenger is
presently on orbit 77 just having slipped across Australia and
now in the heart of the South Pacific. Mission elapsed time 4
days, 17 hours, 10 minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.

As a reminder and advisory, our intention again is
to cancel the scheduled 9 o'clock change-of-shif t briefing with
Flight Director Jay Greene. Since the night has been uneventful
and there have been no changes in status of the vehicle or flight
control since the past change-of -sh i f t briefing earlier today,
we do intend to cancel the change-of-sh i f t briefing and if any
news media representatives take exception, they should advise the
Johnson Space Center press center of their desires, and the press
center may be contacted at Houston telephone number 483-5111.
This is Mission Control Houston. END OF TAPE
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PAO press center of their desires and the press center
may bo contacted at Houston telephone number 483-5111, This is
Mission Control Houston.

i^AO This is Mission Control Houston, mission elasped
time, 4 days, 17 hours, 44 minutes. Now we have indicators
showing that the crew's awake and active. The cathode ray tube
displays onboard Challenger have been activated, the heat comm
has advised that the data shows a fuel cell purge being executed
onboard. Sleep period has now expired, likely we will not —
Challenger's presently on orbit 77, right across the heart of the
north Atlantic Ocean, but we catch just a brief pass through
Dakar and Madrid. Likely we will not have communications with
the crew at those stations, however, since those are both
extremely brief passes and elevation is very low through Dakar.
Elevation is the Shuttle passes only 1.5 degrees maximum
elevation over the horizon, and through Madrid, maximum elevation
is 1.6 degrees over the horizon. Accordingly, those are very
brief passes and likely we will not initiate dialogue with the
crew until we reach Indian Ocean station in about 20 minutes from
now. And the data downlinked again reaffirms that no caution and
warning alarms had been triggerd during the night and the crew's
sleep period was undisturbed. So with the crew ud and around,
and the new flight day on the horizon we will stand by for air-
to-ground in about 20 minutes, at mission elapsed time, 4 days,
17 hours, 46 minutes. Again the repeating of our intention to
cancel the change-of -sh i f t briefing with Flight Director Jay
Greene, that briefing scheduled for 9:00. Due to the uneventful
night and no new items to discuss, we do intend to cancel that
briefing and urge news media memebers to advise the Johnson Space
Center Newsroom if they take exception to that plan and to please
do so soon. This is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAtT {garble), Houston.

("Wake up" Music)

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

Good morning, ChallenqGC

Good morning, Challenger

SPACECRAFT Good morning, Hojston. Thank you for that
thoroughly enlightening cultural experience.

CAPCOM Well it was a tossup between that and the Wisconsin
Fight Song, and that one won.

SPACECRAFT How much water you want dumped this morning?

CAPCOM Okay Dan, we'd like you to dump tank bravo to
20%. Take about 35 minutes. And I've got 2 other notes for
when you're ready to copy.

you

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM First of all, perform the manual cabin atmosphere
management as of - as you did yesterday. Repress the cabin with
nitrogen per the orbit ops checklist page 5-10 and do not perform
the repress during WCS use. And on panel Rl, the cryo management
scheme team this morning. Cryo 02 tank 3 heaters alpha to off.
Cryo 02 tank 2 heaters bravo to off. Cryo 02 tank 1 heaters
bravo to off. Cryo H2 tank 3 heaters alpha and bravo to off.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, tank 2 pressure 02, tank 3 hectcrs
are all off, 02 tank 2 bravo off, 02 tank 1 bravo off and H2 tank
3, all the heaters are off.

CAPCOM
plus 05.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, and we'll see you next at Indian Ocean at 18

Okay, thank you.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at 4 days, 17
hours, 52 minutes. Commentator Cleary guessed wrong about the
intentions to wake up the crew that - they did take advantage of
the UHF pass over Dakar to uplink that wake-up music and the
wake- up call this morning was, well I'll just spell it, Tala
Sawari, T-A-L-A, second word S-A-W-A-R-I, it's some traditional
Indian folk music as performed by (garble) sitar player, R^ndy
Shankar. The selection deemed appropriate by the capsule
communicators inasmuch as the primary mission of STS-8 is the
release of the Indian Satellite. That wake-up call acknowledged
by Challenger pilot, Dan Brandenstein. And we will acquire
signal again in 12 minutes through Indian Ocean. Mission elapsed
time is 4 days, 17 hours, 53 minutes. And in the absence
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o£ any request to the contrary, we now officially declare the
9:00 press conference cancelled. This is Mission Control,
Houston.

END OF TAV^E
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CAPCOM Challengor, Houston, with you at Indian Ocean for 6

minutes

.

SPACKCRAFT Roger Floiiston, loud and clear.

CAPCOM And we've got you loud and clear and we're standing
by.

SPACECRAPT Okay. And Houston, CDR. If you got an
opportunity, would you fire us up one more copy of message 48,
the tacan tab numbers?

CAPCOM Wilco.

SPACECRAPT Thanks Brian. You ought to see the sunrise,
Brian. Beautiful.

CAPCOM I'll bet it is.

SPACECRAFT This EOIM attitude is like riding in a big tour
bus

.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT The upper windows are looking straight ahead.

CAPCOM That must be spectacular.

SPACECRAFT In the front end sitting up in the CDR and the PLT
seat, the front windows look like you could just slide right out
the front, looking straight down.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, 40 seconds to LOS. We'll see
you next at Yarragadee at 18 + 21.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you there.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston at 4 days, 18
hours, 13 minutes mission elapsed time. Just lost signal at
orbit 77 through Indian Ocean station. The EOIM attitude that
Dick Truly referred to is the elevation of oxygen interaction
with materials. Payload onbroad which carries instrumentation to
obtain quantity rates of oxygen interaction with materials used
on the Orbiter and future advanced payloads, and the Orbiter is
flying at this 120 nautical mile-attitude in order to bang into
more oxygen molecules and to further inhance the impact of those
molecules. The vehicle's placed in an attitude with it's nose
down and the payload bay facing directly into the velocity
vector. Accordingly, the crew looking out the forward flight
deck windows gets an extraordinary panoramic view of the Earth as
it rolls past underneath and that prompted Dick Truly's
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remarK.s. We will acquire signjil again in 6 minutOB tfirouqh
Yar raqaf!-'-:? . At liiiision ol.a]-isod time, 4 days, 18 hours, 1':.

Kiiriutes, this i.'3 Miasiori C'intcol, Hoi):>ton,

i'AO 'ihis is Mission Control Houston, we'll have voice
in juat ci few ;,;ec:onds tricou^h Yarraqadoo.

CAPCOM i.nia i longer , Houston, with you at Yar r aq -»dcr^ for 6
1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Brian, loud and clear.

CaPCOM Read you th.) same Richard and we're standing by.
Challenger, Houston, )0 seconds to nos, we'll see you at Orroral
at 18 * 30.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Kouston, see you tiien.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, v;ith you at Orroral :or 2
iii i nu tes .

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, read you loud and clear.

CAPCOM Read you the same and we're standing by.
Cliallenger, iiouston liT-ve ;i v?ord tor you on your TMII align.

SPACKCRAf'T Roger, go a'-u-ad.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard, we see two good stars in the table,
44 and 11. If you can torque those in the next 30 lainutes, you
can do tiiat and cancel your rrdl align.

dPACKCRAPf Okay, we'll torque the stars in the table right
after we cross the continent.

CAPCOM Roger, And Challenger, h'ouston, we'd like yoLi to
go to -ZLV as scheduled.

SPACKCRAFT Roger, Houston.

CAPCOM Ciiallongec, .Houston, 20 seconds to i,OS, we'll
either see you TDRS at 18:44, or if that doesn't work, fli i a at IP
+ 05.

SPACKCRAB'T Roger, ilouston, see you later.

Km OF TAl'E
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;APC0M '^nallongor, Houston, 20 noconds to LOS, v.-e '
' 1

either /• ... ORS at ! « : 4 4 or if thnt doosn't -.'ork, Mil.s at 19
p; .:i 05.

S!>A' ::ORM' i ;;o, m: Houston, see you later.

'^AO ^; I \.jn Control, Houston, 4 days, 18 hours, 33
if.uto liii HRion nincj timo. Astronaut , Dick Truly proparinq to
• th .i! }:.'\cji\' . ^ tho inortial moasurornont units, pact of the

i iij :i ion '/.stern 'io.k! the shuttle. lie was informed by ground
eoiitrv lots ^hat; tii. star tracker.; *>..nve acquired 2 usable 55tars
fo tiifj aliirrment of those irieasuromont unit;... The crew is just
now gettii.j j nto t!. .vie day, not yet to the point in the timeline
wh'i-re the, have he ::;>ecitic activities laid out for them but
they' 10 in the ['ijriod of time sot aside for them to oronare their
broaktast and got ready to race the day. Challenger on orbit no.
V?, tiie la:;t quarter of that orbit juKt out of ranqe of the
Oiroral .station pa;;;inq out over t^io coast of Australia at this
time. Wc expect to hear from the crow Us 'out 10 minutes if we
acquire them through the Tracking Dat, ;i 'iatr>llitG^ otherwise
it'll he about jO minutes when we get ;n-. 'r the continental
U.S.. Thir. is Mis'-ion Control, HousL

l^.^O Mission Control, Houston, .lave acquisition
throaqh TP:;S.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you TDRS for another 49
minutes. standing by.

HPACKCKAFT Ro
; jr Houston, read you loud and clear.

C^PCOM Roger, read you the same and we see the dumo
co.nplete, the iorqu'>d platfor.Tis and the fuel coll purge.

SPAC.>-:CKAFT Roger, and it you need the numbers on the tmu's,
I've got them.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, wc got all the numbers,
t hank s

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Richard, we got all the TMU
numbers, we do not need them, thanks.

SPACECRAl'^T Roger (touston, copy. Houston, 2 c-ostions, 1 is
since we're all up and awake, can we reopen th- vacuum vent after
we repres.'^: cabin and tiie second is with the deletion of the
IMU roll star track maneuver, do you wane to leave deactivate
the KOIM on time or del.iy it until just prior to the '/,hV

maneuver ?

I
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, you are go on the vacuum vent
and we'll get back to you on the other, on the ROIM deactivation.

SPACKCRAr^r Okay Houston, thanks.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, We'd like you to go to the
zr,V attitude on time and deactivate the EOIM just before doing
that

.

SPACKCRAFT Roger, ZLV on time and deactivate EOIM just orior
to that. We'll do it.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR. I've done the M2 repress and also
opened the WCS vacuum vent valve so if you'd keep an eye on it,
we'd sure appreciate it.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. 'Wo copy,

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR. Another word - except for the
gate valve leak, the system is still working as designed.

CAPCOM Houston, copy.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, 4 days, 19 hours, 8
minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger now passing over the
southern tip of Florida at the present time on orbit no. 78. We
still have contact with the Challenger through the Tracking Data
Relay Satellite. Several minutes ago during conversation with
the crew, Commander Dick Truly reported that they had completed
the repressurization of the cabin with the nitrogen and asked the
flight controllers here in mission control to keep an eye on the
gate valve in the Waste Containment System tliat has been
experiencing a slow leak for the last few days of the mission.
Truly also reported that other than that leak, the WCS has been
working as designed.

END OF ThPE
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PAO ...usable star in the waste containraont system that
has been experiencing a slow leak for the last few days of the
mission. Truly also reported that other than that leak the WCS
has been working as designed. This is Mission Control. Today is
a get ready to come home day on the Orblter. The crew will be
doing the flight control system checkout as they usually do
before -- on the day before entry, firing up one of the auxiliary
power units and moving the aerodynamics surfaces, make sure that
all of that very impo- «-ant equipment works before reentry early
Monday morning. They'll also be engaged in a test of the
tactical air navigation system to determine whether or not
orbiting spacecraft can use that earthly aircraft navigation
system. A good portion of the remainder of the day is taken up
with stowing away all of the equipment in its proper place in the
lockers used during the flight so that nothing is floating around
loose when they get ready to come home Monday morning. This is
Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, we're about to lose the TDRS due to
blockage, wo will probably downmodo to the S-band, but will be
intermittent. We'll for sure get you at Dakar at 4 -- at 19 +
20.

SPACECRAFT Roger, (garble).

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We have you back through TORS
for about 12 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear.

PAD This is Mission Control. That is CAPCOM Franklin
Chang speaking with the crew.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we are about a minute to LOS,
we'll see you next over lOS at 19:39. Challenger, Houston, we
have you through the Indian Ocean for 7 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear and we are just
coming into sunlight and we deactivated the EOIM and started the
maneuver to (garble)

.

CAPCOM Roger, Houston copies. We see the deactivation and
the maneuver.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and everybody's eating breakfast, Brian, and
we're I'm up here setting up for our around the world TV,
recording. For INCO'S benefit, what I'm planning on doing is
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using cameras bravo and Charlie and lot thorn run, so if ho would
avoid panning and tilting those two cameras while for, you
know, during the time that we're recording VTK, I'd appreciate
it

.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy and wilco.

SPACKCRAFT Other than that, I'm going to leave the control,
power control switch, in command, so you know, you can do what
you like beyond that.

CAPCOM Copy that. Challenger, Houston, I've cjot a switch
action on panel A7 for you.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, on that panel, the MAD strain qaqo, which
should go to PCM enable.

SPACECRAFT Okay, MAD Strain qaqo is PCM enable.

CAPCOM Roger, and we're going to go r,OS here in about 30
seconds, we'll see you next over Yarraqadoe at 19; 5S.

SPACECRAFT Roger, is this Franklin?

CAPCOM That's right,

SPACECRAFT Thank you Franklin, I apijrociate it and see you
there

.

CAPCOM Okay. Challenger, Houston, wo have you for 7

minutes over Yarragadee.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Franklin, v.'e reed you loud and clear.

END OF TAP1-:
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we have you for 7 minutes over
Yar ragadeo

.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Franklin, wo road you loud and clear.

56
PAO Mission Control, Houston, 4 davs, 19 hours, ...minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger aporoachinq the westerncoast of Australia over the Yarraqadce station, orbit no 78
Commander Truly reported in the previous nass that they wore'moving to the minus z local vortical position attitude and thatthe crow is having breakfast. lie also noted that they were
setting up the television for the around the world tour. -Phey'll
be doing some video tape recording of television from th^
spacecraft looking down at the earth. This is Mission Control,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're one minute to LOS and
we 11 see you over Orroral in about 3 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Franklin, see you then.

P'^'O Mission Control, Houston, 4 days, 20 hours, 2minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger in the gao between th*-range of the stations of Yarragadoe and Orroral. We'll becatching the, just the tip of the range of the station at Orroral
in about ,3 mmu.o and 45 seconds. This is Mission Control.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, wo have you through Orroral
lor a very short minute and we'll see you next over TORS at 20
p 1 u s 2 0 .

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, vy-e're about 20 seconds to LOSwe 11 see you over I'DRS at 20 plus 20.
'

'

SPACICCRAFT Roge, Franklin.

^•'''^ Mission Control, Houston. Very little
co:nmu(ucation with the crew during its pass over the continent ofAustralia. Challenger now out of range of those tracking
stations and if we acquire through the Tracking Data R^lay
Satellite over the central Pacific that would occur in about 13minutes trom now. Four days, 20 hours, 6 minutes mission elansnd
tunc, tnu; is Mission Control.

'f'^i"- is Mission Control, 4 days, 20 hours, 20minutes. We have acquisition through the Tracking Data RelavSatellite. ' '

'^''^^'^'-'^>'''' Challenger, Houston, AOS through TORS for 48
irunutns arvi wt^'re stanciing bv.
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SPACECRAFT Roger iiouston, read you loud and clear and we're
recording on the around- the-wor Id VTR tour during the daylight,
our daylight, we're going to be on camera bravo and then as it
gets dark, going to camera Charlie.

END 0? TAPK
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, AOS through TDRS for 48
minutes and we're standing by.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, read you loud and clear and we're
recording on the round-the-world VTR tour, during the daylight,
our daylight, we're going to be on camera bravo, and then as it
gets dark, going to camera Charlie.

CAPCOM iiouston copies. Challenger, Houston. Challenger,
Houston with a note on the FCS checkout.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, we recommend on the APU on the PCS
checkout to use APU number 3 and the start time for that test
will be at 21:35. That will be the start time of the FCS
checkout

.

PAD Mission Control Houston, 4 days, 20 hours, 34
minutes, mission elapsed time. Challenger passing into the
darkness now, crossing the terminator on orbit number 79, while
Commander Dick Truly continues to run the cameras and the tape
recorder - video tape recorder - on his round-the-world video
tour. About an hour from now Commander Truly and Pilot Dan
Orandenstein will begin their checkout of the flight control
system, those Orbiter systems which ate used on entry day
Monday. They'll fire up auxiliary power unit number 3 which
provides power to the hydraulic system for the movement of the
aerodynamic surfaces. That will occur at about mission elapsed
time 4 days, 21 hours, 30 minutes. We're still receiving data
and voice through the tracking relay data satellite and the
Challenager is about to make a pass over the continental United
States, coming up on the west coast of Mexico at the present
time. This is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we want to send you a CAP
update.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan, we'd like you to start now th-^ APU
steam vent heater activation.

SPACECRAFT Roger, it worked. Okay, Houston, that's complete.
Power controller power heater is alpha on and so are
controllers. And we just overhead Houston, it looks like you got
some pretty good weather down there again.

CAPCOM Roger, Houston. We're checking the data.
Challenger, Houston, we've got some good TV coming down.
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SPACECRAFT Roger, you're looking at the Cape £rom 120 miles
up.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, Challenger, it ceallv loo'<s pretty on
the states tonight. The east coast looks clear all the wav ud to
the Norfolk area.

CAPCOM Roger that, Dan.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Roger, started a flight controller checkout and thp
APU start at 21:35, is that the start of the TDRS pass when we
come up around there next time?

CAPCOM Standby Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Okay, when we get there we'll have the -- bo all
ready to go and as soon as you get that -- ready to start them
let us know and we'll get them started then.

CAPCOM Roger that. Challenger, Houston, we got a
resolution on the PCS checkout question.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, we'd like you to start part 2 first at 21:35
and complete that and then do the part one at 22:05.

SPACECRAFT Okay, part 2 first, sounds good. You all still
getting downlinked TV?

CAPCOM Negative, Dick, no downlink TV.

SPACECRAFT Okay, well we just recorded...

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Onay, part 2 first, sounds good,
getting downlinked TV?

You all still

CAPCOM

SPACIiCRAFT

Negative, Dick, no downlink TV.

Okay, well we just rocord-!f^ Orion rising.

l"'-''^ Mission Control Houston, 4 days, 20 hours,
minutes mission elapsei time. We continue to have voice and data
communication with the Challenger through the tracking data relay
satellite. Spacecraft is approaching the west coast of Africa
now and is over the Dakar station on orbit number 79. During
that recent pass over the continental U.S., we had some live
downlink television from the Challenger. Crew operating the
cameras as they passed over the U.S.. We saw what appeared to be
some thunderstorms over the Gulf area and near the Houston area
and then some of the lights of the Cocoa Beach and Kennedy Space
Center area as they passed over Florida. In about half an hour,
the Pilot and Commander will be involved in the checkout of the
flight control system. They'll be using auxiliary power unit
number 3 for that checkout.

CAPCOM Go ahead

,

PAO Mission Control Houston, 4 days, 21 hours, 12
minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger passing out of range of
the tracking data relay satellite. We'll pick up again in about
16 minutes over Yarragadee. This is Mission Control,

PAO Mission Control Houston, 4 days, 21 hours, 29
minutes, standing by for acquisition of the ChallengeL- through
the Yarragadee station in western Australia.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Yarragadee
for 7 minutes.

SPAC'JCRAFT Roger, Houston, we have you loud and clear.

CAPCOM You too, Dan.

SPACECRAFT And we just transitioned to 801 and Guy's getting
ready to start his tacan test and in about 6 minutes we'll start
the - part 2 of the flight control checkout.

CAPCOM Roger, copy,

PAO This is Mission Control. Challenger crossing the
western coastline of Australia at the present time. A couple of
minutes ago we had Pilot Dan Brandenstein reporting that Mission
Specialist Guy Gardner was, or rather Dale Gardner, was
evaluating proceeding with his tacan system checkout, evaluating
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the use of the tactical air navigation system £or vohicles in
orbit and that they were about to begin their flight control
system checkout. This is Mission Control.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're 1 minute to LOS, we'll
see you at Hawaii at 21:57.

SPACECRAFT Wilco and we're on page 7-17.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you, nick.

PAO This is Mission Control, 4 days, 21 hours, 36
minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger's passed out of range
of the Yarragadeo station and it will bo about another 18 1/2
minutes before wo reacquire through the tracking data relay
satellite on orbit number 80. Should that not be available or
operating at the time we pass within its range, it'll be another
2 minutes after that or a minute and a half after that, before we
acquire communication through the Hawaii station. This is
Mission Control.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ...into the Hawaii tracking...

vSPACBCRAFT Challenger copy. Houston, Challenqor, how do you
read?

CAPCOM You're loud and clear Dick.

SPACKCRAFT Roger, the burn 1 was nominal, we'll wait for your
go for APU shutdown.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Dick we didn't see any delta
Ps build up on channel 2 on the positive test, we'd like for you
to redo that.

SPACKCRAFT Okay. Here it comes.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm waiting for your go to do the stop on
channel 2.

CAPCOM You're go to stop, it looks good.

SPACKCRAFT Okay Houston, that's complete, standby for your go
to — for APU shutdown.

CAPCOM And Challenger, you're go for APU shutdown.

SPACECRAFT Wilco. Okay Houston, APU shutdown is complete and
we're back on 7-25 if it's okay with you and we're heading back
for OPS 2.

CAPCOM Roger, stand by Dick. And Challenger, Houston.
Richard, we'd like to say in OPS 8 till you're finished getting
the tacan data and ve can go back to OPS 2 there at the, when you
maneuver to the .ar tracker attitude at 22 + 50.

SPACECRAFT Sure, I forgot about that, sorry. VJe'll do that,
we'll remain here and when Guy's through with the tacan data,
we'll head back to OPS 2 and ZLV.

CAPCOM Roger.

PAO This is Mission Control, 4 days, 22 hours, 17
minutes mission elapsed time. The crew has completed their
checkout of the flight control system. They just recently
operated the auxiliary power unit number 3 that provides power to
the hydraulic system that moves the aerodynamic surfaces. All of
that system checked out properly and they have shut down the
APU. This is Mission Control,
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SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Richard.

SPACKCRAFT Yeah, I'd have bet a nickel that after Dan shut
down the APUs that I had gone to verniers and now we're back in
the, we're in, I noticed we're in the big jets. Did GNC see us go
to verniers?

CAPCOM Standby. Roger, we concur you v/ont to verniers
there and no problems.

SPACECRAFT Roger, well verniers is where we should be, isn't
it?

CAPCOM Standby. That's affirmative, you should bo back in
verniers now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm going to verniers, I'm not sure how we
got back on the normal jets.

CAPCOM Okay, rry misunderstanding, Dick. Your concern was
that you didn't know how you got on the norms?

SPACECRAFT That's correct. I, per the checklist I went to the
verniers jets and then after, oh 3 or 4 minutes, a big jot fired
and I looked down and wo were in normals and I'm not, maybe
somebody bumped a switch, I'm not sure, but I just wondered.

CAPCOM Roger, we'll look and see if we can figure it out
from the data.

SPACECRAFT Roger. And [Jouston, CDR, wc have powered down the
switches on 7-25 except for the ASAs, keep cheir own drive
messages on, and we'll catch the ASAs when we transition OPS 2,

CAPCOM Roger, copy Dick, and we're about to go r.OS here,
I'll see you at Dakar at 22 + 29.

SPACECRAFT Roger, see you there.

CAPCOM Rog, and for Dale, be advised I've got a CAP
update, I'll be adding a VTR playback hero of the Orbiter
inspection that you all did yesterday. We'd like to dump that
data and I'll get that to you at Dakar.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO Mission Control Houston. We have loss of signal
through the Bermuda station. We'll pick up again in 5 minutes
over Dakar, 4 days, 22 hours, 24 minutes mission elapsed time
this is Mission Control Houston.
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• • • mission elaosed time, this is Mission
Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Dakar and
Ascension for 9 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, and in looking at tho timeline if
we|re to stay in OPS 8 to let Guy finish his TACAN test, we're
going to be unable to maneuver to the star tracker attitude so
maybe wo — well we could could either zip back to OPS 2 and
maneuver there and lose a little bit of the TACAN data or just
reschedule it later, and it's your call. Either way is fine with

CAPCOM Okay, stand by while we check it.

SPACECRAFT And no problem fitting it in later on today if
you'd like to do that.

CAPCOM Okay, stand by, Dick.

CAPCOM And Dick, the way we had it planned was that the
TACAN test would maneuver — would terminate at 22:50 and that's
when you start your maneuver to the minus Z star tracker
attitude.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, r guess I'm confused and we've got— our TACAN message that we got, shows TACAN activity going all
the way to 23:27 and it was ray understanding that s/e couldn't do
that except in OPS 8.

CAPCOM Stand by, Dick, We see your confusion now, we're
trying to straighten out it down here.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, what we need to do on the-- your TACAN message is to delete those last 4 sites there
starting at 23:07 and will terminate at 22:45.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand, we'll do that and we'll — at
22:50 we'll go ahead and do the maneuver and do the star tracker
test

.

CAPCOM Roger that. And I've got a, whenever you've got
the time, we're going to try to get a VTR dump after lunch this
afternoon and we show a good time to set up the VTR setup for theplayback would be right before lunch and I've got some specific
times for you whenever you want them.

SPACECRAFT Stand by.
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''^^PCO^^ And Chal tongor, !louston, we <;ot a nov; state voctoromoar ci

.

Si\\Cv.CRM"V Think you very much and ready to copy tho tini.-^.s
you'd like the vri? done.

Okny, at, first of all, at j;)<5t bcforr; lunch .it S
doys,

1 plus 20, we'd like you to portorm the VT!"} olay'.>ar-k s.^i-up
t.uit's the photo checklist, paqc 1-31. And then at Hawaii An^,

'

at b days, 2 pi js 23, we'd like to perform the VCR playba<;k and
th(-n at i r,ius 00, perform the VTR deactivation.

<^''^'^Oyi And let mo make a correcMon to the Hawaii A'l.S time
for the playback. It's 2 hours and 37 minutes.

SPACt:< <AF'r Okay, be ready Hawaii at 2 plus 37 for the VTR
playb..ck and I'm assuming you want to, or do you want to --tart
that playback f rc-n the bcginnnin.'j of the under si do nurvey?

CAPCOM StTnd That's a f f i i mat i vo , Dick.

SPACl';OR%V"l' 0 ay, we'll lie ready,

ChallefM't, Houston, we're about ,iO Koconds to t,,vv
we'll see you at :?otsma at 22 plu/. 46,

SPACECRAFT Roger mstoa, see von i:her('.

''{^'^ Mission
> itroU Mo.riton, A days, 2? hours, 3B

minutes mission elap-scd 'tn-j. ChaPonger had a rang of fh-
Ascension station, orbit .. . -^0, and we'll h-ar fro;; s s,> crow
again over the Botswana :!,,tion in about 7 piu-iios i isMission Control.

CAPCOM Challenger, 'lous 'j; r-, with vnu on TORS, n<.w.

SPACKCKAFT Roger Houstou, ad loud ano .:lear. Aid
Houston, CDK. I've got a m'' -tion on rhe f;tar 'raoker i '^'^t .

CAPCOM Go ahead, Dick.

SPACECRAFT It has to do with the COAS. I'm assuming by makeCOAS observations that you don't mean doing any maneuvering oranything but just look through the )AS md -ee if can re-ord
the location of the star in the COA.S, . i the; down so
can tell you al)out it. is that corr ct?-J

CAPCOM That's correct, Dick

SPACKCRAFT Okay, no prohlem.
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CAPCOM Okay, and I got a little note.

SPACi-;CRAFT Okay, here it comes Houston.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm waiting for your go to do the stoo on
channel 2,

CAPCOM

KND OF TAPE

You're go to stop, it looks good.
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SPACECRAFT I've qot a question on the star tracker test.

CAPCOM Go ahead Dick.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it has to do with the COAS. " 'ti assuming bv
make COAS observations that you don't mean doing an'- maneuvorinq
or anything but just look through the COAS and see if we can
record the location of the star in the COAS, and mack that down
so we can tell you about it, is that correct?

CAPCOM That's correct, Dick.

SPACECRAFT Okay, no pcoblenu

CAPCOM Okay, and I've got a little note for you on that,
if the, when you try to break track on a real bright object and
it doesn't, you don't lose the asterisks, as happened the other
time you did this. We suggest that you do an item 8 about every
15 seconds until it finally does break track.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the first time that it happened yesterday, or
the other day, whenever that was, I did do several item P's and
it seemed to break track on its own, you know later on, and so
after that I kind of gave up, but we'll try that again.

CAPCOM Okay, yeah it's correct.

SPACECRAFT And what appeared to me is that — to be happen inq
was, that the star just exited the star tracker field of view and
that ... but who knows.

CAPCOM Yeah we concur wi>h that Richard, but GMC was
suggesting that about every 15 seconds you can try it again and
if it doesn't work then it will finally break lock when it loaves
the field of view again. Challenger, Houston, we broke lock on
TURS half way through my response for you, did you copy all of
it? We're back with you.

SPACECRAFT iiouston. Challenger, how do you read?

CAPCOM Reading you loud and clear, Guy.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Challenger, we're very intermittent on TDRS
now, I'll have you at Botswana in abort 2 minutes.

SPACf;CRAFT Roger, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, flouston with you through Botswana for 4
minutes.
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SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, reading you loud and clear,

CAPCOM You're loud and clear also Dan. Challonqor,
Houston, we're 40 seconds LOS, see you at Yarragadec at 23:03.

SPACKCRAFT Roger, Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, 4 days, 22 hours, 50
minutes mission elapsed time. Wo have loss of siqnal through
Botswana and we'll pick up again in 13 minutes over Yarraqadoe.
This is Mission Control.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Yarraqadee
for 6 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, we've got you loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, you too.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR. We're on the way to the star
tracker test attitude,

CAPCOM Roger, copy, thank you, nick,

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead. Challenger. Dan, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Guy. I made a little slip up this morning,
I missed the HRM activation in Dale's column and I was getting
ready to possibly do it in the near future, but maybe those guys
have an optimum time they'd like to try it sometime later today
and if you'd check with them I'll do it as soon as I can or if
they have a time they would like it done, you can send that uo to
me

.

CAPCOM Okay, we'll work on that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it was originally scheduled, it looks like
for about 20:45.

CAPCOM Okay, roger , we'll look at it. Challenger,
Houston, we're 40 seconds to LOS, we'll see you in Hawaii at 23 +
28.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston and we were about 3 minutes late
getting in attitude. V'Je're in attitude now witn the shutter
opened and have not gotten an asterisk yet.

CAPCOM Roger, copy Dick, and it looks like we..

END OP TAPK
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qettitKj in a 1 1 i t ic . Wo'rc in -it t: i r.uHo novv v: [ t '^ thi' -.•vi t ^r..

and hdvo iioi; .1 t (,• r i k yot.

CAPCOM Koqc.T cooy . Dick, imi 11 !ort'<--, 1 1 ' >/. !o>in'!
out why you wont back to noma) ]ot;- fnit it':- -io;i.<. t: >, 1 T <h'<i\'^

have time to talk ,.ibout now, ' H <)At, ti, v. mi I -iNm . tt w.v-, or
a funny in thn way the sot tvar'-> workr,,

SPACi'X'iMK'i' Okay, wo i 1 f aonr or i t r. yo-.ir (r'^'Ckinq can
talk about it I a tor. Tlianks.

PAO Mifjfiion Control, MoiiMt<~>r!, ) <)-\v-., ? i 'Knir:-, 10
rninute.s miHsiori o 1 a;>r->o'l tiino. c^^ia 1 1 onnc r 'n;;'-.ori mit o! raiv
of the Ya r r afja(,io«; -itation. Hiirini! that la,it >xi'-,.;, co-riT.and.^r
iUchacci Truly report inq that thoy worn n rocnori i na s'lt'i t'v ntar
tracker acqui:iition terit . Wf 'tavo about ) y\ I'.inuto;; bnforo v.'o

reacquire again through Hawaii. VJo could iiick up the Tracki-vi
Data Relay Satellite after w<> leave Hawaii'. 'I'nat wouUi h-. m
about 24 minutes. This is Mir:,:non f'ontro!, Houston.

PAO Minsion Control, Houston, r>trin<Hni] hv for
acquisition through Hawaii.

CAPCOM Cha I IcH'-jpr , Houston with you throuiih iiawaii ^or «,

1/2.

SPACKCKAKT Roger Houston, loud and c 1 im r

.

CAPCOM Roger, you too and I've <!ot a nev; ttrnc 'or the i!R"'

activation when you're ready.

SPACKCRAKT Okay, ready to copy.

CAPCOM Okay, we'd like to activate it at '> dy;, '> 'uvirn
plus 30 and deactivate i ': ' hcnir and a ha)r lator at ' olur; 00.

SPACKCRAFT Cuy got the times, plii<; ,VJ activation and /, hour
deactivation

.

CAPCOM That's correct and I've got nomo worc's on that
the DAP up.-tioding to normol jots when vou're ready to lir,t"n.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Yes, it soerns you were quick on the MbS r-witchnr.
and you turned all 3 of them off simultaneour.ly or at least
within 1 data cycle and that caused a temporary comm fault. And
when the DAP saw the coT.m fault, it went to free drift and then
when that was cleared on the next data cycle, the DAP when it
comes back, comes up in normal jots. That all happened in 40
mill iseconds

.
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''^ !'•<>!•••' t.!i..it 11'* ti.it ' :-, h,M(V! f i X'vi r,v .t CH, hv thf^

Si'ACc'i'i^A'i' -H:iy, atipreci /ilo it. .irvi wo ' vo hail riunrsot now .itul
'liuivj to <)o ,ihe.id mil qot. tartoJ !),ick tn .1^:lttl|r^^ ^in^i thr-n

I'll <) i v>> yon .1 r'-oort or. t h 1 ':. f ntji ,

:>i'ACi:CHAl"r OK.iy , :io!,:;t,on, <'f)H . On th" ntar trackor
.10' |ii ; r, V t 1 on t,'.,<-,t, ( isn soi;on''! one wo ri i ti

, (iiirim? thn period ot
tin!" ui.w w.^ h.:i.l rn!- hv;!: -- firHt qot the <ittitudo imttl now, wi^
n.ily .jot 4 ;;tarK to .ihow an tor inks in the t.ihl.o. On each one of
'-nc'.ri, I .1

1
'n-'iiipt c>l to hreak look with th'-j item H aqain and I did

It 1 niinihi>r ot t; irno:, on 'Mcti ono. l!owevor, -)Uf;t r,nboctivolv it
look(-d Iiko It wa.s it ill random irui it ji!r;t .itayod thoro until it
.i.;c i.tr-.i to away ami Wf-nt away. And nnfor tunatel v, vnth -- in
;no i.'OAS otisorv.it ions, Dan, it wa r. init too hriqht for Dan to noo
any :;tar^; .d. thai low anqlf? :;o wo qot trio data on '1 oxtra ntarn,
I OOK.'! 1 1 k" ,

CAPCO.M :<'>3or, cooy that Dick. Thank von.

CAPOOM '.'ha I ! (.-ntjnr , flour.ton, wo'ro about 1 minute to LOS,
v;e

' 1. ) SO'' yon at liuckhorn in ! minnteM.

S (.'AOKCHAt' S" Itofjor, .too yon thi,'ri>.

!'AO r-lm-.ion Contccjl, Houston, 4 <3ays, 73 hours, 36
minutofi !nif;:;ion elapsed time. We have \or,v, of siqnal through
.Hawaii and we'll nick up u'jain over the Continental US in about 2
mi nutos, Durmq that rocvnt pa«i3, Co/ninand er Dick Truly
di ::;cur,!; 1 nq th.' prooeciures with the star tracker acquisition test.
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PAO ...through Hawaii and we'll nick up again over the
Continental U.S. in about 2 minutes. During that recent pass,
Coinniandor DiCfC Truly discussing the procedures with the star
tracker acquisition tost. This is Mission Control. This is
Mission Control, standing by for acquisition through Buckhorn.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Buckhorn for
6 and a half.

SPACKCRAFT Roger, loud and clear.

CAPCOM You too.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR, I got a question on scheduling
for the RMS glow and the tail glow DTOs

.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
it looks like
availabi lity
the ava i labi

1

and change of
bit of a rush
you was that
pass at about
the RMS glow
the tail glow
meals with no

CAPCOM

Roger, go ahead.

Rog, in looking at the way that they're laid out,
it's going to a bit of a rush between 0102 which is

time of the RMS glow and 0122 which is the end of
ity of the tail glow. To get them both accomplished
cameras, we can probably do it vnth, be a little

What Dan and I were thinking about suggesting to
we schedule the tail glow down at that next night
a time of 20 -- 0235 or something like that and do

where it's scheduled and then do the maneuver and
during that next night pass and we'll shift our
problem to be able to get both of them.

Okay, stand by Dick.

SPACECRAFT Okay, its no problem, we can try it the way it is
but I think we'd have better sucess if we could split them up a
little bit.

CAPCOM And Dick your plan sounds good to us.

SPACECRAFT Okay, why don't you take a look at the details of
it and get us a -- when you would like us to maneuver to the tail
glow and what the new availability is and we'll plan on doing it
that way. Appreciate it.

CAPCOM Roger, wilco.

SPACECRAFT And Guy, also I wonder if you could -- I've got a
comment on Earth observations that you could pass to the, Bob
Stevenson or the one, whoever the ocoanographer s that are working
today.

CAPCOM Okay, go ahead.
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llllT. ^^^^^ than, you, wo-U pass thaL

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM And rh=n

SPACECRArr Okay, „„u,ton.

CAPCOM T 1 1 ,

.inutes.
Challenger Houston, with you on TORS for about 30

SPACECRAFT And ilouston CDR v •

the nuckhorn station d[Sn?t we? ^""^ '^"'^^^ ^-'^^ to tors fro.

CAPCOM
j^oger, thafs affir..tiv. .

SPACECRAFT .,eir s

'''''''^'^^^
'
— on TORS now.

going to b. up for f ut^L'shut'tlol?::^^"^ ""^^'^-^ not

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Rogor, that's affinnativc, wo'ro on TDRS now.

SPACECRAFT Their support, I understand that Buckhorn is not
going to bo up Cor Euturo shuttle missions and they have done
such a super job through all the shuttle DT, DnT&E flights and
the first operational flights and the STS-8 crew would just like
to pass them a well done.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you Dick. We'll pass that on to them.

SPACKCRAFT You bet.

CAPCOM And Challenger, I've got one message hero on one
last test on the TAG system whenever you're ready to listen.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Okay, what we'd like to do now is one last thing
just for some data is to expose the paper by having you onon the
access door for about a minute. And then we're just going to run
it through tl^o developer after it has already been exposed and
you won't need to that, to monitor it at all after that point.
So we'd like you to go down and open the paper access door for
about 1 minute and then roclose the door and secure it.

SPACECRAFT liouston, COR.

CAPCOM And I heard your last call, Dick. We're drooping
in and out on TDRS.

SPACECRAFT CDR

,

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, on UHF thi >ugh Mila, wo
are having very intorniittent locks-on on TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Hey Jeff. Talking about the -- opening the TAGS
access panel for a iiinuto but then you cut out kind of in ...
Also it almost slipped my mind that we had not done the RCS hot
fire test and if it's okay with you, we'll just got it as soon as
we can.

CAPCOM Roger, we're ready whenever you are.

SPACECRAFT Okay, give us a couple or 3 minutes and then we'll
get on it.

CAPCOM Okay, and the TAGS test, all I needed someone to
do, Dick was to open the paper access door for about 1 minute.
And then resecure the door and then we'll just take care of the
rest. You don't need to worry about.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, Dale is on his way downstairs and ho '11. opc?n

the access door for 1 :inriute and then secure it.

CAPCOM Roger that. Then we're just qoinq to run a bunch
of pages through and you can just leave them in the hopper there.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Chal longer, Houston, we're about to go T,OS,

Ml la. We will keep trying on TDRS but we'll have Ascension UflF
at 0 plus 07.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, and we're going to, we're going to
go ahead and do the hot fire test and then we'll report to you.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you.

PAD This is Mission Control, Houston. Vie have
intermittent communications through the Tracking Data Relay
Satelli te.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you on TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, loud and clear and we're on page 10-
2 just getting ready to start on the TitC faults.

CAPCOM Roger copy and if we do lose TDRS, Ascension's UHF
is down so we'll see you at Botswana at 0 plus 17.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand and tell INCO that the TAGS has
Poen opened for 1 minute and closed and he can send up his
commands

.

CAPCOM Roger, copy Dale. Thank you.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, we'd like for you to go
ahead and turn the TACAN's off now that that test is comolote.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, v;e have you through Ascension
for about 6 minutes.

END OF TfiPE
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CAPCOM Cha I lonqer , Houston we have you through Ascension
for aijOLit 6 [dinutes.

Sf'ACKCRAFT Roger, copy.

CAPCOM Challenger, ilouston.

y PACiXKAt'i' Koqor, go ahead,

CAPCOM Roger, you can go ahead and turn off the tacans now
that the tost has been coaipleted.

SPACKCRAPT Okay, Ifouston, thanks for the reminder.

CAPCOM Roger. Challenger, Houston. Roger, we'd like to
see if you could reinitiate the auto, the maneuver in auto.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, I was just noticing, in just 30
minutes we're going to KOIM attitude, do you want us to qo to
make both maneuvers or just go there early?

CAPCOM Roger, Dick, you can go there early. And
Challenger, Houston, we're going r,OS in about 15 seconds and
we'll see you at Botswana at 0 + 17.

PAO Mission Control Houston, standing by for
acquisition through Botswana.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston we have you through Botswana
now tor about f> 1/2 minutes and wo have an exact time for the
tail glow maneuver.

SPACIX'RAFr Roger, Houston, go ahead with the tijne for the tail
glow maneuver.

CAPCOM Okay, the plan is as follows. We'd like you to
initiate the maneuver at 5 days, 2 hours and 27 minutes and then
tlie photo opportunity will go from 2 f 31 to 2 + SI. And as soon
as that photo opportunity is complete at 5 at 2 t- 54, we'd
like you to go right into the TDRS side loari test that was
scheduled for 3 f 55. Basically we're just going to do it 1 hour
ear 1 i er .

St>ACKCRAFT Okay, we copy all that, sounds like a good idea.
Thanks.

CAPCOM Roger that. Challenger, Houston, we're about 4 5
seconds to LOS, we'll see you next at Guam at 0 + 49.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay, wo copy all that, sounds like a good iciea.
Thanks.

CAPCOM Roqct that. ChallGP.qer, !louston, we're about A",

seconds to LOS, we'll see you next at Guam at 0 nlus 45.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

PAG Mission Control, Houston, 5 days, 0 hours, 23
minutes mission elapsed time. Challenqor is passing out ot ranqe
of the Botswana station and we'll have a long loss of signal
period of about 25 minutes before we pick up over Guam. And that
would be on orbit number - just at the start of orbit no. 82.
The crew reported earlier that they completed the reaction
control system hot fire test. They arc running through a series
of vehicle checkouts and other experimental objectives this
morning. This Is mostly a preparo-for-coming-homo dav. The
crew's activities for the remainder of the day are primarily
cabin stowage, having already completed the flight control system
checkout earlier today. This is Mission Control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we have AOS through Guam for 5
and ~- for 6 minutes.

SPACKCRAFT Roger Houston. And Franklin, can you toll us what
the MET is that you're going to want the VTR dump of the RMS
survey, the un<ierside of the vehicle?

CAPCOM Stand bv, nan.

SPACFX'RAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, we got an answer on the
VTR time.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go on. Franklin.

CAPCOM That will bo at 2 plus 37 over Hawaii about one rev
from this one.

SPACECRAFT Okay understand, thanks a lot.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, we got a couple of item
entries on SPKC 22.

SPACECRAFT Stand by, Franklin. Okay Franklin.

CAPCOM Okay on that SPEC 22, the minus z star tracker
shutter to auto, that's on item 16. And we'd like to head the
tracker back to track after that's done and we'd like to verify
the EOIM activation.
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SfACECRAFT Okay, Franklin, that's affirm.

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDH, I'm sorry, we, I cUd not
activate the KOIM, I'm doing it right now,

CAPCOM Wg copy, Challenger. Cnallongor, Houston, we are
going LOS, we'll soo you next at Hawaii at 1 plus 02.

SPACECRAFT Roger, see you in Hawaii.

PAO Mission Control, Houston, we have loss of signal
through Guam and we'll pick up again in about 6 minutes — 6 and
1/2 minutes through [lawaii.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We have you through Hawaii
for about 5 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston, (garble)

CAPCOM Say again, Columbia, you were broken.

SPACECRAFT Okay, that transmission was loud and clear
Houston. The first one you made was very broken.

CAPCOM Okay, you're loud and clear now. You're loud and
clear now. Challenger.

SPACfXRAPT Roger, Franklin, thanks.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead. Challenger,

SPACECRAFT Roger, I'm looking through the light vntensifier on
the RMS glow experiment on the chevrons on the arm, and the arm
itself and the two silver and the gold chevron all have about thr-

equal amount of glow but the black one has a, at least twice,
probably about three times as much glow above it as the others.

CAPCOM Houston copy.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT .., all have about an equal amount, of qlow but tho
black has at least twice and probably about 3 times as much qlow
above it as the others.

CAi^COM Houston, copy. Challenger, Houston, we're qoinq
LOS in about a minute. V\'e're going to try TDRS; if not, we'll
see you over Buckhorn at 1 + 12.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston, 5 days, 1 hour, 9

minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger beyond the canqe of the
-Hawaii station, orbit 82. We'll pick up again in about 2 minutes
and 40 seconds during the pass over the Continental United
States, In that last communication, Pilot Dan Brandonstein
talking about the glow experiment. They are observing the
interaction of the oxygon molecules at the altitude at which the
Orbiter's flying. As they strike various structures on the
Orbiter, including the tail, the OMS pods and the remote
maninpualdtor arm. The Orbitor is at an altitude of about 120
nautical miles high. Typically, we have flown the spacecraft at
around 160 nautical miles for most missions; however, about the
second day or third day into the flight wc lowered the Orbiter's
altitude down to 120 nautical miles for the purpose of
encountering greater density of the random oxygon molecules that
do exist up above the Karth's atmosphere. It was noticed on
earlier Shuttle flights that in some photography, timo-laose
photography, that the crow was doing, or long exposure
photography, that there was a glow present around the tail and it
was later postulated that that was due to the oxygen molecules
impacting on the Orbiter structures. So this test is one to
observe the glow that occurs when that happens. We have also
been exposing some materials in the cargo bay to the oxygen
molecules, that's another reason for flying at that altitude.
We're about 50 seconds away from reacquisi tion over the
Continental U.S. through the Buckhorn station. 5 days, 1 hour,
11 minutes mission elapsed time this is Mission Control.

CAPCOM Challenager, Houston, we have you through TDRS for
43 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, read you loud and clear. Dan has
done the glow photography for the RMS and for the EDM pallet, now
he's configuring for the OMS pods, we're doing the shopping list
stuff, and the EOM pallet didn't have much glow at all from our
prespoctives, even though the RMS did, as he described.

CAPCOM Houston copies Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we had a momentary drop in
comm, we're back with you on TDRS.
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SPACKCRAF'I' Roger, loud and deaf. Siouston, Challenqer.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay we finished up the first part of the glow
stuff with the RMS. We ran through the sequence on the RMS, on
the EOIM pallets, on the QMS pod, and then Shoppard requested
that we go off and shoot a star. We got the constellation
Cassiopeia and we ran all those through that same sequence. And
now we're going to start up for the next night pass and do the —
with the grating on it.

CAPCOM Houston copy. Challenger, PJouston, how do you
read?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear now, but for a while I guess we
dropped out.

CAPCOM That's affirm, nick and we have about a 2 1/2
minute pass and we have a quick note to eend up to you which
relates to the cabin pressure, if you're ready to copy?

SPACECRAFT Okay, ready to copy.

CAPCOM Roger, we're going to have to do a cabin
repressur i zation at Guam at about 2+23 and the reason for that
is that the system I N2 regulator is a hit sluggish. We're
seeing a slight drop in pressure, sufficient to give an 02 flow
alarm...

END OF TAPE
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CAPCO.M . , . 23. And the reason for that is that tho
system 1 N2 regulator is a bit sluggish. We're seeing a slight
drop in pressure sufficient to give an 02 flow alarm. We'd like
to swap systems and see if this is a pressure problem, a
regulator unique problem, or a normal system phenomenon. The
only change to the orbit OPS checklist on page 5-10 is, we'd like
the - on panel L2, the 02/N2 controller valve system 1 to close
and 2 to open. And we'd like you to use system I first to
pressurise with 02, and then system 2, to pressurize with N2. no
not inhibit the 02 and N2 flow parameters. Kxpect a high flow
caution and warning alarms during repressor ization and after
you're through with the repressor ization we'd like you to return
to tho nominal 02/N2 controller configuration.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Standby.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, we're going to go T.OS in
aoout 30 seconds. We're going to see you next at Botswana at 1
plus 52,

SPACECRAFT Okay fine, when we get to Botswana, I'll read it
back to you and make sure I understand for the Guam test.

CAPCOM Roger that, Dick.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we have you through Botswana
for 6 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, loud and clear. And let me read
back this EGLS procedure if I may.

CAPCOM Roger, we're ready.

SPACECRAFT Okay, over Guam when we have data at 2 plus 23,
we're going to do a manual repress except on panel r,2 . Lot's
see, we're going to close the 02/N2 controller no. 1 and open no.
2 and then that means if when we press with 02, we'll use system
1 and then when we press with N2 foe the procedure, we'll use
system 2. And then, during the tost we will not inhibit the 02
and N2 flow parameters, parameters 24 and 54. Is that charlio?

CAPCOM Roger Dick, that's, we concur.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll be ready at Guam to do that. Wonder if
I can ask you a question about a photo setup.

CAPCOM Go ahead,

SPACECRAFT Okay, back on STS-2 when we were doing our
lightening work, there was a setup for the 70mm Hasselhlad to
open tho lens setting and record lightening flashes at night and
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I don't remember it, nor do I have it onboard and I was wonder inq
if you could check ;s'ith Fornanno Ramos, one of those quys that
might have that F-stop and settings in the procedure and read it
up to rae later on because we have seen a tremendous amount of --
around the world of night lightening and I thought we might could
gat a little, small amount of that data.

OAPCOM Roger Dick, we're looking into it. We'll get back
with you.

SPACKCRAFT Okay, thanks a million, appreciat;^ it.

SPACKCHAPr Houston, MSI.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Yos, I've got the information on the TAGS if vou
want it now.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I just went down and checked the oaper 'ray,
and we had 14 sheets in there. This is post opening it up thing
to expose the paper. It looks like the developer is working
because the first sheet out is black and then they get
progressively gray until about the tenth sheet is white and
they're all white after that.

CAPCOM Roger Dale, we copy. Thanks for tlie data.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Challenger, in order to regain telomotrv we are
going to need a panel command switch action. And this will be
some time before Guam,

SPACECRAFT Whoops, I just did it.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, did you ccjoy the oanel command
message I just gave you?

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM ...and this will be sometime before Guam.

SPACECRAFT whoops, I just did it.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, did you copy the panel command
message I just gave you?

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, affirmative and t did ans'./er

and I did do the panel in command.

CAPCOM Okay, thank you. And Challenger, Houston we're
going LOS, we'll see you at Guam at 2 + 23, and you're go for the
APU cool off.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO Mission Control Houston, 5 days, 1 hour, 58 minutes
mission elapsed time. Challenger out of range of the Botswana
station and we're about 24 minutes from picking up again over
Guam. This is Mission Control Houston.

PAO This is Shuttle Control at 5 days, 2 hours, 10
minutes mission elapsed time. The change-of-shi ft briefing
scheduled for 4:30 a.m. Central Daylight Time has been
cancelled. To repeat, the change of shift briefing scheduled foi
4:30 a.m. Central Daylight Time has been cancelled.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, the change-of-shi ft
briefing previously scheduled for 5:00 a.m. Central Daylight Time
has been cancelled.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, 5 days, 2 hours, 22
minutes mission elapsed time. Guam will have acquisition of
Challenger in about 15 seconds.

CAPCOM Challenger, liouston with you through Guam for 6

1/2.

SPACKCRAFT Roger, Houston, and I need to talk to you, we've
had a redundant set split and, over.

CAPCOM Roger, copy, we'll be looking at the data here in a
second

.

SPACECRAFT Okay, while you're getting the data up let mo t:ll
you what happened. GNC wasn't doing anything except clicking
along. The first message detected by both GPCs was a CPC niTR on
number 1, and on the same second, on the fault page the set
split. I have — since no jets are firing and we wore just about
to cf le up in Guam, I have elected to not take GPC 1 to halt.
Both GPCs are still in run and it looks like a pure set split to
me

.
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CAPCOM Okay copy, standby one,

SPACKCRAFT Roger. Houston, Challenger, you still there?

CAPCOM Roger, we're still with you for another 3 1/2. DPS
is still looking at the data, Dick.

SPACBCRAfT Okay, we hope so in the middle of all this as
it might happen, we tripped the lower limit on the cabin pressure
alarm, Dan lowered it about 1/10 of a volt just so we could turn
off the caution and warning and the set split happened in the
middle of all that. I would just as soon go ahead and repress
the cabin per your procedure so that we can get that out of the
way and not have to work 2 things at once.

CAPCOM Okay, standby.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Dan can be doing that in parallel. He
understands the procedure that you wanted and I'll stay with you
with the DPS.

CAPCOM Okay and Dan's got a go-ahead for that.

SPACECHArx Okay.

CAPCOM Okay, Dick, on your GPC, what we'd like for you to
do is go to the Orbit Pocket Checklist, page 3-10, first GPC fail
and consider the failed GPC as GPC number 1.

SPACf-:CRAFT Okay, I'm turning to that page and that's what I

would have done had I not elected to come up with both of them
still running and I'll follow that procedure.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston, in stop number 7, you want mo to
bring up the ijoeze dried or stick with GPC 2?

CAPCOM That's a negative, Dick. Do not bring up the
freeze dried, and we've got about 20 seconds left here, we'll see
you at Hawaii in 7 minutes at 2 + 37.

SPACECRAFT Okay and I couldn't concur more, I'll see you there
and I'll bring you up to speed when we come AOS.

CAPCOM Rog

.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, Guam has loss of signal.
During this pass, Challenager ' s Commander Dick Truly reported a
redundant set split - -

END OF TAPK
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SPACKCRAKT
the (garble)

CAPCOM

(garble) . I

when (cjarble)

Rog

.

11 see you theire and I'll bring you iin

PAO This ir> Shuttle Cootcol, Guam has loss of signal.
During this pass, Challengoi' ' s Commander, Dick Truly reported a

redundant set split of the general purnoso computorr). That's
whore two cornoutocs assigned to the same activity disagree. GP'
no. 1 is considered the failed computer in this instance. And
Truly is now performing rnalfunction procedures, troubleshooting
that problem. Hawaii is the next station in 6 1/2 minutes at S

days, 2 hours, 30 minutes mission elapsed time, this is shuttle
Control, Houston.

PAO mis is Shuttle Control,
minutes mission elapsed time, standing
llawa i i

.

5 days, 2 hours, 36
by for acquisition at

CAPCOM
minutes

.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston '.s with you at Hawaii for 6

Roger Houston and we need to talk some more here.

Roger, ready to copy.

SPACKCRAKT Okay on page 3-10, let's see, got down to steo 9

and when I set up RPKC 0 to rostring, an automatic SPEC 0 showed
up on -- when I did the OPS 201 PRO, an automatic SPRC 0 showed
up on OPS 20 — on each of the CRT's that I'm looking at that's
in GNC. And the first time that I did a resume it would not
resume. And Dale and Guy and r or Dan is working the cabin
pressure. Dale and Guy and I were sitting here discussing about
why this should happen because I think on a normal OPS
transition, that the last thing that happens if you're goim out
to 2 mass memories that are not there but in this case never
should have gone out.
try another resume and
sure enough the resume
original display which
instead of a SPEC.

At any rate, just before AOS, I decided to
at this time I tried another resume and
worked and I am now lookinq at the
is a GNC system summary one. A display

CAPCOM Roger, copy Richard,

SPACECRAFT Alright, Dale corrects me, I said one thing
wrong. V/hen I did the second resume, I did resume down to the
OPS display and then later called up the system summary so that
was incorrect.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy Richard,
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SPACECRAFT So I'm not sure that I, I have just never seen that
exact chain of events before and I'm roadv to press on or ask
your advice.

CAPCOM Roger Richard, wo copy the late acquisition and
we'll bo getting to you as soon as DPS has a recommendation.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CRT, that machine — Houston, CDR, I did,
I have been able to go back to the auto DAP and GNC apparently is
controlling because jets are firing to return to the F.OIM
attitude.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard.

SPACECRAFT I'he other thing that Dale and I have been talking
about is — and I didn't think this was tho case, was that, if by
chance if we had had SPKC 0 up on both CRT 1 and 3 and a display
above it when we did the OPS mode recall. We do not remember
whether or not that automatically flushes displays which would
explain the first thing, it would not explain in our minds why we
did a resume on the CRT and it wouldn't resume but I cannot
remember the answer to the business about the OPS mode recall
flushing SPECs, 1 mean flushing displays.

CAPCOM
TDRS.

Roger, wo understand Richard and we're with you at

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ... did a resumG on the CRT and it wouldn't resume
but I, I cannot romcinber the answer to the business about the
optional recall flushing specs, I mean flushing displays.

CAPCO.M Roger, we understand, Richard, and we're with you
with TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Good.

CAPCOM Richard, for your information, the experts say that
an OPS mode recall retains displays and specs and wo have looked
at your situation and we want you to proceed with the nrocedures.

SPACrXRAFT Okay, we'll proceed with the printed procedure.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

SPACfX'RAFT Lot me make one thing clear, John, just so you'll
know what the configuration was when I did the OPS 201 recall. T

definitely did have a system summary display up on CRT I at the
time I did the OPS 201 PRO because I wanted to watch the strings
as they got reassianed and it definitely did got flushed when I

did do the OPS 201 PRO.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard we copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we're going to continue with the printed
procedure and I'm getting back into it on, in step 10.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, we're in block 9 on page 5-4 5 of
MAL, and we're going to do a software dump of GPC 2 if you
concur .

CAPCOM Roger, Richard, we're ready for it.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR, NSSR 2 had asked for one of the
OPS recorders to bo in -ecord A and since we're AOS, we've got 1

in playback and 2 in standby.

CAPCOM Roger, wo copy, I in playback, 2 standby.

SPACECJ^AFT Okay, new we see OPS recorder 2 in record A and
we'll wait until it gets within the limits and start the dump.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard, go ahead and start the dump now.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, Dick Truly is continuim
in the malfunction procedures on general purpose computer number
1. That GPC 1 and one other computer were assigned to guidance
nav igation and . .

.
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SPACECRAFT ...just want to make sure vjo did tliis riqht the

first time. I'm showing it record A trac'< A reverse in 23

porcent which does not meet the criteria on NSSR2.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy that Richard.

PAO Number 1 was one of two computers assigned to

guidance naviagation and control functions...

CAPCOM ... switching tracks for you.

SPACECRAt'T ...and forward 19 percent, we'll start the dump.

CAPCOM Roger, go with the dump.

PAO The other copnputer is continuing to monitor and

control that GNC function and there's been no loss of that

function. We'll stand by for futhor conimunications on the

problem.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, the dump is on the way, its on OPS

recorder 2, track 5 running forward 26 percent and the time

started about 10 seconds ago.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy Richard.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston the software dump is complete and

we're moving into block 11 and going to hardware dump GPC 1.

CAPCOM Roger, that Richard.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, the... Okay Houston, the hardware

dump has started, it's on OPS recorder 2 track 5 moving

forward. It started at 35 percent at a time of 2 hours 53

minutes and 15 seconds.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you Richard we copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, according to the clock we've a

double dump of the pads... GPC 1 is complete.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy Richard,

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, we're in block 12 now and are going

to attempt to re IPL on GPC 1.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Rofjor, we copy Richard,

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, we're in block 12 now and aro qoinq
to attempt to ro IPL on GPC 1 if you concurr.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard, we concur.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's in work.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston just be advinod we may lose
voice, we're getting marginal attitudes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, I ' in not sure I copied all of that, John.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard, we may lose voice with you, if wo
do we will see you at Botswana...

SPACfiCRAn^ Okay, Houston, if you're still there, I'm in block
13 and I'm assuming that you want us to go into, we have a choice
of going into block 14 or 16, do you have a vote?

CAPCOM Challenger we'd like you to go to block Ifi.

PAD This is Shuttle Control at 5 days 3 hours ; I

minutes mission elapsed time. Data processing systems engineer
Michael Darnell reports that telemetry indicates that the
malfunction procedure has been sucessful, GPC numner I has been
recovered and is back in the set, and operating properly. This
is Shuttle Control, 5 days 3 hours 25 minutes mission elapsed
time. Challenger approaching UHF voice acquisition through
Botswana

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're with you at Botsvvana for
6 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, how me?

CAPCOM Roger, loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John we're back in good shape, we've got a --
GPC I went back into the set with a, by the book. Got all the
blocks that I went through, and I think you know them all, after
we wont LOS all wo did was restring and bring GPC back in and now
we're os:;entially in the nominal configuration.

CAPCOM Understand Richard and it looks good to us as well.

SPACECRAFT Okay, one thing did happen, that was slightly
different than the way you had asked us to do it. We started
getting CP02 messages as the PP02 slowly ros*^ after we had the
system secured and I elected — so we jacked up the PP02 limits
to 3.6 to quiet down the system and just so that I could work one
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problem at a timi:, I eloctofi to close the WCS vacuu:ii vont valve,
so that's our present con f i cjut a t ion .

CAPCOM Roqer.

END OF TAPH
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SPACHCRAPT .. go to limits to 3,6 to quieten down the systotn
and just so that I could work one problem at a time, I olccted to
close the WGS vacuum vent valve, so that's ouc present
coEiguration.

CAPCOM Roger, wo copy Richard.

SPACECRAFT And we got the hours if you'd like to reopen it and
look at the configuration for however long you'd like, just let
me know,

CAPCOM Roger that, it's not required, Richard,

SPACKCRAFT Okay, Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Roger, go Richard.

SPACECRAFT I, just a second, standby please. Okay on the
waste water dump, we delayed it, it was delayed a little bit
because of the GPC stuff and the wiz is in use and, so I'm just
delaying starting the waste water dump a little bit. T,ooking at
the, well first of all let me tell you that onboard, the stowing
situation in good shape, we did some of it, a good bit of it,
this morning, so we're in good shape configuration wise from a
crew systems point of view onboard with regards to the cabin.
And looking at what we had as a plan schedule, v?e've already got
the tail glow camera set up, so i f you can find a time we could
go do the tail glow, we'd be glad to do that, and also I noticed
that the maneuver to the TORS ' s side lobe tost is still in front
of us so, if you'll just take a look and tell us what you'd like
to do about the maneuvers and that ki.id of stuff, we'll just go
ahead about our business.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard, we will give you a, we would like
to do the tail glow next rev and continue with the TDRS side lobe
tost as planned.

SPACfJCRAFT Okay. Then all I'll need is maneuver time and
availability time and we'll do it.

CAPCOM Roger that. And Challenger, Houston, we're one
minute to LOS here at Botswana, we'll see you at Indian Ocean in
4 minutes and Richard you can delete doing the visual acuity test
now if you want and get that activity when you want to and as
well on the HRM, you can do that activity when you would like and
we would like an hour and a half of data, and just record the
times please,

SPACECRAFT Okay. I think the HRM has already been activated;
however, I didn't do it so I don't know the times, but that's no
problem., and we'll, no problem on the visual acuity, v/o'll get
all that stuff done, no problem.
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OAPCOM Roger that and we'll get you an attitudo as you
roquorjtod

.

SPACKCRAFT Okiedoko.

CAPCOM And Richard, we'd like you to get the APU 3
controller to ofE.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. Challonqor has moved out
of range of Botswana. Acquisition next through the Indian Ocean
station in 4 minutes. During this notswana oass, Dick Truly
confirmed that general purpose computer number one is back in
good shape, wont back into the sot by the book, he said. All
operations normal and he reported the cabin stowage situation is
in good shape. Activities scheduled for a good part of the
day. We'll stand by for acquisition through lOS in about 3

minutes. At 5 days, 3 hours, 33 minutes mission elapsed time,
this is Shuttle Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Indian Ocean and
just a correction on what I told you going LOS, that was the APU
3 controller power to off,

SPACECRAFT That's affirm, I turned the APU controller power
number 3 to off.

CAPCOM Roger and we concur, Richard. That was just my
mistake on the call.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going [,0S here in 1"^

seconds, sec you at Guam at 3 f 58.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Guam at 3+58.

CAPCOM Roger and your configuration looks good to us all
around

.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenqer, Houston, we are going r,OS here in 15

seconds. See you at Guam at 3 plus 58.

3PACKCRAFT Or;ay, Guam at 3 plus 58,

CAPCOM Roger and youi: configuration looks good to us all

around

.

SPACECRAFT Super, thank you, John, and we'll do the waste

water dump and be in good shape at Guam. See you later.

CAPCOM Roger.

p;^0 This is Shuttle Control. Indian Ocean station has

loss of signal with Challenqer. Next station is Guam in 18 1/2

minutes at 5 days, ? hours, -10 minutes mission elapsed time, this

is Shuttle Control, Houston.

PAD This is Shuttle Control, 5 days, 3 hours, 58

minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger about 30 seconds away

from acquisition through Guam.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Guam for 3 minutes,

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, loud and clear and I guess I was a

tittle confused about the maneuvers, John, toll me. I'm set up

to do the maneuver to the TDRS side lobe test attitude. I'm

about 2 minutes late if we'd known you as Guam, is that what vou

wanted me to do so I all I got to do i.i start.

CAPCOM Roger that, Richard, And you have plenty of time.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'm starting the maneuver now.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, INCO is going to be doing

NSP commands so you can ignore the message.

SPACECRAFT Okay and the maneuver's in progress.

CAPCOM Roger and Richard, we would like to have the VTR

playback of the Orbiter survey at Hawaii. So at AOS, Hawaii, you

could go ahead and start the dump. We'll continue with it

through TDRS and we will let you know when to stop. And just for

your information, we will go ahead and do that side lobe test

after the dump,

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand. We'll be prepared at Hawaii,

AOS and when you say you're ready, we'll -- all wo got to do is

hit one switch.

CAPCOM Roger, we'll do that.
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Sl'ACKCRAt r And Uouston, CDR. 'Vho waste water dump, you w^jnt
to du;rip It all the way or whore would you like to stoo it?

CAi'COM lioger, Richard, you have dumped enouqh. You can
iiGcuro it novj.

Ri'ACKCl<^^^V Okay. And Houston, C'OK.

CAPOCM RO'jer ,

SPACKCRAf'T Ko'jer, ':he sun was sotting but we were interested
in tryiiij to rjee the cyolono in the Guain area ana about, so I
qucr,:\ I'li tiuior, ago or so, we passed ovorh'^ad the verv edge of a
tremondo'js area of clouds. It was solid. Looking down on it,
ft w -- alr-nst looked like high cirrus as far as we could see
iriLo Che nic Anc! it was obviously imbedded with thunder^Jtor^Ds
because looking at tiie lightening; however, the sun anqlo was so
lov.' that wc did no! n.^t any pictures of it.

CAPCOM HoTiT , we copy Richard and we're going LOS here in
30 seconds, we'll see you in Hawaii in 3 minutes.

SPAC'i:CHAFT Okay, see you there.

'''^O This is Shuttle Control. Loss of signal at Guam.
:Joxt .uuiui;-. it ion, Hawaii in 7 1/2 minutes at 5 days, A hours, 1
/ninutos uiission elapsed time. This is Shuttle Control, Houston.

'''[^'"^
_

'i'i'iisj is Shuttle Control, 5 days, 1 hours, 10
minutes missiors elapsed time. Challenger cominq up on
acquisition throug:i Uav^aii with a handover to TORs". We should
get the video tape recorder dump started at Hawaii. This is the
telr-vision of through the end effector camera oF the survey
[t ni yo<;Lorday of the I: -It torn of the Orbiter.

Challenger, Houston's with you at tiawa i i for f
iMM'Uo;? nii.i you can start the dump.

HCACi'l'.'MAKT Okay, It's or, the way.

OAi-COM And we womUi 1 ke a GNC SPEC 1 for variable
paramotors, plr-ase. An-! w.-'re getting good TV picture, Richard.

;;i7' 'KCRA:"]' i)k,:iy, that's 1

HMD Oc- •ViW,:
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SPACfiCRAFT Okay, its on the way.

CAPCOM And we would like a GNC SPl-X 1 for variable
parametors, please. And v;e're getting good TV picture, Richard,

SPACECRAFT Okay, that's CRT 1 AZU SPEX.

CAPCOM Thank you and Richard, junt for your information,
GNC says your IMU 1 data looks real good to us.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM And I have your attitude and tinio for photo for the
tail glow when you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Just a second. Go ahead with the numbers.

CAPCOM Roger, maneuver to the tail glow attitude and CRT I
iF yours. Remove -- manovuer to the tail glow attitude with a
target number 2, body vector 1, omicron 270. Do it with the Al
auto ourn DAP, initiate track, 5 days 5 hours 10 minutes. Hogin
the tail glow photos during a photo opportunity between 5 days S
hours, 32 to b hours 49 with a delta T of 17 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, the attitude is 21 and 270, Al DAP, initiate
snanouvec time at 5 hour.i and 10 minuter, and tail glow
availability time is 5 + 32 to 5 + 49.

CAPCOM 'I'hat's a good readback Richard, and just for vour
information,, the important part of this experiment is the tail
glow with the do fraction grading. It is optional for you to do
the thruster firing part it you want to. If you elect to do the
thrustor firing, we don't want it to interfere with the glow part
of the exr^er i'fient

,

SPACiX'RAFT Stand by one. Okay, John, we've got plenty of time
to do it as printed. We've got enough film left to make it
through that printed procedure 1. if you would just like the
first part of the procedure with the various cameras settings
instead of the jet firings, lot us know.

SPACECRAFT In other words John, we intend to do the procedure
as printed and we think we can get both the exposures and the
ones with the jet firings with no problem.

CAPCOM Roger, we understand Richard and if you have time
to do it, Payloads would like to have it.

SPACECRAFT Okay.
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SPACKCRAFT Okay, John, in tho picture now you're seoinq the
bottom of the starboard wings, and you can see that at various
points we stopped and zoomed in just to get closer looks at the
various places.

CAPCOM Yes, you really...

SPACKCRAFT There you see one of the latching gear doors in the
starboard bay.

CaPCOM Roger, you really did a great job on all that
photography, Dale, and your zooming in is really fantastic.

SPACKCRAFT That was really fun for us to sec. Tho bottom of
the Orbiter is not something that wo havo a chance to look at
very much and it was fun doing it.

CAPCOM Roger, and we're interested in any of your
commentary on this.

SPACECRAFT We're also lucky that wo ended up -- we didn't have
much time but wo ended up being on tho daylight side with the sun
angles good here, so we got a good view.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT Now I think we're going to, we're going to pan to
the left here, we'll pick up the elevons, and GNC can look here
and sec where his elevons are placed today. There's the
starboard, you can see the outboard one, looks like it's trailed,
or up, and the inboard is down.

CAPCOM Roger, we see it. Dale.

SPACECRAFT And I believe Richard, yes, Richard zoomed in right
here so you get a closer view of tho inboard. How much mot" titiip
do we have John,

CAPCOM Rogor, we're about 20 seconds here to LOS Hawaii
but keep talking we're going to try to pick up TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Maybe that was the body flap in the inboard
on tho, on the starboard side, I'm not sure.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Okay. Maybe bhat was the bodv flan of thn inboardon the starboard side, j m not sure, (garble) zoom in on it
John wo stopped the tape and wo lost you, ar« vou ready to nickback up? ^

'-^

CAPCOM Roger we are, wo have a good lock up with TDRS now,

SPACRCRAFT And that was the body flap and I guess that's theinboard on the portside probably.

CAPCOM Roger. And we're getting another good picture now.Dale. '

SPACECRAFT Groat. Okay, now we go to the left and there vousee the tip of the port wing, and you notice, oh 4 or 5 feet infrom the tip taore, there's a small white streak and here's
where Ricnard tried to talk me into getting it centered in theframe and I got into a reach limit, so you'll see me go back
after that. Then we'll try to zoom in on that streak. And thereyou can see that it's not really anything imoortant, justprobably a streak caused by some gap filler.

'^^PCO^^ Roger we can see the streak, Dale, thanks.

SPACECRAFT And here's the Orbiter doing a barrel roll.

CAPCOM Roger and the Earth is going with it.

SPACECRAFT That's because we were in -ZLV John, the Earth'-,got to go wherever we do. Here you can see the port linf> in vourdoor again, and the body flap. So it looks like both starboardelGvons must be a little bit up because we really can't see th^mthere in that view.

CAPCOM Roger.

SPACECRAFT And for those o[ you who aren't familar with theRMS, wnat we've really done here is stuck the arm out, the upperboom out straight to the port, and then the elbow we b<^nt down 90degrees, then the wrist about 90 degrees in, and that allows usto see the bottom of the vehicle and then using th- wrist oi^ch

nf
""'""^ joints, we just try to get as many vie^sof the bottom as we can. The sequence worked out real well, youcan see we saw a good portion of the bottom of the vehicle Nowwe re right at the end, or beginning to bring the arm back ud" to

a point where we can put it back in the- bay. And hero you see

.mo "^y' ^'^^^"'3 3 little trouble with thoVDR, John, standby.

:APC0M Roger, standing by Dale.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, John, I guoss what would happen i<? we
switched to another tape at that point and that one we've alreadystowed down m the return to Houston bag, hut that was
essentially the end of the sequence.

CAPCOM Roger, we appreciate the test Dale, we have the
dti t ci

.

SPACECRAFT Okay. And Houston, CDR, r guess the only
additional comm<;nt that I'd make to that RMS sequence that yousaw was, IS that as Dale positioned the arm, it was comfortable,because between the eyeball view that we could scrunch up and getout the corner of the windows and the payload bay TV's, there wasnever any concern on our part that we wore getting close to anvpart of the structure,

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACKCRAKT And John since that's probably the end of TDRS andRMb taU for this flight there's one guy that I'd like to say afew words about and that's (garble) Gomar who's been there at JR^from up m Canada for quite a few years and is largely
responsible for all the good stuff that we've seen froni the armover these T&E flights. i was a late comer to the RMS stuff hut
I know Richard and all the rest of the guys that flew the arm on

h[n, .'.L"*?
af^^S w'-' on 8, really appreciate his efforts and wishhim good luck back up in Cnnada.

a'noe^"', , u
'^"^^'"^ ''^''^ '^'^

'
^"'^ ^ou Can go ah°ad now to theTDRS Side lobe test please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Dick and Dan are starting that uo right
now. Thanks a lot. '

CAPCOM
_

And TORS comm may be in and out the rest of thepass, If we do lose -jou and don't recover we'll see you atBotswana at 4 + 59.

END OF TAPK
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SPACECRAFT . . . Okay. Dick and Dan are starting that up
right now. Thanks a lot.

CAPCOM And TORS conim may bo in and out tho reat of the
pass. If wo do lose you and don't recover, we will see you at
Botswana at 4 plus 59.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we understand and Dick says we're at attitude
now

.

CAPCOM Roger, we will start the test.

SPACECRAFT Hey John, stand by one, Richard is checklnq the
attitude hero again.

CAPCOM Roger that, we'll stand by.

SPACECRAFT Roger John. I just had a start because I looked at
the nunbers and they didn't ring a boll but I've rochecked them
and wo are — I'm showing wo are at attitude.

CAPCOM Roger and wo concur, Richard. Vour attitude looks
good.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM INCO is starting the tost.

SPACECRAFT Hey Houston, Challenger, the remaining gas
experiments have been deactivated and I did get the HRM started
and I'll give you the time on that in a second.

CAPCOM Roger Dale.

SPACECRAFT Okay Houston, Guy activated the HRM at 5 days, 3

hours and 15 minutes.

CAPCOM Copy, Dale.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR. Just to confirm with the tail
glow now the maneuver initiate being at 0510, I'm assuming as
soon as we're through with the tail qlow, you'd like us to go to
the fJOIM attitude.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

PAO This is Shuttle Control. A playback of 27 seconds
of tape showing Mission Spacialist Dale Gardner in a sleep
restraint will be at 6:30 a.m. central daylight time.
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PAO This is Shuttle Control, At 6:30 a.m. central
daylight time, there will be a ;ape playbac'< of Dale Carriner in
the sleep restraint aboard Challenger, 6:30 a.m.

SPACECRAFT Houston, (garble) with your keying but coulci not
understand

.

CAPCOM Negative Challenger, we read you loud and clear but
wo are not calling.

SPACECRAFT Ckay.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, 5 days, 4 hours, 59
minutes mission elapsed time, standing by for acquisition at
Botswana.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Botswana for 6
ininu tes

.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger Richard, no hurry but when you've got a
minute I ' ve got . .

.

KND OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger Richard, no hurry hut when you've got a
minute, I've got a message on the way we're going to handle the
lamp and fire suppression test. And also an rinr.wcr to your
question about lightning photography.

SPACECRAFT Standby one.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Fish, go ahead,

CAPCOM Roger Richard, for the lamp and fire suppression
test, we wish to test the sensor A in bay 3, so orior to
performing that test, v;o'd like you to push in the circuit
breaker main n smoke detection breaker in !)av one n3A. Then we'd
like you to perform the test and oost test, we'd like you to
again open that breaker.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand.

CAPCOM Roger, and for the lightning photography, you'll
have an option of using either the 7L)mni or the 35miTi. If you wish
to use the 35m.n, you can use the photo TV checklist, page 3-15
for the setup. They prefer black and white photography and you
can use the F-stop settings that are given for day or night in
the checklist. They recommend a focusing at infinity and not
using the interval ohmmoter.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Hog, and for the 70inni, you can open the F-stons
since you have a slower film and set the speed for bulb and just
push the shutter to determine the shutter speed and if you are
fortunate enough to catch some lightning, that should register on
your fi],m.

SPACECRAFT Okay, under str--d.

CAPCOM Roger, we're sec r.OS, see you at Indian Ocean in
2 min.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you there.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Indian Ocean
for 7 min.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston and loiiri and clear and we've qo!-. to
move the typo B into start to go to (garble). 5 hrs. and 10 min.

CAPCOM Roger, wo copy.
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CAPCOM Challenger, ilouston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead,

CAPCOM Roger, wo would like you to delay the qlow maneuver
until we give you a go.

SPACECJiAFT Understand, delay the glow maneuver until when?

CAPCOM Until wG give you a go from Mission Control.

SPACKCRAFT Okay.

SPACECRAFT Houston, COR.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Richard

SPACECRAFT Roger, I wonder if I could get you to pass a

personal thanks and also a thanks and a thumbs no from the STS-8
crow to the folks that work the Indian Ocean Station. I

understand this is the last mission they're going to suooort, but
every since S'i'S-1 they've supported the Shuttle in grand style
and we're up here looking out the window at the Indian Ocean, and
we really appreciate their work.

CAPCOM Roger, we at Mission Control certainly echo vour
appreciation, they've done a super job.

SPACECRAFT Super.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Yes.

CAPCOM Roger. Reference your attitude, we would like you
to stay in your current attitude for orbit 85. This is so the
ground can repeat the TORS side boating tests for one roore rev.
During that time, you should have available some stars of
opportunity to enable the IMU alignment. And wc would plan to
give you a new time for initiation to the tail glow attitude on
orbit 86.

SPACECRAFT Ckay, Bill, that will be fine with Dan and nie.

CAPCOM Roger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. We're 30 sec LOS. See you
next Hawaii, at 5 plus 45,

SPACi-;CRAF'i' Roger, on the beach in Hawaii.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're 30 seconds LOS, see you
next Hawaii at 5 plus 4 5.

SPACECRAFT Roger, on the beach at Hawaii.

PAO This is Shuttle control, Indian Ocean station has
loss of sirjnal. Next tracking station with Challenger is Hawaii
in 30 minutes, about 28 and a half minutes. Challenger just
beginning orbit nufnber 85 at this time. At 5 days, 5 hours, Ifi

minutes, mission elapsed time, this is Shuttle control, Houston.

PAO This is Shuttle control, 5 days, 5 hours, '?4

minutes, mission elapsed time. Challenger 30 seconds away from
Hawaii AOS,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you through Hawaii for 6
minutes.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, I have the attitude for the
tail glow when you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT 0'r<ay, flouston, we're readv to copy.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan, your target will be 2, body vector 1,
and omnicron 270, DAP will be Al auto vern, initiate trac'< at 6
plus 40. When your tail glow test is complete, you should return
to the KOIM attitude.

SPACECRAFT ... do you have the availability times?

CAPCOM Roger, Dan, your photo opportunity will be from 5
days, 6 hours, 59 minutes to 5 days, 7 hours, 19 minutes, delta
time, 20 minutes.

SPACKCRAFT Roger, we copy that.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan, are you making any inputs to CRT-4 at
this time?

SPACECRAFT No.

CAPCOM
a check?

Roger, Dan, you w.mt to give your scratch oad lino
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SPACECRAFT Okay, we clearod it.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan, we copy.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, 40 seconds LOR, we'll try to
reacquire on TDRS, the side load tost may prevent us from gottinq
you at AGO, and if wo fail with TDRS and AGO, we'll see you a^
103 at 6 plus 42.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we'll see you there and we're in the process
of doing the annunciator and fire detector tost.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan, wo see that.

^'^O This is Shuttle control, Hawaii has loss of signal,
the TDRS testing may preclude voice coriimun ica t ions from now until
the Indian Ocean station in about 49 minutes. Although there is
1 possibility we could talk to Challenge through the Santiago,
Chile station in 19 minutes. And there's always a possibility of
-soine voice through TDRS v/hilo the testing is going on. At S
days, 5 hours, 53 minutes, this is shuttle control, Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston (garble)

SPACECRAFT Houston, you're loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, Dan, you're loud and clear as well.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, both the annunciator and . . .

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, back with you on TDRS, and Dan
you were cut out, can you repeat your last . . .

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, iiouston back with you on TDRS, and Dm
you were cut out. Cjn you repeat your last.

SiPACKCRAKT Roger. I just let you know that we completed the
annunciator light and fire detection test, and they both went
good

.

CAPOOM

CAPCOM

SPACKCRAFT

CAPCOM Roger, Guy, your WCS vacuum valve's been closed for
about 3 or 4 hours now, and we'd like to recommend that, that
valve bo opened, and we'll give you a call on clo^jing.

Roger, Dan, copy.

Challenger, Houston.

Yeah, go ahead, Houston,

SPACi'^CRAFT Okay

,

We'll q« ahead and open it,

PAO This is Shuttle Com.rol, "i days, 6 hrs, 41 min,
mission elapsed time. Challenger about 20 sec away from the
Indian Ocean Station.

CAPCOM
for 5 min.

SPACtiCRAFT

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

SPACKCRAFT

CAPCOM

KND OF TAPK

Challenger, Houston with you through Indian Ocean

Howdy, Fish. Loud and clear.

.Roger, Dan, loud and clear, you too.

Challenger, Houston.

Go ahead, Houston.

Roger, Dan. Over on the ...
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CAPC.'OM Cha I longer, Hounton

SPACECRAF^T Go ahead, Houston

CAPCOM Roger, Dan, over on A7r, wo ' rl likf3 you to tnko the
strain gages to ON so we can warm up the MADS.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's done.

CAPCOM Challenger, flouston, we're 30 seconds to [.OS, see
you next Hawaii at 7 plus 20.

SPACt:CKAt"r ()'<ay Bill, see you then.

PAD This is Shuttle Control, Challenger is out of range
of the Indian Ocean station. Next acquisition will be thru
Hawaii in 31-1/2 minutes. At 5 days, 6 hours 48 minutes mission
elopyed time this is Shuttle Control 'Jouston. This is Shuttle
Control, 5 days, 7 hours, 20 minutes mission olaosed time, Hawaii
is about to acquire Challoncjer,

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Hawaii for ?.

minutes U)IP.

SPACI-ICRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear. .fe've just qot
through taking the tail glow photography and we're taking our
notes and we'll be maneuvering them to KOIM attitude.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard we copy. And Challenger, Houston,
we're 30 seconds LOS. Wo ' V ! try to reacquire TDRS. If not, see
you next AGO 7 plus 45.

SPACtiCRAFT Okay, Challenger copy.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, Hawaii has LOS. The crew
reporting they nad completed the tail glow photography, just
prior to UOS hero at Hawaii. The next tracking station is
Santiago in 21-1/? minutes. We may acquire on TDRS nrior to that
time, we'll stand by.

CAPCO.M Challenger, ilouston with you on TDRS, how copy.

SPACECRAFT Roger, copy loud and clear, and we've got the tail
glow stuff done. We're a little bit surprised, the glow was on
the opposite side of the tail from what we'd been briefed and had
the procedures written tor, but wo rotated the flashing grading a
180 degrees and got a good zero iraar o and first order image and
proceeded with the test. Do you know how much you'd like to dumo
the supply water this evening?

CAPCOM Challenger, wo copied nan's message on the glow,
you were cut out after that, repeat.
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SPACECRAFT Roger, I was just letting you know that the auto
fuel coll purge has boon . . .

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, back on TDRS, how cooy?

SPACECRAFT Read you loud and clear, how me?

CAPCOM Got you loud and clear this time, Richard, coulr
you just repeat your last?

SPACECRAFT Okay, the fuel cell pu . in in progress, could i

have the numbers for the supply water dump, and do wo need
another manual cabin rcprossur i zat ion and how about the IMn
alignment?

CAPCOM Challenger, that information is on its way up to
you, we're going to have a CAPCOM change from Fish ? to Fish 1.

SPACiiCRAFT Great.

CAPCOM Challenger, tiouston, we have your oresleop
activities when you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Go ahead, CAPCOM.

CAPCOM Okay, on your supply water dump, you'll be dumoinq
tank bravo to 30 percent. For your cryo heater configuration, 02
tank 3, heater A to auto . . .

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Go ahead, CAPCOtl.

V ?!!*^' °" supply water dump, you'll be dumpingtank bravo to 30 percent. For your cryo heater configuration, 02

nl «? '^^^ "P' ''^"t to take the

?hJ ^y^*'^" ^ *° °P«"' system 2 to close, andthat is to get the valves back in the correct configuration forthe manual repcesa which will be done tomorrow. And finally, thevacuum vent valve in the WMS, take to close.
"naixy, cne

PAO CAPCOM on that transmission is Anna Fischer.

^ ^"l '^""P ^^^^ to 30 percent, on the cryo it's

vacuum vent valve close, and on the PCS system, we'd like to mov*.the. Change the 02 n2's system 1 controller to ojen, syste^ 2

rfnJffi^r
'° ^"t that's in preparation fSr a mlnuaJrepress tomorrow, and not one tonight, is that correct?

g^^Sc. CO yor"*?hr;;;!' ^-^^^c*^' ««<^ -'u

f•^f^^o^^^r..P'"'^\^f'.?" y°".'3oing, is it night or morning?
I ve lost trac'. f what time it is in Houston!

CAPCOM It's 9j08 a.m. here.

SPACECRAFT Well, good morning!

CAPCCM Good morning to youl And Challenger, Houston in

s?«r4i^r45^?rjr\'[:.'^"'^' ^^^^^^ ikeTATs'torstars 43 and 45 m the table. Go ahead. Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, this is Challenger, how do you read?

CAPCOM We read you loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, how do you r*<id7

CAPCOM We read you loud and clear, Richard, how do you

SPACECRAFT Okay, we didn't he>« you, did I under . . , stars43 and 45 in the star table are ok to torque the platf^nis witJ?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Outstanding, ok, thanks a milli
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PAO This is Shuttle Control, 5 days, 7 hours. 45

CAPCC»! Challenger, Houston, copy.

«!iS^r^K. ^" between Dan and me, looking out thewxndow at the snow over the Andes, I think we've done evlrv^hinnyou asked, we torqued the platforms, we got the pcrsysjem'^
^

^hA^^fJ^K
^^"'^ "^i^* i= the supply^Sater dumoshould be i.n progress, and the cryo heaters have been thrown Lyou might take a look at our configuration!

thrown. So

CAPCC»l We copy, and configuration looks good to us.

SPACECRAFT Great, I'm assuming you don't need the imu numbers.

So,!??*, I,

^° numbers Richard, but wewould like you to take the startrackers to track.

SPACKCRAFT Oh dear, ok.

f^uf^!!v.
^'^^ Challenger, Houston, we w<. .d also like vou totake the primary rjd's to off. -

°

SPACECRAFT Roger, we're not completely through with thapresleep activities, but we will get theJ, we also haveJ'?changed LiOH, but we'll get it.

CAPCC»1 Okay, we copy, Richard.

END OF TAPE

i
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SPACECRAFT Roger, we're not completely through with the
presleep activities, but we will get them. We also haven't
changed the LiOH. but we'll get it.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy, Richard,

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston. The trackers are off and have vouheard any preliminary conclusions on the GPC?

CAPCC»! Okay, Richard. We copy and we don't have any
information right now, but we'll have it before you go to sleep.

SPACECRAFT Super, okay. Well, we'll, yeah, I'd like to . .

.

whatever things you think are going to be going on . .

.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through TDRS Welost you there foe a minute, could you repeat your last, Richard?

Jou^Spy?
Challenger, Houston with you through TDRS. How do

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Richard's downstairs now, and hehasn't called you recently.

CAPCOM Roger

.

SPACECRAFT Mustn't have been very important.

CAPCCM Okay. And in answer to your question for the GPCproblem, what we think we'll be doing tomorrow Is that we willbe putting string 4 on GPC 1 and string 1 on GPC 4, but we'll qetback with you on the final answer on that a little later!

SPACECRAFT Okay, fine, thank you.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, when one of you has a fewspare moments to help us troubleshoot the problem you had with
Jour'«^«««' °T^t ^"T^ °^ 9ive a Short XaJrJJivro?
^f^fif ^ observations from the time you did the OPS mode

SPACECRAFT Okay, Anna, this is Dale. Let me see if I canreconstruct it. We had don't know what was up on CRT2, but I'm

CRt / lllLlt 11^
"^''^ spec 0. on

fhl t^t t
P"*^ syatem summary 1 so that when he did

fEL fL^o u^'S^^J
co"!'^ see all the M's go away to insure

tSrL ^^""^^ strings. He did the OPS 201

aaJ th« r*^' ^^''^'''^ occurred. Hesaw the M 8 go away in system summary 1, but when I looked back,
htV! ^E-f ° ^^"^ ^ 2. And we talked it over a

tttl% 5«h
couldn't understand why that was the case since allwe had done was restring. So Richard did a resume to CRTl and

laififiBiiiiiiaiiai i
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nothing happened. And at that point, we decided to keep out

hands off the keyboard because we weren't sure what the GPC s

were doing, and after 3 or 4 minutes, just before we came AOS at,

I think it was Hawaii, Richard tried a resume again, and

universal pointing came off. And from that point on, everything

was nominal.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy, thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT (garble) clear and loud and clear, one of the

things that is unusual about it as compared to the other modes,

though, is when you lock up and :*hen you break lock, there is

absolutely no indication on the air waves that anything has

changed about the comms. So onboard, sometimes it's total

silence and we think you're there and you've broken lock, or vice

versa is true. We've been LOS and you come AOS and if you haven t

made a call, we don't know it. It's not a big thing just a

characteristic of the system that's a little bit different than

the S-band and particularly the UHP.

CAPCOM We copy, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okie doke.

CAPCCW Challenger, Houston. We are 2 minutes to TDRS LOS,

and we'll see you again at Guam at 8 plus 41.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCC»1 Challengor, Houston. We are 2 minutes to TDRS LOS,
and we'll see you again at Guam at 8 plus 41,

SPACECRAFT Okie duke. We'll see you there.

SPACECRAFT We're all eating our supper, and looking out the
window and just talking about space flight.

CAPCOM Sounds like fun.

'J'his is Shuttle Control. We've had loss of signal
through TDRS. Next acquisition through Guam in 27 and a half
minutes, at 5 days, 8 hours, 14 minutes, mission elapsed time,
this is Shuttle Control, Houston.

This is Shuttle Control, 5 days, 8 hours, 41
minutes, mission elapsed time. Challenger coming up on
acquisition through Guam.

CAPCCW Challenger, Houston, we're with vou through Guam
for 5 minutes. ^

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're with you through Guam
for 5 minutes.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Guam for 4minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, we're readina you loud and clear.We have to change the batteries down here. We'll be right withyou *

CAPCOM Roger

.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston. Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger, I just terminated the water dump, and Iapparently I made a mistake in setting the parameter because idumped too much water out of the tank bravo which Indicated about
3*. It was my mis':ake, but I guess you're going to have torecalculate your water management based on that and my apologies.

CAPCOM We copy.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR. Radio check on the other
speaker, how do you read?

CAPCOM We read you loud and clear. How read?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear here also.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we are 30 sec till LOS. We

plus J"®"^*^
"^^^^ s«® at Santiago at 9

SPACECRAFT Nine plu3 19 at Santiago, Santiago if we don'thook up with the TDRS. Okay. See you there.

f?°i« . n«
"^^^^ Shuttle Control. Guam has LOS. TDRS AOSin 10 miri 20 sec. if that is unsuceesaf ul, the next station isSantiaQo m Jl and a half minutes. At 5 days, 8 hours, 48minutes mission elapsed time, this is Shuttle Control, Houton.

PAO This is Shuttle Control, 5 days, 8 hours, 59minutes mission elapsed time. We have TDRS AOS.

CAPCOM Houston with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT You were kind of weak, say again please.

CAPCOM Yes, Richard, we were just telling you we're withyou through TDRS, and we have 4 questions in regards to theproblem with the resume key when you get a chance.

?im?pSrie. ^''^

^^v. J^"^"^'
"® ^ questions in regards to yourproblem with the resume key when you have time to answer.

ffin!^!?'^^ u
••• Houston, Challenger, we'reready to take your questions. Go ahead.

'^l"'*
question is, were both resumesdone f rem the sanw keyboard?

SPACECRAFT That's affirmative. On keyboard number 1.

,
"^^Py- Second question is did the majormode display appear on both CRT's 1 and 2?

SPACECRAFT Is affirmative.

CAPCOM We copy, and third question is what GPC's wereassigned to CRT's 1 and 2?

SPACECRAFT Okay. GPC 1 was assigned to CRT 1 and GPC 2 wasassigned to CRT 2.

* 1^ ^"^^ question is what were th»positions of the major function switches for CRT's 1 and 2?
'

SPACECRAFT They war.* both in GNC.
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CAPCCW We copy, thank you very much.

END op TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ... they were both in GNC.

We copy, thank you very much.

Houston, CDR.

Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

Challenger, Houston, go ahead. We lost you there
C/-'»COM
for a few minutes Dick.

Okay. Would you repeat question number 2 again
SPACECRAFT
please?

CAPCOM Okay. Question number 2 was, did major modedisplay appear on both CRT's?

SPACECRAFT We're not sure that we understand at what oointyou're asking, over.
""inc

CAPCOM Standby. After the second resume.

SPACECRAFT Oh, okai . Let me go through the sequence. The
"f^.^

request to resume a system summary disolay
on^^^^oi.^^f ^^Ji^ nothing, pardon me, GNC SPEC 0 was* sitting

SPEC 0 from CRT 1, and it was unsuccessful even though the resume

th-J f^r"^^ r '''^ ^'''^^''^ P**^ thought, It that ttSe?that the computers were hung, that the computer was hur.c uo in

and't
""'^ understand. Several minutes went bv

!^^i,L f ? !u * second resume on CRT number 1, and tnat resume
r-f »

'^"^^then I attempted a similar resume on CRT 2 and that

"mJSaUy! '
""^'^'^ ""^^^ ^"^^

CAPCC»< We copy, thank you very much Dick.

SPACECRAFT You bet.

It2 nnn, .
is Shuttle Control. The queationfi concerning

'^It^''
^° ""^^ '^«<S""dant set split Which occurred 6 or 1hours ago. The computer experts on the ground are looking overthe dump tape - telemetry from that, and are troubleshooting what

!^L°""n-
^""^ "Q"i"^«<3 some more informatioS f?Sm the

fff^A through a malfunction procedure andrestored that computer and has been working fine since. We'llcontinue to stand by on TDRS.

CAPCCW Challenger, Houston, we have some more info uo foryou on the GPC 1 ptoblen when you're ready to copy.
^
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SPACECRAFT Roger, go ahead.

w
Richard, the best ir.formatton we have now isthat It s a hardware problem, which caused a 1-bit error which

ITslnf 'w/JmT-?^'* resulting in the ultimate faU-to-sync. We think it's a one-time occurrence, and if GPC 1

^11 Jlli^^ ' "^^^ ^'^^^ ^^^^ information for you onthe nightly system summary. '

CAPCQM Challenger, Hoi-ston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Anna, do you want the DSO reports?

CAPCOM yes we do.

SPACECRAFT Okay, we continued on mission day S the fluidcollections processes, we worked with some equipment from Ml-^

cS^-ri:«rJ:t;
-ni^ored overnight aSbuHtSjy r^^oJdiAg

a^J ^itV^/iA^V ^^"^ pressure, etc. We did leg photos on thecrew, also did leg volumes with the stockings on the crew Did a

ML«^^n'fK^ tronometry and did some iispedance studies, and thetimes on those for, is 05:01:00 ...

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ... and did some impedance studies, and the times
those four is 05 01 00, that's 5 days, 01 hrs, 00 min to 01 hrs
15 mm. There were some rather lengthy and extensive studies
prior to that, on thresholds and ZOR 's wrap were both angular
and linear. And I think that about wraps up what we did, other
than packing up things to come home.

SPACECRAFT Oh, one Other thing. We did photo document all of
the things that we've been doing today on both motion pictures
and still.

CAPCCW
animals?

He copy you. Bill. Do you have the status on the

SPACECRAFT /es, they seem to have adapted to weightlessness
surpriamgly well and scurrying around the cages in a pretty
skillful fashion. It was quite different from when they first
appeared. And they remained surprisingly clean, healthy, everyone of them. And show all signs of good health. They are
maintaining their grooming, very active, frankly I was rather
surprised at the appearance of them. As far as r can tell, they
f^L^u

extremely good condition. They still have some potatoleft but it s good that we're coming home tomorrow, I guess.
There's adequate food for them, though.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston.
Santiago for 4 minutes.

We're with you through

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear.

CAPCCW And Challenger, Houston, we'd like you to check
teleprinter messsage number 45.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR. There's no message at all in theteleprinter, over.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, thai's one of the messagesthat came up first thing this morning when you woke up.

SPACECRAFT Okay, say again the number.

CAPCC»< 4-5
SPACECRAFT And Houston, while I'm looking for that teleprintermessage, I understand Franklin was down in Santiago. And we'vebeen watching the local country side from straight above. As a

^^^^^L^Lk^^^'.^'^^^"?? ''^ loot^ing aown at the snow. And3ust thought we'd wish him down there - wish everybody downthere, a good word for the great work that has been done.

I Hi
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CAPCOM Roger, we copy and forget message 45.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM

CAPCOM

And Challenger, we're with you through TDRS.

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, did you call?

CAPCOM Yes, we just want to let you know, we're about 8minutes from TDRS LOS. Your configuration for sleep looks good
!L °" ground and since this is the last shift thatyou wxll be working with the crystal team, on behalf of all ushere at Mission Control, we'd like to congratulate you all onanother outstanding day and a superb mission overall, would likto tell you to get a good night's sleep and we're all lookingforward to the Shuttle's first night landing tomorrow.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, and we'd like to say goodnicjht tothe crystal team too. We've been working with you for a longtime before the flight and during the flight it has beeJ our^
!!m?' f°

forward to the night landing,so we'll see you tomorrow.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay. Roger,

Good night.

Good night.

„ . ,
"^^^^ Shuttle Control. The crew rest period has

rh2i?- ^'^i^ 6 minutes left TDRS acquisition on this orb ?.Challenger has just started orbit number 88. we don't expect to

lllLtl l^^^
««w again having said good night to themj bSt Se'U

Se«?^^.nf T.i^ air-to-ground during thisnext 5 and a half minutes. A shift handover ...
y is

END OF TAPE
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PAO This orbit. Challenger, has just started orbit
number 88. We don't expect to talk to the crew again having said
good night to them, but we'll standby and see if there is any
mors air-to-ground during this next 5 and a half minutes. A
shift handover in Mission Control will take place at noon,
Central Daylight Time. And Plight Director, Harold Draughon,
Will have his change-of-shif t briefing at 12:30 p.m.. Central
Daylight Time in room 135 at the JSC news center. The change-of-
shift briefing with Flight Director, Harold Drauahon, at 12:30
p.m. Central Daylight Time at 5 days, 9 hrs, 44 min, mission
elapsed time, this is Shuttle Control, Houston.

PAO This is Shuttle Mission Control, at 5 days, 10 hrs,
24 min, mission elapsed time, handover in Mission Control Center
has occurred and Flight Director, Jay Greene, and the planning
team have relieved Plight Director, Harold Draughon, and his
team. That, of course, represents the final shift of Harold
Draughon's team, and they are exhibiting great sense of release
and relief in having fullfilled their portion of this mission.
Challenger on orbit 88, just completed a pass over Guam. We're
about 55 minutes into the sleep period, but the downlink
indicates a couple of CRT's, cathode ray tube displays are still
on. The pilot and commanders CRT's and one of the panels at the
aft crew station are apparently are still turned on indicating
that the crew hasn't gone to sleep yet. We'll have a LOS of a
little over 20 minutes and get another look at some of the
downlink to get some idea of when the crew begins to wind down
for the evening. At mission elapsed time 5 days, 10 hrs, 25 min.
this is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston at 5 ("ays, 10 hrs,
50 mm, mission elapsed time. We're taking data through the TORSsystem presently, and downlink shows the cathode ray tubes to be
configured, or to have been coitmanded to off position, they'rem the sleep configuration. Challenger on orbit 88, just
approaching the west coast of South America. This is Mission
Control, Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, at 5 days, 11
hrs, 50 mm. we just picked up data through Guam on orbit 89.

SND OP TAPE
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PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, at 5 days, 11
hrs, 50 min. We just picked up data through Guam on orbit 8Q.
And getting reassurance here in the control center that vehicle
systems are untroubled and within nominal constraints. Data
shows orbital parameters of 116 by 118 nautical miles. And that
the crew is spending its last night in space apparently placid
and uninterrupted. There are 5 and a half hours remaining in thp
sleep period. This is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is >iission Control, Houston, at 5 days, 12
hrs, 51 min, mission elapsed time. We've just coraoleted a pass
over Dakar on orbit 90. Everything remains quiet onboard the
vehicle. Cabin temperature shown to be 78 degrees and steady
humidity 27 percent. No record of a caution and warning alarms
naving occurred during any LOS period. The crew's last night in
space has been apparently restful and uninterrupted so far. This
is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, at 5 days, 12
hrs, 53 min, mission elapsed time. There apparently was a burst
of Interference on UHF which apparently was transmitted over the
aic-to-ground loop and was audible here in the Mission Control
Center. The ground control network officer traced it down •-o
3ust a spurious UHF RFI or radio frequency interference, which
was local at the Dakar site where the orbiter just oassed. TheGtC officer verified that it did not go up to the crew, •'•his isMission Control, Houston.

^ ^
"fhis is Mission Control. Houston, at 5 davs, 13

hrs, 55 min, mission elapsed time. We're in the ralddle'of afairly long LOS period presently. We don't acquire for another
22 minutes when we encounter Dakar. Challenger is on orbit 91over the South Pacific presently. As a note to news media
representatives, the scheduled 8:30 change-of-shift briefing withFlight Director Jay Greene will occur as scheduled. There will
be no circumstances in which we cancel that. And any media
representatives or network researchers or anyone who has, or
plans to have questions or inquires about entry day activitiesshould be advised that this will be their last opportunity to gettheir hands on a real live Flight Director and get those
questions into a reliable source. Past experiences have shown
tnat a lot of people run around with questions one or two hoursbefore landing which is the worst possible trying to get th»m
answered and be well advised to prepare those questions early andget them into the Plight Director at tonight's briefing. Again,that briefing will occur as scheduled at 8:30 p.m. Missionelapsed time 5 days, 13 hrs, 56 min, this is Mission Control,
Houston. '

l^^ . T^^^ Mission Control, Houston, at 5 days, 14hrs, 24 min, mission elapsed time. We've just had a pass overthe Dakar tracking station and picked up data for the first time
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for almost an hour. And systems onboard the vehicle continue to
look good. Ws have now shifted over to TDRS and continue to
track through the satellite Bysteni ...

END OF TAPS
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PAO ...in almost an hour and systems onboard the vehicle
continue to look good. We've now shifted over to TDRS and are
continuing to track through the satellite system. The Mission
Control team is presently reviewing some messages for accuracy
and clarity before they're uplinked to the crew. These messages
will constitute part of the flight day 7 execute package that
will be uplinked to the crew advising them of changes the in
timelines and execute preparations in advance of deorbit and
entry activites tomorrow. Just about 3 hours, a little more than
3 hours, remain in the crew's sleep period presently. Challenger
right now is on orbit number 91 just over the heart of North
Africa. Mission elapsed time 5 days, 14 hrs, 26 min, this is
Mission Control, Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, at 5 days, 15
hrs, 35 min, mission elapsed time. Challenger on orbit 92, just
on an ascending node coming up toward latin American just off the
west coast of South America. Right now crossing the equator at
an altitude of 118 nautical miles. We're in the middle of
another fairly long LOS period. We don't acquire again for
another 17 minutes through Dakar, but there have been a number of
TDRS tapes during the LOS periods. And the Mission Control team
has had frequent opportunities to look at the downlink data. An
hour and 53 minutes remaining in the crew's sleep period. This
is Mission Control, Houston^

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, at 5 days, 16
hrs, 37 min, mission elapsed time. Just about an hour remaining
in the Shuttle's, in the crew's sleep period. Challenger is on
orbit 72 just acquired by the ground station at Orroral Valley,
and controllers didn't look at the data. It's a very brief pass
of just over a minute and a maximum elevation of 9 degrees over
the horizon. And data indicates that all the onboard systems are
healthy and there has been no caution or warning alarms at any
time during the night. Fight control team continuing to draft an
execute package and prepare it for the onboard teleprinter to
advise the crew of changes in their activity schedules in
preparation for entry and landing tomorrow. At mission elapsed
time 5 days, 16 hrs, 38 minutes, this is Mission Control,
Houston.

PAO This is Mission Control, Houston, at 5 days, 16
hrs, 58 min, mission elapsed time. It's about 31 minutes
remaining in the crew's sleep period. Ne ertheless, CRT number 1

is turned on. Challenger is on orbit numLer 93 right over the
South Pacific presently. That they were acquiring K-band data
through the TDRS system, and were able to look at the downlink
telemetry showing that the CRT number 1 is turned on. That's
cathode ray tube positioned directly in front of the Commander's
seat

END OP TAPE
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PAO . . . South Pacific presently, that they were
acquiring K-band data thru the TDRS system and able to look at
the downlink telemetry showing that CRT number 1 is turned on,
that is the cathode ray tube position directly in front of the
commander's seat, so presumably at least Richard Truly is awake
onboard Challenger, as a reminder to repeat the earlier advisory,
the 8:30 Change-of-Shif t Briefing with Flight Director Jay Greene
will be held as scheduled and this will be the last time that the
Flight Director will be available to the media before entry
tomorrow morning, so any reporters or network researchers who
have entry questions, should take this opportunity to get their
answers because it is going to be come increasingly difficult to
find sources as entry time approaches, so the time is now to get
your questions answered and certainly not later. That Change-of-
Shift Briefing will occur on time at 8:30 pm Central Time in
Building 2, room 135, we have 30 minutes remaining in the crew's
sleep period and although we have communications capability
through the TDRS and although mission Commander Richard Truly is
apparently awake, there are no plans to communicate with the crew
until the sleep period has officially ended.

GAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
up here I

Wake up music

Good morning Challenger 1

Good morning, you've got everybody marching around

CAPCCW Well, welcome to entry day, we're going to be proud
to have you down here on a national holiday today.

SPACECRAFT Well, thank you, we're looking forward to it.

CAPCCM And Richard, we've got about 30 seconds to go this
pass, we'll have a couple of notes for you at Indian Ocean, we'd
like you to take a look at the CAP update, you notice we've done
a couple of things early this morning, and get started on those
as soon as you can.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
TDRS.

Sure.

See you at Indian Ocean at 17 plus 46.

Wilco, see you there.

And Challenger, Houston, we're with vou now on

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM TORS.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston at 5 days, 17
hours, 33 minutes mission elapsed...

SPACECRAFT If you've got those notes handy this would be a
good time to pass them up.

CAPCOM Okay. First of all on the manual cabin atmosphere
management we'd like you to repress with nitogen only per the
Orbit OPS Checklist page 5-10, just like yesterday and the day
before, but there's a change on panel L2, 02/N2 controller valve,
system 1 closed, system 2 opened. Rationale is that we did not
receive data yesterday when this procedure was performed, if
possible we'd like to perform this procedure during a data pass
and we have good data now. Second thing on panel Rl, cryo 02
tank 3, heater alpha to off, cryo H2 tank 3, heaters alpha and
bravo 2 to off. And finally, we'd like for you to clear the star
table this nwrning to, in order to gather current stars. A
possibility we may get star of opportunity IMU align.

SPACECRAFT Roger, the cryo is done, the star table is clear
and I'm looking at the manual repress to see if I have any
questions.

CAPCOM Okay.

P*0 This is Mission Control Houston at mission elapsed
time of 5 days, 17 hours, 35 minutes. The wakeup call this
morning was John Phillip Sousa's Simper Pildelis, as performed by
the Marine Corp band, significant in that the CAPCOM, Brian
O'Connor is a Marine Corp officer. And at the wakeup call three
of the cathode ray tubes were activated and it was clear that the
crew was up and around well in advance of the wakeup call this
morning. We still have acquisition through TDRS. This is
Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, sounds like maybe stuck
mike. Challenger, Houston, check for stuck mike. Challenger,
Houston with you on TDRS again, how do you read?

SPACBCR/iPT Roger, loud and clear, Brian, and your last
transmission if you continued it was cut out.

CAPCOM Roger, all I said was, check for stuck mike. We
were gatting a noisy downlink.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Houston, Challenger.

CAPC0;4 Go ahead. Go ahead. Challenger.
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. T}^^ Mission Control Houston, Plight DirectorGary Coen and his Entry Team of Plight Controllers have begun toarrive m the Control Center and are tagging up with theircounterparts m preparation for the handover scheduled for
8:00. And again we do intend to conduct the change-of-shif

t

briefing with Flight Director Jay Greene and encourage media
representatives that work researchers to attend and get theirentry day questions answered now, early on, since it's going tobe increasingly difficult to take the time to run down data andsources fs entry approaches. Again that change of shift briefingIS expected to occur on time at 8:30 p.m. Central Time in room
135 in the Johnson Space Center Newsroom. Mission elaosed time,
5 days, 17 hours, 42 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT ...the heaters alpha...

^
"^^^^ t^e time to run down data and sources as entrvapproaches. Again that change-of-shif t briefing is exoected tooccur on time at 8:30 p.m. central time in room 135 in' th*»Johnson Space Center newsroom. Mission Elapsed Time 5 days 17hours 42 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPC^ Challenger, Houston with you over Indian Ocean for
5 and a half minutes, standing by.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Read you the same. Challenger, Houston, we've justlost S-band data, how do you read on OHP?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear Brian.

CAPCOM Roger, you the same. And Challenger, Houston,we've got S-band data back.
n^uaton,

SPACECRAFT Okay.

V
Challenger, Houston, 10 seconds to LOS, we'll seeyou at Yarragadee at 18 + 02.

SPACECRAFT Okay, 9 minutes at Yarragadee.

7*rai?!Ites.
Challenger, Houston, standing by at Yarragadee for

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Read you the same.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Go ahead.

S»J»!f**^!^ ^T^^"' y°" all don't have data here but themanual repress is complete within 2 and I'm not looking at the
Shin 2""^*^ '^"^

I
^'^^^ question in the deSrbU^Jep?

vi^,^^fia« ff*^^*^^°" 5<> swapping strings between 1 and 4 thatyou also didn't swap the other things like CRTs and so forth?

CAPCC»! Stand by. Challenger, Houston. Richard, in answerto your question about restringing.
answer

SPACECRAFT Go ahead.
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CAPCCW Roger, we think it would be reasonable to put CRT 1on GPC 4 if you'd like to do that. Also, we were going to talk to
you later aoout this, but in the same light, we think it would beprudent to assign tho downlister to GPC 2.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I agree it would be easier for me to remember
juat if we swap the ones and fours and I'd perfer to do that andhaving the downlist on number 2 if s at's what you'd like as yourcomm. '

CAPCOM Roger, concur. And just a note, last time that we
spoke, sounded like we got a lot of noise when Dale tried to
talk, I'm not sure if he's got a problem with his keyset or not.

SPACECRAFT Negative. He was using the came one that I had
been using and probably there was just something going on in thebackground

.

CAPCCM Roger, the last few transmissions have been fine,no noise at all. And we're about to go LOS, we'll see you nextat Orroral m about 2 minutes, 18 + 11.

SPACECRArr Roger, that. See you there.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you at Orroral for 2minutes

.

SPACECRAFT Roger that, Brian, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Read you the same and we're standing by.

SPACECRAFT Okiedoke.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS, we'll see younext at TORS at 18 + 25 and if that doesn't wSrk, we'll see youover the states at 18 + 46.

SPACECRAFT Okay, TDRS or the states, see you Brian.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS, we'll see you
next at TDRS at 18 + 25, if that doesn't work, we'll see you over
the States at 18 + 46.

SPACECRAFT Okay, TDRS or the States, see you Brian.

P'^O Mission Control Houston. Loss of signal at
Orroral. Next station on the ground In 32 minutes will beMemtt Island launch area or Mila ground station, unless we dohave TDRS lockup. And that's approximately 11 minutes away.
Challenger now on ~ nearing the end of orbit 93. The crew
beginning to do the final stowage and preparation for landing
tomorrow morning at Edwards Air Force Base. And some 4 hours
prior to entry, they will switch from the crew activity plan in
the flight data file to the deorbit prep handbook, from that tothe entry checklist. At 5 days, 18 hours, 15 minutes, this isMission Control Houston. ,

=

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you TDRS for 51 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston and we need to discuss IMUs.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay at a tine of 18tl9, we got a BCE string 2 IMU.

^^L'^Mff^f^tf
the IMU, tried an I/O reset.^nd no-joy. went tothe MAL in the malfunction procedure page 5-23, started in block

!,
^° 25, standby. 24, 26, 30, 3?,and 35, m other words, we cycled power on the MDM, looked at theother 4, and it looks like the IMU 2 is down.

CAPCOM Roger, we're looking at the data.

SPACECRAFT Okay and if you'd like to retry any of that whileyou have data, Brian, I'U be glad to. i wanted to go as far as
I could before AOS just to give you as much headstart as I could.

CAPCOM Okay sir, we'll get back to you as soon as we can.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and Brian, Guy says to pass on that the Sunshields opened up nominally at 18:25.

CAPCCW Roger, good news.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR. VJe're going to delay stowing theKu-band while you're AOS TDRS.
^ »y t.tjwing cne

CAPCOM Roger. Challenger, Houston, we'll probably go LOSfor a few seconds while we switch over to Ku.

SPACECRAFT Roger

.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you on Ku-band.

SPACECRAFT Roger, read you loud and clear.

CAPCOM Raad you the same and if you don't have an«thinq
tt^lu i ^ ® Planning shift is going to sign off, hand overto the Entry Team, we wish you a good entry this morning.

l^fi^K^^"^^ '"'^ ^^"""^ that whole team. Youguys have done a super mission for us, see you later.

CAPCOM Roger, good luck. Challenger, Houston, the EntrvTeam's with you and we have a question, reference your IMU 2alignment.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John, go ahead.

Roger, Richard, if you could just check SPEC 21 andmake sure maybe you didn't inadvertantly put IMU 2 into standby?

SPACECRAFT The, when I first looked ~ well first of all. the

ii/. til^^Z^" f
^'^''•'^ «t SPEC 21, 1 had a missingand a standby indication, i tried an I/O reset, and there wasno-3oy, we cycled power, tried an I/O reset and at that timethere was . .

.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT was not bumped, imu 2 switch is on. I checked iton and it's still on. When I first looked at SPEC 21, I had amissing and a standby indication. I tried an I/O reset and therewas no 3oy. We cycled power, tried an I/O reset and at thattime, there was no joy and it was still in standby. I see nowthat It IS back in operate so I'm assuming that the power cycleon the MDM is what cured it.
^y-i-e

CAPCOM Roger, we copy Richard.

SPACECRAFT And the IMU was deselected for the procedure.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy Richard.

around^^it?
^^^^ answer your question, or am I going

fSf^?Su.
^° that's good, we'll see if GNC has another fault

SPEC 21, IMU IS back in operate and all we'd have to do wouJd beto reselect it to get it back. I've got data on it. And
^ ^^^^^ ^" ''^y^"^ '3"<^ the IMU is

t itTlU'J^^ ^^''^ " ^ loo«ting at the delta X,Y and
Z and not tne angles it looks like it may have caged itself andmay need an IMU-to-iMU alignment. ^ icseit a.a

f?^°?H^' ^"^^l: here is another question
?? La S:,/! 4""® 2 ^^"'^ to know if SPEC

for aligSment?"^ "^^^ ^''^ ^" process of selecting an IMU

^fmf^^^^"^ .
Negative, as a matter of fact, I was shaving at thetime, we got the message and then I called up SPEC 21 after we

IJandSy.""^^^^^^
'° ""^^"^ ^""^ "^^^ ^ called "^it up, it was i^

"^^^"^^ y^"' Richard. And Richard,

?Mn^^ , ie^.r^' ^"'^ IMU-to-IMU align using

stop and let us look at the data.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I concur. We'll align 1 and 2 using 3 as - -

CAPCOM And, Richard, I copied align 1 and 2 using.

SPACECRAFT Roger, I understand, if i understand you right, wewill align IMU's 1 and 2 using IMU 3 as a reference.

CAPCOM Roger that, Richard
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align '3 in progress, the torque time was18 plus 41 plus 10.

CAPCOM Roger, copy your torque time, Richard. AndChallenger, Houston, if you need some more time to do the IMUalxgn here, we can go ahead and delete the TDRS teat maneuver,xour call.

SPACECRAFT Stand by one, I was just going to look at theupdate and see what our planned schedule was. Okay, Houston,
Lit ^?"«.»^1 I the IMU-to-IMU align, now as a matterfact. It 3ust completed so the IMU-to-IMU align is complete, isee we ~ and of course that wiped any stars in the table. I'm

is in^I?^.)! '^'r " "^^^^ P«f your updateIS 3ust go ahead and maneuver it and do this scheduled imu alianwith stars 22 and 52. Correct? ^
CAPCOM Stand by one, Richard.

H^^^^f^r ..K^''*^' ^^"^ maneuver time is right now so we need todecide to either go ahead and do it or not.

^ Richard, go ahead and maneuver to the IMUaxign attitude.

aS^fSf .'^•'^y Houston, the maneuver is in progressand the star tracker's in track mode.

CAPCCW Roger, we copy Richard.

I!f^ JS^T V,

know, I've given you about all the
tttL^ tl ^^l^: " ^° ™« ^^^^ the IMU may have just

don^t kn^*""
^ transient power hit, and recovered, but I

CAPCOM Roger, we copy Richard. Richard, we think that 'sa possibility. We're going to do a playback and take a look at

SPACECRAFT Okeidoke, just let me know and we'll press on.

CAPCOM Yes air.

BSD OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, we copy Richard, Richard, we think that is
a possxbililty, we're going to do a playback and tace a look at

SPACECRAFT Okiedoke, just let me know and we'll press on.

It^' Challenger, Houston, you can go aheadand align per the procedure and the CAP but don't put 2 back inuntil we call you.

SPACECRAFT I understand, concur. And Houston, CDR. I was alittle late but the highload duct heater is on.

CAPCOM Roger, copy Richard.

SPACECRAFT And we picked up a couple of stars that are in thecaDxe now.

CAPCOM Roger.

. .
Mission Control Houston. Change of shift briefinq

building 2, with off-going Plight Director Jay Greene. 4minutes.

sraS'^ir'the title
^^""^ trackers did it again, 22 and

CAPCOM Roger, we copy Richard.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, I'm going to torque at 18 + 56.

CAPCOM Roger, we're a go and we like your stars.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston the star align is complete and as faras I m concerned, it's your call on this TDRS test, if you want

way^yoSr'^Slu/"'^
maneuver it to that attitude now, we're on the

CAPCOM Roger, stand by one Richard.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

Rich2?d...
Challenger, Houston, you're go. stand by one

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR, you were cut off, say again.

SnH^?t!o« T K
^^^^a*^^ I was starting to tell you somethingand then I had to stop, stand by one and I'll get back to you.

SPACECRAFT Oaky. Okay, no problem.
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we showed that IMU 3 was not
selected for the alignment and we would like you to redo the star
alignment with all three IMUs.

SPACECRAFT Oh, shoot, you're right, and I'll do it, stand
by. Okay the stars are back in the table, looks like a better
alignment this time anyway and sorry about that and I'll go ahead
and retorque it in just a second.

CAPCCM4 Roger that, Richard and you're go for torque,

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, the align is complete. Tell GNC Iowe him one and now it's your call on the TORS attitude.

?u^*^2L^ Roger, that. Challenger, Houston, you're go forthe TDRS test attitude. ^ >•

SPACECRAFT Wilco. Okay Houston, the maneuver's in progress
and now it's your call on the stowing of the Ku-band.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy Richard. And Challenger, Houston,
If you could put the star trackers back in tr^ck so we can get adata place. ^

SPACECRAFT Okay, how's that?

CAPCCW Challenger, Houston, you are go for EOIM
deactivation.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Dan, copy thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, imu 2 behavior looks very good
lV,t reselect it and just for your Information inabout 5 minutes we intend to give you a go to stow the Ku-band.

SPACECRAFT Thought you might say that, the payload bay lightsare on and the cameras are all aimed to record It on VTR.

CAPCOM Roger, super Dale.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT Thought you might say that. The payload bay lights

are cw^ and the cameras are all aimed to record it on VTR.

ChPCm Roger, super Dale. Challenger, Houston, wo 're not

certain the first part of our last transmission was sent up to

you. Just confirm for us that you copied to ceselect IMU 2

SPACECRAFT Negative, we did not receive that, hat we did now

a!.i we'll reselect IMU 2.

CAPCC»4 Roger that.

SPACECRAFT Okay, she's stuck in, John.

CAPCCM4 Roger that Richard, thanks, challenger, Houston,

we'rs going LOS TORS in 1 minute, you are GO to stow the Ku-band

in 3 minutes from now and don't stow It until 3 minutes from

now. We will see you at Indian Ocean at 19 + 20, in 5 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, understand, we'll stow the Ku-band after

LOS. Thank you.

CAPCOM Rc^er. Challenger, Houston's with you at Indian

Ocean for 6 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, read you loud and clear and we're

in the midst of Ku-band antennas down.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy, Guy.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR. Do you perhaps have an approximate

TIG time?

CAPCOM Roger that Richard. Richard, the

approximate, deorblt TIG time Is 6 days, 00 :15s 30.

SPACECRAFT Okedoke, thanks a million, we appreciate it.

CAPC(Xl Roger that. Challenger, Houston, we show that

antenna is stowed, tlianks very much and I have a note for you

here when you're ready to copy, reference your upcoming thermal

SPACi^RAFT We're ready, Houston.

CAPCOH Roger, Guy, during the Sun shield opening our data

showed that the restraint index insert switch on panel L12 was In

th# inhibit oositlon, and as a result we recmmnend that when you

do the first* PAM ASE thermal test in about, about right now ~ In

about 5 minutes, that you make sure that the restraint index

insert switch is off b«Core y«->u do the SCA powerdown
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SPACECRAFT Roger that's a (garble), thank you John.

CAPCOM
LOS he

SPACECRAFT

rr><? h«r« oft^'^®'^
5*^^^' Challenger, Houston, we're goingLOS here in 20 seconds, see you at Yarragadee at 19 +35.

Roger, Houston, we'll see you there.

^
Mission Control Houston, loss of signal at IndianOcean station. The Ku-band antenna on Challenger has been

^h!^Mf.K^°^''l^"*^
^"'^^ position for the duration ofthe flight. The crew proceeding with their preentry checkliststowage and the next station to acquire in about 6 1/2 minutesWill be yarragadee, Australia. On orbit 94, at 5 days, 19 hours

29 minutes elapsed time. Mission Control Houston.
'

CAPCOM
minutes.

Challenger, Houston's with you at Yarragadee for 7

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear.

"^f" ^ moment Richard, I have twoixttle flight notes for you.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR. Dan and I are doing the red

so gSid
checkout, we're in step number 5 and so far

K ^'^V^'.
'""^ somebody's ready to copytwo little short flight messages I'll send them up.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Standby one.

END OP TAPE
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SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR. Dan and I are doing the redbypass FES Checkout. We're in step nuntber 5 and sS^f"? so good.

t2r??i-M» wfP^ ^^^^ ^""^ somebody's ready to copytwo little short flight messages I'll send them up.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by one. Ok ay John, go ahead.

CAPCOM Okay Richard, the first one back on panel A7. theMAD strain gage to pcm enable. ^ '
®

SPACECRAFT Okay you've got it.

CAPCOM Thanks. And Richard, basically, the next one her..I'll give you all the rationale, the bottom line is S^'re ?rytJq'to return the MTU accumulator 1 to that as our time sou"e ThIpass is currently on MTU accummulator 3 due to yesterday's'
'f'tf^'^l ^^^'^ ^""^ I"" 2 problem? ^As a resuU wewould like to return that pass to MTU accummulator one time

please"
'''''' ^^"""^ ^' ^"^^ ^° i?em sJ loJ Ss*

^°

SPACECRAFT
Al — is on

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACSeRAST
and FES chs

CAPCOM
30 seconds,
if v% don't
Buckhorn at

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we did the item 34 and the entire set is onaccummulator 1 now.

Roger, we copy and thank you very much Richard.

You bet. Houston, CDR.

Roger, go.

^^,J!^V' ^ P'^oud to know that the red bypassrkout is complete and no problems.

w^^ff^L"* ^^"^ Richard we're going LOS here inm iJ^l^"^
Orroral Valley in a couple of minutes,

%t JT* see you either with TDRS ori» + 14.

Roger that.

^ Mission Control Houston, loss of siqnal at

fJj;?^onr;f ^^"^ ^f'*'
upcoming at O?roral JaUey, thefinal one of the mission. The maximum elevation a little over 4

tlll^ll 11^ ^"""^^ minutes! A^d ?o?IoJiigthat we should have TDRS acquisition in about 17 minutes

c^Su id JS:!r'br?in'°" wea?S:foffice ha^
r^l ni

their briefing — initial briefing to Flight Director

SSi'^sateJuSe'SSo?!
^^"^'''^ Air Force 5ase?

weather off western United States that was on theweather office display showed the entire California and w#.Rf«.rntegion severe clear with a thin layer of cSds SffsSSre 'Jnd



predicted wind conditions °^ "-^
Jl ,2. Acquisition

days, 19 hours, 44 minutes.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston with you at Orroral Valley for

a short pass.
1 J f^omr And Houston, CDR.

KiSffo.
the 90% limit, indicating 89.

see you with TDRS at 20+00.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you then.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCaM (garble) so over on (garble) plus 00.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you then.

l'^^ ... Mission Control, Houston, ordinarily we would havehad acquisition through TDHS at this time; however, the primecomputer at White Sands is being shifted over to the backupcomputer which takes 15 or 20 minutes. We're configured aboard
the spacecraft for tdrs acquisition; therefore, Buckhorn in 10minutes will not be able to receive data from the spacecraft or

cho,!?^
Merritt Island launch area in 15 minutes, we

f^no w^^^ ^" contact with Challenger and hopefully by then
"llK"'^

''^^^ °? ^i"*- i« control. Houston, ?days, 20 hours, 4 minutes. '

Mission Control, Houston. Should be receivinadownlink from Challenger at this time through Merritt Islandlauncn area.

5Jr?n „i .
Challenger, Houston's with you at Mila and Bermudafor 10 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Soger Houston, loud and clear. How me?

Roger, loud and clear, Richard.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, we are doing well onboard the, stand
^Lmi!?^"°""K";.^°^' 5oing well onboard. w4'Jecompleted, we believe, all the actions in the CAP and we're iust

ta'al IT. Ji"^^ ^^"^"9 squared awaj trbe reSdyto go into the deorbit prep on tiae.
'^cauy

CAPCOM Roger, we copy, Richard.

oJ»?^c 1 ,
Challenger, I have a change for you in the deorbitprep PS 1-3 when you're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, John, ready to copy on 1-3.

SrSu st«r ^i^^"^*^' "2 "PP*"^ "^^^^^ ^^3"^ corner inthe IMU star align attitude pad block for star no. 44, chanoe theTIG minus 02 hours, 11 minutes time to a minus 02 hou^s? iS^minutes. '

SPACECRAFT
2:13.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

Okay, I understand that star 44 closes at TIG minus

Roger and star 43 closes at TIG minus 02:09.

Okay, star 43 closes at 02:09.

Roger that, a good readback.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, is that it?

CAPCOM Yes sir.

SPACECRAFT Okiedoke.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS in 18 secondssee you at Dakar in 5 minutes.
seconds,

SPACECRAFT Roger John, see you at Dakar.

^ Mission Control, Houston. Loss of siqnal at

s?a?ion'th^M?^"f^'*'i°\^^'°"^^ 3 1/2 minutes at whichstation the Mission Control Center will give a go for oavload bav

launch area pass that they were going to the deorbit prepchecklist on time, had stowed the crew activity plan And lust

?o °lM5%Sf a^iof^"??; T"" ^^f^«^ ^° crew sime^Sew^^fmesfor IMU star align attitudes, closing of when those stars wouldbe visible to the star tracker. And on the subject of timinS
Til'^dT "i^i"^ days wUh UJjz

^'

I «f=hes, atomic clocks in laboratories and routineslicing of time into milliseconds and nanoseconds. The master

VhTtTI TarVTn f^^xl
,<^^^^^^r.9or has a drift r^t^'of"esscnan i part m a billion per day.

END OF TAPE
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,
' - quartz digital watches, atomic clocks in

laboratories and routine slicing of time into milliseconds and
manoseconds. The master timing aboard Orbiter Challenger has adrift rate of less than one part in a billion oer day. Noteveryone has always demanded such exquisite accuracy in time
5^^?^?^:; "^"fu"*

Slocum, in his book "Sailing Alone Around theworld describes how he used an old tin clock, bought for onedollar in Yarmuth, Nova Scotia, to keep Greenwich Mean Time forcomputing his position during the three-year voyage. "My tinclock and only time piece had by now lost its minute hand "

writes Slocum, " but after I boiled her, she told the hours. And
* ^ enough on a long stretch." Acquisition coming uoat Dakar in a minute and a half. Mission Control Houston, at day

5, 20 hours, 33 minutes.

Mission Control Houston. We have acquisition at

CAPCOM
minutes.

Challenger, Houston, with you at Dakar for 7

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, you're loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, and you're loud and clear too, Dan.

PAO Flight Director Gary Coen, polling the differentconsole positions here in MCC for the recommendations of GO for

ro^f«r Tl ft"'^ it appears that all stations are
lu^t^l°^^J'^^ closing. Prior to LOS the CAPCOM willpass that to the crew.

cloSg.
Challenger, Houston, you're GO for payload bay door

bafdS^^closin^"' * "^'^ °° P^yl^^"^

CAPCOM Roger that.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR. We're going to put the CAPs upand start into the deorbit prep.
h ^ « v-ftrs up

fAo'^^rt ^
Roger, we copy. Challenger, Houston, we're goinqLOS 30 seconds, we will see you at Yarragadee at 21 + 09.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John, see you there.

END OF TAPE
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This is Mission Contcol Houston, TDRS apparently is
bacic towards the end of the acquisition area the next several
minutes.

SnoS°^
Challenger, Houston, we are locked up with you withTDRS now. Challenger, Houston, with you for 5 minutes with TDRS.how do you read? Challenger, Houston's with you for 4 1/2

minutes, how do you read?

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard we have a good TDRS lock here for
about 4 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Okay, glad to have you.

CAPCOM And Crip, this is Houston, how do you read?
Weather flight, Houston, how do you read? Weather fliqht
Houston, how do you read?

^
Mission Control Houston, port payload bay door isclosed at this time. Mission Control Houston, loss of signal atthe edge of the TDRS coverage. The port payload bay door wasclosed and latched prior to LOS at TDRS. And as we lost contact,the starboard payload bay door was coming closed. Next station

i!! i: wl^Zw"!^®^
varragadee where we ought to get confirmation

that both doors are closed and latched. 5 days, 20 hours, 55minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Yarragadee for 61/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John. And Houston, Challenger. We got thepayload bay doors closed, they closed with 2 motor times allaround and they looked about as straight as an arrow just beforethe starboard door came closed.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy Dan, thank you very much.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR. Houston, CDR.

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger, thank you for that excellent entry summary
T K^,^?u teleprinter. There was one question that
I had that was kind of implied, but wasn't stated explicitly.What is the status of lakebed 17 at Edwards?

cxuiy.

CAPCOM
you.

Roger, stand by Richard, I'll work up an answer for
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SPACECRAFT Roger, no hurcy, but that was an excellent suninary,
appreciate it.

CAPCOM Roger, Richard 17 is dry, usable and in good shape.

SPACECRAFT Roger, thank you, John.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're qoinq LOS in 20 seconds,
we'll see you at Hawaii at 21 + 35.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, see you there.

CAPCOM Roger that, Dan.

PAO This is Mission Control Houston. Loss of signal at
Yarragadee. Hawaii in 18 minutes. Over the last 20 years here
in Mission Control, Eugene Kranz, the JSC Director of Mission
Operations has been a legend in his own time for his attire in
brocade vests back when he was a Plight Director. Tonight he's
wearing a red, white and blue striped brocade vest. Next station
Hawaii in 17 minutes. At 5 days, 21 hours, 18 minutes, Mission
Control Houston.

END OF TAPE
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PAO Next station Hawaii in 17 minutes at 5 days, 21aours, 18 minutes. Mission Control Houston. Mission Control
Houston, acquisition momentarily through Hawaii.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston's with you at Hawaii Cor 5minutes,

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear, we've got th«alignment going to the verification now and I've got the numbers
if you'd like them.

CAPCOM Roger, ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stars 44 and 43, the angle error was 0.2.

? «5® ^?^u^,f"^^f' ^ P^"^ minus .01 Plus .03. IMU
2 minus .04 all balls minus .07, IMU 3 minus .03 minus .03 plus
.04 torque time 2:41:28

CAPCOM Roger, we copy Richard.

fS'^^n f
"oif?ton. Challenger, we had a - forward number

3 down jet failed a little leak, went through a mal procedure,auto deselected and we're waiting for you to look at ejector
was during the maneuver to IMU align attltute and thequantities N2 and ox were not diverging.

?h!f°?». I. ^°?!. ^^^^ ^^^""^ Dan, we showthat it is an oxidizer leak. There is no action, leave itdeselected.

SPACECRAFT Wilco.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we're uplinking targets andstate vector. ^

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Houston, CDR. The verificationnumbers look good, are you looking at them?

CAPCOM Roger, stand by one Richard, we're looking at them.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and if you don't have them I do.

CAPCOM Richard, you can press on, the numbers look good to

SPACECRAFT Okay, thank you.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston the vector and targets areonboard.

SPACECRAP-f Roger, Houston.
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CAPCCW Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS In 30
seconds. We'll see you at the states at 21 + 45.

SPACECRAFT Roger, and I'm assuming the burn attitude orintedon page FSl-3 is okay to maneuver to.

CAPCOM Negative. That is not true Richard. We'll sendyou a number.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I'll remain here until I talk to you again.

Mission Control Houston, LOS at Hawaii. 3 minutesto Buckhorn reaquisition

.

,
Challenger, Houston, with you on TDRS, we'd like aGNC SPEC 1 please.

SPACECRAFT Roger, CRT 1.

CAPCOM Thank you Richard.

SPACECRAFT You bet, how's it going?

CAPCOM Great, got some great weather out there for you.

SPACECRAFT Super.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we've sent all of ourteleprinter updates to you, we're through with the teleprinter.

SPACECRAFT Roger, understand.

CAPCCW Challenger, Houston, the CRT is yours, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Roger

.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we've sent all of our
teleprinter updates to you. We're through with the teleor inter.

SPACECRAFT Roger, understand.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, the CTR is yours. Thank you.

SPACECRAFT Roger

.

CAPCOM Challenger Houston, I've got your oads for you
whenever your ready. I'll have the DEL oad first so it'll have
your burn attitude at the top.

SPACECRAFT Okay, stand by. Challenger's ready to coov.

CAPCOM Okay, DEL pad, on deorbit, burn attitude

^^^^fHi"?^*^^® negative 022278.52:31, propellant all balls.
6:00116116, safe HP 9023379147, oxidizer 001091.6 negative 0,1,entry landing, Inertial att. 191291028, prebank left all balls,Guam AOS EI minus 09, LOS EI minus 03, altimeter 29.76, (garbl*>)
» 400:43:17 12700, via left overhead 202 degrees, Edwards 22.winds 260/30270/25310/15310/10100/05, surface variable at 05, APU
Start sequence 1 then 2, note: you can downmode to RCS up to 2minutes past TIG. Ready for readback.

n^o^^fl^cr,,
Roger, starting from the top. 162091338118 minus

o ? ?;?^;?h«'^P ^^^^^ 600116116, 9023379147, 001091.6 minus
0.1, 191291028 left 000, Guam 0903, 2976 004317 12700, lef<-
overhead 202. Edwards 22 260302702531015310101005, and variable
at 5 and start sequence is 1 then 2.

CAPCOM Roger, readback 's correct. I've got the ~ and didyou copy you can downmode to RCS up to 2 minutes late?

SPACECRAFT Oh yes, I forgot to read that back. We're able todownmode to RCS as late as TIG plus 2.

CAPCOM Roger, readback correct and I've got you're
maneuver pad whenever you are ready.

SPACECRAFT Clear to copy.

CAPCOM Okay, it 'd be OMS both, TV roll 180 plus 0.4 minus
1^2 006/00515:30.0, (garble) tarqets 1544Bminus 0.6211, 065.832, 096.344 all balls, burn attitude 162091338

40. .

.

END OP TAPS
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ntl^^^A 1,
targets, 15448 minus 0. 6211, 055.832,

095.344, all balls; burn attltute 162091338, 403120:22, and standby one, we'ra dropping in and out on our S-band. Challenqer.Houston how do you read me now?

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear, you're Icud and clear, and startagain at REI. '
atart

CAPCOM Okay, REI, 403120:22, delta V total 0278 5 02-31

for%eadb;ck.^^^
''^^^^ "''^^^ ''^ minus 022!' SeJy

SPACECRAFT (garble) plus 5.7 plus...

^?*'*^?^w .
Challenger, Houston, we had intermittent lock,stand by for the readback.

SPACECRAFT 65.832, 096.334. 162, 091338, 4031 2022. 278 5 2plus 31 plus 268.55 all balls plus 73.9. 118 minus 022.
'

CAPCOM Roger, the part I heard was good Richard. WePicked you up at propellant, if you could start at the top andrun me down through theta T.

f?^??c^nL ^^^ct^"""^' '^^^ "° P^"^ O--* -"inus 5.7 plus 5.7,212335, 006, 001530.0, 15448 minus .6211, 65...

,^ "® again, Richard. I've got UHF now,if you could give me HT and theta T please.

SPACECRAFT Okay, HT065.832, theta T 096.344.

CAPCC»! Roger, readback is correct.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Go ahead, Dan,

deorbifprep.
^ ^^^^ ^ <J"estion on page 1-11 in the pre -

CAPCOM Roger, go ahead, we're looking at it.

SPACECRAFT Okay, down there under the main engine hydraulic

^^fh^hhif ^f"^^
017, roll delta, both of those liJes s?art

^^.l flf^^^"^^"}^ pertaining to 102, does that mean we don'tturn out either of our max?

CAPCOM I believe so but stand by, let me make sure.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, I'd just like that verified please.

tJo^steps.
'^""^ ^^^^ correctly Dan, you can ignore those

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks.

. r^r.^^^
Challenger, Houston, we're about 20 seconds to

oS^r^a? 22 + 09?' ^ transition and we'll see you at

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you there.

It^n,,,^. r^ ^
Mission Control Houston. Loss of signal throughBermuda, Dakar xn 5 and a half minutes. During stateside oassthe deorbit maneuver pads were read up to the crew - the time ofignition, the attitude burn time, all of the numbers the crew

d^orhJ°h,r"i"\"^ ^^1 '^"^^'^ maneuvering system engines for thedeorbit burn which now is some two hours 11 minutes away, ^hetotal reduction in velocity is 278.5 feet per second which gives
Lf^r""! ""^^ perigee of 22 miles below the surface of the Earth,which of course brings the Orbiter into the atmosphere andcaptured for deceleration or...

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM 122.

...which now in sonte 2 hours, 11 minutes away. Thetotal reduction in velocity is 278.5 feet pef second, which givesa theof*?tical perigee of 22 miles below the surfa'-e of the "^arthwhich of course brings the Orbiter into the atmosahere andcaptured tof deceleration, or dynamic deceleration and landing atEdwarde tomorrow morning. Dakar in 4 minutes, at 5 davs, ^2
noutrs, 5 minutes, this is "Mission Control Hou-ston.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through DaKar an.=iAscension tor H 1/2.

SPACfiCRAFT Roger, Houston and I'm in bubble U, we lust tm^:GPC3 1 and 2 to OPS 3 and things are going normaUy.
'

CM'OMi Roger, copy. Challenger, Houston, configure AOS.we've got 2 minutes left.

SPACECRAFT Wilco.

w ^.
Challenger, Houston, we're 30 seconds here to LOf,.we'll be handing over t ; Ttms.

SPACECRAFT Roger.

CAPCcm Challenger, Houston with you through TDRS for 6

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston. Okay Houston, the DPS entry configbubble 11 IS complete, no problems.
v^w.^ii

CAPCOM Roger, copy. And Challenger, Houston, I've <|ot acouple of steps I'd like you to pick up th4re in bi bble 11?

SPACBCRAPT Go ah«ad.

CAPCOM Roger, Dick, when you trans it io GPCb 1 ? 3 anrt

the 3rs and the 8FC, we need you to do those 4 steps. Tha-'sstartisig with BPS, GNC, OPS 000 PRO.
'^a^ s

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand, so we missed those.

CAPCOM Roger

.

Okay Houston, we did that and we dropped the
^f^T^L^tJr ""t ^^ ^° "^"^^ to retype them or voureuplink them for us into the BPS.

CAPCCW OUay, :;tand by. And Challenger we never did putthem into the BFS and we'll do that later.
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SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, thanks. Houston. CDR. Radio checkon aitfecent comm configuration.

CAPCOM Yeah Richard, you're loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT Roger, understand. We're still operating for a fewminutes on the speaker box and I'ra on my hardline now, I'm —we re going to go back to the original configuration and we'll
let you know when we switch back to hardline for everybody.

CAPCOM Okay, and we're sending the targets to the BPS
right now.

SPACECRAFT Okay, thanks a lot and if you'll bear with us, Dan
90ing to get off comm and and go don our stuff and Dalewill be monitoring comm.

CAPCOM Okay and the targets are in. And Challenger,
Houston, we're losing you on TDRS. Configure LOS, we'll have youon UHP througjs Botswana for another 4 minutes. And Challenger.
Houston, with you on UHF through Botswana for 3 1/2. old youcopy my configure rjOS?

SPACECRAFT Roger , configure LOS.

Itl^r^L r^/^*"'J,r"' Challenger, Houston, we're 40seconds to LOS, we'll see you at Yarragadee at 22 + 44.Challenger, Houaton, we*Xl see you at Yarragadee at 22, 44.

SPACBCRAPT Roger, see you there, Guy,

Mission control Houston. Loss of signal at
Botswana, Yarragadee in 12 minutes. 1 hour and 44 minutes awayfrwB ignition, deorbit ignition, that will bring Challenger backinto the atajosphere.

i^m or TAPS
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CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we'll see you at Yarragadee at

SPACECRAFT Roger, see you there Guy.

PAO Mission Control Houston, loss of signal at
Botswana. Yarragadee in 12 minutes. 1 hour and 44 minutes awav
from ignition, deorbit ignition, that will bring Challenger back
into the atmosphere. Coasting toward the first night landing in
the space shuttle program. Night take offs and landings have
been routine in avaition for many years. In space flight Ar>ollo
17 was launched at night, and the Apollo 8 cowmand module
returned from a lunar orbit mission in the predawn darkness to
splash down in the Pacific. Challenger's night landing 'Monday at
Edwards Air Force Base is expected to be routine also, with all
the radio navigation aids and glide slope lighting aids available
to the crew for lining up on final approach. Early aviators had
to depend on unreliable wireless equipment and perhaps an
occasional mountaintop beacon fire along the groundtrack. As
aviation matured, beacon fires were replaced by electric rotating
beacons and low frequency radio beams with morse code signals to
tell pilots whether they were to the right or left or on" the
beam. In his short novel "Night Flight" French aviator author
Antoine (garble) describes the thoughts that tumble through the
minds of a night mailpLane pilot in South America when aviation
was young. He writes, "the quiet land would bear its sleeping
farms and flocks and hills, and all the flotsam swirling in the
shadows would lose its menace. If it were possible how gladly he
would swim toward the strand of daylight. Sometimes indeed, when
daybreak came it seemed like convalescence after illness. What
use to turn his eyes toward the East, home of the Sun. Between
them lay a gulf of night so deep that he could never clamber up
again." Yarragadee in 10 minutes, this is Mission Control at 5
days, 22 hours, 33 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR.

CAPCCW Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I just switched the primary V flash evap from
on up to GPG and evap temps are settling back down again now.

CAPCOM Okay, we copy that. And Richard I've got uodate to
the deorbit burn flight rules and the entry no/go checklist
whenever you want to talk about those.

SPACECRAFT Okay, if you could wait a little bit, I'd
appreciate it.

CAPCOM Sure thing. And we're here with vou at Yarragada^e
for abou*; 5 minutes
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SPACECRAFT We're trying to get in the seats and etc.

CAPCOM Rog

.

SPACECRAFT Houston, CDR. On panel L2, verify that you do want
the 02 N2 controller valve system 1 open and system 2 closed per
page 3-4.

CAPCOM And that's affirmative, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Okay. Houston, CDR. I'm ready to take your notes
whenever you have them.

CAPCOM Okay, on — have you got the deorbit burn flight
rules card out?

SPACECRAFT Ves sir, sure do, I'm looking at it.

CAPCOM Okay, first of all you can scratch through the
first two columns there under Yes and Yes since we do not have
one orbit late available.

SPACECRAFT Roger, I understand.

CAPCCW And then down uner OMS, the second and third lines,
we can delete the line, "ignition." Neither engine ignites,
along with deleting the line, " both engines fail," and that's
because you do have RCS downmode capability.

SPACECRAFT Okay, and that is if we can get it started at TIG
plus 2 or earlier, is that correct?

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCC»1 And let me give you a note on that, too. You know
you've got the jet L3D that was leaking and now seems to be good
and if It's necessary to reselect that jet due to another jet
failure, we'd like you to first toggle RM and then reselect that
3et, and if you get a subsequent leak message then you can go
ahead and leave it deselected.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand, Guy.

CAPCOM And we'll see you at Hawaii at 23 09.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you there.

END OF TAPE
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PAO ..and glid slope light...

CAPCOM If you get a subsequent leak message then you can
go ahead and leave it deselected.

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand, Guy.

CAPCOM And we'll see you at Hawaii at 23:09.

SPACECRAFT Okay, see you there.

PAO Mission Control Houston. Loss of signal at
Yarragadee. Hawaii in 17 minutes and possibly TDRS lockun atabout the same time. Challenger now 1 hour and 24 minut*>s away
from ignition of the deorbit burn that will bring it to a night
landing at Edwards Air Force base at approximately 2:40 a.m.
Central Daylight Time. At 5 days, 22 hours, 51 minutes mission
elapsed time, this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM NASA 946, NASA 946, Houston, how do you read?
NASA 946, NASA 946, Houston, how do you read? NASA 947, NASA
947, Houston, how do you read? NASA 947, Houston, how do vou
read? ^

Ch9C(M
how me?

Houston, NASA 947, 296.6.

Roger, Houston, reading you loud and clear, Crip,

Roger, John, read you the same.

CAPCOM And what freq are you on Crip?

Roger, we're 296.8 per your request.

CAPCOM Roger that,

John, are you ready for my reports?

CAPCOM Roger, Crip, ready to copy.

Okay, that's clear to me and weather's no factor,
you can see the lights of LA and Bakersfield and all through heValley here, so, and the winds are essentially liqht and variableall the way up. I did copy them, and I could give them to you.but I think they're of no consequence.

CAPCOM Roger, we copy Crip.

Also, we're having a little sync problem wi*-h ^Alwe re going to go after those, swap it out and as a result wehave not completed the approach, however of what we've looked at
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the lights look good and the Tacan looks good and we haven'treally got a good check on the MLS yet.

CAPCOM Roger, copy that.

Okay and I really have nothing else for you, John,unless you've got some specifics.

^rl?^^ K
^ don't, we were we had a little commtrouble here linking up with you but it looks like we're workinqgood now and I'll just continue according to the format Guyworked out with you.

Roger that, and should we try 296.8 for our nextcommunication check with you?

CAPCOM Roger that, let's meet on 296.8 on the next, it'llbe Mila LOS at 2306.

Roger that.

CAPCOM Roger, roger.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you through Hawaii for 6

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, loud and clear, stand by just one

CAPCOM Roger, wilco and configure AOS.

Wilco. Houston, CDR. You got anything for us?

Roger, we'd like a GNC SPEC 0.

SPACECRAFT Okay, wait a minute there. Okay, CRT number one.

I^h'^^L
'^^'^'^ ^® uplinking the hac nositions there

.
"""'^ ^^"^^ to make GPC number 2 thedownlister, if you would?

SPACaCRAPT Well shoot, we forgot it even though we both wroteIt down, sorry about that. - ^ ^-n wrote

CAPCOM Okay, thank you.

fh^^w?rrL.,„^'''\^°\° question for you, valve configuration onthe wCS vacuum vent value '

CAPCm Roger, say again about the vacuum vent valve.

SPACECRAPr

CAPCOM
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SPACECRAFT Roger, request the desired valve configuration for
the HCS vacuum vent valve.

CAPCOM And Challenger, when you close out the WCS

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM Roger, say again about the vacuum vent valve.

SPACECRAFT Roger, request the (^osired valve conf iquration forthe WCS vacuum vent valve.

CAPCOM And Challenger, when you close out the WCS th*>nwe'd like the valve closed,

SPACECRAFT Okay, understand,

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM Challenger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT Roger, one more question. Pictorial Switch Listhas the primary main C off and before I turn that off, l iustwant to verify that is indeed correct.

CAPCOM Roger, that's correct. You can turn It off,

SPACECRAFT Okay.

NS/SS"rwi,i<<=^"*^i^^''^u^"^®'''
^'^^ ^" "P^^*^* to the HntrvNO/GO Checklist also whenever you're ready for that.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston, go ahead.

f^^^^ u
t^®"^® towards the bottom under RCS, needto add another line and if 2 pitch jets on the same side then

?:s??han^5? ^" it's PTrHb^ifwi'?h"obarless than 20 so that's only PTI no.l will be NO/GO.

SPACECRAFT Roger, I understand. The loss of 2 pitch lets onthe same side, NO/GO for PTI no.l. ^ ^ * °"

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Richard. Thank you.

?Sr?RT is yours!'1SInJ'yoSr''°"'

we'rfthrough w^^i^JSr^RT^^^h^^Js.^^
'^^ ^''^^^

SPACECRAFT Thank you, Guy.

Sem"<,«„ '^ll^o^^Cr'''
we're about 30 seconds to LOS.we 11 see you at Buckhorn at 23 plus 19, confiaure LOS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, see you there.

!?°ti r. T^^^ Mission Control, Houston. Loss of siqnalat Hawaii, Buckhorn station at Edwards Airforce Base in 3 minutes
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MAof'^af^'^^'w^^v®.'' ^"^^PP«" is doing a weather scouting flight inNASA-947, which IS one of the shuttle training aircraft. He
f^f*^!^

from his vantage point that he can see the lights in theLOS Angeles Basin up into San Joaquin Valley, Bakersville and

mornLfJc^i '1^^^-
J'^^

"gather is absolutely no factor for thismorning's landing and the winds are light and variable at alllevels. Mission Control at 5 days, 23 hours, 16 minutes.

It^ ^- ^
Mission Control, Houston, we have acquisition at

^^"y ^^^^"^ minutes remaining untilignition for the deorbit burn on this orbit.

CAPCOM
minutes.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
checl??

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
APU prestart?

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM
good to us, too

SPACECRAFT Roger that.
END OP TAPE

Challenger, Houston with you through Ruckhorn for 7

Roger Houston, loud and clear,

you're loud and clear also, Richard.

Houston, CD8. Would you like to say a gimbal

Roger, we're ready.

Okay the secondaries are in progress.

Roger, we're watching.

And here come the primaries.

Roger.

Okay Houston, gimbal check looks good onboard.

Roger

.

And Houston, Challenger, are you ready to watch the

Roger Dan, go ahead, we're ready.

Okay. Hey, Houston, the APU prestart 's complete.

Roger, we concur. And it looks good, Dan.

Roger, it looked good up here.

Challenger Houston, the gimbal check all looked
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CAPCOM And it looks good, Dan.

SPACECRAFT Roger, it looked good up here.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, the gimbal check all
looked good to us, too.

SPACECRAFT Roger that.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, we're about 30 seconds to
LOS, configure LOS, we'll see at Mila in about 2 minutes.
Challenger, Houston, with you through Mila, configure AOS.

SPACECRAFT You got it Houston.

CAPCOM Roger, and you've got a state vector coming up andI've got a switch back on panel R12 for you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, I understand the state vector is on the wav
up and call out the switch.

CAPCOM Right, the supply water dump isol valve to close.

SPACECRAFT Wilco, that's in work.

CAPCOM Roger, thank you.

SPACECRAFT Okay, it's closed.

CAPCOM Copy thank you. And Challenger, Houston, you got
the new state vector in both the primary and the backup andyou'll need to reload them.

SPACECRAFT Okiedoke.

.V ,
Challenger, Houston, we see the solutions and

they both look good.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston.

CAPCpM And Challenger, I've got a note for your entrychecklist there. The hydraulic fluid thermal conditioning at RIminus 11 is not required. That's on page 3-30.

SPACECRAFT Roger, I understand. Delete the hydraulic fluid
thermal conditioning on page 3-30.

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Richard.

SPACECRAFT And Houston, CDR. We have completed the CMS burnprep on page 3-6, you might check our configuration and we'resitting m the checklist waiting on TIG -25 for vent door close
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CAPCOM Okay, thank you, we'll look at it.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, your conf iquration islooking good.

SPACECRAFT Super.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, we'll be handing over to tdrsin about 1 ramute. If we miss you there, we'll have you atAscension at 23 47.
^

SPACECRAFT Okiedoke.

CAPCOM NASA 947, Houston, how do you read?

, . ^
Houston, NASA 946, reading you loud and clear,

IJlV^r,'"' pY'''^
no update, that previous report. We're just nowtaking off m 946.

CAPCOH Roger, copy that Crip and if you'd like I'll waitand catch you at LOS Ascenstion.

Ascension
^°9eCf that's affirmative, we'll talk to you, T.OS,

Sn^rol^r, '^^''j^ C^iP- A"'^ thespaceship is looking good.

«
Control Houston. Shuttle training aircraft

946 taking off at Edwards Air Force Base for another weather

Boh^'crlnnlJ^^^
°^ the Shuttle training aircraft piloted by

b? the D!n2r!L!^r ?"n''!2
^"^"^^"^ imaging system loaned to NASAoy tne Department of Defense.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, with you on...

SPACECRAFT Roger

.

r>w^r.> n
flight on air to ground UHP. For a voice

c-ll^l' hS°"r^
flight how do you read? Convoy flight for voicecheck, how do you read?

flight this is convoy 1 read you loud and clear how

Vou're the same, thank you.

CAPCC»1 Challenger, Houston, we'll be handing over toAscension STADAN in about 10 seconds. And Challenler, Houston,with you through Ascension for 5 and a half minutes.
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SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, you too.

END OP TAPE
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CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, with you through Ascension
for 5 1/2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Roger, you too. Challenger, Houston, I've qot a
switch for you on R12 for me.

SPACECRAFT Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM Roger, we've got some water trapped between the
supply water dump valve and the dump isol valve. So it won't
heat up and expand on entry, I'd like for you to take the dumo
valve and cycle it open for 5 seconds then back closed.

SPACECRAFT Wilco, Standby. Okay, Houston, we've accomolishod
that and we're looking at a real pretty ice shower.

CAPCOM Roger. And the config looks good to us too, thank
you

.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

Mission Control Houston. Infrared video of the
Shuttle training aircraft making an approach at Edwards, a
simulated Shuttle landing approach.

still in the clouds.

CAPCOM Roger copy and you are GO for deorbit burn.

SPACECRAFT Roger, GO for the deorbit burn, thank you.

CAPCOM Rog, and Crip's flying around in the STA and he
says you'll have a real pretty sight, looking down at all the
lights in California coming across.

SPACECRAFT Great, we're looking forward to it.

NASA select television at this time, a shot of
the Control Room at Dryden Plight Research Canter.

CAPCCM Challenger, Houston, we'll be h?«nding over to TDRS
in about 30 seconds.

SPACECRAFT Okay, looking forward to it.

PAO Mission Control, Houston. Deorbit burn in some 21minutes and 40 seconds.

(garble), Houston, how do you read?
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Roger, Houston, NASA 946, loud and clear, John and
we ve completed approach to runway 22 and weather still remains

There may be a small amount of turbulence somewhere around
20,000 feet, but I believe that it will be no factor at all in
the Challenger. The lights are all set up and looking good MLS
IS sweet. We did get a disparity of about 1400 feet between
tacan and MLS that caused some overshoot coming on final, but Iwould not change runways for that. We're going to set uo now to
look at runway 17.

CAPCOM Okay and Crip, do you think we should advise
Richard of that disparity between tacan and "^LS state.

No sir, I don't believe so.

CAPCOM Okay we won't, we'll tell him that everything's
still nominal and like we have read up to him initially, if you
agree with that. And 946, Houston, how do you read?

946, loud and clear, go ahead, John.

CAPCOM Roger, Crip if that's the end of what — your
report right now, we'll see you at LOS Botswana at 2336.

See you there.

CAPCOM Roger that. Challenger, Houston, with you on TDRS.

SPACECRAFT Roger, Houston, loud and clear.

CAPCOM You too, Richard. And Challenger, Houston, we'r<» Iminute to TDRS LOS. Configure LOS. We'll have you on Botswana
for another 3 minutes tfflP.

SPACECRAFT Roger Houston.

f^? .

Mission Control Houston. Challenger maneuvering atthis time to the deorbit burn attitude which is heads down, tailtoward the direction of flight, slightly pitched down. After theburn, the Spacecraft will be pitched around to 40 degrees, nose

CAPCOM
1/2.

SPACECRAFT

Challenger, Houston with you UHP, Botswana for 2

Roger, loud and clear.

CAPCOM Challenger, Houston, 1 minute to LOS.
Durn, we'll see you at — over Guam at EI -9.

Have a good

SPACECRAFT Roger, we'll see you there.
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CAPOOH NASA 946, Houston, hem rfo you read?

rlouston, NASA 946, loud and clear. We've comnlptpd
approach to runway 17, all conditions are qood, lights lookqood
and really nothing else to rejiort to you about conditions, stillGO here.

CAPCOM R.-Kjsr that Crip, thanks a lot and - -

END OF TAPE
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Houston, NASA 946 loud and clear, we've comoletedapproach to rur.way 17, all conditions are qood, lights look oood

go he-r
"othmg else to report to you. All conditions still

CAPCO.M Roger, that Crip, thanks a lot and everyth inqgoing well with the Orbiter. I'll see you, unless vou hav«
-something else, at AOS about 5 minutes before AOS Guam, at'on 0,

- 23 ! 55,a

Roger, expect the call ac 55.

CAPCOM Roger, that.

PAO Mission Control Houston. Ignition now 10 miMutesaway tor taedeorbit burn that wil! bring Challenger back fo alanding in the early morning hours at Edwards Air "orce BaseThe next contact with Challenger will be some 9 minutes prior toentry into th« atmosphere at Guam and that's 23 minute, from thi^point. Hawaii will likely be unable to make contact with thespacecraft because of the ionized sheath during blackout.Mission Control at 6 days, 0 hours, 6 minutes. Mission ControlHouston, coming up on time for ignition of the deorbit burn."Mark- the OMS engines should be burning at this time to brinrChallenger back into the atmosphere. The burn lasts two minutes
r?f.JLl^? \ !!• ^ ^^^^"^ the crew later on atGuam tracKing station some 13 minutes from now. it'll be about 9

aJ^nruLfp?-
^"tering the atmosphere at that time. Meanwhileat Dryden Flight Research Center, the people out there in their

n??^^fi K°°n Shuttle training aircraft 946piloted by Bob Crippen has made one run of a simulated orbiter
P ""^^ another one on the lakebed runway on

1^2 11 11;
The infrared imaging system shown earlier trackingthe shuttle training aircraft will be used as the Orbiterapproaches and lands at Dryden. At 6 days, 0 hours, 16 minutes,this is Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM NASA 946, Houston, do you have any changes toreport?

Houston, NASA 946, that's a negative. Kverythinq
tl'ti

everything here is still go, the (garble) is go, theweather's go, the only thing Richard's missing is the captain's

CAPCOM
tonight.

Roger that. Crip and thanks a lot for your help

(garble) make it a lot easier than launch.

??2tn
Mission Control, Houston, 50 seconds awayfrom acquisition through Guam. On the descending track of
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Challenger, as it nears atmospheric entry in the western Pacific^uam should have acquisition in about 30 seconds. w<» should qet'trom the crew at that time, a report on how the deorbit burnwent

.

CAPCOM
minutes.

SPACECRAFT
and nominal,
to 304.

CAPCOM
configure AOS.

Challenger, Houston, with you throuqh Guam for ^

Roger, Houston, loud and clear, burn wag on tim«
Residuals were zero and we're sitting waiting to go

Roger, copy. Sounds good. And Challenger,

O^ta telemetered through Guam show that all three
^k" J^^^ ''"^^^ running at normal turbine soeed of'above 100 percent rated soeed.

SPACECRAFT We're Still configured to AOS (garble)

END OP TAPE
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Data telemetered through Guam show that all threeauxilliary power units are running at normal turbin- Bn^ed of'
above 100 percent rated speed.

We're still (garble) AOS (garble).

CAPCOM That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT We're really skimminq alonq out h^re. Okav
Houston, we're in 304.

CAPCOM Roger, we're looking.

SPACECRAFT VTR's are enabled Houston.

CAPCOM Roger. Challenger, we're at 30 seconds t-o ^,r><^

Configure LOS, we'll see you about Mach 11.

SPACECRAFT You bet, see you there.

CAPCOM Roger, and everything's looking good.

SPACECRAFT Same onboard, Houston the airspeed indicator is}ust beginning to tickle.

PAO This is ^5ission Control Houston, loss of signal atGuam, Some 4 minutes now until ~ 3 minutes until the Challenaershall start entering the atmosphere at 400,000 feet. Dick Trulyreported that the ignition of the deorbit burn was on time,totally nominal with no trim residuals to be maneuvered ou*-We're some 32 minutes now away from predicted touchdown on'runwav
^4 at Edwards, at 6 day, 0 hours, 36 minutes, this is MissionControl Houston. Mission Control Houston. Challenger now twominutes into the atmospheric entry. Mission Control Houston,
v-hallenger now entering the communications blackout. Pr'>dic-edexit from blackout will be at 55 minutes, 39 seconds past th«hour, elapsed time hour, that is. This is Mission '"ontrolHouston. Challenger still in blackout for about th« next 8minutes. Here in Mission Control, the flight dynamics officerdisplays have been shown, or are being shown on the front disolavscreens, including one that shows the predicted ground track asagainst the different Mach numbers as the Orbiter decelerates inits approach to the wast coast. Concentric radiating circlesindicating Mach 14, Mach 12, Mach 10, Mach 8, 6, 5, 4, etc. allthe way into Edwards. We have reports that Hawaii has visualcontact with the Orbiter but unable to punch through theionization Sheet surrounding the spacecraft during the blackout
^wl^Sf^n

"^ssion Control, Houston. Out at Edwards Air Force Base
? ^^^""^t

°^ vehicles that will go to service the Orbiterafter landing have been directed to turn off their headlights "oavoid any unnecessary glace in the eyes of the crew as they do"their final approach and landing. 5 minutes remaining in the

i
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predicted blackout period. Mi«53ion Control Hountnn, ? minut'>s
remaining in the pr»rtict«d blackout ocriod. nrtw havp c-KinH
contact with the Challenger. Flight riynamirs offl<-ef rf>r5n'»-<j t-h
spacecraft is glightiy north of th<? ground track, now dnwn "-o
Mach 12. Altitude 178,000 fefit.

CAPCO.M Challenger, Houston, confiqur» AOS.

3ND OP TAPE
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:-r>ac?>cf af t is sUqhtl/ north of »:hf» o'-ounH
trac;, now itosvn to »*a::h 12, .iltituHr. l7S,non fo*>t.

CAPO<.»! Ch=i I I'jnqcr , Houston, confifjur« AOP.

SPACKOkAJ-n' ifnaer !tou:^ton, lou.i /^n.l cl»:ir.

CAPCUM you'ro loud inil cleur ^Iso, the en<»rr)v qround track
and Nav are all c;o,

Si'ACiX'JtAP? Roqer Miat. i,^«'ro rommq thrnitqh Ma.-'h 11 ^t-
250,000 fetjt.

CAcCOM 'i c jfj 1^ r f' ! a t

.

SPACKCRAPr Okay, Houston, cominci through Mach P a** about
222,000 feet. All the PTIb look real qoof! and stabl« so far
vary we 11 done, ~ '

CkPCCM Hoqer, copv.

SPACBCKAPT And tAcanr, loo'< qood o'>hoar<^.

CAl»€0^5 Chalior.ger, takf^ taoans.

SPACKCKArr wiico, taklnq tacans.

CAi<:uM And Challenger, iiouston. be advised w« !;how vour
altitude readouti to be quit« a bit hiqh, wp'rs showinq vou
coming through 130,000 now.

Sl>ACaCRAFT K.>ijer that.

Range 200 nautical miles.

SPACECRAFT 0<ay Houfiton, I've qot tho Channel Islan'^s and thfcoast in sight, and how doen our energy look?

CAPCOM Energy iootcs qood.

SPACECRAFT Okay.

^acfi 6- 124,000 feet. 140 nautical miles.

SPACSCRAPT (garble) approach coming up.

CAPCOM Roger.

Velocity 4600 Ceet per sacond. Air data oroH«s ar-out on tho 3pac«cciift, now down to 110,000 feet in altltu^le.'Sin« rate at about 300 t^at per second. About 9S nautical milesfrom touchdown. 95,000 feet altitude.
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SPACECUAFT The air data looks good onboard.

CAPCOM Roger, Challenger, take air data.

Challenger's ground track slightly north of the
predicted track.

SPACKCRAFT Challenger to Houston, air data went in 1us»- about
2.9 (garble)

.

CAPCOM Roger, *nd at your convience we'd like a vector
transfer to backup.

SPACECRAFT

PAO
feet.

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

PAO

SPACECRAFT
and ...

CAPCOM

PAO

W'ilco.

Velocity 2400 feot per second. Altitude 80,000

And the vector's in the backup.

Roger, thank you.

Range 50 miles.

...too, Houston, Dan and I both have a good head

Roger, sounds good.

Coming through 70,000 feet in altitude, velocity
1631 feet per second, sink rate 284 feet per second

CAPCOM hallenger, Houston, I've got new surface wind andaltimeter. Surface winds, 190 at 5, altimeter 2984.

PAO

SPACECRAFT

CAPCOM

PAO

Range to go, 31 miles.

- - 2984, copy.

Readback correct.

iA,o « .
Coming down through 52,000 feet altitude, velocity

1039 feet per second. Range 25 nautical miles to acquisition of
An^AAA^^^"?

alignment circle. 45,000 feet. 21 miles range.
40,000 feet. Challenger now has intersected the heading
alignment circle, altitude 31,000 feet.

END OP TAPE
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. ,. 40,000 feet. Challenger now has intersected theheading alignment circle, altitude 31,000 feet. 17 miles to
go. Airspeed 267 knots. 22,400 feet, 9 miles ranqe. 260knots. 18,000 feet.

^

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, the lights look real pretty.

PAO 265 knots.

CAPCOM Everything's looking good.

^ .
15,000 feet altitude, range 8.6. Now havina theinfrared xmaging system picking up the Orbiter.

SPACECRAPr Houston, Challenger, ball state 0.0.

CAPCOM Roger, copy.

9,600 feet. 279 knots.

Challenger, Houston. Looking good on final.

^Q.. u ."^'^T .f^^' ^ ^"'^ ^ ^^^^ miles. 290 knots, 4100
3 miles. Airspeed 300 knots, gear down, range 1mile. And we mark touchdown at 8 minutes, 40 seconds.

SPACECRAFT Houston give the commander an okay 3.

Houston, Challenger to stop.

CAPCOM Roger, copy. Welcome back, great show.

hhf ^ copied end of roll at 9 minutes 32 seconds past
2t f^-Sw!

^"'^ '^^^ night landing ends the sixday flight of STS-8, with Orbiter Challenger.

SPACECRAFT Convoy 1, Challenger, how do you read?

clear how me?^^^^^*^"^^^*^'
^^^^ Convoy 1. Read you loud and

SPACECRAFT Loud and clear and I can see you guys coming.

We'll be right with you, welcome home.

yoSr^cSff
'^^^"''^ ^"'^ Houston, CDR. The MADS power is

CAPCOM Roger, Houston, leave the MADS on.

SPACECRAFT Wilco, John.
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CAPCOM And Challenger, Houston, I have two items for
postlanding changes.

SPACECRAFT Roger, John, ready to copy.

^hf^?"^
^°5er, use GPC 2 foe G9. And the second one deletethe hydraulic load test.

SPACECRAPr Okay, the first time we go into G9, we're going totake all four there, correct, and then the second — and th^nwhen we, after that when we go down to one G?C we'll use G^r 2
IS that Charlie? '

CAPCOM That's affirmative, Richard.

SPACECRAFT Roger, that.

PAO Out at Edwards Air Force Base a myriad ofautomobiles and trucks and vans going out to the spacecraft.

SPACECRAFT Okay, Houston, we're (garble) 5-4 and 5.

CAPCOM Roger, we're with you Richard,

^^'^
,

Convoy commander reports no leaks around tho
spacecraft.

SPACECRAFT Houston, Challenger, (garble).

CAPCOM Roger, we copy.

It^*. K V, ^ Brandenstein's comment of okay 3 meant
^^tl .

^ good pass and caught the 3rd wire on the carrieraec^, the target wire m a carrier landing.

onboard?^^
^""^

^"^^ safing is done

END OF TAPE
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